


BOILS
Water
Tea
Coffee
Candy
Soups
Potatoes
etc.
COOKS
Cereals
Rarebits
Vegetables
etc.

One of the Hundred Uses of this
Electric Stove*
Getting breakfast quickly is but one
of the many conveniences possible with
this electric stove. It is ready for ser-
vice anywhere, any time with ordinary
cooking utensils and with percolators,
chafing dishes, and the like.

Simply turning a switch produces either of three
different grades of heat, low, medium or high.
This handy stove is flaineless, safe, clean, relia-
ble and will last a lifetime.
G -E Disk Stoves are made in five different sizes
-price $4.50 and upwards. The G -E line also

FRIES
Eggs
Meats
Fritters
Doughnuts
Oysters
Fish
Potatoes
etc.
TOASTS
Bread
Crackers
etc.

includes electric twin -disk hot plates and domes-
tic ranges, similar in size and usefulness to gas
hot plates and ranges. Get them from lighting
companies and electrical supply dealers every-
where. Write for (30 -page illustrated price list of
fifty electric heating and cooking devices.

*Through the use of Calorito (nn alloy made and used exclusively by the General Electric
Co.) this stove will give a quicker and cheaper heat than any titer electric stove of assize.

General Electric Company
SCHENECTADY, NEW YORK 1'-
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LEARN (IF THESE TRADES
THAT PAY HIGHEST WAGES

ELECTRICITY, PLUMBING, BRICK-
LAYING, MECHANICAL DRAWING,
PAINTING AND DECORATING

Electric Locomotive Owned by School on Which
Students Are Given Practical Instruction

Don't Spend 3 to 5 Years
Learning a Trade, as under
the old apprentice system.
Our methods and equip-
ment are far ahead of any
other institution in Amer-
ica. School open every day
in the year. Students of
any age may enter at any
time. We have students
from 16 to 60 years.

Learn by Our Rapid,
tical Methods, and become

a skilled workman in a short time. Tools instead of books. Practical
individual instruction under actual working conditions. Graduates
assisted to good positions.

Hundreds of satisfied graduates are
iow earning from $5.00 to $8.00 per

day. Many of our graduates are now
in bust..ess for themselves and making
from $1500.90 to $7500.00 a year.
When you fe,-- a good trade you are
independent for life. No woman or
machine can take your job from you.
We have the largest, best equipped
school in the United States. Draw-
ing and estimating are included with
each trade. Home of the Schools

FREE-Large illustrated catalog with full particulars. Write me per-
sonally -TODAY! Come to Chicago, the busiest city in the world.

L. L. COOKE, Director in Chief

COYNE NATIONAL TRADE SCHOOLS
97 EAST ILLINOIS STREET, CHICAGO

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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The Demand for
Competent Men
in the Telegraph and Railway and
Wireless Fields far exceeds the
supply. We are unable to keep
pace with the de-
mand for our grad-
uates. Greatest
possibilities.

My Thorough
Comprehen-
sive Course

of Instruction
enables my students to become proficient in a
short time. I have the oldest, largest and best
telegraph and railway instruction school in
America. Established 1874. Thousands of my
former students successfully employed every-
where. Railway and train dispatchers and
Western Union Telegraph wires in classrooms.
Complete high power wireless station, also an
unexcelled course in railway accounting as
applied to station agency work. Enroll Now.

Steady Work-Good Wages-A Bright Future
Expenses very low and may be earned while learning. Easy

payments and many other big advantages.
Large illustrated catalog tells all. FREE. Write for it now.

GEO. M. DODGE, Pres.

Geo. M.
Dodge, Pres.

budgé s Institute of Telegraphy
Valparaiso, Ind.

Dodge's Institute of Telegraphy
21st Street Valparaiao,Ind.

Health
CHOOSE A

BRAINY
DIET

No Foods Sold
Fat, oil, butter, cream and eggs certainly caused my catarrh and

deafness, but your diet of lean meats, green vegetables, fruits, etc.cured me in a few weeks. My brain power and complexion improvedtremendously, and I succeeded financially." . Different classes
of foods cause different diseases, but correct combinations cure. Foods
which cause expectoration, catarrh, fevers, rheumatism, constipation,
etc., are specified in 4 very instructive booklets-sent for ten cents.

G. H. Brinkler, Food Expert, Dept. 19, Washington, D. C,

LEARN TO THROW YOUR VOICE! Be a Ventriloquist
In a few hours. Olean,

high.claas, intensely interesting amusement. Anyone may learn.Small cost. New NATURAL Method never explainedbefore. Pro-tected by copyright. Send stamp for interesting booklet.
W. L BAILEY, Lock Box 212, St. Paul, Minn.

A Frank Talk With Young Men

Who Want To Earn Big Money
We want every young fellow who has the ambition to do better workand the ability to earn a higher salary write forour free book "How to GetInto The Auto.Business." It

tells how any hustler
can increase his in-
come and establ sh
himself ina pay-
ing, perma-

eat vocation

Be your own boss. My system will
help you achieve that goal.

My system of teaching by mail is a New
Idea-its different front others. I will so

thoroughly train you that you will not only
be able to drive a car, hot you can repair

moters, overhaul cars, repair tires, repair launch(XI engines, repair stationery gaincould
into the repair btair

cars and engines.

My Coarse is Practical
I teach with real models - i

that arouse interest and insure

line engines-you

thoroughness,
There are models ofa Mag- j''.

neto, Emine and Carburetor; also
manikin of an automobile. The ad,it.

Manikin can Inc taken apart and
models actea ly work. All moving `L;12-e parts made of metal, WSW ManThe course cansists of 29 Instructions
3 models and a Manikin and Examina-
tions, Diplomas, etc. special price is (One of tho Models)now but $10.00. If you paid $1,000.00

AUTO you couldn't get better course-nor
as good course-because i is he

susotess only one of its kind.
SEND FOR THIS FREE BOOK

Tells In-
d

all
ustry and its a great

Auto.ln

DYKE'S CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL OF MOTORING
Box 2, Roe Building, ST. LOUIS, MO.

Our se heel issththeonly one teaching w
first

al mo ISupply
f others sa
Co. in

y they)do,have them prove it.

With this engine model you
learn the principal of a gas
Mine engine and you can
actually set the raises,
time the ignition, etc.

Be a Valuable Man!
The trained man is the

valuable
man

He Is worth double
the salary paid to

the untrained man.

DRAFTING
We teach it in a short time by practical and

1 r thorough methods. Well-known Chicago engi-
I t f1i have access to plans of are and machinery no ebeing built. Inspection of actual construction ofthis work is an exclusive feature.
You may start at any time. Special courses to fit your In-dividual need. Day and Evening classes. Students helpedto positions while attending school. Light, clean and well -paying work with a brilliant future assured. Call or writefor catalogue telling how you may earn more money.

CHICAGO TECHNICAL COLLEGE, 609 ATHENAEUM BLOB.. CHICANO. ILL
For those who cannot come to Chicago our Coupes by
mail in Architectural, Mechanical and Structural Draft-
ing and Design, Plan Reading, Estimating, etc., are fullyexplained in Folder No.3 Write for it.

'
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THE NEW YORK ELECTRICAL SCHOOL
Offers a theoretical and practical course
in Applied ELECTRICITY.

Our course teaches all that one must know
about electricity.

It supplies that thorough training which
cannot be obtained in any other way than
by applying the practice to the theory at
the time and place in which the theory is be-
ing given

You need no preparation to take our course.

We prepare you and finish your electrical
education.

You are not subject to the requirements of
class work, but take your course individually
and as quickly as your ability permits,

You can start any time, as the school is open
all year. You can take day or night or both.
Our twelve years' school experience prompts
us to make claims and our graduates prove
the claims.

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED PROSPECTUS
40 WEST SEVENTEENTH STREET, PIEL. YORL

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advernsers.
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«Oh& New , Cncyclopaedía.

Meri Cann
"~"through Brentano's"

CHOOSE RIGHTLY A GREAT AUTHORITATIVE REFERENCE WORK! If you had the
opportunity for full comparison of various Reference Books, and if you read the splendid and approv-
ing letters from the competent, distinguished professional men generally who are owners of this
work, you would have the immediate confidence in buying that we have in recommending one of these
SUPERB TWENTY -VOLUME SETS of THE NEW ENCYCLOPAEDIA AMERICANA.

As International Booksellers, with legions of correspondents in every part of the world, who
honor us with reliance in our judgment, we wish to say that our own recommendation is conservative,
and only determined because we have become convinced of the merit of this work.

Special distribution of 2500 sets. Printed on India rice-
paper;
bound in
flexible
leather.

The India Paper Edition in Portable Oak Case

THE OLD
AND THE NEW
These two volumes, so unlike

in size.contain exactly the same
subject matter and illustrations.
The old is on ordinary paper,
the new on India paper. The
old Is 234 inches thick, the new
1 inch thick; the old weighs 6
pounds, the new 254 pounds;
the old (full set) weighs 104
pounds. the new (full set) weighs
50 pounds; the old (full set) re-
quires S feet and 8 inches of
shelf room, the new only 20
inches of shelf room.

Our reasons why Ine securing control f the entireifirst Edionus (Fi sets):
of the AMERICANA, four considerations moved us. First:
the excellence of the work itself as arrived at from critical

examination by undoubted experts; we have their reports. Second: the sumptuous appearance and marked
convenience of the India -paper edition bound in flexible leather: 'tis indeed a transformation. Third: the
low cost "through Brentano's," and our graduated payment -plan ; these make the purchase "tsuch the
pocket lightly." Fourth: we can allow you more money for your old encyclopaedia than anyone else;
we have larger facilities for disposing of old sets than any publisher. Send name and date of your old
encyclopaedia.

Your opportunity: It's worth while to post yourself
about so great a reference library as the
ENCYCLOPEDIA AMERICANA.

To this end we have prepared a pamphlet that will give you a good idea of the work as a
whole-its 2,387 special writers (American and foreign), its 65,287 subjects treated, its
signed articles, its 16o ,naps, its 2,114 half -tone illustrations, its 400 special engravings
and drawings, its rzb superb plates in color. You will readily see the great vale
of having the whole world's knowledge-especially the new knowledge-within your
easy reach, made so by the reduced price and easy terms `through Brentano's."

A post -card will bring the pam-
phlet; also an unbound, 32 -page section Use the coupon_of the work itself. Better still

BRENTANO'S
BOOKSELLERS

Fifth Avenue, cor. Twenty-seventh St., New York

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.

E2

BREN-
TANO'S

New York

Send me full
particulars about

your distribution of
the ENCYCLOPAE-

DIA AMERICANA
with pamphlet and actual

pages from the work.

NAME

ADDRESS

Also state basis of exchange.

EncyclopsodiaI own the

Date of same
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 Learn a Paying Profession 
that assures yon a good income and position for life. For
17 years we have successfully taught

PHOTOGRAPHY
Photo -Engraving and Three -Color Work

Our graduates tam $20 to $50 a week. We assist them to secure these
petitions. Learn how you can become successful. Terms
envy-living inexpensive. Write for catalogue-NOW.

ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF PHOTOGRAPHY
989 Wabash Avenue, Effingham, Illinois

WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY
Expert instruction-full equipment-low fees. Meets
U. S. Government requirements-grants certificates
-Prepares for positions with Postal Western Union,
United Wireless or U. S. Government.

BOOKLET "T" FREE TO ANY ADDRESS

East Side Y.M.C.A. Telegraph School
153 East 86th St., New York

LEARN PIANO TUNING AT ROME by the aid of the TUNE-
APHONE. A Profession that can be converted into money at any
time or place in the civilized world at an hour's notice. Earn
65.00 to 115.00 per day. Valuable Illustrated book FREE. Write
MILES BRYANT SCHOOL OF PIANO TU1I1G,77llusic 9all,Battle Creek, Bich.

WANTED - MEN
Brakemen, Firemen. Electric

Motormen, Conductors,Train Porters
Hundreds put to work. $65 to $150 per month.500 more wanted. Experience un-
necessary. Application blank and map of new
lines free. Give age and position wanted.
Enclose stamp.
I. RAILWAY C. L, No. 47 Indianapolis, Ind.

Salesmen Wanted
and expenses. Hundreds of good positions now open. No
experience needed to get one of them. We will assist you
to secure a position where you can earn good wages while
you are learning Practical Salesmanship. Write today for
full particulars, list of good openings, and testimonials from
over a thousand men we have recently placed in good
positions.

Address Nearest Office, Dept.133,
National Salesmen's Training Association

CYlease New Terk Kansas City Seattle New Orleans

Study Applied Art at home.
Personal Correspondence System.
Eminent Instructors. More than twel

years successful teaching. Practical re-
sults guaranteed. Our students le demand by leading

S, e. Yi,awoara
employers of artists. Applied Art Courses in Commercial
Drawing, Illmdratlag, Teachers Normal, Fashion, Letter-

rooader Soil Art lag and Design, Cartooning, Photo Retouching, Arehltee-
Diraotor toral Perapeeliee, Etc. Endorsed by high authorities.

Residence Finishing School for Advanced Students.
Artists' outfits furnished enrolad students. Year Book free.

SCHOOL OF APPLIED ART,
- 640 Applied Art Bldg., Battle Creek, Lek.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular

ve

APPLIED ART PAYS
ti

Let Experts Teach
You to be a

Real Machinist

Highland ParkCollege
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

Take your first Job as a trained man-not an apprentice-get
a trained man's wages-quicker promotion. Our expert teach-
ers will personally show you how to use tools; put you through
lathe, drill, shaper chuck, milling machine, planer, grinder
and vise work; and have you make, assemble and repair ma-
chines and tools. Special attention to accuracy and speed.
The largest and most complete school machine sh opens the
United Mateo. Small tuition. Low cost of living. Enter
any time. Write for illustrated catalogue. Address

O. H. LONCWELL, Preeldent, Dee Moines, Iowa

MOTORMEN WANTED
QUICK-BIG PAY

Alee Conductors. We lit you at home in your
spare I i me for l hese good pay log positions wait.
ing. M irk steady t lie ye., r round salaries high.
Positions now open wanting for our gradu:uni
This is the or I i indorsed by I'llert rio Hy. Sig,
everywhere. Write today for full informal ono

OFFICIAL RAILWAY SCHOOL
General Office 499 FREEPORT, ILL.

Watchmaking, Engraving and Jewelry re-
pairing taught in all its branches. Personal
instruction by practical specialists. By our
profit sharing plan students can earn while
learning. Positions secured for graduates.
Our school is endorsed by leading jewelers.
Send for free catalog.
CHICAGO SCHOOL OF WATCHMAKING
Dept. 30, 800 N. Clark St., Chicago

MEN AND WOMEN WANTED
nv U. S. Government to fill Civil Service positions offering
steady. pleasant cmpinyntrnt with good pay. Customs and
Internal Revenue exauiinatinns to he held soon. No influence
necessary. Prepare now under former l'. S. Civil Service
Examiner. Sec years experience in conducting examinations.
I I "hie ladrry for bizrfree di scriplri'e booklet.

PATTERSON CIVIL SERVICE SCHOOL
Boa 894 Rochester, N. Y.

TELEGRAPHY TAUGHT
in the shortest possible time. The Omnigragh Automatic

Transmitter combined with standard key
qtr and sounder. Sends you telegraph mes-

ges at any speed just as an expert opera-
tor would. Fire st, des, es up; circular free.

OMNIGRAPH MFG. CO.
39 H Cortlandt Street New York

Practical Electrical
Education

We lean h I , : . ., -tbnds under practical
working cuwlic.,ne, all ia_n_u.c t 1_1c. inn .ii Science and Engl.
neering.e

Studnts can mt.'', at airy burr for the full or special courses.
No matter what emu -education is, a start you at the very point

you are competent to begin. By our system of individual instruction,
yoin can complete your colirse innh hit as your al-ility warrants.

"rhere is a ilmidell scar, ity of elehiri, ians and electrical engineers.
We have wa alls for trained students than ye till. Many of
our students have started earning from f isoo a year and up, immedi-
ately upon the completion of their course.

Full particulars. handsome illustrated aatalug, and terms free upon
request. Write today.

School of Engineering of Milwaukee
1025-1027 Winnebago Street Milwaukee, Wit.

A'ot a Correspondence School

Electricity when writing to Advertisers.

a

a
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To The Man or Woman
Who Needs Advice!

The confidential, valuable advice and suggestions
of scme of the ablest men in the United States are now
placed at your disposal at insignificant cost.

High grade, successful business men, lawyers of nation-
al prominence, expert engineers, doctors, railroad men,
advertisers, artists, musical geniuses automobile experts-
men of importance in every walk of life-have organized
the National Bureau.

Its purpose is to supply advice, information, suggestion,
ideas, assistance, co-operation and counsel in connection
with anything you want to do, anything you want to know,
anything you may be interested in or worried about.

The story of how tLis wonderfully interesting institution
came to be, what it is doing for people everywhere and
what it can do far you, is told in a fascinating way in our

Beautifully Illustrated Booklet Sent Free
A hook of absorbing interest to every man. wom,sn or child In

America. Sent anywhere fur the askicz. Get a copy today. Address

NATIONAL BUREAU OF ADVICE AND EDUCATION, Inc.
535 Ashland Block Chicago

0,0Al "Advice on Any Subject under the Sun"

10,000 MEN WANTED

We Prepare 011
O

sass/°°/ Dept. P 118, Rochester, N. Y.
°°° The coupon, filled out as directed, entitles the° sender lea free copy of our boob, i :m ermneet Pori.0 lins, and I,ow to Ot,taiu 7 hem," and to con,ideration fur

I ree t o.., dug for the examination here checked.
Raitsay Mail Clerks($Soo to$,400) Customs Positions (boo to gig
 I'ostotnce Clerk Woo to gtco l ., I eternal Re,enue ($ nn togs
i'ustomce Carrier (gr.xs togtoou) Stenograpeer (gasu<, toga
Rural Mail Carrier (boot° g g,5 ,.Clerk in the Depart-
Isucckeeper (goo° to gilt.. o) went°at Washington igloo to gi_

AVERAGE $90.00 MONTH
by U. S. GOVERNMENT

Railway Mail Clerks - Custom
House Employees - Internal
Revenue Employees -City
Carriers - Postoffice Clerks

Examinations Everywhere Soon
Over 15,000 Positions will be filled

Ni' lay-offs" without pay, because of strikes, gram ial flurries or the
shims of some petty boss. Excellent opportunities for qui..k au ,:mce_
tuent to Higher t:overnutent Positions. I f you want I nnnedi:v.
appointment, send TODAY for our schedule sheeN,' .'
locations and dates of the Fall examinations. AM'
delay means the loss of just so h tint,. ., ..
preparing yourself for examination. . Send

Today

Candidates Q FRANKLIN
INSTITUTEFree

Name

Address
L ..r rm, b,ynrryot. [oac a, ./ rule ¡(truly

t' its

'--SPECIAlliE IN EIECTRICITY--
Big demand for SPECIALISTS in Instrument and Meter work. This is one

of the most important branches in the great electrical industry. Instruments
and Meters are used wherever ELECTRICITY is used.

POSITIONS PAY $900-$1800 A Y EAR. _

The work is pleasant and healthful. Easily learned from our Complete Course. We will
qualify YOU for a splendid paying position and assist you in getting it. Your services will al-

ways he in demand. Our booklet, "Instruments and Meters," tells all about this fascinating and
profitable work. Send for it. It's FREE.

FORT WAYNE CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL,
1110 Shoeff Bldg., Fort Wayne, Indiana.

..,t,: .::....: 'w......,,,.._ ._....,..... STUDENTS ON
CONTRACT WORK

Learn
Electricity Automobiles
Plumbing Bricklaying

in few months
Students first prepare by short home course, then

come to work for us. Pay for course
taken out of earnings.

No Expense to Students
Write to

UNITED TRADE SCHOOL CONT. CO.
OS ANGELES, CAI..
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Osteopathy -A
Our Valuable 100 Page

Book on Drugless Healing ,~Q

FREE
,049(1

This free book explains the
Theory and Practice of the
latest and hest method of
Drugless Healing and shows
a correct way to master di-
sease without the use of inju-
rious or habit-forming de ugs.

We send you this interest-
ing book absolutely free to tell you all about Mechem-Therapy-the
Recognized System of Drugless Healing which pays

NOVEMBER- Advertising Section

$3,000 to $5,000 Yearly
la a few months by our system you can begin practicing Mecbano-Ther-

apy-an elevating and highly paid profession for men and women.
Simpler and more comprehensive than Osteopathy. Endorsed by phy-
sicians. a A fascinating study, euy to learn. We teach you la your own
home by mail or in class and guarantee success-an ordinary education
and our course of instruction fits you for a professional life. Authorized
diplomas to graduates. Work absorbingly interesting Vast opportu-
nities for ',axial and financial betterment. Special terms now. Write to-
day for our Ito -pace book on Osteopathy. 84 -page ill. prospectus both free.
American College of Mechano-Therapy, Dept. 500 81 W. Randolph St.. Chicago.

DR. FOOTE'S WONDER1OOK11
am HEALTH -DISEASES -FREAKS-
MARRIAOE-PARENTAGE-HUMAN NATURE

A peep into the Mysteries of the INNER -MAN. Thin remarkable
book is a thought. -awakener. and is on mate rely interesting os n
novel. It contains more truths, common sense, vital facts, volu.
able advice and information than your doctor would give you
for $10. In two sections -240 pages and 40 illustrations. Sent
by mail postpaid on receipt of price -10 cents. Write TO -DAY.

Murray Hill Book Co., 106 East 28th St., N. Y.

"BUSINESS POWER
yy New Member of Haddock's

Power-liook Library. 7'he
.tauter Rua/der of Ffuan-

rial Ability and Commaadir, Busi,ress Personality. A practical analysis
and instruction book in the underground factors of present-day fortune build-
ing, with actual directions for those who seek commercial chieftainship. The
Greatest book on business power and success ever formulated. Nothing like
it in literature. An encyclopedia of rare. scientific rules, methods and result -
producing plans for every successful business man, for the leaders in money-
making, for those who are big men --or wish to be. This volume isbrand new,
in a virgin field never before entered; and mark this-it sail/ he the big- th jay
7r business /iterate refs rears to carece. Get the new book at once. eaneey
r funded:7 book returned rezislcred is Jive days. Send for circulars.
P rioe 53.25. Power -Book Library, Alhambra Sta., LosAngeles, Cal.

WHEN desirous of information in-
quire at the information Dept.

of Popular Electricity Pub. Co.

25 Cents will bring you the 3 latest
numbers of this 96 -Page$1.50 Magazine-

ELECTRICIAN AND MECHANIC
ltach number filler) with interesting "How to make" articles on Airships,
W ireless Telegraphy, Furniture and other Electrical and Mechanical
subjects. Written in plain language for men who use tools. Practical.
Fully illustrated. Sold at newsstands. Send for FREE Catalog of
Electrical and Mechanical Books.

SAMPSON PUBLISHING COMPANY518 Pope Building - Boston, Mass.

Pecas.. ur

CLEVELAIID ARMATURE
WORKS

WANTED
1000 DOCTORS OF
CHIROPRACTIC

We have on file more than 1000 demands for Doc-
tors of Chiropractic from various citie§ in all sections
of the United States, where yearly incomes of $5000
to $15000 are certainties for competent Chiroprac-
tors! The demand is growing every day, far faster
than it can possibly be supplied.

WHY NOT FIT YOURSELF FOR THIS
PROFITABLE PROFESSION?

Read what. the first graduate of t he Palmer School of Cor-
respondence writes under the date of Sept. 24, 1011.

B. J. PALMER, D. C., Ph. C.
Dear Doctor: Davenport, Iowa.

Whew! I've just, recovered my breath, I have been
here just three weeks and busi nene hue developed so
rapidly that today, Sunday, is the first opportunity I
have had to get n breathingnlrell. $840.50 is t. he exact
amount I have taken in since opening my office. just
seventeen business days.

To me it is a grand surprise. But that isn't all. I'm
getting results even with many serious [vases. I haveyou to thank. for it was I It rough what I have learned
at your hands that I'm able to do so well.

Sincerely yours.Leesville, La. J. A. MARKWELL, D. C.
LEARN CHIROPRACTIC AT NOME! Mr. Markwell learned
Chiropractic at home by studying the cos roe of I lie Palmer
School of Correspondence. His success chows what rue be
done. It shows how eagerly people are await ins( t he conning
of the man who. without the nidof drugeor surgery, relieves
themof their ills by adjusting the causes of disease,
Write today for on free hook. The. I'..4. C. Way to Health forIlerrith.. Don't pose this by until you've learned ail about the
splendid opportunity we offer you.

THE PALMER SCHOOL OF CORRESPONDENCE
CHIROPRACTIC FOUNTAIN HEAD

8TH AND BRADY STREETS DAVENPORT, IOWA

ARITHMETIC
SELF-TAUGHT

A plain easily -understood volume for
all who leave not had the oppori unity of.
learning this subject thoroughly. or who
have forgot ton what they once learned.
257 Pages. Requires no teacher. This great
little book sent postpaid for 60 CENTS.
Stamps accepted, leather binding $1.

OEO. A. ZELLER BOOK CO.
óa1.1870. 4464 W.Belle Place, ST. LOUIS. MO.

SPANGENBERG S

PRACTICAL

ARITHMETIC

Self Taught

I will send as long as they last my 25c. Book

STRONG ARMS
For 10c in stamps or Coin.

illustrated with 20 full page halftone cuts, :bowing
exercises that will quickly develop, beautify, and
gain great strength, in your shoulders, arms,
and hands, without any apparatus.

PROF. ANTHONY BARKER
1294 Barker Bldg. 110 West 42d Street, New York

A School Within Itself
There are XX chapters in all.XIXnrryingyoufromthefimda -

mental principles of electricity on through the various branches
to a point here the carefid student comprehends the complete

designing, , are and opera)",, or motor.:md 1 chapter on electric automobiles. outlining their con-
struction. care :Ind operation. an ,a storage batteries and hoax to handle them. Poch suhiect is carefully
written and to the point. After , cut studies a subject, he is questioned on that suhiect in such a manner as
to brines learly to his mind the p,.im, he needs to know a arding same. A DI('TION AIL Y in back of book
will real de hint is, learn the 111,111ing of any electrical c, ordr tens or phrase used in this look. as well al hundreds
of others in cone nun use. All requi ed tables necessary in the study are in it. TABLE UP SUBJECTS:

CHAPTER
XV'1-Diseases of Dynamos and

Motors, their sVootoms
and how to Cure Them.

XVII-Arc and Incandescent
lamps.

\\'I II-Aleasmring instruments.
XI S -Alternating Current.
X X-A utonhobiles.

A dictionary nf over t5oo Iilectrieal
Words, Terns and Phrases, km ing
a brief meaning of all which are in
CO11nnml use.

$2.00 Per Copy --Sixth Edition -30,000 Copies Sold
The offer we make i L, Kok is not satisfactory upon examination is AN UNUSUAL. ONE

in anuaertins with the . I; .t we have no fear of its return. Your decision will be what thousands
of others have been. :Money would not buy it if it could not be duplicated. We could print testimonials by the
hum beds. It is hest to order and be your 'n judge of its merits.

CLEVELAND ARMATURE WORKS, 4730 St. Clair Ave., Cleveland, Ohio
Armatures and Fields Wound. Commutators Pilled A\I ER ICA'S GILPAT EST 1<EPAIR WORKS

CHAPTER
1-Wiring.

II-Electric Batteries, Electro
Plating.

III- Ma_uetisuh.
IV - 'Magnetic Circuit.
\' "Magnetic 'fraction.

\' I Magnetic leakage.
VII- I'.n enz-y in Electric Circuit.

VIII -Calculation of Si -e of Wire for
Magnetiziu,.. t',

CH At'T ER
IX-Calculation of EMF's in Elec-

tric Machines.
X-Counter 1'.\I F.

X I-I I ysteresis and EddyCurrents.
XI I-Armature Reaction.

X III-Sparking.
X V-winding of Dynamos and

Motors.
XV-Proper Method of Connecting

Dynamos and Motors-Self
E_ citanon.
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Stop foréYiHf
___---Now, What Was That Fellow's Name?

_ _ I Can't Remember Those New Terms.
I Know-But Can't Find Exact Word.
What on Earth Did He Say About It?

A Perfect Memory
Is the Key to Success

The mind of the average person is filled with
thousands of single unrelated ideas which
waver and fluctuate with every emotion, like
the billows of the sea.

The man with a Wandering Mind can
never hope to Make Good-he will always be a

drug on the market-he has too many competitors.
The great men of all ages are those who acquire the ability to

concentrate and to memorize.

You Can Be Trained to Remember Accurately
In the business battle - matching wits each hour of every day - the
ability or inability to think on your feet, to remember instantly and
accurately means gain or loss. To succeed you must be "forget -proof."
Just as surely as a poorly organized business can be placed upon a basis
of perfect systematization and thereby made thoroughly efficient - so
can your mind be trained and made a classified indexed and cross
indexed filing system of facts so that you can command, on the instant,
any thought, fact or argument.

The Dickson Method of Memory Training Will Do
This for You It will enable you to classify impressions, ideas, names, facts

and arguments so as to have them ready at a moment's notice
at any time. It will train you to think on your feet, to converse in a natural, interesting
way, to overcome self-consciousness and bashfulness, to acquire easy, logical
thinking. My course is not a theory, but is purely and absolutely scientific-the result
of more than 20 years of close, intimate contact with students in schools and colleges
and searching their developing minds for means of strengthening their memories.

I Want to Send You My Book, "How to Remember,"
Absolutely FREE Simply clip the coupon and mail it today. It will explain

clearly the course that has raised thousands of men from
failures to great successes. You can have this same training. My free book is the first
step. Don't delay. Age, education, vocation or place of residence makes no difference.
Send the coupon today.

How to Get a Free Copy of This Val-
uable Book De luxe edition handsomely illustrated,

richly bound. Is exactly

My method is highly recom-
mended by ELBERT HUB -
BARD, PROF. DAVID
SWING , and thousands of
others. Ten minutes a day of
your spare time will give you
this training and not interfere
with your work in any way.

suited to meet the needs of the man or woman
who desires to be a successful public speaker.
The price of this 1911 de luxe edition is
$2.00. I will, however, present a copy
absolutely free to every student who
enrolls for my course of memory training

within ten days after reading this offer.

Send the Coupon
Today

Prof.
Henry

Dickson
America s foremost

authority on Memory
Training, Public Speak-

ing, Self Expression, and
Print ipal of the Dickson

Memory School, Auditorium
Building, Chicago.

Prof. Henry Dickson
Principal, Dickson School of Memory
929 Auditorium Bldg., Chicago, IlL

Send me free Booklet "How to Remember," also
full particulars how to obtain a free copy of Dickson's' "How to Speak in Public."

IINAME

STREET

lT\' STATP I fal al MI fM 1.11

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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YOU Be The Judge of the VALUE to You of the
Electrical Workers' Standard Library
Intelligent men expect a dollar of value for a dollar expended. Value must be based upon cost. Cost means more than
dolla is spent in production. The number of experts devoting years of painstaking research; the time spent in writing,
drawing illustrations, editing, and revising; the man y thousands of dollars expended from start to finish, until the hooks
were ready fur you, must all be counted when estimating value.

It is easy to see that the VALUE TO YOU of this set of wonderful bookscannot
be computed in dollars when cost is counted. But you shall be the judge.
In the quiet of your home, with no persuasive salesman to influence you, use
YOUR OWN JUDGMENT in estimating the value of these books to you. We
will send them al our expense for five days' examination-test the examples if you
will-apply the knowledge in your eyeryday work, and then if you can houesliy
say they won't help you, return them at our expense and we won't say a word.
We will abide by your decision since we know the great value of these Practical.
Helpful, Handy and Elegant Books. We have faith in your good judgment. and
therefore believe you'll accept our REMARKABLY LO\V PRICE and EASY
TERMS, and will agree with us you are getting value full measure and running
over.

Don't Delay. Fill in Coupon and Mail Today

COUPON
National Institute of Praeica: Mechanics, P. Ec.

Without any o:d nation o t my ;:art to rut chase, please
send me artici:l:ea of y.:nr blots and pries of the
Electrical Work:'r.i' Staniard I ihrare ,vh.cn -fished
either with or without the privileges of your Institute.

Name

Add'ens
Ocen pat ion

Employer

National Institute of Practical Mechanics
1325 Michigan Avenue Chicago, IT. S. A.

Central Station
Advertising

As advertising agents for the two largest
Central Stations in the world, we have
naturally acquired a fund of experience
which might be drawn upon by other
Central Stations to their considerable
advantage.

Advertising Things
Electrical

\Ve are qualified by what we have
done to give sound advice to the adver-
tiser who is facing the problem of inter-
esting the consumer in his product-be
that advertiser large or small.

WM. D. MCJUNKIN
Advertising Agency

35 S. Dearborn Street Chicago

Wireless Telegraph
Construction

for Amateurs
By

A. P. Morgan
This new book was written

to meet the demand for a
practical work on the con-
struction of wireless telegraph
instruments, and is unusually
a,m!Jete, !riving in minute
detail full directions, down to
the smallest screw, for each

part in the construction of various outfits capa-
ble of receiving fro n too to 1500 miles, and of
transmitting 3 to too miles.

The Author has written a number of articles
for POPULAR ELECTRICITY, whose read-
ers will at once recognize the value of his new
work.

The 153 illustrations are mostly of apparatus,
specially made anti previously put in operation,
so that it is all entirely practical. Contains Zoo
pages bound in cloth; price $1.50.

POPULAR ELECTRICITY BookDept.,
CHICAGO, ILL.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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ELECTRICAL

ENGINEERS

HANDBOOK

BUILDING ADVERTISERS

TRADES
HANDBOOK

HANDBOOK

BUSINESS

MANS

HANDBOOK

BOOKKEEPERS TEH APHER
ND +ºVN

ERS

HANDBOOK
FOiRESFIITS

HANDBOOKPOND HANDBOOK

9

TELEPHONE

TEL FARMERS'
ENGINEERS

HANDBOOKHANDBOOK

$1.25 Handbooks for 50c.
No books in existence contain in so small space 'as much information about the trades and pro-

fessions of which they treat as do these I landbooks. They are little giant encyclopedias of practical
knowledge giving data and information that is hard to find in ordinary books. These Handbooks

have been prepared by the well-known textbook writers of the International Correspondence
Schools whose textbooks are recognized the world over as the most practical treatises on applied
sciences ever published. These Handbooks are consulting experts of the highest rank, and are the
most powerful force in the world for the promotion of ambitious men. They are an indispensable
help to quicker and better work that will command advancement. They are printed on a high-
grade book paper in clear type, and durably and handsomely bound in cloth with gilt titles; contain
on an average of 364 pages and 173 illustrations and are regularly sold for $1.25 each.

SPECIAL OFFER.-We are selling these Handbooks, durably bound in cloth with gilt titles, at
a special price for each Handbook of 50 cents.

Mechanics'-Tables; formulas;measurements;
belting; mechanical powers; hydro -
mechanics; strength of materials;
shafting; boiler design; care of boil-
ers; power of boilers; chimneys
exhaust heating; machine design
machine tools; slide valve; pulleys
cylinders and steam chests; pistons
gearing; transit surveying; triangu-
lation; curves; radii and deflections;
earth work; track work; electricity;
etc.

Advertiser's-How to plan and
write an adver-

tisement; type and type measure-
ments; points on printing style;
display; preparation of manu-
script; proof reading; engraving
and printing methods; electrotypes;
matrices; advertisement illustra-
tions; magazines; newspapers, retail,
department -store, general, trade -
paper, and mail-order advertising;
trade marks; circulars; advertising
agencies; etc.

Stenographer's & Cor-
respondent's-A e

vice

ners; shorthand speed; letters
of application; punctuation;
correct and faulty diction;
business correspondence; type-
writing; abbreviations; ad-
dressing; mailing; rates of
postage; duplicating work; etc.

Telephone and Tele-
graph-Useful tables;mechanics; elec-
tricity; magnetism; primary
batteries; storage batteries;
electrical measurements; tele-
phony; tests with magneto -
generator and bell; telegraphy;
Morse telegraph systems; mul-
tiplex telegraphy; etc.

Electrical Engineer's-
Mechanics; electricity; electrical
units; symbols and quantities; phys-
ical and properties of
metals and alloys; wire gauges; mag-
netism; dynamos and motors; elec-
tric batteries; alternating current
apparatus; alternators; transform-
ers; wattmeters; electric transmis-
sion; electric lamps; wiring; electric
heating and welding; electromag-
nets, controllers; car wiring; etc.

Business Man's-Arithmetictables
business forms; card systems
measures of extension; weight and
capacity; time; value of foreign
coins; duties on imports; bookkeep-
ing; stenography; correspondence;
postal information; financial terms;
money and the m'.ney market;
brokers and brokera,e; patents;
copyright and trade marks; corpor-
ations; business law; publicity; etc.

Plumbers and Fitters'
Arithmetic; involution and
evolution; powers, roots, and
reciprocals; circles; decimals;
geometrical drawing; weights
and measures; formulas; men-
suration; mechanics; hydro -
mechanics; building construc-
tion; heating and ventilation;
gas -fitting; plumbing; etc.

Logarithms;Marinersf-trigonometry;
navigation; terrestrial naviga-
tion; celestial navigation; or-
ganization of a man of war
naval ordnance; explosives
torpedoes; ship building; speed
tonnage, and fuel consumption
ropes; wind and weather
signals; aautical memoranda
etc.

Building Trades-aonds
structures; strength of materials;
properties of sections; strength of
rivets and pins; materials of
struction; footings and foundations;
masonry construction; woods used
in building; qualities of timbers;
joinery- framing; estimating; ele-
ments of architectural design; drain-
age systems; plumbing fixtures;
plumbers' tables; heating and ven-
tilation; gas and gas -fitting; etc.

Bookkeeper's-Arithmeticformulas
tables; money; percentage; interest
equation of accounts; money and
the money market; business law;
financial terms; banks and bank-
ing; postal information; distances
and time between various places;
bookkeeping; business forms; card
systems; modern office methods;
cost accounting; bank bookkeeping;
clearing house methods; etc.

 International Textbook Co.
Box 1102, SCRANTON, PA.

I enclose S fnr which please send me
the books BEFORE which I have marked X.

 _Mechanics' Handbook -Advertiser's Handbook
 -Elect. Eng. Handbook _Business Handbook
 -Bldg. Trades Handbook -Bookk'per's Handbook
 _Plum. & Fit. Handbook _.Sten. & Corr. Handbook

_Tel. & Tel. Handbook _Mariners' Handbook

St. and No

 City Stale

Name

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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Price of Magazine
to be Raised!

Beginning with the January, 1912, issue, the price of POPULAR
ELECTRICITY MAGAZINE will be 15c a copy, $1.50 a pear.

We have hesitated a long time about taking this step. Naturally, we wished togive our readers as much more than they paid for as possible, so continued for along time as one of the very few 10c magazines to be found on the news-stands.
But the cost of publishing a magazine has increased enormously in the last fewyears. The expense of issuing a high-class, illustrated publication such as this, isactually about two times the amount received from subscriptions and news-stand sales.
The advance in price, therefore, became practically a necessity if we were tocontinue and make the editorial contents what it is and what you want it to continueto be. We began, therefore, some months ago, to build up that department byincreased expenditures in anticipation of such a move. You have noticed this-more articles, more and better illustrations, more diversity of subjects, etc. You willacknowledge with us that the magazine today is a better buy at 15c than it was sixmonths ago at 10c. We believe in making the improvements long before raising theprice, rather than simultaneously with it-and the improvements haven't stopped yet!
The January issue will be the first to be sold on the news-stands at 15c. Jan-uary 1st, 1912, is the date at which the increased subscription price will go into effect.Therefore, it is to your advantage to

Subscribe Before January 1st
or Renew your Subscription, as the case may be.

Until January 1st we will accept subscriptions at $1.00 a year for any periodup to and including five years. You can send in your subscription through yournews -dealer, any authorized subscription agent, or direct to us as most convenient.
The cost for extra postage on Canadian subscriptions will remain the same, 35ca year, but the foreign postage will be increased after January 1st, 1912, from 50cto 75c a year, which is just sufficient to cover the cost of :his charge to us.
Do not delay then, if you wish to take advantage of the present rates, insubscribing or renewing as soon as possible, and for a good long time, while the oldprice continues in effect.

Popular Electricity Publishing Company

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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ALTERNATING
CURRENTS

TRANSMISSION OF

ELECTRICITY

AND PCWER

wá,dei p

The Greatest Electrical
Library in the World

The Electrical Engineering Library is part of the International
Library of Technology that cost $1,500,000 in its original prep-
aration. It contains the knowledge given from the life experience
of some of the best electrical engineering experts in the country,
edited in a style that nineteen years of experience in publishing
home -study textbooks has proved easiest to learn, to remember,
and to apply. There is no other reference work in the world that
so completely meets the needs of the electrician as the Electrical
Engineering Library. The volumes are recommended by the
highest authorities and are used in nearly all the leading univer-
sities and colleges. They treat of practical electrical methods,
starting from the simplest problems and comprehensively covering
every branch of the work. Not only can they be used to great
advantage by superintendents, foremen, and engineers as an
authoritative guide in their work, but since, they can be so clearly
understood, even by persons having no knowledge of higher
mathematics, they can be used by all classes of electricians that
are desirous of advancing to higher positions. The Electrical
Library contains 17 volumes durably and handsomely bound in
three -fourths red morocco,
stamped and numbered in
gold. The books are printed
on a high-grade book paper,
and the type is large and
easy to read. Each volume
is 6 by 9 inches in size. If
you wish to know more
about the most practical
electrical library in the
world, send the coupon
NOW.

International Textbook Co.
Box 1102, Scranton, Pa.

Please send, without further obligation to me,
full particulars in regard to your Library of Tech-
nology, with special reference to the Electrical
Library.

Name_

St. M No

City State

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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For Home Instruction

Practical Applied E
Price $2.40

Is a School in ItselfPostage
l0 c Extra

í:r Covering every line of electrical work as taught in
the Armour Institute of Technology, an Insti-
tution of >.vorld wide fame. Each subject is classified
and treated exhaustively, covering the progress of

Elect, irity and its applications up to
the present minute.

The questions and answers given
at the end of each chapter, impress
upon the mind of the reader the
more important points to be
remembered.

This book for which thousands of
electrical workers have been waiting,
is known to be the "last word" on
applied electricity up -to -the-present
minute. A book that tells HOW
and WHY, and with its diagrams,
descriptions and tables SHOWS the
reader everything. The language is
so plain , and the mathematics so
simple that no one can fail to under-
stand. All interested in electricity-
old or young-artisan or amateur-
expert or experimenter-should own
this absolute authority. This is a
practical book by a practical man for
practical men. The index of this
volume is most complete, making it
easy to refer quickly to any desired
topic.

PRACTICAL APPLIED
ELECTRICITY

MoR Toby

450 pages, 273 line
drawings, 50 half tones,
20 full pages of tables,
Black Flexible Leather
Binding.

CONTENTS:
The Electrical C reuit ant Electrical Terms Esil:ri by Icl:c: Funderrental Principle; Commercial Types; Appliea-ilteans of the 1\Lter -ü 11mm; Ohm's I.aw; Senes and Ili- lion: ('are of: Systems I Power Distribution; Two andtided Circuit.: C`iet;iatir r of the Reslstanee of Va nuns Three Wires; Balancers: Motor Generator Sets, etc.; Pro,('m ulto and (Nor ducbns: P: hoary Batteries: Dry and Wet. deal Operation of Electrical Machinery; Connections In, Hs; Foliage; im erunl Resistance and Polarization: Now Serles and Parallel: Motor and Generator Troubles, Stow toRenew : Series old Parallel Connections; 'fables of Bata locate and Remedy Them: Electrical Lighting Vanua'f Commercial Types cf Celle: Magnetism; Permanent Meg- Types of Incandescent and Arc Lamps, Application ofnets: Electromagne's: The Magnetic Circuit and Quantities Various Types: Photometry of Lamps; The Nernst Lamp:Involved; 11agnettc Properties of Various Materials: Mug- Moore 'rube: Mercury Vapor Lamp: Electrical wiring: Eat -netie Calculations; Instruments; Construction of Various enlatinn of Conductors; How to do Exposed Moulding andTypes of Ammeter, l oltmeters. Wattmeten,, Galvonmeters- Conduit Work: How to Install and Connect Stealer.etc.: Calibration of Inatnrments : The Dynamo; Tondo- Motors, Generators, Fixtures, Are Lamps, ele. ; Wiringmental I'd nelple; The Magnetic Field; Commutation Arnr- Tables for Different (lames of Work: Alternating CurrentMore Reaction: (' ,aractertrrlcs of the Series. Shunt and Circuit: Comparison of the Direct and Alternating CurrentCompound Types of Generators: Motors, Fundamental Pain- Circuits; Quantities Involved: Series and Divided Circuits:ciple: Various 'Types and Their Apnlication to Different Measurements of Power; Alternating Current Generators analRinds of work: -Motor Stared Control: Variable Speed ltfol es: Rmuscftation; Numerous Miscellaneous ReferenceM b.s Ituilrvas- Vt..t: , El-rator Aeobn's. rlr.: Storage 1'ai- Tables.

POPULAR ELECTRICITY BOOK DEPT., 54 W. Lake St., Chicago, Ill.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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Free-Six Big Issues of
Investing for Profit

If you will simply send me your name. Special
Introductory FREE Offer. Six fine monthly
issues - each worth $10 to $100 to you.

Flow much do you know about the Science of Invest-
ment? Do you know the Real Earning Power of your money? What is
the difference between the Rental Power and Earning Power of money?
Do you know how $100 grows into $2200?

If You Can Save $5 a Month or MoreWhy you should get Investing for Profit:
Only one man in a thousand knows the difference
between the rental power and the earning power
of his money. Few men know the underlying
principles of incorporation. Not one wage earner
in 10,000 knows how to invest his savings for
profit, so he accepts a paltry 2% or 3% from his
savings hank, while this same bank earns from
2070 to 30% on his money-or he does not know
the science of investing and loses his all.

Russell Sage said: "There is a common fallacy
that, while for legal advice we go to lawyers, and
for medical advice we go to physicians, and for
the construction of a great work, to engineers-
financing is everybody's business. As a matter
of fact, tt is the most profound and complicated
of them all."

So let me give you just a glimpse of the valu-
able investment information you will get in my
six big issues, "The Little Schoolmaster of the
Science of Investment," a guide to money -making:

The Science of investment.
The Root and Branch of the

Investment Tree.
How to Judge a Business Enter -

prise.
Where New Capital Put Into a

Corporation Really Goes.
'Watering"-Its Significance.

Idle Money vs. Active Money.

Capital Is Looking for a Job.
The REAL Earning Power of

Your Money.
Investment Securities Are Not

Investment Opportunities.
The Actual Possibilities of Intel-

ligent Investment.
The Capitalization of Genius and

of Opportunity.

Wait till you see a good thing-but don't wait
till everyone sees it. You will then be too late.
Never was a time more auspicious for a public
campaign of education on the logic of true invest-
ment. A revolution in the financial world is now
going on-to the profit of the small investor.

You are now face to face with your oppor-
tunity-if you have the courage to enter the open
gate to the road of fortune.

I believe you will find much interest in reading
my six issues of Investing for Profit. From
cover to cover it contains the fundamental princi-
ples of investment it has taken a lifetime to gather
-from my own experience and from every avail-
able authoritative original source of information.

Don't invest a dollar in anything anywhere
until you have read my wonderful magazine.
Investing for Profit is for the man who intends
to invest any money, however small, or who can
save $5 or more per month, but who has not as
yet learned the art of investing for profit. Learn
how $100 grows into $2200.

Use this Coupon for the Six Issues
and Financial Advice FREE

If you know how to invest your savings-if
you know all about the proposition in which you
are about to invest your hard-earned savings-you
need no advice. But if you don't, if there is a
single doubt or misgiving in your mind-I shall
be pleased to answer any Inquiries you may make,
or furnish any information I can regarding the
art of saving and making money through wise
investment.

So sign and mail this coupon now. Get Investing for
Profit FREE for six months. Ask me to put you on my
mailing list for Free Financial Advice. Don't put this off.
It means too much to you now and in the future. Sign and
mail this coupon at once.

H. L. BARBER, PUBLISHER, CHICAGO

Mail ThisNow

Name

H. L. BARBER, Publisher,
20-K. W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago.
Please send me FREE Investing
for Profit, for six months. Put me on

your mailing list for Free Advice on
investments.

Address

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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A Tax Exempt Stock That
Pays 7% Dividends

As typical of the best and most up-to-date practice in the central elec-
trical station industry in our larger cities, there is no investment more worthy
of investigation than the stock of the Commonwealth Edison Company of
Chicago. Notwithstanding its astonishingly rapid growth and its present
strategic position, this Company is as yet doing only a fraction of the busi-
ness that it will do in the neár future.

The Commonwealth Edison Company is at present retailing electricity
in a territory that covers 200 square miles, but that territory is only "tapped."
so to speak. There is expert authority for the statement that three timethe present volume of business should naturally come to the Company'sCentral Station.

Yet, gigantic as is the retail business of the Commonwealth Edison
Company, it forms only one-third of its total business, two-thirds of which
is wholesale. It supplies electricity to 1250 miles of street and elevated rail-
way track and its service to smaller Central Stations extends 85 miles to the
north, 55 miles to the south and 35 miles to the west of Chicago.

A very considerable portion of the Company's wholesale business is con-
cerned in the sale of electricity for light and power to manufacturers. In
this field there is still opportunity for a vast increase of business in replacing
private power plants with the more economical Central Station service.

The Commonwealth Edison Company represents an investment of over
$70,000,000, and is paying dividends at the rate of 7% per annum on its capital
stock. The future prospects of this stock are indicated by the recent advance
in the dividend rate from 6% to 7%. At the present market price of about
$130.00 per share, the net return to the investor is about 53/8%. While the
stock was paying 6% dividends it sold at average prices that yielded a smaller
net return. This justifies us in the belief that Commonwealth Edison stock
is now a more desirable investment than ever before.

Commonwealth Edison stock is listed on the Chicago Stock Exchange.
We recommend this stock as an_ investment of exceptionally high character,
paying 7% dividends, and as being exempt from taxation under Illinois laws.
Full information will be gladly supplied in answer to all inquiries.

Russell, Brewster & Company
Members:

New York Stock Exchange
Chicago Stock Exchange

116 W. Adams Street
Chicago, Ill.

i
For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.



Your Subscription Expires with Next Issue

Popular Electricity Publishing Co.
100 Lake Street, Chicago

PLEASE RENEW MY SUBSCRIPTION TO

POPULAR ELECTRICITY MAGAZINE
for_i_hears, for which find $ enclosed.

Name

St. IT No., Rural
Route, Etc.,

State or
Town Province

Country, (if other than U. S.)

SUBSCRIPTION PRICES
1 year 2 years .1 years 5 years

United States, etc. $1.00 $1.75 $2.50 $3.50
Canada 1.35 2.50 3.50 5.25
Foreign 1.50 2.75 4.00 6.00
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German Experiments with a
Crewless Ship

By DR. ALFRED GRADENWITZ

A short time ago a limited circle of navy
and army officers as well as representatives
of the press had occasion to witness a
strange spectacle from the banks of the
Wannsee, a lake situated in the environs
of Berlin. A Nuremberg inventor. \lr.

No. 7

Christopher Wirth. had in fact been invited
by the German Navy League to demonstrate
his crewless ship which is finding unusual
interest with the Navy Department.

Exactly at the hour fixed for the demon-
stration the vessel was towed to the center

CHRISTOPHER WIRTH AT THE PIER AT WANNSEE WITH HIS CREWLESS VESSEL
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of the \Vannsee; those that waited on the
shore or approached in a motor boat sat-
isfied themselves that nobody was sitting in
the ship and the experiment was started.

On the shore had been installed a slender
mast for the aerials and the sending appa-
ratus throwing trains of electric waves out
to the ship, a perfectly seaworthy vessel.
After the apparatus had been set working
orders were given out and the ship per-
formed most faithfully any one of them,

GUN SALUTE BEING FIRED BY MEANS OF
ELECTRO -MAGNETIC WAVES

turning to the right or left, sailing forward
or backward and eventually stopping her
course. In fact, an interval of one or two
seconds sufficed for the ship to follow any
command, while automatic signalling lamps
enabled the looker-on accurately to watch
the process.

While electrically propelled vessels
whose engines were operated from the
conning tower-that is, without the aid of
a machinist-have been built before, the
present invention is a great advance inso-
far as not only the machinist and stoker
but the captain and pilot can be dispensed
with. In fact, all mechanisms are operated,
not from the ship, but from some point on
the shore, out of any material communica-
tion with the vessel, which thus is steered
by remote control, through the intermediary
of the same electro -magnetic waves as used

in wireless telegraphy. This, however, does
not mean that the boat receives by wire-
less means the motive force required for
its motion; far from this. It has its own
source of power in a storage battery while
the energy stored therein is merely disen-
gaged by electric waves emanating from
the shore and collected by a receiving ap-
paratus installed on board. The sending
post is equipped with the tele -mechanic ap-
paratus invented by Mr. Wirth who per-
sonally conducted these interesting tests.

From an elevated terrace on the shore,
the maneuvers of the boat carrying on two
masts the receiving aerials could be readily
watched. After _firing a signal shot from
the crewless boat (likewise through wire-
less transmission) this would begin its
course as if by enchantment, performing
several turns to the right and left, describ-
ing circles and eights, stopping and return-
ing. While these maneuvers were going
on, signalling bells and colored lamps would
indicate each operation performed.

This wonderful craft embodies a most
momentous invention, the importance of
which can hardly be exaggerated. It is a
sad symptom of our times that military in-
terests should play such a prominent part
in connection with all new inventions, but
the unceasing improvements of our war
utensils, by making war more and more dif-
ficult, will eventually prove the most im-
portant factor in the advancement of peace.

As it is, the crewless boat principle will
be primarily used for the construction of
wireless torpedoes, carrying two short masts
for the aerials and which may be steered 
from a sheltered position in any direction
against a ship of the enemy. These tor-
pedoes thus need not be projected from a
special tube nor are there any narrow limits
in regard to their dimensions as with or-
dinary torpedoes. In fact, the explosive
charge could readily he made so powerful
as to destroy even the largest armored ves-
sels. It will be readily understood that
these improved torpedoes would afford an
absolutely ideal weapon for coast defense.

The schematical view shows the arrange-
ment of such a torpedo steered by wireless;
(a) is the aerial (antenna), (b) the signal
mast carrying the signal lamps (c), (d) is
a float reaching as far as the surface of the
water and which contains the wave de-
tector (f), the tuning device (g) and the
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wave switch (h). The torpedo proper (i),
which contains in front the hammer (k)
and the explosive (1) comprises in addi-
tion to the compressed -air compartment
(ni) and the motor (n) for driving the
propeller screw (o) an electrical controller

Q

most useful also for all manner of peace-
ful pursuits, affording, for example, a wel-
come means of steering lifeboats from the
shore, that is, without an danger to human
life. Railway trains could in case of emer-
gency be stopped by its means on the open

DETAILS OF A WIRELESS CONTROLLED TORPEDO

(p), which through the intermediary of
electric waves starting from a sending sta-
tion on the shore or on board ship, will
move the rudder (q) to the right or left
oí- to the position of rest.

The possible military uses, of the inven-
tion are, however, in no way confined to
the operation of torpedoes. In fact, it is
safe to say that the Japanese, if acquainted
with the new scheme, would have been able
by its means to steer the numerous blocking
steamers against the entrance to Port Ar-
thur, sinking them at the proper place, with-
out even endangering the life of a single
man serving as crew for the ship. Further-
more, it allows land and sea mines to be
exploded and is likely also to play an im-
portant part in connection with the sig-
nalling service of warships.

In the same manner as a ship in water,
dirigible balloons in midair could obviously
be readily steered by electric waves. When
the problem of equipping balloons with
radio -telegraphic apparatus will have been
solved, airships will in their turn be able
to control torpedoes, the range of which
would thus become practically unlimited.
Kites equipped with photographic cameras
and steered by electric waves will afford a
most welcome arrangement for recon-
noitering.

Apart from these military applications,
the new invention will, however, prove

track, while a number of other applications
will doubtless turn up as soon as the inven-
tion will have been more generally adopted.

It may be said that an ingenious scheme
eliminates any risk of interference due to
extraneous waves, such as those emanating
from a wireless telegraph station, by auto-
matic tuning between the sending and re-
ceiving stations.

Electricity

Mysterious power, fluid of the air,
That men have conjured from the azure

sky,
Extracting from thy hidden alchemy

Heat, light and force-thy secrets weird
and rare.

Make miracles seem possible-the glare
Of light that makes Night's sable mystery

As Day - the force like some strange
witchery

That moves the cars along the thorough-
fare.

And that occult, swift current that conveys
Upon the wires the spoken word afar,

That writes the written word across the sea.
These miracles wrought in thy wondrous

ways
Speak dimly of thy future, as each star

Speaks dimly of the skies' far mystery.
FREDERIC BURTON EDDY.



An Electric Automaton
THE LATEST FRENCH MARVEL

By BERNARD ST. LAWRENCE

ILLUSTR.\TED WITH PHOTOGRAP

"I'm not going to tell you how it's done,
so don't ask any indiscreet questions," said
the inventor when we had seated ourselves
under the shady pergola in his beautiful
little garden at Cros-de-Cagnes, near Nice.
"When a man has worked at an electric
problem for fifteen years and has at last
solved it, is it likely he is going to give his
secret away to a newspaper man-and to
the whole world? No, of course not. It
was with the object of making money that
I invented, and now that I am well within
sight of the goal I shall take jolly good care
not to let anybody know how my petit bon -
hymn(' is worked. But I don't mind tell-
ing you the story of how he came into be-
ing, and you shall see my automaton at
work. That will supply you with material
for a first-rate yarn."

Monsieur Pierre Gill'o, who thus excited
my curiosity, is the inventor of a wonder-
ful automaton which he calls "The Arti-
ficial Man." I had heard of him from a
fellow passenger whilst travelling on the
railroad towards Nice, and on reaching my
destination I made a point of finding out
where he lived and calling upon him.
There was no difficulty in running him to
earth, for T found that all Nice knew Pierre
Gill'o and his automaton. T must confess
that my desire was to know everything
about the mechanism of his marvellous ma-
chine. I had pictured myself as handling
all the pieces-as examining all the joints
and connections. But, as you see, I had to
be content with the details which the in-
ventor cared to give me. However, I must
not complain. Truth to tell, his story was,
as he himself said, "staggering."

"Fifteen years hard labour !" said M.
Pierre Gill'o, musingly and with a faint
smile on his round ruddy face. "Sounds
bad, doesn't it? But, as in the case of the
convict, the day of liberation came at last.
and here I am, with my homme artificiel in
perfect working order, ready to show it to
all the world, provided you go round to the
box-office. I made my debut the other day

HS BY o., 1'.\RIS.

with the perfected automaton at a Nice
music hall and I'm keen on business. I've
engagements booked already for Berlin,
Paris, London, and other great continen-
tal cities. When I'm through with them
I'll take a trip to Chicago and New York,
just to see if your American public has
still a love for mechanics and the marvels
of science."

I'm a Lyonnais, bred and born. Do you
know what that implies? A man with am-
bition, courage, inventiveness and a love of
marionnettes. I've got all these good quali-
ties. A love of the marionnette theatre
came to me when, as a boy. my mother
used to take me to the famous puppet show
at Lyons; inventiveness was stimulated
when she apprenticed me to an electrical
engineer; courage and ambition came when
I started to try to make an artificial man.
As long as ever I can remember it was
my desire to produce something better than
the marionnettes of the Lyons puppet
show. I used to work at the problem-
without the faintest success-when I was
a kid. When I grew to be a man I found
myself irresistibly drawn towards the same
idea. How 'could- I produce a thing of wood
and canvas and steel and wires. worked by
an electric current, that would have .some-
thing of the appearance of a man and, as
regards certain given actions, conduct him-
self like a human being? The idea of
solving the problem haunted me clay and
night. It still stuck to me when I got mar-
ried, much to my wife's dismay. She must
indeed have thought, as people said, that T
was crazy. However, despite my .wife's
anxious looks and the remarks of the
neighbours. I stuck to my plans and models
and at last succeeded in producing some-
thing which wasn't at all bad. Certain
rudimentary movements of the head and
hands of my artificial man bore a very fair
resemblance to those of a human being.
This was my first model, which dates hack
to 1904. Model No. 2. a much more per-
fected automaton, came the year after -
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wards, and it was then, while my wife and
I happened to be in Buenos Aires, that I
was persuaded to make my appearance on
the stage.

"My duties as an
electrical engineer
had taken me to that
city, and while in a

 club one evening,
telling a group of
friends of the au-
tomaton I had in-
vented and brought
with me ( for I

never travelled with-
out it), one of them
suggested that he
introduce me to the
manager of a music
hall who was a
friend of his. At
first I looked upon
the suggestion as a
joke, but finally, see-
ing that he was
serious, I accepted,
with the result that
I obtained a short

THE

theatre,. he had seen the announcement of
my `Artificial Artist : the Great Parisian
Attraction,' so had taken a box, where, on

peeping through the
hole in the drop cur-
tain, I could see him
sitting in his char-
acteristic attitude-
his chin resting on
his hand. `We must
play exclusively for
Coquelin,' said I to
my wife, who was
to present the au-,
tomaton to the pub-
lic whilst I saw to
the working of the
electrical apparatus.
`If we can make a
good impression on
the greatest of
French actors we
have won the day.
Who is a better
judge of, a perform-
ance than the great
Coquelin ainéP'

ARTIFICIAL MAN STEPPING OUT OF
HIS BOX

ARTIFICIAL MAN DRAWS A PORTRAIT
FROM LIFE

engagement at the Cirque Argentino.
Nervous on my first appearance, was I?
I should think so. But one thing made me
determined ,to (lo my best. . lust as my turn
came the manager rushed into my room
to say that the great Coquelin ainí was in
the audience. Playing at a Buenos Aires

ARTIFICIAL MAN CONDUCTING AN
ORCHESTRA

"Well, now, let me describe that first per-
formance, just as though you were there
yourself. Mme. Gill'o first of all carries
on to the stage a long box in which the
artificial man usually lives; she opens the
lid. whereupon the occupant slowly rises,
as though he were getting out of bed, rubs
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PEEPING THROUGH THE HOLE IN THE CUR-
TAIN I COULD SEE HIM SITTING IN HIS

CHARACTERISTIC ATTITUDE

his eyes, looks round in astonishment, and,
generally speaking, conducts himself like a
person who is waking up from a profound
slumber. just as he is about to step out
of the box, Mme. Gill'o takes him in her
arms, carries him towards a little platform,
on which an easel is standing, and instructs
him to draw the portrait of some celebrity:

LAUGHING AT

CONDUCTING AN ORCHESTRA

Emperor, King, Prince or other personage.
Immediately the artificial artist, who is
dressed like a Montmartre student, seizes a
crayon from a box of pencils which lies
before him and writes on the sheet of paper
on the easel the name President Loubet.
Then he proceeds to draw from memory
the portrait of the chief magistrate of
France. When he has finished, in five or

six minutes at the most, he tears off the
sheet of paper, throws it to the ground, and
sets to work to draw the likeness of the
Kaiser. Then, glancing in the direction of
the box where Coquelin is sitting, he sud-
denly recognizes the great actor and in
large letters writes the name COQUELIN
AINE. Great surprise on the part of the
celebrated actor; dead silence and intense
interest amongst the audience ! The arti-
ficial artist, with many a glance towards
his model, produces a striking like-
ness in six minutes,-a likeness in colours
which is taken round to Coquelin to admire
and preserve.

"From my post of observation in the
wings I notice, with delight, that an ad-
mirable impression has been produced. Co-
quelin's face is a study, so I make a hasty
sketch of his face, to serve as a memento
of that memorable matinee. Then while
the applause is still sounding in my ears
and Mme. Gill'o is gracefully bowing her
acknowledgments to the public. I give a
signal to the orchestra to strike up a tune,
and the second part of the performance
of the artificial man begins.

"The petit bonhomme seizes, this time, a
conductor's Natoli and proceeds, almost with

THE PUBLIC

EXPRESSING SORROW

Sousa's skill, to conduct the orchestra. One
of the musicians makes a mistake (inten-
tionally, of course), whereupon the arti-
ficial man suddenly drops his stick and
looks severely in the direction of the erring
instrumentalist. Another mistake causes
him to thrust his fingers into his hair, to
show all sorts of signs of distress, exactly
like an irritable conductor of a band. The

C
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HOW THE ARTIFICIAL MAN IS PACKED FOR HIS JOURNEY AROUND THE WORLD

audience is thus kept continually in a roar
-and so the performance continues until
the end.

"There, now, I have given you a brief
outline of my first appearance in public,"
said M. Gill'o after a pause. "But I have
yet to tell you of the sequel. Judge of my
delight the next morning when the postman
brought me the following letter of thanks
from M. Coquelin :-a precious document
this which I ever carry with me, as you
may well imagine:

"Royal Hotel,
"Buenos Aires.

"To Monsieur Gill'o.
"Sir,-Your little artificial man is won-

derful, so amusing and so full of mystery
he is. I have not attempted to discover
the means by which you work him. In the
pretty Argentine Circus where I spent a
most agreeable matinee, I was entirely ab-
sorbed in the pleasure of seeing him arrive
on the stage, bowing to the public, sitting
down in front of his easel, drawing por-
traits, conducting the orchestra,-in a word,
providing the charming entertainment
which you gave' everybody and particularly
yours very cordially,

"C. COQUELIN."
"Could any man desire a better testi-

monial? With this letter in my pocket I
was back at Lyons in the following month
and at once I set to work to still further
perfect my artificial artist. And many are
the improvements which I have made. It
was back at Lyons in the following month
had on show the other day in Nice and
which I am going to take round the world

on a tour. My next performance is at the
Kursaal, on Friday next. Here is a ticket
for the performance. Go yourself and
judge of the merits of the `Homme Arti-
ficiel.' "

Needless to say I accepted M. Gill'o's
invitation and on the clay in question found
myself assisting at one of the most delight-
ful entertainments it has ever been my
pleasure to see. This artificial artist is, in-
deed, a wonderful piece of mechanism.
I-Iow it is worked I know not, for, like the
great Coquelin. I have not sought to find
out ; I was wholly absorbed, from the be-
ginning to the end, in the petit bonhomme's
wonderful mimicry, which the Nice repre-
sentative of a Parisian firm of photogra-
phers has kindly consented to attempt to
represent-and not unsuccessfully-in the
accompanying series of photographs.

Gold as an Adulterant

Alloying baser metals to resemble gold,
or adulterating gold with other metals to
cheapen the product, has been a common
practice for centuries. But that gold itself
should be used as the adulterant for cheap-
ening another metal, is a new development
and one for which the electrical industry
is largely responsible. The use of platinum
for electrical contacts, for wires leading into
X-ray tubes and the like has increased the
demand for it so that instead 'of being near-
ly as costly as gold, it is now considerably
above the latter in price. Consequently a
German firm (at Hanan) has begun making
articles of platinum adulterated with gold.



The Founders of the Electrical Industry
By GEORGE FREDERIC STRATTON

Tins is the story of the men who have
developed the mysterious power of elec-
tricity ; the power that glides-silent and
unseen-over a tiny wire for a hundred
feet, or a hundred miles, impelling powerful
locomotives, operating gigantic machinery,
and lighting outdoors, indoors and the bow-
els of the earth. The exploitation of the
telegraph and the telephone is another story,
and has been told before.

The year 1877 is written with red ink in
the chronicles of electrical history. In that

YWI i(pü i9?;p,; ü(tKi}iÑ ?tlllUlN Nillltli It;

add the manufacture of electrical machinery
to his already great and diverse industries.

In that year not a single arc lamp was
to he found in the streets of any city of
America. The first serviceable incandescent
lamp 'had not been produced. No man had
seen a fare collected on an electric street
car. Within two years, each of these four
men had established small factories, and
commenced the manufacture of the different
apparatus they liad invented; and those four
business ventures are combined, today, into

THE EDISON LABORATORY AT MENLO PARK IN 1879, SHOWING OUTDOOR POLE CIRCUITS
ERECTED FOR THE FIRST PUBLIC EXHIBITION OF INCANDESCENT LAMPS

year four men, in different quarters of the
country, were sifting out from the mass of
impracticable experiments and inventions,
the germs of the commercial availability of
electrical light and power.

Edison, at Menlo Park, was plunging into
exhaustive. investigation of the possibilities
of incandescent lighting. Brush, in Cleve-
land, was doing the same on the possibilities
of arc -lighting for public service. Thom-
son. in Philadelphia, was experimenting
Nvith a simplified and improved dynamo.
Westinghouse, in Pittsburg, was planning to

the two gigantic manufacturing corpora-
tions which dominate the industry in this
country, and largely influence it in other
countries.

From those small beginnings in 1877 have
developed an industry which absorbs the
business ability and inventive genius of
nearly 20o companies. firms and individuals
with a capitalization of over $200,000,000:
in addition to which-and as a con-
sequent result of the utilization of the appa-
ratus so invented and manufactured-are
the street railways, and the power and
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THE FIRST INCANDESCENT LAMP FACTORY
AT MENLO PARK, 1880

lighting industries, which at the present
time are capitalized at three billions and a
half, with annual earnings amounting to
$340,000,000 and affording employment to
nearly 200,000 persons.

In 1877 Edison commenced his experi-
ments on incandescent lamps. In '79 he
had attained success with them, and was
making them at Menlo Park at the rate of
too a month. In 1882 the output was 1,000
per day, and at this time it is over 100,000
per day.

In 1877 Brush exhibited his first arc -
light dynamo. In 1879 he installed the first
arc -lamp street lighting system in the
United States. In that year he was poor,
hut ten years later he sold his plant and
his patents, and retired with an ample for-
tune.

In 1877-8 Professor Thomson was ex-
perimenting in Philadelphia with arc -light

BUILDItiG AT NEW BRITAIN, CONN., USED
AS A FACTORY BY THE AMERICAN

ELECTRIC COMPANY, ORGANIZED
BY THOMSON AND HOUSTON

IN 1880

rr
dynamos and lamps. He formed a partner-
ship with Professor Houston, and they
started a small shop where they manufac-
tured lighting apparatus very successfully.
In 1888 they became interested in electric
traction, exhibiting their first car at Cres-
cent Beach, Mass.

In 188o Edison had a short track at
Menlo Park, upon which he exhibited an
electric locomotive which hauled cars. ;\
little later, Stephen D. Field built an elec-
tric locomotive which was exhibited at Chi-
cago. In 1883 Daft showed an experi-
mental car at Mt. McGregor, near Sara-
toga. In the same year, Van Depoele
showed an electric car of his own inven-
tion, at Chicago, and immediately after
formed the first company for manufactur-
ing such cars. Three years later he had
greatly improved the equipment, and con -

THE FIRST FACTORY OF THE THOMSON-
HOUSTON CO. AT LYNN, MASS., 1884

verted fourteen horse railroads into electric
railways. In 1884 Bently and Knight elec-
trically equipped a mile of the track of the
East Cleveland Street Railway, and ope-
rated an old horse -car converted into an
electric. In 1887 Sprague equipped a road
at Richmond, Va., which gave promise of
successful operation.

Each of these was claimed, by its in-
ventor to be the first successful electric car
-the claims being based upon the different
conditions under which the cars were ope-
rated.

Over in Pittsburgh, in 1877, the irre-
pressible Westinghouse, of car -brake fam,
made plans for entering the electric field.
He soon secured ample capital, and with
it, threw into the new enterprise all of his
characteristic energy and wonderful in-
ventive genius, with the result that, in a
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FIRST PUBLIC LIGHTING STATION IN
AMERICA-APPLETON, WISCONSIN

short time, Ile was running neck and neck
with the Thomson -Houston Company.

Among all these pioneers the names of
Edison, Brush, Thomson and Westing-
house soon began to stand out with peculiar
distinctness. The four original companies
organized by these men
have long since been
merged into two-the Gen-
eral Electric Company of
Schenectady, N. Y., and the
Westinghouse Electric and
'Manufacturing Company
of Pittsburg, Pa., and it is
a very remarkable fact that
altnough each of those four
founders was an inventor,
each has received great
recognition of, and reward
for his genius. All are, to-
day, hale and hearty, with
unimpaired faculties, and,
excepting Mr. Brush, are
actively interested in the
gigantic output of the two
great companies of which
they were the founders-
an output which reached,
last year, including that of

yearly, in capacity. During the years
1889-90 the Thomson -I louston Company in-
stalled $100,00o worth of machine tools
every month for fifteen months. At the
Menlo Park workshops the doors were
never closed, the wheels never ceased turn-
ing-day or night-but the output of I,000
incandescent lamps every- 24 hours was but
a drop in the bucket to the demand. Brush,
at Cleveland, was running crews day and
night on arc lamps and generators.

And with it all came the most stupendous
confusion of litigation and quarreling that
has ever assailed any industry. At a recent
reunion of old officials and foremen of the
Thomson -Houston Company one of the
speakers said:

"It was Donnybrook Fair in those days,
all right ! Every head which showed with
a patent mark on it was struck with sonie
interference cudgel. If a man wasn't be-
ing clubbed himself, he was clubbing some-
one else: but it was generally both ways.

INTERIOR OF THE APPLETON STATION. EDISON APPARATUS
OPERATED BY WATER POWER, CAPACITY 250 LAMPS

the European plants, a total of $200,000,000,
and required the employment of nearly
6o,000 hands.

EARLY EXPERIENCES AND TROUBLES.
Those early clays of the industry were

marked by an overwhelming scramble of
cities for electric lighting, and of street
railway companies for electrification, re-
sulting in a flood of orders which amazed
the manufacturers. Plants were doubled,

No one knew what he had a right to make,
.or who was trying to heat him. Our com-
pany spent over $100,000 yearly, for sev-
eral years, in law costs. Edison got mixed
up in a fierce squabble with Field and oth-
ers, and, disgusted with the whole affair,
allowed his electric locomotive to rust out
on its tracks."

Mr. Edison finis lost the leadership of
electric car exploitation which would have
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undoubtedly been his. His car had re-
peatedly hauled six loaded freight cars at
over 4o miles an hour. Afterwards, in
speaking of this, he said: "I could not go
on with it because I had too many things
to attend to, especially in connection with
electric lighting." But no one who knows
Mr. Edison's splendid industry and appli-
cation will understand this as being the
whole reason. He would undoubtedly have
found time to develop his car, but he did
not care to give time and thought to de-
veloping lawsuits.

As a few years passed, much of the liti-
gation and confusion was settled by com-
binations between the contesting parties.
Thus the smaller men were gradually elim-
inated, and their patents and claims pur-
chased by the four leading companies.
Daft, Field, Van' Depoele, Bently and
Knight, and others, dropped out as indi-
vidual manufacturers, although their serv-
ices as inventors were usually retained by
the large companies.

On the financial end of the developing
industries the excitement was as intense as
in some great mining boom. When Edison
gave his first public exhibition of incan-
descent lamps, the stock of the company-
which had already been formed-jumped
to 3,000. Stock of the Thomson -Houston
Company sold at par in 1887, went to 380
in 189o. The demand for apparatus of every
kind was so great that competition in prices
was practically unknown, the struggle be-
tween the various manufacturers being al-
together confined to a speed contest in fill-
ing orders. The profits were great, and
capital was generally secured without dif-
ficulty. although many of the well known,
heavy capitalists held distinctly aloof. One
of them said : "We have had such a shower
of patents during the past five years, such
a multiplicity of claims, counter claims, and
interferences, such a jumble of litigation,
that no man can tell whether, or not, what
he thinks belongs to him is his own. I
intend to sit quietly on the fence and watch
the procession!"

And the procession went on all right. If
.the big money did not come in, the big
brains did. Probably-Yes, undoubtedly-
no new industry ever so quickly assembled
such a marvelous combination of scientific
skill and business ability as the new elec-
trical field. No salary was considered too
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great for securing such men, with the re-
sult that, today, the companies can point to
an organization, an output and a develop-
ment that has known nothing but success
and increase from the earliest days to the
present time.

There were strange views and opinions
about electricity in those early days, often
reflected in suits for damages brought
against the operating companies. In one
such suit, entered against the Jamaica
(Long Island) Street Railway Company
by a woman, the declaration stated that she
was injured "by receiving a charge of
electricity; a ball of electricity having
passed into her, and the doctor stated that
it was in her, yet."

In another suit, a truck gardener as-
serted that the electric cars emitted a stream
of electricity as they passed his grounds,
"blackening and damaging certain crops,
to wit-one-half acre of cabbages and onc-
half acre of potatoes."

London Engineering, in 1884, in a some-
what derogatory review of electric street
lighting by arc lamps, stated that, in Edin-
burgh, four men were kept going the rounds
at night, armed with long poles, with which
they jabbed the lamps whenever the carbons
refused to feed together. "It is well
known," it added, "that the best friends
of the system are the street arabs who, hav-
ing become initiated into the mystery, make
it their sport to climb the lamp posts and
give a friendly shake whenever one is seen
to go a `swooning.'

The sociological aspect of the new in-
dustry also received due attention. In a
contribution by Professor Tice to the Elec-
trical Review of April, 1884, he says:

"Electricity will prove itself a boon to
the poor by breaking up aggregated indus-
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tries. This, I believe, will be its greatest
mission. It will subdivide power so that
each operator can have his own, at a trifling
cost."

A hopeful outlook, but one which is still
only "outlook."

In the Scientific American of June 12,
188o, the editor said: "We have already
experienced, in the telegraph and the tele-
phone, the advantages of electricity as a

carrier of thoughts and sound.,. \\ho can
tell but that. when its capacities as a car-
rier of men and things have been fully de-
veloped, the electric telegraph and telephone
will be eclipsed, in scope and utility, by
the electric railroad?"

How that question, and the implied hope,
have been answered will be told in a future
article.

(The Second Article of this Series Will Tell of the Three Great Inventors Whose NamesStand Out so Prominently and in Many Cases Dramatically in the History of the Electrical
Industry; Namely, Edison, Brush and Thomson.-Editorial Note.)

Trains Controlled by Wireless
By CHARLTON LAWRENCE EDHOLM

Not long ago a train of
twelve cars was rushing
along the Canadian Pacific
tracks near Toronto, be-
hind a powerful engine at
the rate of 45 miles an
hour, the throttle wide
open, and the engineer
standing as a mere spec-
tator, prepared at any
time to assume control of
his engine, but in the
meantime allowing it to
run wild. Suddenly a
whistle in the cab blew a
wa ning note, the brakes
were thrown on by some
unseen agency and the
ling,- mass of steel with
is dozen cars was brought

a standstill without the
engineer or anyone else on
raised a finger.

It was weird. it was

FRANK W. PRENTICE, INVENTOR
WIRELESS TRAIN CONTROL

the train having

uncanny. Any,
demonstration of power equivalent to this
would in other times have been character-
ized as "black magic," but this marvelous
new use of the Hertzian wave might more
appropriately be termed "white magic," a
force not for evil, but for good. the pre-
server of countless human lives. It is one
of the latest triumphs of modern science.
and is designed to eliminate the horrible an-
nual slaughter of those who travel by rail,
and of numberless thousands of railroad Wren

all over the world who
daily face more dreadful
perils than did the soldiers
of Gettysburg or Water-
loo.

The system whereby a
train or engine, despite
the mistakes of despatch-
ers, operators, conductors
or engineers will not only
be warned of danger, but
actually brought to a
standstill, is the life work
of a Canadian railroad
man and inventor, Frank
W. Prentice. and the suc-
cessful test of his device
near Toronto some months
ago is the culmination of

OF fourteen years of hard
work, struggle against

financial difficulties and brave overcoming
of obstacles, above all, a persistent renewing
of the fight after crushing disappointments
such as defeat the average man, but serve
only to strengthen the heart of a genius.

In this instance the task was well worth
while. No recital of statistics is necessary
to convince the casual newspaper reader of
the appalling loss of life from railroad acci-
dents, one wreck following another with its
long list of mangled victims, which equals
or surpasses in its yearly aggregate the re-
turns from a battlefield. But it is not until
some such report contains the name of a
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THIS WOULD BREAK THE WAVE WIRE AND BRING ALL TRAINS IN
THE BLOCK TO A HALT

friend or loved one among those crushed
and torn in a collision that the horror of
this barbarous waste of human life strikes
home.

If there is any person who feels this
horror more keenly than the survivor of
such a catastrophe, it is the train despatcher
whose efforts in this instance have proven
unavailing and who must hear the respon-
sibility before the public and his own con-
science.

It was with one of this class that the
bold idea originated of eliminating the con-
trol of despatcher, operator or other human
agent in the handling of a train, and sub-
stituting therefor the mysterious Hertzian
wave, which is the basis of wireless teleg-
raphy. The circumstances were dramatic.

In 1898, Mr. Prentice held a position in
the office of the chief train despatcher of
the B. & O. at Pittsburg. A recent re-
organization of that system had apparently
demoralized the operating force and, as he
expresses it, "For three months collisions
head-on and rear -end were of daily, and I
was about to say, hourly occurrence."

The climax was reached on August 12th
in a terrific collision between a passenger
and freight train with a sickening story
of mangled limbs and lives crushed out, told
with a realism familiar to the railroad men,

but suppressed as too strong for publica-
tion in the newspapers.

This particular catastrophe affected Mr.
Prentice the more deeply because a dear
friend of his, a train despatcher, was in-
volved. His life-saving invention was con-
ceived in the excitement following that
calamity. He had studied the theory of
wireless when Marconi's first triumphs were
given to the world, to pass away the long
tedious winter nights when he was on duty
at a small telegraph station in northern
Canada. Thus the call found him prepared.
As he tells it in his own words : "That
night on retiring at one a. m. I fell into a
light sleep. I dreamed that I was placing
a wireless generator on the rear end of a
van to prevent rear -end collisions. I awoke
and slept no more that night. With draw-
ing board on my knees, the first plan for
train control by wireless was evolved and
finished as the sun's first rays penetrated
the cloud of smoke arising from Carnegie's
numerous furnaces at Braddock (a suburb
of Pittsburgh) on August 13th."

"My superior officials became interested,
as has every one else who has come in con-
tact with "the wave." The lurid fascina-
tion of this mysterious agent that knows no
harriers seems to he irresistible. Had I
known the many years of toil, hardship and
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poverty this will-o'-the-wisp was to lead
me through, I imagine my inclination would
have been to seek to escape by plunging be-
neath the turbid waters of the Monon-
gahela."

The system which Mr. Prentice evolved
at that time was based on the use of "co-
herers," using two metal lugs inserted in
a glass tube, the lugs being one-fourth of
an inch apart and the aperture filled with
filings of iron and German silver. Under
normal conditions a current would not flow
through the filings, but should the Hertzian
waves be emitted in the zone of the coherer
from a "wave wire" following the track,
the filings would become conductive and
the control apparatus would become ef-
fective. It was supposed at first that these
filings became magnetized and cohered,
hence the apparatus for detecting waves was
styled a "coheres." Years later it was found
that the filings were not magnetized, but
that a high resistance was set up on the
outsides of the particles of metal that re-
sisted the flow of current through them ;
the emission of waves breaking down the

allowing the current to flow and
close the relay circuit. In the first wire-
less apparatus made by Mr. Prentice suc-
cessful tests were made at a distance of one
thousand feet.

For two and a half years Mr. Prentice
was engaged in the work of installing his
system on a ten -mile stretch of the B. & O.
near Baltimore. The device was still in
its infancy, and the inventor's perseverance
in developing it may be shown by the fact
that not less than 3,000 different coherers
were made and tested on the various types
of locomotives before one was perfected
which would render service in spite of rack-
ing and jarring of hard -running engines.

Fifteen thousand dollars was spent in
this time, hut finally the installation was
complete, and here again the inventor tells
of his effort in such a picturesque way that
his own words are most appropriate.

"On the t3th of May all was compléte
for the official approval. A train of seven
officials' cars left Baltimore early in the
morning and passed into the installed zone
at a speed of too miles per hour. In the
second block, the gong on the engine and
in each of the cars was sounded vigorously,
and the train brought to a standstill. My
hour of triumph seemed at hand. But lo, a

pair of pliers in the hands of an engineer
clipped the wave wire beside the track,
and the sentence he uttered seemed my
death knell, 'Now ring your gong on the
engine.' The point lie made was that an
accident like a washout or the burning of
a bridge would sever the wire as his pliers
had done.

"The General Manager, standing by my
side, tried to comfort me, saying: `Cheer
up, Prentice, you will win out, because
precedent is in your favor." `How do you
make that out?' I asked. He replied, 'On
those poles the first message transmitted
by telegraph was sent. It read, What won-
ders God bath wrought. On this roadbed
where we now stand the first locomotive
was successfully run by steam. Right here
the Hertzian wave was first used for train
control, and will win out, as the other two
did.' "

These were encouraging words, but the
fact remained that the problem was un-
solved. For two years the inventor wan-
dered from one place to another, often in
desperate financial straits, and finally drifted
into Cincinnati, where a trivial incident gave
him the idea which resulted in the final suc-
cess of his system. The proprietor of a
drug store in that city had placed a little
advertising device in his window designed
to attract attention by means of a moving
object. It was a small fountain which threw
a jet into the air and kept a glass ball sus-
pended and dancing up and clown by the
force of the water. It is a common enough
device; you can find one in almost any shoot-
ing gallery, the dancing ball being used as
a target, but common as it is it suggested
the idea, which was this: Use the Hertzian
wave to keep some object suspended in
space. \\'hen the wave stops, this object
would fall by its own weight and the train
would be brought to a halt.

The principle was just the reverse of the
first, which was to send messages in case
of clanger. The present system sends a con-
tinual message when all is well, and when
the wave ceases then the danger signal fol-
lows, and after that the clamping on of the
air brakes. A basic patent was secured for
Mr. Prentice on this idea : "In a railroad
signal system a generator of Hertzian
waves for each block indicating safety, and
the absence thereof clanger."
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Then followed months of persistent strug-
gle to develop the idea on eighteen roads
in the city of Chicago, but one rebuff suc-
ceeded another and, finally, driven to des-
peration by the indifference of the railroad
magnates, the inventor wrote to the Presi-
dent of the United States, explaining the
device. That was in the last three months
of 1906, and in that time there was a dis-
astrous series of railroad wrecks, killing
347 and injuring more than 4,000 people.
It was a condition similar to that which pre-
vailed when Mr. Prentice's first drawing
was made, after the big wreck on the
B. & O..

No doubt these reports had their influence
on President Roosevelt, who, to the great
surprise of Mr. Prentice, responded favor-
ably to his letter and secured action by Con-
gress. The result was an appropriation of
$50,000 to enable the Interstate Commerce
Commission to conduct an investigation re-
garding various safety appliances.

The board of experts which considered
Mr. Prentice's device, among the 345 sub-
mitted, stated that wireless was too young
to be given serious consideration. The only
dissenting voice was that of the chairman,
Prof. M. E. Cooley, of Ann Arbor, who ex-
pressed the opinion that wireless would
eventually solve the problem.

The following year, however, the hoard
reported more favorably on the device, it
having been tried out on a suburban electric
road running out of, Chicago. Although the
report of that board was favorable, in May,
1909, the inventor realized that he could
not get the necessary financial assistance
in this country, so he appealed to the Gen-
eral Manager of the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way, Mr. J. W. Leonard, and an investiga-
tion by experts of that line led to a favor-
able outcome. In September of that year
a stretch of track in West Toronto was as-
signed to Mr. Prentice for the installation
of his system.

In order to take advantage of the liberal
offer of the Canadian Pacific Railway the
inventor was forced to face the financial
problem once more. Ile met it by appealing
to his comrades in the ranks, the engineers,
firemen, conductors and train despatchers,
who (together with some business men of
Toronto) raised the sum of $15,000, and
also aided in solving some of the mechanical
problems. On the other hand, the general

superintendent, Mr. James Oborne, was
generous in placing engines, material and
laborers at the inventor's disposal, and so,
in less than a year from the time actual
operations began, the installation at Toronto
was complete. It was on this track that the
test was made of stopping a train of twelve
cars and an engine while it was running
at the rate of 45 miles an hour.

The track installation on the C. P. R. con-
sists of eight blocks, from 2,000 feet to 4,500
feet each, four blocks on the west bound
and four on the east bound track, beginning
at Queen Street subway and ending at
Royce Avenue, a distance of two miles, gen-
erators being located at Noble Street; Lans-
downe, Golden, Wallace and Royce Ave-
nues. These have been in constant service
since March 25th, 1910, without interrup-
tion. The expense for current for this period
has been two cents per day per block-about
90 per cent less expensive than visual sig-
nal systems. There being no batteries in the
track installation, the cost of maintenance
is cut to 50 per cent.

An aluminum wire enclosed in a trunk-
ing runs between the rails. This is known
as the "wave wire." A generator of the
wave, consisting of the transformer, the
condenser and the discharge points (known
as oscillators) and connected with a feed
wire, is placed at the end of each block, and
a wave wire is extended for a block -length
in the rear. The generator is controlled
by the track circuits of the block in advance.
The wire is charged with the wave produc-
ing current only when the block in advance
is clear, or, in other words, there is a con-
tinuous "go ahead" message, the absence of
which indicates clanger. The maximum
length of the wire which can be charged
with one oscillator, is measured by miles, so
it is plain that the length of the block is gov-
erned only by the requirements of traffic.

Such is the briefest possible description
of the track installation, avoiding technical
terms.

The corresponding part of the system
which is carried upon the engine is de-
scribed by the inventor as follows:

"It comprises, first of all, the main an-
tenna, nineteen feet long, suspended from
the boiler braces by three hangers, the an-
tenna consisting of an aluminum plate four
inches wide, and hanging directly over the
wave wire, two inches above the level of the
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BLOCK STATION ON THE WIRELESS -PROTECTED LINE. BETWEEN THE TRACK RAILS ISTHE TROUGH OF THE MAIN WAVE WIRE; AT THE LEFT THE PICK-UP WAVE WIRE

pilot, or seven inches from the indurated
trunking.

"Second: A pick-up antenna supported
in a like manner on the right hand side, sus-
pended beneath the cylinder cocks thirteen
inches outside of the rail and directly over
the pick-up wave wire at the end of each
block.

"Third: A Pyle turbine generator giving
six volts and 20 amperes of current for sup-
plying the working force of the wave re-
sponsive apparatus.

"Fourth: The train control mechanism,.
the salient feature of which is the coherer,
consisting of a wood fibre receptacle having
a hole in the center, and two lugs inserted
in its bottom one quarter of an inch apart.
Placed in the coherer are the wave re-
sponsive filings, sufficient to fill in the aper-
ture between the lugs. The coherer is ro-
tated upon an axle through 90 degrees
of space by a solenoid rack and pinion.
being held in the upright position two sec-
onds by means of two hold relays, the filings
during that time resting between the lugs.
Normally these filings are a non-conductor
of current, but when the Hertzian wave is
emanated in their zone the resistance on
their outer surface is broken down and a
current flows through them, closing the

master relay. Once these filings are cohered
they will retain such cohesion until they are
jarred to restore their non -resisting quali-
ties, hence the rotating coherer to drop them
out by gravity to perform this function. The
coherer is in operation constantly as long
as the engine is in service. The master
relay opens and closes every three seconds
when the wave is being received. ('on-
nected to the master relay is a series of ten
hold relays, three to twelve inclusive. These
relays will hold their magnetism one second
each after the current is broken, and being
in parallel series relay No. 12 releases its
contact ten seconds after the master relay
ceases to be operated by the wave control-
ling influence."

Various relays operate with the cessation
of the wave, blowing the whistle as a dan-
ger signal and stopping the train, although
the engineer by simply pressing a push but-
ton can prevent the brakes being applied
and proceed under a caution signal. Tests
have been made for such a length of time
that the absolute reliability of the system
has been demonstrated. One engine, No.
149, covered 50o miles with the apparatus
intact. Engine No. 798 has made a con-
tinuous run of 104 hours using this
equipment, and is at present in regular

c
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operation, handling from 20 to 6o cars a
trip. The feat of bringing a train to a
standstill with the throttle wide open is per-
formed daily.

This system has been so far perfected
that it is not possible for signals meant for
one train to be taken up by another, also

INTERIOR OF THE ENGINE DEVICE WHICH
CONTAINS THE HOLD RELAYS, MASTER

RELAY AND COHERER

the action of the wave is not influenced by
the presence of metal, such as steel bridges,
nor by nearby power lines, nor does it in
ally way interfere with the operation of
other electric signals already installed.

Measuring Vibration

The influence of vibration on machines
and structures is receiving the attention of
the present day engineer. It is only neces-
sary to recall the problems of accurate bal-
ance connected with high rotative speed,
such as have arisen in the use of the steam
turbine in buildings and ships; the problems
of moving loads on bridges and the tremors

DEVICE FOR MEASURING MACHINE
VIBRATION

produced by tramways and railways, says
the London Electrical Review. In all such
cases the actual vibration has been a vague
quantity and definite measurement has been
a matter of difficulty. Just what kind of
vibrating motion a structure or machine
is subjected to or causes of itself, seems to
be now open to discovery by the use of
the vibragraph, an instrument made by a
London firm and arranged to magnify vi-
brations too times. In the device is a
mercury cup provided with a floating mir-
ror, so pivoted as to avoid lateral. move-
ment, and the mercury ripples caused by
vibration result in an angular movement
of the mirror. The beam of light thrown
by the small electric lamp and reflected by
the mirror, will, therefore, record on photo-
graphic paper a straight line if the vibra-
tion is in one plane only, or a complex
figure if the vibration be in many different

"VIBRAGRAMS"

Steam Turbine
Crank Casing of an Engine

at 188 r. p. m.

Two -crank Engine
4 -Cylinder Motor

Car

directions, as is nearly always the case in
actual practice. When no records are re-
quired the photographic paper can be re-
placed by a screen, thus permitting of di-
rect observations. Three different mercury
cups are usually supplied with the instru-
ment so as to make the vibragraph suitable
for recording strong, medium and small vi-
brations. Data are supplied with each cup,
which permit of the determination from the
photographic record of the actual movement
of the vibrating body in fractions of inches
or millimeters.

The apparatus has been under practical
test for eighteen months and the accom-
panying "vibragrams" show some of the
results.



Nature holds her secrets well, but by the
persistent efforts of scientists they are
gradually being wrested from her. The
wonderfully efficient light of the firefly has
attracted the attention of thinkers for many
centuries. Probably none of us has not ad-
mired this interesting insect, but the privi-
lege of studying it is reserved for the few.
Writers as far back as Aristotle and Pliny,
make mention of this phenomenon, but not
until a score of years ago were there any
real scientific investigations made.

Prof. S. P. Langley, one
men of science that this country ever pro-
duced, published the first noteworthy paper
on the subject. To him the light of the
firefly was "the cheapest form of light." His
investigations were not conclusive, how-
ever, as will be brought out later.

In order better to understand what is
meant by an efficient light source and what
conditions it must fulfill it will be necessary
to take up a few physical phenomena, for
many readers may not be acquainted with
the nomenclature that inevitably must be
used in discussing a problem of this sort.
Heat, light, and photo -chemical radiations
are the same phenomena. They are trans-
mitted through space as vibrations or pulses
in that all-pervading medium known as the
ether, and differ only in regard to the fre-
quency of these vibrations. To make it
more clear suppose middle C on a piano
keyboard be struck. A note of a definite
pitch is emitted. Strike the C an octave
above and a note of higher pitch is heard.
Both these sounds are conveyed to the ear
by actual vibrations in the surrounding air.
The latter note is of higher pitch and the
vibrations of the air are likewise of higher
frequency. In fact the latter note is due to
a vibrating string which is sending out vi -

orations at twice the frequency of those in
the first case. When the vibrations are less
than ten per second or more than 30,000 per
second, the ear drum no longer responds
and no sound is heard.

Somewhat analogous is the phenomenon
of radiation through the ether. The heat
radiations are of low frequency, and one
of our special senses responds to those vibra-
tions. Light consists of ether pulses of
higher frequency, and the retina of the eye
responds only to frequencies of from 400
million millions per second to 77o million
millions vibrations per second. \Vhen the
frequency of ether pulses becomes greater
than the latter figure the human eye no
longer perceives the sensation of light. These
pulses of higher frequency are called photo-
chemical or ultraviolet radiations. These
affect the photographic plate. The two fig-
ures given above as the limiting frequencies
to which the retina responds represent re-
spectively what is termed deep red and deep
violet. Intermediate frequencies are seen
by the eye as blue, green, orange, etc.

Any body radiating energy due to its tem-
perature being higher than its surroundings
will give off heat, heat and light, or heat,
light and photo -chemical rays. depending
on its temperature. This is at once evident
if we heat an iron rod. At first heat is
emitted, then heat and light, etc., as its tem-
perature is raised.

The reader can now understand what
constitutes an efficient light and why our
modern light sources are very inefficient.
If light is desired why pay for heat? The
reason is that light sources as transformers
of energy are radiating nearly all their
energy as heat instead of light. This is not
true of the firefly. All the energy radiated
by it (excepting body heat) is radiatéd in
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the visible spectrum or in other words as
light. Hence the radiant efficiency is loo
per cent.

Although it has been stated that the fire-
fly radiates rays other than light, the latest
and best investigations find this to be un-
true. There are other reasons which indicate
the unlikelihood of other rays than light
being emitted.

This, then, is the ideal toward which to
strive in producing light sources. It might
well be stated here that by radiant efficiency
is meant the ratio of the energy radiated as
light to the total energy radiated: This ratio
or radiant efficiency of the tungsten lamp
is less than five per cent. The radiant effi-
ciency is, however, not the efficiency which
interests users of light. Much more energy
must be radiated at a frequency which gives
the sensation of red light than at a fre-
quency which produces the sensation of
yellow -green light in order to give equal
sensations of brightness. The same is true
of blue and yellow light. In other words, a
certain amount of energy radiated as yellow -
green light will give a greater sensation of
brightness than in any other part of the
visible spectrum. The firefly's light is yel-
lowish green and therefore nearly all its
energy is radiated at the most efficient point
- at the point of maximum brightness pro-
duction.

As a luminous source its "luminous effi-
ciency" is 96 per cent as determined by the
latest investigations. The tungsten light is
not confined to this point of maximum
brightness per unit of radiated energy, and
as a consequence its luminous efficiency is
barely one per cent. On the same basis the
"luminous efficiency" of sunlight is fifteen
per cent, yellow flame arc and carbon arc,
six per cent, and the mercury vapor lamp
about five per cent. It is thus seen that
the energy radiated by the firefly is not only
all radiated as light, but of a color to give
a maximum amount of light for a certain
amount of radiant energy.

The actual method of production of light
by the firefly is yet practically unknown.
The luminous organ consists of two layers
of material under the outer transparent
chitin. The inner layer consists of guanin
and is a reflector. Both layers contain an
elaborate network of tubes, which are filled
with air. Ordinarily the light consists of a
faint glow, which at periods of a few sec-

onds, flashes out with greatly increased
intensity.

Under the microscope the luminous por-
tion, when merely glowing, appears to be
made up of numerous scintillating points.
Some species found in Cuba emit a continu-
ous bright glow. Many long investigations
have been undertaken to learn more of the
light -producing process, and it is quite well
established that water and oxygen are re-
quired to produce the light. Carbonic acid
and many other substances extinguish or
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diminish the light. Irritation, mechanical
or electrical, stimulate the process.

It was thought for some time that the
luminosity was due to free phosphorus, but
latest chemical analyses show that there is
not present sufficient (if any) free phos-
phorus to produce the light. The luminous
tissue, when dried carefully in an atmos-
phere of hydrogen, retains for over a year
its power to glow when moistened with
water in the presence of oxygen.

The light may be clue to chemical action
or may be a phosphorescence phenomenon.
Certain chemical compounds have the ability
to store up energy and radiate it, at their
leisure, as light. This phenomenon is called
phosphorescence. In this manner the fire-
fly might store up the sun's energy and emit
it during darkness as light. This theory
seems to be substantiated by the fact that
the firefly more actively emits light just
after dusk. However, fireflies which have
been kept in the dark for 24 hours showed
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the saute activity as those which were kept
in the sunlight. The luminous tissue does
not obey anv of the well-known laws of
phosphorescence.

Something of the methods of measuring
the light of the firefly may prove of interest.
The first instrument used was the bolometer,
which consists of a very thin blackened strip
of platinum. When energy falls on it the
energy is absorbed. This raises the tem-
perature of the strip and likewise the elec-
trical resistance, which can be easily meas-
ured. This instrument under best conditions
can detect a change in temperature of one -
millionth degree. This method, however, is
not sensitive enough to obtain quantitative
results. This also illustrates the very small
amount of energy which is radiated by the
firefly.

Another available instrument is the
spectrophotometer. The light is dispersed
by a glass prism into its component parts
and the actual amount of light in different
parts of the spectrum is compared visually
with known amounts. The intermittent
character and low intensity of the light
makes this method unsatisfactory.

The best results have been obtained by
photographing the spectrum. Plates can be
obtained which are sensitive in the ultra-
violet and throughout the visible spectrum.
Several hours' exposure is necessary and
the fireflies must be held before the instru-
ment. Besides the long tedious work of
obtaining the exposure the photographic
method is replete with many other difficulties
in interpreting the results because the plates
are not equally sensitive ,to all frequencies
of light.

A phosphorescence method has been used
to study the radiation, if any, beyond the
visible region on the lower frequency side.
This method depends for its success upon
the action of heat rays on a phorescent sub-
stance. The difficulties of the methods are
too intricate to more than touch upon them
here.

There has been a great amount of work
done and money spent on this interesting
problem; however, there is much to learn in
regard to the actual light production. The
high radiant and luminous efficiency are
quite firmly established; however, the effi-
ciency of the light -producing process is as
yet unknown. The problem is one worthy
of solution because of its economic impor-

Lance. 1 f ninety-nine tinges more light could
be obtained from light sources for the ex-
penditure of a certain amount of fuel what
an aid to the conservation of our fuel sup-
ply the complete revelation of the firefly's
secret would be!

Pictures Projected Through
Phonograph Horn

Double pleasure may be obtained irons
your phonograph by the use of a new ,lev ice
known as the picture disk. An attachment
which can be fitted to any straight horn has
Veen invented recently, which consists of
an electric light placed 1>ehind the small
opening of the horn, lenses for focusing, a
screen to hang i11 front of the mouth of the
horn and finally, a twelve -inch disk with a

ELECTRIC PICTURE PROJECTOR ON A
PHONOGRAPH HORN

set of illustrations for any suitable song or
other selection such as monologues, etc. The
disk revolves at regular intervals before the
light, stopping long enough for each view to
be appreciated as it is projected upon the
screen, then moving enough to allow the
next view to appear, and so on. The motor
of the talking machine operates the disk,
through a shaft and gear.

Of course, the electric light attachment
is available in most modern homes, so that
one of the pleasures of the popular stage,
the song with illustrations, is brought into
the household for the amusement of the
family and guests. The new invention is
inexpensive, and when picture disks and
records are sold in sets, as planned by the
inventor, it undoubtedly will gain rapid
popularity.



Lighting the Caves of Prehistoric Man

REMAINS OF A PREHISTORIC MAN SAID TO BE 40,000 TO 60,000 YEARS OLD

In the time of the Saxon kings, Cheddar
was a royal demesne and chase. King
Athelstan and his brother, King Edmund,
hunted there. The outward and visible
signs of antiquity are apparent to the visitor.
It is obvious from the derivation of the
place-name-Ced, signifying eminence, and
dwr, rock water-that here was an early
British settlement. In Druidic days, those
(lays of childlike and increasing wonder at
natural manifestations, it may be assumed
that there dwelt in this place a compara-
tively large community, for the wild and
impressive beauty of the spot would make
it impossible for neglect.

The majestic cliffs, known as Cheddar
Cliffs, are among the most beautiful pieces
of cliff scenery in all the British Isles and
hidden away in them are the wonderful
stalactite caverns known as Gough's Caves,
discovered by the late R. C. Gough in 1877.

The first object to attract the attention
of a visitor at the entrance to the caves is

a glass case in which are exposed to view
the remains of a prehistoric man. Savants

from all over the globe have seen this
unique find, and declare it to be from 40,000
to 8o,000 years old. The skull has projec-
tions at the back of the temple bones, which
is not the case with other specimens; and
the tibia, flat and pointed as it is, has no
parallel in the world's museums of anat-
omy. The brows protrude and the fore-
head recedes much more than is the case
nowadays. The frontal hone of the skull
measures nine millimeters. The jaw is very
powerfully formed, and its width is ob-
viously in excess of that of any modern
man.

This, the most ancient skeleton in public
existence, was found in December, 1903, to
the left of the passage leading to the cave
discovered in that year. It was surrounded
by palwolithic flints and its great age was
thus placed beyond all question. It was
found nine feet below the surface and under
eighteen inches of stalagmite.

Years after the discovery of the entrance
to the cave, blasting operations were begun.
in 1893. After digging through twenty-



TWO VIEWS OF GOUGH'S NEW CAVES, CHEDDAR. BEAUTIFUL EFFECTS PRODUCED BYCONCEALED ELECTRIC LIGHTS
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seven feet of solid rock, access was given to
a series of magnificent caves and grottos
extending in all directions.

The fairy-like tracery of the stalactite
and stalagmite formation could scarcely be
brought out by candles and lanterns,. so

an electric lighting plant has been éstab-
lished at the cave and many of the most
famous grottos lighted by metallic filament
lamps, cunningly arranged behind the rocks.
Besides the wonderful effect of the play of
light on the shining surface of these curious
stalactites, the lamps serve to bring out the

transparency of many of these delicate
traceries; the light is allowed to pass
through the translucent material and the

colors are beautifully displayed by this
means. At certain points in the cave, when,
for example, the roof of "Solomon's Tem-
ple" or "The Diamond Stream" are reached,
the visitors are electrified by the sudden
switching on of the light. In several cases
alternative lighting effects can be produced
by a throw -over switch, so as to put into
circuit different groups of lamps.

Two pictures of Gough's "New Caves,"
secured through the courtesy of the Illumi-
nating Engineer of London, are presented
herewith and show the marvelous effect
that has been produced with the aid of elec-

trical illumination.

Transformer and Its Special Car

Transformers, which are used for rais-
ing the voltage of electric current, are now
made of such large dimensions that special
cars are built to transport them to their des -

TRANSFORMER READY TO SHIP ON SPECIAL
CAR

tination which is some light or power com-
pany hundreds of miles away. It is essen-
tial that they be sent already assembled and
ready for operation for the manufacturing
company must put them together and test
them in the plant and it would be a waste
of time to take them apart again.

The picture shows a great transformer
built by the Westinghouse Company and
loaded on a special type of "cut-out" steel

car.
This car has a capacity of 75 tons in the

well and the entire platform has a capacity
of over too tons. The transformer when
loaded stands at a height of sixteen feet
above the rails, giving the necessary clear-

ance for bridges, etc.

Electric Fan for the Manhole

Workers in the manholes must stand un-
usual heat in the summer months as there
is no circulation of air underground, and
to provide for their comfort and add to

VENTILATING A MANHOLE WITH AN
ELECTRIC FAN

their efficiency the plan of setting an elec-
tric fan at the edge of the hole has been
tried out with success by a Los Angeles
corporation. The fan, as the photograph
shows, is set at an angle so that a current
of cool air is directed upon the laborer
below.

Two English experts have recently visiied
Iceland in order to survey the large Detti-
foss Fall, on the River lokulsa, which is
calculated to have a capacity of 6o,000

horsepower. Another less known fall, the
Vigaberg Fall is estimated to have a ca-
pacity of 50,000 horsepower.
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Electric Street Scrubbing Machine

In many respects Berlin sets the pace for
the large cities of the world as far as mu-
nicipal undertakings are concerned. Es-
pecially in her beautifully kept streets and
thoroughfares she sets an example which
cities of every nation have tried to fol-
low.

One of the most carefully organized de-
partments of the city government is occu-
pied with the cleaning and sprinkling of

. the streets and boulevards. In this work
literally hundreds of electrically operated
street washing machines are employed,
each of which is capable of flushing thou-
sands of square meters of street surface
each clay. The machines are housed in huge
garages located at various advantageous
points about the city, with large buildings
devoted to work shops for keeping the ma-
chines in repair.

Each machine is driven by a motor and
storage battery. The water is also forced
out through the nozzles under pressure de-
veloped by the motor. In addition, the mo-
tor drives a revolving brush or scrubber
which follows the machine.

Although strictly a German innovation
these machines are now presented in this
country by a Milwaukee concern, the Kind-
ling Machinery Company.

An Aerial Trolley Car

Resembling a huge torpedo and con-
structed of steel rods with bottom, sides
and top covered with aluminum, the aerial
trolley car "Swallow.' was christened on
July Fourth. It is maintained that there is
no swing to the car while in motion and
running at a speed of 25 miles or more
an hour, the bottom of the car being so
shaped, that it breasts the air, as a sailing
ship rides the waves, thus taking a great
deal of the weight off the rail, hence the
aerial idea. Moreover, one can rest and
even read in it with as much comfort as if
sitting in an easy chair.

It flies or glides simply by means of all
air propellor as in the ordinary aeroplane.
This propellor is driven either by an engine
or an electric motor. If the scheme proves
a practical success, undoubtedly the latter
form of motive power will he used ex-
clusively, with conducting wire and trolley
wheel to feed the motor.

It will be seen that the weight of the car
is suspended from the. rail, on grooved
wheels with ball bearings running on top
and underneath the rail, making it impos-
sible for the car to "jump the track," if
the expression may he permitted. The
cars are provided with an emergency brake,
which is applied underneath the rail, and

AN AERIAL TROLLEY CAR
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is capable of bringing the car to a dead stop
when the power is shut off.

The car itself, which was built for dem-
onstration purposes, and run on a track 840
feet long, has a length of 5o feet and a
width of six feet. It weighs a ton and has
a seating capacity of 56 passengers.

Portable Telephones for
the Automobile

If your car breaks down while touring
in Southern California, you need not
worry ; a repair car can be secured in short
order by the use of the roadside telephone
system recently installed in that section.
Subscribers to the emergency service carry
small portable telephone outfits of light
weight in their cars, and stations where
they can "plug in" are located two miles
apart on the principal motor highways.

the emergency should be so serious that he
could not drive to the nearest station, he
would not have to carry his portable outfit
farther than one mile, and frequent sign-
posts along the route indicate the direction
to the nearest station.

Plans are now being made to install this
system on the Santa Monica course, for
use during the road race in October, when
stations half a mile apart will be set up
for the benefit of the racers.

Only subscribers can use this telephone,
as the box must be unlocked with a special
key, and then the subscriber's identification
number must he given to central to get the
right connection. Repair cars are in readi-
ness to answer such calls from various offi-
cial garages, and will deliver supplies and
mechanics, or if necessary will tow the in -

THE PORTABLE AUTOMOBILE TELEPHONE AS USED IN
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

The system is being rapidly extended out-
ward from Los Angeles, until within a short
time the entire southern part of the state
will be covered by the system, operating
in connection with the Bell Telephone Com-
pany.

A bell shaped container for the apparatus
is attached to poles beside the road, at a
convenient height, so that a driver who
wants to call up central can drive up and
telephone while seated in his car. Even if

jured machine to the repair shop. Calls
can be made to any desired number, so
that the motorist is always in touch with
home or business.

On the cars of the Denver City Tramway
Company the air gage is, illuminated and a
stand is placed in front of the motorman
with a receptacle for holding his watch so
that the watch is also illuminated.
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Delivering Lamps by Aeroplanes

"For I dipped into the future
Far as human eye could see;

Saw the vision of the world
And all the wonder that should be.

Saw the heavens fill with commerce,
Argosies of magic sails,

Pilots of the purple twilight,
Dropping down with costly bales."

Imaginative as he undoubtedly was, the
former Poet Laureate little dreamt that he
would almost live to see his prophetic lines

FIRST AEROPLANE TO DELIVER A CARGO

turned into reality right on his own shores,
for it was there that the first of the costly
bales handled as aerial commerce were both
loaded and delivered. And to make Tenny-
son's prophecy all the more fitting, the
magic sails with their cargo arrived at their
destination in what the poet termed the
purple twilight.

It was on July Fourth that H. Barber, an
English aviator, sailed forth from the beach
at Brighton with a cargo of tungsten lamps
(or, as the makers, the British General
Electric Company, call them, "osram
lamps") secured under the scat of his mon-
oplane "Valkyrie." Speeding across the
country over the roofs of Shoreham, he made
a fine descent at the Hove Marine Park,
where some five thousand people had gath-

ered to watch the arrival of the first com-
mercial cargo ever carried by an aeroplane.
After delivering the batch of lamps, all of
which arrived intact, Mr. Barber turned the
money paid to him for this record -making
flight into a prize fund for the encourage-
ment of aerial navigation.

Turning on the Light

When you turn the electric switch and get
a flood of light, you may infer that the
light comes instantly. While this in a

sense is true, many things really happen

OF MERCHANDISE -A BOX OF OSRAM LAMPS

before you have light. The light was not
instantaneous. The first thing accomplished
in turning the switch is to close the circuit
so that current can flow on the wires. The
electrical energy rushes along the wires at
a speed of 186,000 miles a second. When
this energy going at such a swift pace
reaches the electric lamp, it passes readily
through the small copper and platinum
wires into the bulb, where, it meets with
decided resistance. In its paths stand tiny
loops of a fine wire. With all the pressure
behind it the electric energy pushes and
forces its way through the obstruction and
this requires a certain amount of work,
just as it would require work for a man
to climb the face of a cliff. This work
consumes the electrical energy, just as work
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consumes mechanical energy, or human
energy, and the energy thus consumed is
not really destroyed-for Nature never de-
stroys anything-but is changed into heat.

As the current forces its way through
the fine wire, the electrical energy is rap-
idly changed into heat and this heat quickly
brings the 'wire to a white glow. While

the light seems instantaneous, it is only be-
cause it is too quick for the eye. In reality,
the filament first gets warm, then hot, then
a dull cherry red and finally this red fades
as it gets hotter, to a white hot glow which
is maintained as long as the current is
turned on. The heat resultant from this
process is rapidly dissipated into the air.

ELECTRIC LIGHTS BY THE YARD

Every holiday season brings more of the
so-called Christmas tree outfits, consisting of
miniature lamps spaced along flexible cords,
each cord being provided with suitable
terminals, so that trees large or small can
be festively decorated with lights in five or
ten minutes. Lately, some manufacturers
have put out similar strings of larger and
more closely spaced lamps for use in decora-
tive lighting at carnivals, street fairs, lawn
parties and other special occasions.

The rapidity with which such luminous
ribbons or strings of light can be fastened
in place and connected to the circuit is sur-

prising. Thus when Queen Wilhelmina, o1
the Netherlands, gave birth to the Princess
Juliana, the Holland -American Line ordered
1,200 yards of "Illufix" (a lamp -string made
in Europe) for trimming its ship, "New
Amsterdam," which was then at anchor in
Holland. The whole 1,200 yards of light
was installed and connected up in twelve
hours' time, decorating the entire vessel
from bow to stern and from the mastheads
to the water line. Of course, the electrical
decorations were removed in even less time
after the vessel left its port, and they can
be used again in X11 sorts of ways.
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THE NEW AMSTERDAM TRIMMED WITH 1,200 YARDS OF LIGHTS



Locating the Vicinity of Icebergs
FELIX J. KOCH

Recently. according to official reports,
experiments have been made in the north-
ern portion of the Gulf of St. Lawrence
with a new type of marine thermometer,
the results of which seem to promise much
in aiding to detect icebergs in fog and at
night, and hence to lessen danger from
these ever troublesome sources. By means
of this new type of thermometer, it is

stated, it is possible now to record accurately
and continuously sea temperatures down to
one one -thousandth of a degree. Centi-
grade.

The micro -thermometer, as it is called,
is of the electrical resistance type, which
embodies a coil of very fine resistance wire
to be suspended in the water. It is well
known that the resistance of a metal varies
with its temperature. and by connecting this
coil in an electrical circuit together with
instruments for measuring and recording

the amount of current flowing through the
circuit, the whole becomes a thermometer
of extreme sensitiveness, any particular cur-
rent value representing a certain tempera-
ture as ascertained by previous calibration
with the coil suspended in waters of known
temperatures.

The coil, it seems, is made with a resist-
ance of 12$ ohms, and consists of zoo feet

TARING TEMPERATURES WITH THE
ELECTRICAL APPARATUS IS AS

SIMPLE AS'SOUNDING

of pure iron wire, silk covered, and bound
on a copper cylinder about four inches in
diameter and six inches long. The cylinder
is fitted accurately inside a second copper
cylinder.

The ends of the cylinders are carefully
soldered and rendered water -tight, while
the connecting wires pass out through the
middle of the outer cylinder. :\ stout cop-
per tube is riveted on to the outer cylinder,
to which other copper tubes can be fastened.
These wires then pass though a lead cable
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to the chart -room where they are connected
to the instruments.

It is thus possible to record automatically
the temperature to one one -thousandth of
a degree. Readings can be taken every
half minute, and curves are plotted, show-
ing the variations of water temperatures.

An interesting detail of the instrument
is given by Mr. Deedmeyer, one thoroughly
familiar with its operation. It is supported
over the side of the ship, about five feet
under the surface of the water, he tells us,
for it has been found that the exposure of
the bulb of the thermometer to the air, by
the action of the waves, produces no ir-
regularities, as the temperature of air in
direct contact with the sea does not differ
from that of water.

"Hitherto," he adds, "the proximity of
icebergs has been determined by means of
the bridge thermometer, and by immersing
a mercury or alcohol ship thermometer in
buckets of water drawn up from varying
depths. These instruments, as a rule, are
not graduated to less than a single degree,
which represents an interval, on the stem,
of only one -eighth of an inch. Tempera-
tures taken in this manner, even as often
as four times in an hour, in a ship going
at eight knots, give temperatures only every
two miles. The temperatures of the sea
change rapidly in the immediate vicinity
of an iceberg; hence observations taken at
intervals of even one mile are of no value
in determining their presence.

"The oscillations can really only be ob-
served on a continuous record. On the scale
of the new electrical thermometer a single
degree of temperature is represented by
an interval of two feet, so that variations
which would be imperceptible on an ordi-
nary thermometer have a great effect on
this sensitive instrument."

A scientist is quoted as showing that in
the neighborhood of ice, melting in salt
water, three different currents are discern-
ible. One on the surface being produced by
the cold and light fresh water running
down the icebergs, another current at in-
termediate depths, which runs straight to-
ward the ice, while a third current, consist-
ing of water, cooled by ice, sinks to lower
depth s.

Numerous tests, it seems, were made with
the new micro -thermometer in the vicinity

of icebergs near the coast of Labrador. The
result of these tests serve to show that the
temperature variations are nil at a distance
of more than one mile from the berg; that,
going toward the berg there is at first a
rapid rise of temperature, followed by a
sudden drop. The sharp rise before the
sudden fall can be taken to indicate the
entrance of the ship into the surface cur-
rent of the berg, and furnishes an indica-
tion of the close proximity of ice. If the
rise is followed by a rapid fall below the
mean temperature of the water, the pres-
ence of ice may be taken as fairly assured.

Dangerous, however, as are the bergs,
travelers on the high seas are ever eager
to meet them, for your genuine iceberg is
a thing of beauty if not a joy forever. To
see the iceberg at its best one must go to
the coasts of Labrador, up beyond Battle
Harbour. There they are always resting.
They lie always in what seem perfect lines,
off on the horizon. They are of many
shapes, but somehow, at a distance these
shapes assume harmony.

In Philadelphia 36 Years Ago

In a letter recently received from F. O.
Culin, electrical contractor, Fourth and
Chestnut streets, Philadelphia, he says that
36 years ago there were only three electrical
contractors in all Philadelphia-the firm
now known as Partrick, Carter, Wilkins
Company, the Holmes Burglar Alarm Tele-
graph Company, now out of business, and
himself. He has kept shop during most of
these 36 years at Fourth and Chestnut
streets. Prices were higher then than now.

Wire that we buy at 22 cents per pound at
present was $1.25 per pound then. Bells
that now cost 35 cents each were $2.50.
Batteries that are now 20 cents each used to
cost $2.25. Push buttons that are now five
cents were then J5 cents. Bell switches
that are now seven cents, were selling for
90 cents. Annunciators that are now $12.00
were then $4.0.00. These prices are from
a circular list issued in 1875 by the Cham-
pion Electric Burglar Alarm & Annunci-
ator Company, L. G. Tillotson, president,
and Cornelius Roosevelt, secretary and
treasurer. There were no electric lights
and no electric gas lighting in those clays.

-Electrical Record.
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Los Angeles Telephone Men
Use Mortar

A small mortar, used for shooting a life
line to a wrecked vessel, was utilized by a
telephone repair crew at Los Angeles to

607

dragged across by men on the opposite side
and service was resumed in short order. A
mortar of similar design, mounted on an
automobile, is to be used as part of the repair
outfit in the future, according to the fore-
man who carried out the unique plan.

GETTING READY TO FIRE THE LINE ACROSS THE RIVER

get the broken wire across a river. The
stream was one of the sort which is very
common in dry countries, a bed of sand
through the summer and a raging torrent
after a heavy rain. During the last rainy
season it washed away the long distance
telephone line and there was no way to cross
the swollen stream to repair it. No boat
could live in such a current, while quick-
sand and rolling boulders made it hazardous
for a horseman to attempt to ford it. The
problem was ingeniously solved by a mes-
sage to the nearest beach, where a life-sav-
ing station was located. The small cannon,
life -line and a can of black powder were
sent to the river hank, where the gun was
charged and aimed across the stream. The
result of the explosion was successful, for
the projectile carried one end of the coil
of rope more than a thousand feet to the
other bank ; the telephone cable was at-
tached to the other end of the rope and

Flashlight Signals at Sea
An Australian inventor, Mr. Victor

Nightingall, has designed a simple appa-
ratus by which any one can send search-
light signals at sea, even though he
knows nothing of telegraphy. To accom-
plish this, he equips each vessel with a
wheel into which a series of metal plates can
be slipped. These plates are lettered ac-
cording to the alphabet and perforated to
match the Morse code, so that they will
close the circuit to exposed lights and sig-
nal according to this code when the wheel is
rotated. The sailor wishing to send the
message consults the international signal
book, picks out the needed letters slips them
consecutively into the wheel and throws a
switch. The latter turns on the current for
the lamp and also for a motor which slowly
rotates the wheel so that it repeats its mes-
sage without further attention until it is
stopped.
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Give Him a Bath

The ruins of I)rr,iuiland amusement park
at Coney Island, Ncw York, had not yet
cooled from the terrific fire which swept it
before they were occupied by a great array
f fortune tellers, souvenir dealers, etc., in-

ized iron. The lower end of the trough ter-
minated over a tank of water. At the top
of the trough upon a small seat sat a negro
clad in sweater and overalls. lle amused
himself by jeering and making faces at
the crowd who were engaged in throwing
their arms off in trying to place a ball in

one of the three holes in

A LUCKY THROW WILL GIVE HIM A BATH

stalled in tents ready to profit by the great
crowds of curiosity seekers who came to
view the havoc wrought.

Prominent among the money seekers
were two lusty voiced barkers shouting,
"Give him a bath, boys. Give him a bath.
He needs it. Seven for a dime. Give him

THE ELECTRICAL ARRANGEMENT WHICH
SPRINGS THE TRAP

a bath !" Their paraphernalia consisted of
an ordinary wooden counter covered with
baseballs. In the background hung a large
sheet of canvas in which were three holes
a little larger than a baseball. Extending
above this for ten or twelve feet was an
inclined wooden trough lined with galvan-

the canvas. The canvas
was very deceptive. A
ball striking the edge of
the hole would he thrown
back, but if one landed
squarely, passing through
the hole, there was a click,
Mr. Sambo's seat collapsed
and he started on a jour-
ney which ended with a
splash in the tank of
water. His place was im-
mediately taken by an-
other, ready to "shoot the
chutes."

The device coined
money for its owners.
The mechanism was sim-
ple. Back of each hole
in the canvas was a spring

contact which when struck by a ball com-
pleted an electric circuit. The folding seat
was held open by a catch. This catch was
released by a solenoid when the ball closed
the contact behind the hole in the canvas.

Dunkards Finally Allow Telephones

The old order of Dunkards have con-
cluded a five clays' session, near Delphi,
Indiana, and the much discussed question
as to whether or not the church members
shall be allowed to have telephones has
been decided in the affirmative. Five mem-
bers of the church, who had been expelled
for having telephones, were reinstated at
this meeting.

Electric Lamps per Capita

There are in Boston the equivalent of
1,232 sixteen -candlepower electric lamps
per 1,000 of population, in New York 859.
in Chicago 730, and in San Francisco 66o.
European cities show much smaller figures,
St. Petersburg having 440; Vienna, 246;
Paris, 185, and London, 184.



Some Unexplored Fields in Electrical
Engineering

By DR. CHARLES PROTEUS STEINMETZ

In discussing the subject of the unex-
plored fields of electrical engineering, we
must consider as belonging to the realm of
the electrical engineer, all those phenomena
of electricity that are of importance to man ;
those which are beneficial and useful, and
utilized in doing the work of the world, and
also those phenomena which are harmful
and destructive, and therefore to be guarded
against.

In some fields of electrical engineering or
of electrical science we might almost say
that we know less now than we knew, or
rather believed we knew, a quarter of a
century ago. There are things which had
been investigated a quarter of a century ago
and which were explained in a satisfactory
manner to our limited knowledge in the
early days, but this explanation does not
seem satisfactory now with our greater
knowledge.

A curious example we might cite from
the textbooks on natural history, for in-
stance. There are supposed to be some
fishes which are capable of giving electric
shocks. There are some species of gymno-
tus in the South American mud creeks
capable of imparting electric shocks, which
have been described a number of times,
fishes which have an organ which generates
electricity. It has been described as being
constituted like a Volta -pile, of a number of
successive cells. That theory was quite
acceptable 25 years ago, but is not satis-
factory now. To give a severe shock
would require about 500 to moo volts, and
it is not intelligible how such voltage could
he generated in the conducting animal tissue
without being short circuited. Furthermore,
the fish is immersed in water, which is a

fair conductor, especially sea water, and 500
volts or more would produce hundreds of
amperes in the surrounding water, repre-
senting hundreds of kilowatts, and it is not
intelligible how such a large power could be

lAbstract of paper presented at a joint meeting
of the Electrical Section of the Franklin Institute.
Philadelphia, and the Philadelphia Section of the
American Institute of Electrical Engineers.

generated even momentarily. Thus here
we have a mystery, because, after all, the
descriptions have been so concise that it is
difficult to doubt that there are fishes which
can give electric shocks. Just why that
phenomena has not been investigated by
electrical engineers, we do not know, espec-
ially when considering that one of the elec-
tric fishes, raja torpedo, lives in the
Mediterranean and is frequently caught on
the Italian shores, as claimed, thus being
within easy reach of engineers.

But we do not need to go so far from
home; right at hand we have some of the
most important uninvestigated phenomena
of electricity. The thunderstorm, the light-
ning, and so forth. In the early days light-
ning was explained as the discharge of the
clouds. are positively
and the ground is negatively charged, and
the spark jumps from the cloud to the
ground. Speculations were made as to how
the clouds became charged, and as then the
only method of producing electricity was
by friction, it was said it might be the
friction of the vapor through the air, or the,
rain drops through the air, or some other
form of friction. That explanation used
to appear satisfactory, but with our present
knowledge of dielectric phenomena, it is
not satisfactory any more.

It was thought that lightning was the dis-
charge from the cloud to the ground. That
means that the electric field between the
cloud and the ground must be beyond the
breakdown strength of air. In a uniform
field the breakdown strength of air is about
75,000 volts per inch, or nearly a million
volts per foot. Even if the cloud is only
woo feet above ground, this would require a
thousand million volts. If there were an
electrostatic field between the cloud and the
ground of a thousand million volts extend-
ing over the whole area of the thunder
cloud, this would represent such an im-
mense amount of electric energy that it is
inconceivable how any reasonable source of
energy can produce it ; how it can exist
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without having a destructive effect far be-
yond anything known of lightning. Furth-
ermore, a uniform field cannot well exist
between clouds and ground, on account of
the unevenness of the ground surface.

We cannot consider the lightning dis-
charge as a simple electric rupture in the
same way that an overloaded beam may
break mechanically, but as an equalization
of internal stresses, about as a piece of hot
glass that is rapidly chilled, and thereby full
of internal compression and tension strains
may suddenly break all over by the internal
stresses. So with our present knowledge
we must consider as the most probable ex-
planation-although not certain by any
means-that the lightning discharge is the
phenomenon of the equalization of internal
electric stresses in the cloud, and is anala-
gous to the splintering or breaking of an
unevenly stressed brittle material, like glass.

Lightning discharges are the result of the
voltage inequalities produced in the clouds

by the unequal rate of conglomeration of
rain particles due to the unequal cloud
density.

In agreement with this is that heavy
lightning strokes are usually followed by a
heavy downpour of rain ; in reality they are
preceded and caused by it, but it takes time
for the rain drops to come down.

The lightning rod is a great protection,
and I would not like to be in an exposed
place without such protection. But you
must not expect that one rod on one end of
the building will completely protect the
other end a hundred or more feet away.
There must be sufficient rods to extend their
protective zone over the entire area ; the
apex of the roof, and other projecting edges
must be protected by connecting wires, etc.
That is, like any other apparatus, the light-
ning rod protection must be installed intelli-
gently and properly to be effective. But the
general principle is correct, only it must be
rationally applied.

PICTURESQUE TELEPHONE EXCHANGE

This telephone exchange at Riverside is the most picturesque in Illinois. The
building is rented from the village of Riverside, and is the well house built
over an artesian well. Covered with vines and with a background of trees and
shrubbery, it is an attractive spot.
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A Cavalry Wireless Set

At the recent Investiture at Carnarvon
of His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales
two Marconi portable wireless sets were
used. These are the English standard cav-
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narvon Castle installation was also estab-
lished with the Government station at Liv-
erpool and with the headquarters camp.

As will be noted in the picture the equip-
ment is designed to be carried on the back
of a horse or mule. The saddle -like affair

CAVALRY WIRELESS SET IN THE FIELD

airy type and are the property of the West-
moreland and Cumberland Yeomanry.

The stations have been specially designed
by the Marconi Company to be capable of
easy and rapid transport and to afford a
means of communication between cavalry
or other mounted units and the main body.
Owing to the rapidity with which these
portable sets can he erected and dismantled,
the whole process lasts only a few minutes,
and they are consequently of the greatest
value from the military point of view.

One of the stations was erected in the
neighborhood of Carnarvon Castle itself,
the second being situated in the vicinity
of the headquarters' camp, and by means
of these two installations, constant com-
munication was established between the
Royal yacht and the units of the fleet and
the shore. Communication from the Car -

is quickly removed from the animal's back;
a shaft run through carrying on one en(l
a small gasoline engine and on the other
a dynamo for generating the current.

Prize for Miners' Electric Lamp

A prize of #1,000 ($4,866.65) is offered
by the British government for the best elec-
tric lamp or lamps for the use of miners.
The competition is open to persons of all
nationalities. Lamps submitted must be
addressed to C. Rhodes, Esq., Home Office
Testing Station, Rotherham, England, and
must reach there not later than December
31, 191r. Requirements which should be
fulfilled by any lamps submitted have been
issued by the United States Bureau of
Mines and also by the British ambassador at
Washington.



WIRELESS OPERATOIZ
REMINISCES

Recognized by Wireless

Every telegraph operator, wire or wire-
less, has what is called a personal "sign"
by which he is known to his brother oper-
ators. This sign usually consists of one
or two letters, and is booked at headquar-
ters in an official list of signs. For in-
stance I sign "BO." When I send a mes-
sage I put "BO" immediately after start-
ing, and by that sign the receiving opera-
tor knows me. Every ship or wireless sta-
tion ashore also has a call letter by which
it is known, apart from that of the opera-
tor. Some operators, indeed most of them,
inject some of their personality into the
(lots and dashes while handling the key.
You can often tell who is sending by know-
ing his peculiar style, even though he fails
to use his personal sign.

Operator King, of the old Finance was
a boy who thought he could recognize any-
one just by hearing their "fist" (handling
of the key). I once met him down at
Colon. His ship lay at the dock, and he
had worked me from her as I neared harbor
on the incoming ship of the same line.

He invited me aboard for dinner, and as
we sat there with the officers all at one
table, talking and joking, King said to me :

"I can tell you anywhere by your fist.
You don't need a sign. You could change
it, or send with your left mitt, but I -would
know that it was you at the key."

"King, I would just like to bet you the
smokes that I can fool you so badly you
will believe it. I will show you at an early
date."

Three weeks later my ship neared Colon.
We were only about 65 miles out when
King "picked me up." I began to use my
left hand, and gave him our position and
(locking time, after which I signed "X"
instead of "BO."

Instantly King came back with the query
"Where's 'BO' ?".

J. M.Beskerv die

I decided to be dead so I said sadly.:
"BO got killed in the subway last ys
"How did it happen" he Hashed, "lave

me the details quick."
1 decided to die a hero.
"He (lied trying to save the life of a little

child. Will give the sad details when we
get to dock."

"BK min," (Break, wait a minute) he
snapped and disappeared. It appeared to
me that the news had somewhat stunned
him. I sat for a few minutes waiting, but
he failed to show up. Then I began to
think the thing over. As I began to think
I began to call; and the more I thought
the more insistent became the calls. But
King didn't return. Then I thought soberly
of the friends I liad aboard the ship, and
in the town. How this news would grieve

them ! You see, I
had sailed King's
ship at one time
for three months,
and knew every
man on her, and
they were friends.
The freight clerk,
Thompson, big, fat,
was like a brother.
Monroe, second
officer, thought I
was just about
right. The doctor,

known fondly as "Pills," would miss me,
for I used to pour water in his wine, and
hide his shoes,.

Three hours later we were alongside the
clock. I deemed it advisable to view the
scenery through a small port hole. Before
landing I wished to get some idea of the
reception which would likely be accorded
me when I was resurrected. Through the
port I saw the captain of King's ship. He
gazed up at my ship, and appeared sad.
With him was a big blonde man named
Bird. He was a model of neatness and

-r,nm uIIItlP
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"I can tell you anywhere
by your fiat"
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looked as if he had come out of a fashion
shop. Bird had been a passenger on my
ship about a month before, and I knew him
well.

In another direction was Thompson and
a few officers of the Finance. All were
soberly listening to Thompson who jotted
something down in a note book from time
to time. Pills was there chewing the nail
off his long finger.
King stood near,
but was not in the
conversation.

In my heart I
felt sorry that I
had played such a
joke on such good
friends. I was
contemplating this.
and trying to reck-
on how pleased
and surprised they
would be to see me
alive again. They would appreciate me
the more on account of my death. As I
cherished this thought. Bird perished it.

I had gotten to the port hole and
had been discovered by this blonde gentle-
man. Ile rose on his tiptoes for height
effect, pointed a manicured finger at me
and shouted : "You are not dead yet, but
you are going to be very shortly !"

I now concluded that I had no business
ashore that morning. I preferred the ship.
and I suddenly renumbered that I had
forgotten something in the wireless room.
I immediately started there, but the jam
of passengers on the fleck was so bad that
I couldn't get through. After a struggle
for several minutes, I thought the best
thing to do would be to go down to the
main deck, hack aft, and then up on the
port side on the promenade deck, up a short
flight of stairs to the tipper deck, and into
the wireless room.

I got as far as the promenade deck,
when around the base of the stairs came
Bird and Thompson, heading the loyal
band of friends. By Bird's look and
Thompson's actions, and the undue haste
of the whole party. I knew at once that
they were coming to kill me.

They had beaten me to the stairs, so I
started forward for the parlor companion-
way. The matter in the wireless roost
seemed very urgent to me. But they beat

The friendly spirit was not
manifest

me to it. They overhauled me, and the
friendly spirit was not manifest. They
caught every available point of clothes
and limb. The action was too much for
for words. My friends tried to sit me on
their toes. They thought I looked tired.
I looked anxiously for Bird to produce a
death dealing instrument, but he had lost
it. After this friendly manifestation had
lasted for a few minutes, I asked Bird to
kindly hold me on my feet as I couldn't
sit down. Then I got a moment's respite,
and said:

"Gentlemen, before you kill me, listen to
my story. This morning when I went to
breakfast I left a ham operator in the wire-
less room. He had belonged to the Signal
Corps and during the trip was so anxious
about the wireless set, I let him work it
several times. He was such a wireless
enthusiast that he insisted on coming' up
and relieving me 'at meal times. He ap-
peared to be a nice man. But I remarked
this morning when I came from breakfast
that he had on a smile that wouldn't conic
off. I am sure that this is his work. Find
that man. Gee I am sore !" They did
look for him, but he had vanished.

Eight bells in the evening, on the after
deck of the Finance, King, "Thompson,
Pills and I smoked it over. King began
to tell how it affected him. Ile reiterated
that he would have known my fist if I .had
been sending, right mitt or left. He said
that when he got the news from that ham
that morning, he really felt badly. He ran
to the Captain's room with the distressing
news. It got all over the ship in a jiffy.

Finally I . asked King why he didn't do
his work in a conscientious manner and
give me a chance to get him that morning
by wireless after he had gotten the terri-
ble news. He said his heart wasn't in his
work that morning. Said he knew I was
going to play a joke on him, but after he
had heard from the signal corps ham that
I had passed away, he felt sorry that it
wasn't really and truly "BO" at the key,
really and truly putting one over on him.

Then I waded in: "King, your ears need
medical attention. You couldn't detect it
if some one hit you in the ear with a brick.
You belong to the awkward squad. You
learned wireless by correspondence. You
are a regular human blotter, taking in all
and believing all everyone tells you. Get
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out your personal feelings and sacrifice
them, for it was I who slid the work on
the Colon this morning. I used my left

. hand and signed "N" instead of "RO"-
and you fell for it. There was no other
operator and I can prove it. You are easy.
Now, gentlemen, who are the smokes on?"

Gauss and Weber

While Americans have been slow in hon-
oring the perfecter of the commercial tele-
graph, S. F. B. Morse, Germany has just
added another proof of its appreciation for
the two physicists who are popularly cred-
ited in Europe with having invented the

GAUSS AND WEBER

electric telegraph. That Gauss and Weber
did send messages by means of an electro-
magnetic apparatus in 1833, fully a dozen
years before Morse made his memorable
public demonstrations, is a matter of his-
tory. But the tediousness of reading the
signals from the needle telegraph of the
two German professors kept this from be-
coming a commercial success and the prac-
tical uses of telegraphy had to wait for the
American inventor.

However, the Germans still take great
pride in this pioneer work of both Gauss
and Weber and have recently honored the
former by erecting a monumental observa-
tion tower at the point in the mountains
near Dransfelcl where Gauss conducted his
experiments 8o years ago.

It has been decided to erect a wireless
station in Spitzbergen, within the Arctic
Circle, in addition to the one to be set up
near Hammerfest, in Norway.

Electricity in Designing Aeroplanes

Electricity is now being brought into serv-
ice so as to aid ill designing aeroplanes. The
latest idea of the kind is in the new aero-
nautic establishment near Paris, which is
about finished now, and was founded by
Senator Henri Deutsch at an expense of
$1,000,000. All kinds of useful information
about aeroplanes, propellers and the like
will be secured by Professor Maurin and
his corps of engineers.

A special electric car has been built in
order to test aeroplane surfaces and thus
spare the builders much time and trouble,
not to speak of accidents or even loss of
life. The car is driven by a powerful motor,
and it runs over a 4,5oo-foot track upon the
grounds at very high speeds. Instruments
on the car register the force of the wind
when the aeroplane surface is tipped more
or less. The pilot does not mount the car
himself, but operates it from a distance. He
stands at a high observation post on the
roof of the building and works his con-
troller so as to send more or less current
into the motor. Starting off at slow speed,
the car is soon brought up to high speed,
and this may be as much as loo feet a sec-
ond. At such a rapid run, the wind has a
great pressure on the aeroplane surface,
and the instruments record this at each in-
stant as well as the amount of power which
it takes to run the car. When the trip is
over, all that remains is to compare the re-
sults and find out just how the given surface
has acted.

Other cars will soon be built, and some
of them will be used for testing propellers.
This is an easier matter than the first, as all
that is needed is an electric motor to drive
the propeller and a few instruments for
taking the wind pressure and speed. In
most cases the propeller itself will propel
the car along the track. A round building
is to be used for making somewhat the same
tests, but in another way. The building is
quite a large one, being 13o feet across.
Pivoted at the center is an arm which moves
around a circular track, and on it are
mounted aeroplane surfaces or propellers.
When different surfaces or planes are being
tested, the arm is driven around by an elec-
tric motor placed at the center. but for pro-
pellers the arm itself carries a 3o -horse-
power motor coupled to the propeller, so
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NEW AEROPLANE TESTING ESTABLISHMENT AND THE TESTING TRACK NEAR PARIS
SPECIAL ELECTRIC CAR TO TEST AEROPLANE SURFACES

that this is enough to take the arm around
the track, and as before, the instruments
show the force of the air at different speeds.
The buildings and large grounds are located
near Versailles, and arc quite in the aero-
plane region. Besides a great central hall
for mounting air blast apparatus and testing
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propellers, there is a well -fitted electric
plant, a machine shop and many laboratories.

A considerable increase was made during
1910 in the amount of water power utilized
for the generation of electricity ; 21 new
power stations, representing an aggregate
of 103,53o horsepower, were completed.



STURDY AS THE WASHINGTON FIR ITSELF -THREE GENERATIONS OF THE LEWIS FAMILY

Where Cross -Arms Come From
Standing at the corner of the Masonic

Temple in Chicago and gazing up along
its 21 stories, one is inclined to respect
human engineering. Yet Nature in the
western fir forests of the United States has
outdone this by sending giant firs up 33
stories or 400 feet towards the sky on a
base fourteen feet in diameter:

These big trees, especially in the State
of Washington, are being made into cross
arms for electric light and telephone poles.
After a sleet storm in the fall or winter
your attention has been called to the elec-
tric light and telephone wires loaded with
ice until they appeared to be long cylin-,
drical sagging icicles extending from pole
to pole. This condition is a good test for
the cross -arm which must support this load,
but should the wind blow upon this added
ice surface the tugging and straining of the
wires will severely test or perhaps break
the cross -arm.

This has meant that manufacturers of
cross -arms are always on the lookout for
good timber for their product, and as a re-
sult mills like those of the American Cross -

Arms Company have been built in the fir
forests of Washington and the big trees
felled and cut into cross -arm timber.

The quality which makes the Washington
fir sought is the close grain of the wood.
As we know, each year a tree forms around
its trunk a layer of new wood. These lay-
ers may be counted on the end of a log, each
layer indicating a year in the life of the
tree. In the Washington firs there are near
the center of the log from twelve to eight-
een of these rings to the inch. This means
that the wood is close grained, strong and
less liable to allow moisture to enter and
cause rot after the wood is seasoned. Be-
cause of these qualities more than 6o per
cent of the cross -arms used in 1910 were
made from fir.

E.
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SAW MILL IN THE GREAT WASHINGTON WOODS. HERE IS PRODUCED THE MOST SELECT
AND LASTING WOOD FOR CROSS -ARMS

With a mill located in the midst of a
tract of fir and surrounded by rough board
houses in which the loggers and mill work-
ers may eat and sleep. the work of con-
verting the big tree into cross -arms is car-
ried on. Narrow gauge railway tracks are

laid to points where cutting is done. By
hand labor the trees are felled and the logs
cut into proper lengths for loading upon
fonr-wheeled trucks which are then drawn
over the track to the mill by donkey engines.
The coarse -grained part is now cut off the

IN THE HEART OF THE FIR COUNTRY -LOGS READY TO BE DRAWN CUT ON
THE MINIATURE RAILROAD
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A GREAT WASHINGTON FIR ON THE TRUCKS -LENGTH 105 FEET, LUMBER SCALE 10,400 FEET

outer part of the logs and sawed into slabs
and lumber, while the inner close -grained
portion is made into cross arm timber.
Such cross -arms properly painted when put
up have stood service for 3o years.

Many Indians occupied some parts of the
fir country before the white man's arrival,
and we find many of them now employed
in and about the mills.

Whether the climate exercises the
same effect upon human beings as upon
these centuries -old trees is open to con-
sideration, but that it is invigorating and
healthful is vouched for by the accompany-
ing picture of three generations of an In-
dian family of the fir forests.

Have We a Magnetic Sense?
- Inferior as the lower animals may be in
most respects, some of them have certain
of their senses much more strongly devel-
oped than has yet been found possible in
man. The distance at which a pointer can
scent game, or at which eagles and hawks
can see their prospective prey, the ex-
tremely low intensity of lighting which is
ample for cats or owls at night, the keen
sense of hearing developed by so many ani-
mals, the readiness with which a cat tastes
poison in its food - all of these are in-
stances with which we have long been fa-
miliar. But they all refer to an intense
development of some one of the five senses
on which every sane man prides himself
to a considerable degree, and due allowance
for them still leaves some characteristics
of animal life unexplained. Most notable

among these has been the method by which
bees, carrier pigeons and even ants find
their way as if they possessed an added
sense, which some speculatively inclined
naturalists have called a sense of direction.
The common theory that a pigeon has an
unusually retentive memory for the places
passed by it does not explain how it finds
its way home from distant points to which
it has been transported in the dark, nor how
it can choose an air -line for its return from
places to which it has been taken by round-
about roads. Nor does it explain how cats
and dogs (lo the same, even when they are
soundly asleep during the outgoing trip.
Indeed, there have been cases where clogs
were kept numb by an anaesthetic while
being taken to strange places and still re-
turned by short routes -a feat not explain-
able by any ovcrtraining of sight. memory,
hearing, touch or smell. How did they do
it?

Having long sought the answer, a French
fancier of carrier pigeons. A. Thauzies. has
recently reported the results of nearly two
dozen years of observations which lead him
to believe that the pigeons have a special
sensitiveness to the terrestrial magnetic cur-
rents, the same currents to which our com-
passes respond. The fact that they can
easily be trained to fly in certain directions,
speaks for this theory, as also their persist-
ing in the direction of their goal even on
total stretches of over 6o miles, and their
steadily maintaining the same height above
the varying contour of the earth (usually
about 40o feet). But the strongest con-
firmation was found by Mons. Thauzies in
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the regularity with which they missed their
directions at times of magnetic storms. At
first it seemed as if fogs and rain might ex-
plain their being misled, but careful records
showed the same occurrences on clear (lays
or nights, when meteorologists observed un-
usual earth currents. What is more, the
spread of wireless telegraphy was found to
have decreased the dependability of the
carrier pigeons considerably.

As a check on the new theory that the
directional sense of animals may be due to
earth currents, experiments were made with
white rats which had learnt how to find
their way out of a portable labyrinth. If

CUTTING INTO THE HEART OF A FIR-THE
FIRST STEP IN CROSS -ARM PRODUCTION

this was moved from place to place without
changing its direction in regard to the com-
pass, they continued to find their way out;
but whenever it was turned to face another
direction, they were perfectly bewildered.
Similar tests with Japanese whirling or
dancing mice showed the same results.
Whether such a "magnetic" sense can also
he trained in human beings, remains to be
seen, but if the theory advanced by Mons.
Thauzies is a correct explanation of the ac-
curacy and ease with which various animals
find their direction's, it is quite possible that
another generation will find us speaking in
all seriousness of a sixth sense as common
to (or at least possible for) all men.

Queer Freaks of Lightning

Electricity in the form of lightning ac-
complishes so many queer feats that it keeps
us thinking to explain or try to explain
them. In the Ozark Mountains of Arkan-
sas and Missouri there is hardly a rain
that is not accompanied with electricity.
This is perhaps due to the large deposits of
ores found here. Almost every storm has
its electrical freak. One occurred near
\Vitt Springs, Ark., recently which is worth
notice. Lightning struck the top of a tree
and ran down the body, bursting it, till it
came to where a nail had been driven; here
it left about six inches apparently un-
harmed. The remainder of the tree was
bursted on into the ground.

In what way did the nail affect the power
of the current or change its course, so that
the tree was left unmolested at that point?

Some one has said that the exploding of
trees is caused by the heat of lightning
coming in contact with the water contained
in them, and if this is true, it explains the
above freak perhaps, as the nail had prob-
ably poisoned the wood surrounding it and
either caused it to die and dry so that there
was no water to convert into steam, or ren-
dered it spongy so that the explosion had
no effect.

I suppose the readers of this magazine
remember the freak which happened near
Ben Hur, Arkansas, some time ago, when
the lightning shattered a telephone post
down to the wire and then followed it (the
wire) nearly to the next post, vaporizing it.

EDWARD H. JOHNSON.
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"Going to Stop" Signal

A signal light which may
be lifted to an upright po
sition from behind an
opaque shield and by its
sudden appearance warn
the vehicle behind that the
one ahead is about to stop
is the subject of a patent is-
sued to Lee O'Brien, Mont-
clair, N. J. The movement
of the lamp is controlled
from a foot lever oper-
ated by the driver. Be-
cause of its necessary mo-
tion the semaphore -like
signal will be equipped
with an incandescent lamp
fed by flexible conductors from
terv.
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SIGNAL LIGHT FOR AUTOMOBILES

a bat -

Propel Your Rowboat by Electricity

Owners of rowboats and those who would
own were there some simple, clean
means provided for propelling them besides
the oars, will find a solution in the electric
propeller here shown.

The propeller is a detachable and port-
able one. It may be attached to a boat
with straight or slanting stern or to one
of the sides if so desired, and is also ad-
justable to either a high or a low boat.

ROW BOAT WITH PROPELLER ATTACHMENT

With it the boat may be operated at three
different speeds and is easily controlled by
one hand, the device not only propelling
the boat but steering it as well.' The motor
mounted in a vertical position is connected
to the propeller shaft by a worm gear and
is arranged for speed control without the
usual resistance and controller. A reverse
switch is used for reversing the direction
of rotation of the propeller.

It is claimed that two portable storage
cells of six volts each will drive a three -pas-
senger boat five miles per hour for six
hours. For greater speed and for larger
boats the number of cells in the battery must
he increased accordingly. The propeller
weighs 35 pounds and each battery of two
cells about 40 pounds.

Seasoning Wood by Electrical Process

Seasoning wood is chiefly a matter of the
evaporation of the moisture, or sap. This
ordinarily takes considerable time, especially
with dense hard woods. A process of arti-
ficial seasoning has been devised in France
which greatly shortens the time required
for the work and, it is claimed, does a more
thorough job. A tank is filled with a solu-
tion containing ten per cent of borax and
five per cent of rosin. The timber to be sea-
soned is placed in the tank between two
lead plates. Electric current is then allowed
to flow between the plates, driving out the
sap and depositing the borax and rosin in
its place.
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Aerial Living Pictures

No matter how old some of them arc in
their conception, the tableaux, or "living
pictures,'" as the Europeans have always
called them, never seem to lose their charm.
Every one who has an eye for the beautiful
enjoys the thrill of a hantlsome picture
posed by beautiful and appropriately, cos-
tumed models. Some of the same statuesque
posings that delighted our grandparents are
still offered occasionally, for the changes
since their clay have been confined almost
wholly to the methods of lighting the
tableaux. The old Bengal light or "red
fire" with its air -vitiating fumes and smoke,
yielded several decades ago to the calcium
light, which in turn gave way before the
safer electric lamps.

Having thus attained the really artistic
lighting effects for which our grandfathers
groped in vain, the presenters of tableaux
are now trying to overcome the other limita-
tions which handicapped their predecessors.
Chief among these is the fact that living
pictures have always meant poses on a

pedestal or support of some kind, a limita-
tion not felt by the artists whose master-
pieces have included many fine pictures of
both angels and mortals floating through
the aerial realms. To produce the same ef-
fect in a tableau, to show the fair figures
floating high above the floor without any
supports for them. would mean a novel de-

FOOT-
L/GHT,$

i
GLASS PLATE

MODEL\\\
METHOD OF PROJECTING LIVING PICTURES

parture from the range of pictures to which
our forefathers had to confine themselves,
and one that would be appreciated by the
novelty -loving public.

Such is the "latest Parisian sensation"
now making the round of the vaudeville
stages. The curtain rises on a dimly lit
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sky framed in black in which the stars can
be seen softly blinking. For a moment these
stars grow brighter. Then they fade away

AERIAL LIVING PICTURE

as a beautiful figure appears in their stead,
apparently floating in the air and yet show-
ing by the free motion of its limbs that it
is not holding itself up by hidden supports.
After a minute or two the vision fades away
and the stars again twinkle brightly, only
to turn into another and equally charming
picture, each successive art gem being the
more remarkable because the model présent-
ing it seems to be suspended in mid-air.

\Vith the first picture a chorus of whispers
pervaded the audience: "It is only a paint-
ing." But when the supposed painting
smiles and moves in ways that show her
independent of any support, the impression
changes, and as the last picture fades away
there is a general questioning of "how did
they do it?" The answer is simple enough,
for instead of being in the vertical position
in which they were seen by the audience the
models were reclining on the floor of the
stage. A huge plate of glass, placed diagon-
ally just back of the drop, acted as a re-
flector whenever the lights were turned
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brightly on the models and settings placed
below the glass. When these lights were
turned off, the automatically flashed minia-
ture lamps in the background were seen
right through the glass; but when the spot
lights were turned on the horizontal pic-
ture, this was mirrored in the glass so that
the twinkling stars would show only as a
faint setting for the suspended figure. In
changing from one picture to another, the
settings were arranged on the stage floor
beforehand and slid into place under the
glass plate, thus permitting the quick
changes which add to the charm of such
a gallery of living pictures.

THE TELEPHONE IS IMPORTANT TO THE
SUBMARINE DIVER'S EQUIPMENT. BY ITS
AID HE IS IN CONSTANT COMMUNICATION
WITH THE MEN IN THE BOAT ABOVE WHO
REGULATE THE PRECIOUS AIR SUPPLY

Bullet -Pierced Cable from Mexican
Battlefield

In the battle of Juarez, AID ico, Alav .
to and i i of this year both General ..\la -
clero and his opponent, General Navarro
made use of the telephone in directing

EFFECT OF A RIFLE BALL ON A CABLE

their troops, cables being laid for the pur-
pose. During the engagement Madero
sent I16 messages and Navarro 74.
As in every (lay business. success was with
the side making the greater use of modern
devices. During this engagement a shot
pierced one of the telephone cables the
picture showing the damage done, nearly
every one of the 50 lairs of wires being
severed.

The Respiration Calorimeter

Electricity is relied upon to do much of
the work in the experimental laboratories
of the United States Department of Agri-
culture, and special forms of apparatus are
constantly being invented to explore new
fields which might have remained closed
to science but for the aid of the magic cur-
rent. One of the latest and most interesting
of the investigating apparatus, dependent
upon electricity is the lately perfected res-
piration calorimeter. This apparatus was
devised by Uncle Sam's experts in nutrition
investigations and its purpose is the accu-
rate measurement of the in -come and out -go
of matter and energy in the body of man
and animals.

The respiration calorimeter is an instru-
ment of precision. It is an air -tight and
heat -tight chamber in which the subject re-
mains during the experiment, with acces-
sory apparatus for measuring and recording
the expenditure of energy and otherwise
obtaining the desired data. This compli-
cated apparatus is also equipped with de-
vices for maintaining a ventilating air cur-
rent; for removing and determining the
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amount of the products of respiration ; for
supplying oxygen to the air current to re-
place that withdrawn by the subject; and
for carrying from the chamber and measur-
ing the amount of heat liberated by the sub -

THE RESPIRATION CALORIMETER

ject work, either
internal or external, which has been per-
formed.

The calorimeter evolved by the experts
of the Department of Agriculture and late-
ly installed in the Department's new build-
ing at Washington is of a size suitable
for experiments with man under a variety
of conditions. The respiration chamber in
which a subject may he called upon to re-
main several days is 6!%; feet high and 6%
feet long by four feet wide. It is metal -
walled, having double walls, the inner one of
copper and the outer one of zinc. An open-
ing in the side, closed by plate glass that
is scaled in place during an experiment
serves as door and window. This window
is shown in the rear in the picture. The man
making the test sits on the stool on the
elevated platform. A telephone is provided
for communication between the subject in-
side and the investigator outside the appa-
ratus. The air in the air -tight chamber is
continually changed by means of an elec-
trically driven blower.

To determine the temperature of the air
in the chamber electric resistance ther-
mometers are used, six resistance coils
joined in series being distributed on the
walls of the chamber.

Between the inner or copper wall of the
chamber and the outer or zinc wall beyond
which is a layer of cork board is the tem-
perature -controlling apparatus. Here again
electricity is largely depended upon. Re-

sistance wire, which, when
a current of electricity is
passed through it, heats
the air in the confined
space, is carried on insu-
lators attached to the zinc.
To detect temperature dif-
ferences use is made of
thermo-electric elements
attached between the two
metal walls in such a way
that one end of the ele-
ment lies close to the cop-
per wall and the other lies
in the plane of the zinc
wall. There are 95 such
thermo-electric elements
scattered about the walls,
connected in series with
each other and with a deli-
cate galvanometer. Elec-

tric resistance thermometers are
to ascertain the body temperature of the
subject in the calorimeter, one being at-
tached to the surface of the body and an-
other introduced into the large intestine.

Telegraphing Round the World

The New York Times recently dispatched
a telegram of nine words round the world
to itself, a route of 28,613 miles; the cir-
cuit was completed in i6,,% minutes, and
the message passed through sixteen relays.
The record is held by a message sent
round the globe on the opening of the
Pacific Cable eleven years ago in 9/ min-
utes, but on that occasion the route was
cleared in advance and all the operators
were standing by in readiness for the dis-
patch. The Times message, on the other
hand, was handled as a purely commercial
message. The route was everywhere north
of the equator, passing through Honolulu,
Manila. Hong Kong, Singapore, Bombay,
Suez, Gibraltar and Fayal.

There is no other city with so many miles
of distributing street mains for central -sta-
tion electric service for light, heat and
power as Chicago, Illinois. .
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Comparison of Thermometer Scales

In reading books of science or in taking
temperature measurements one may meet
with three different thermometer scales,
the Fahrenheit, the Centigrade and the
Reaumur, each of which is abbreviated in
print by the first letter of the name, as F..
C., and R. The Fahrenheit scale is used
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COMPARISON OF THERMOMETER SCALES

largely in engineering practice, the Centi-
grade in scientific works and by European
erigineers, while the Reaumur thermom-
eter is common in Russia and in distiller-
ies and breweries.

To change a reading on one thermometer
to degrees of another scale is often confus-
ing. The accompanying comparison of
the three scales without going into mathe-
matics may make the relations clearer.
Choosing the two common points, the freez-
ing and boiling points, on all three scales
the illustration shows t8o scale divisions
on the Fahrenheit thermometer, too on the
Centigrade and 8o on the Reaumur between
these points, each division representing a
degree. The ratio of i8o to too (Fahren-
heit to Centigrade) is that. of nine to five,
or i degree C in scale space equals 9-5 de-
gree F., hence to reduce Centigrade read-
ings to Fahrenheit use the formula:

F=1 C+32
In a similar manner

C=1 R
and

R=1 (F-32)
the letters at the right in each formula

representing the reading in degrees that is
to he found in terms of the thermometer
scale indicated by the letter on the left.

Electrocutes Then Drowns Rodents

The extent to which inventors go to
place something new upon the market is
well shown in the accompanying illustra-
tion. This is not a model of a grain eleva-
tor, nor a doll house nor yet an amuse-
ment device for a summer park. It is
designed to exterminate the species Mils
by that quick and painless method, elec-
trocution. The common mouse, and long
tailed rat are supposed to take pleasure ill
climbing the little stairways, without a
thought that they are climbing the golden
stairs to the rat heaven. Once at the top,
a tiny nibble and a big jolt does the rest,
for at that moment a sort of trap door

FOR THE RAT WITH SUICIDAL INTENT. HE
REGISTERS HIS OWN DEATH

gives way and there is a splash, the lower
part of the trap containing water. If 1\lr.
Mouse comes from. a family of sailors. a
pinch of salt added to the water will ma-
terially assist his shocked imagination in
believing that he is being swallowed up
by a briny wave. Every intelligent mouse
who travels to this undiscovered. place
from whose bourne no mouse returns, may
know how many have gone before, for a
tiny register clicks off and numbers in a
soulless way the drop of each unsuspect-
ing victim.
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High Transmission Towers

The accompanying illustration shows
the construction of the Public Service Elec-
tric Company's power transmission towers
at Coopers Creek, Camden. N. J. These
towers have a height of 156 feet and a span
of 270 feet. The voltage of the current

GIANT TRANSMISSION TOWER AT
CAMDEN, N. J.

carried on these lines is 13,000 and the
number of wires 36.

The concrete foundations are placed on
timber piles and as Coopers Creek is a navi-
gable stream the War Department clear-
ance required is 130 feet above high water.
The crossing, showing in the illustration
was designed by Robert Duncan Coombs,
consulting engineer for the Public Service
Company.

Earthlight

Sunlight, moonlight and starlight are
familiar to every one, but earthlight, on the
other hand, is perhaps known only to the

scientists.
if the laymen be of an observant turn,

he may notice that after the sun is eighteen
or 20 degrees below the horizon, so that
twilight is no longer possible and the

stars are not especially bright and clear,
there will be a peculiarly greenish glow

about the whole circle of the horizon,
gradually falling off to absolute darkness
at the zenith.

This is earthlight. The observatory of
Groningen, in Holland, has made a report
on this light. According to the measure-
ments taken on luminous nights, using the
light of a star of the first magnitude as a
unit, the sky about the zenith has an illu-
mination in a square degree varying from

.o8 to .16 of whic-. only .02 is starlight,
the rest being earthlight-one of the most
mysterious of all electrical phenomena.

On the cloudiest nights, with no star
visible, this earthlight will make an appre-
ciable impression on a photographic plate
and at certain times it is as intense as
twilight.

The explanation is that it is a perma-
nent aurora not confined to any one sec-
tion of the heavens, but evenly diffused.
In the familiar aurora the green line of the
spectrum is always present and the same
characteristic is to be found in the earth -
light phenomenon.

Economy Bureau for Customers

The \,w York Edison Company has es-
tablished a new bureau to supervise the
use of electricity in large buildings with
the purpose of watching for and stopping
all wasteful use of current. The "econ-
omy men," as they are called, will see

among other things that lamps are not left
burning except when needed, that carbon
lamps do not replace broken tungstens, will
make recommendations to a customer as to
the kind of lamp to use for his particular
need and will advise him how, if possible,

to reduce his light bills. Like all far,
sighted public service corporations this one
believes that what is best for the customer
in the long run is best for itself.



Little Transformers for Low Voltage
Lights

It is possible with a low tension or pres-
sure of say- fourteen volts to employ cheap
and very durable metal filament lamps for
almost every purpose. Lamps of five can-
dle power and upwards may be employed
with economy, since the filaments of such
low -voltage lamps are thick and short and
being more heavily charged their light is
intensely white.

With a view to making possible the
wider application of such lamps a German
firm has designed a complete line of tiny
transformers, "reductors" they call them
over there, which are cheap enough so that
one may be used with each individual lamp

to reduce the ordinary line voltage to the
low -voltage needed for the operation o
the light. They are very compact and ncai
in appearance and when screwed into the
socket just ahead of the lamp they appear
to be nothing more than a slight enlarge-
ment of the lamp base.

Each little transformer is provided with
a switch and when the light is snapped
out the transformer is also disconnected
from the circuit and there is consequently
no waste of current when the light is not
burning.

In addition to the types made for in-
dividual house lamps these transformers
are built in larger sizes for electroliers,
portable lamps, street lamps and even elec-
tric fans.

A NEW LINE OF LIGHTING FIXTURES WITH TRANSFORMERS ATTACHED



Ice Cream Made by Factory Methods

In large cities ice cream is made on a
large scale in factories devoted entirely to

this industry. To make and keep this food
wholesome and pure is a problem that has
taxed manufacturers and health officials

alike. \Vith the installation of modern
equipment electricity as a motive power has
become one of the improving factors.

In a trip through a modern ice cream
plant like that of Collins Brothers, Chicago,

machine which heats and then cools it.

The cleanliness and whiteness of things
even to the men who care for the appara-
tus reminds one of the operating room in a'
hospital.

The cream is now pumped into huge
metal tanks in a storage room so chilled

by artificial refrigeration that the piping
is heavily covered with a white frost.
Upon the inside of each tank is a mixer or

MIRING AND PASTEURIZING THE INGREDIENTS FOR ICE CREAM

we may follow the manufacturing process
from the time the sweet milk in ordinary
cans is deposited upon a concrete receiv-
ing platform until it emerges as brick or
hulk ice cream ready for delivery.

From the can the milk is emptied into a
tank upon an upper floor and thereafter
handled entirely by piping and electrically
driven pumps.

Butter fat is first added to the milk. To
mix thoroughly the butter fat and milk,
special machines are employed which bring
the two together and force them under
pressure through very small openings. This
mixture then goes through a pasteurizing

"agitator.'' A motor -driven shaft running
the length of the room operates the agita-
tors and keeps the cream in motion, thus
aiding in the cooling process. Each tank
in the storage room is connected by pipes
and pumps to t: e mixing room. Here
granulated sugar, and proper seasoning'and
coloring are added to make the different
flavors. The cream is thoroughly stirred
all the time, and when the added ingre-
dients are well worked into it the cream is

let out through pipes to the floor below
where you see it running out of a box -
shaped metal tank through a spout and into
cylindrical cans.
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The box -shaped tank contains pipes
through which cold brine circulates, thus
chilling the cream, which is further cooled
when these cans arc placed in the freezing

room to await delivery by the familiar ice
cream wagon, to drug stores and ice cream
parlors. Ice cream for bricks is rim into
pans the width and thickness of a brick.

MAKING ICE CREAM CONES

THE CREAM IS DRAWN FROM THE TANKS INTO CYLINDRICAL CANS
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Water tight covers are then placed over the
pans which are now put on racks in a room
made freezing cold by dripping brine which
soon chills the bricks to a solid condition.
The pans are then removed from the racks,
lowered for a moment into hot water when
the brick of cream comes out readily and
is cut into proper lengths.

Deft fingered girls immediately wrap
these bricks in wax paper and enclose them
in neat pasteboard boxes labeled with the
flavor, after which they are placed in a
dry chill room to await delivery.

A later idea but one now a part of the
ice cream manufacturer's business is the
making of ice cream cones. One might
infer from much that has been said and
written that the ice cream cone was ab-
solutely without cleanliness. But like all
other baked foods, the place where it is

made, the method of handling and the care
in packing are some of the things that make
it wholesome or otherwise.

The ice cream cone has come to stay and
is made in some factories with extreme at-
tention to purity and cleanliness and by
electrically driven machines that turn out
the cones without the touch of human hand
from dough to finished product. The ac-
companying picture shows a cone baking
department where Soo cones per hour are
turned out by each machine.

The prepared dough made thin enough
to run is placed in the covered tank at the
left of each machine. A circular plate
made up of several waffle grids revolves
carrying the grids about in a circle. As
each grid reaches the side next to the dough
tank, the cover automatically lifts, a stop-
cock opens for an instant and just enough
liquid dough drops upon the grid to make
a cone. Then the cover drops slowly and
the next grid comes under the spout. Mean-
while the grids already supplied with dough
pass on around the circle and through a
gas -heated oven.

By the time the cones reach the attendant
who is standing at the machine, they
are baked to a nice brown, the cover lifts.
and the attendant with a small pick re-
moves the cone and at the same time rolls
it into shape. The girls at the tables then
wrap each cone in paper ready to be packed
in pasteboard boxes for delivery, not again
to be handled until filled and placed in the
consumer's hands.

The Motor -Driven Flexotype

This office appliance, known as the Flex-
otype, is a machine for printing fac-simile
letters. When the motor is speeded up to
the fullest extent as many as 8,000 letters
may be run through in an hour.

A gravity typesetter enables a beginner
to compose or distribute the type in record
time. Flexible type forms instantly at-
tached to either the typesetter or the print -

THE FLEXOTYPE

ing machine provide a permanent and
portable medium for carrying as many let-
ters as may be desired, available for im-
mediate duplication in any quantity.

The printing machine, which is of the
rotary type and prints from a short im-
movable inked ribbon, is automatically re -
inked at each impression, with. practically
no supply cost.

For duplicating typewriting the machine
prints through a ribbon sixteen inches
long, which is fastened immovably over the
type, and is automatically re -inked at each
impression.' resulting in a large number of
impressions from a comparatively small
and inexpensive ribbon. Special advan-
tages are claimed for this plan in the re-
duction of the cost of supplies, obtaining
uniform color through the longest letters
and on long and short lines, or throughout
a long run.
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Farmer Solves a Pumping Problem

A farmer started to build some expensive
farm buildings for his home, and after the
foundations were in he tried to sink a well
but was not successful in securing water
which was suitable for domestic use. In a
field about one-fourth of a mile from his

FARM MOTOR WHICH DOES THE PUMPING

new home was an abandoned well with good
water. He found out that he either had to
change the location of his home which he
did not like to do as his foundations were
in, or put in a pump with some arrange-
ments for getting the water from the old
well to his new place. He decided on the
latter plan, and as a transmission line from
which he could get electric service passed
within too yards of the old well, he at
once decided to install a
motor for power.

He had a small concrete
building erected and in-
stalled a two horse -power
motor belted to a single
plunger geared power
pump. This pumps the
water into a steel tank,
against air, up to a pres-
sure of 70 pounds per
square inch. The tank is
connected to his buildings
through a t/ -inch pipe.

The pump is arranged
with an automatically con-
trolled device so made that
it will close the circuit
and start the motor when
the water drops to a cer-
tain predetermined pres-
sure in the tank, and stop
the motor when the pres-

sure becomes normal. The tank has a ca-
pacity of _.;oo gallons of water and requires
about two hours pumping per day to keep
it full. This installation is giving entire sat-
isfaction and requires practicaly no atten-
tion for its successful operation.

Bringing the Tool to the Work

To bring the tool to the work rather than
the work to the tool has become common
practice. This is almost wholly due to the
utilization of electric power with the flexi-
bility of operation which it permits. Drill-
ing is an operation once so laboriously per-
formed with a hand ratchet, or else the
work had to be taken to a drill press. Now
the workman takes an aluminum encased
motor with drill attachment, and wherever
a lamp socket is available does the work
of five men with the old fashioned tools.

In one of the drawings is shown what is
called a portable electric shaft of the
"United States" type, for drilling. The
motor is hung up by a rope or iron rod
and drives a flexible shaft to which the drill
is attached. The switch for starting the
motor is on the shaft right at the operator's
hand.

Sometimes, however, work is to he done
at a place where electric service is not
available. For such work manufacturers

PORTABLE ELECTRIC DRILL AND POWER PLANT
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PORTABLE ELECTRIC SHAFT WITH DRILLING
ATTACHMENT

have even gone so far as to design small
portable power plants on wheels, consisting
of a gasoline engine driving a dynamo
which latter furnishes current for the motor
of the drill.

Street Indicator for Electric Cars

At the recent International Exposition
of Inventions held in St. Louis there was
exhibted a device known as the Cosmo-
politan Multiplex Signograph invented by
H. Alweis of St. Louis. It embodies a
modern system of automatic street and sta-
tion indication also a new system of street
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STREET ANNOUNCER

car advertising. The names of streets and
the advertisements are put on a web, the
ends of which are fastened to opposite roll-
ers, this web to be unwound from one roll-
er and wound upon the other. .As the car
is advancing upon its route, the circuit
closing device on the trolley pole will strike
its counterpart, which is put on the first
cross wire supporting the trolley wire that
is met after the crossing is passed, thereby
closing momentarily an electric circuit
coming from the wire that supplies cur -

CIRCUIT CLOSING DEVICE FOR STREET AN-
NOUNCER JUST BEFORE BEING OPERATED

rent to light the car. This current in pass-
ing through the circuit into the signo -
graph, energizes an electric magnet and
passes out through the ground wire. The
duty of this magnet is to release an auto-
matic switch, which turns on a separate
electric current into a small electric motor.
The motor is connected by suitable gearing
to the two web -carrying rollers each of
which can, by means of a lever, be thrown
in gear with the motor, or cut out, as very
naturally` when one roller is in gear with
the motor, the other must be running loose.
The further rotation of the motor due to
its attained momentum and its consequent
pull on the tape is taken care of by an in-
genious automatic brake, which forms part
of the motor.
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Thus it is that as the trolley pole, or
rather the circuit closer thereon, momen-
tarily closes the circuit from the power
wire with each contact with its counterpart
along the line, the magnet is energized.
thereby releasing the automatic switch,
which in turn works the motor, releasing
the automatic switch, which in turn shuts
off the current of the motor, thereby stop-
ping the movement of the web.

Electric Rail Grinder
An electric rail grinder of unique design

is being utilized by Mr. John Kerwin, su-
perintendent of tracks of the Detroit United
Railways for grinding rough track due to
the use of the cast weld: It was held
that the process of welding had softened
the ends of the rails and that the "cupping"
which took place was clue to this condition.
To overcome this, a water jacket was
placed on the head of the rail during the
process of welding but even with the use
of the water -jacket the rails continued to
"cup" at the joints. It was finally decided
that the welding caused a ridge to form on
the working surface of the rail and that it
was the dropping of the cars off of the
ridge which caused the "cupping."

For grinding the rails, this electrically
operated rail grinder was designed, and
consists of a portable, self-propelled car
which operates emery grinders, mounted on
a sliding carriage. This carriage may be
adjusted automatically or by hand to con-
trol the position of the emery wheels so
they will take from the head of the rail
cuts of required length and depth for the
purpose of obtaining a perfectly smooth
tractive surface.

The grinder is entirely automatic in its
action, requiring the services of but one
man to operate it.

Warm or Cold Air From the Window

There is always a wide difference as to
comfort between the ordinary ventilation
provided by opening doors and windows and
the comparatively inexpensive means pro-
vided by the electric fan.

Quite out of the ordinary for a small
equipment, the ventilator here illustrated is
arranged to heat or cool, as desired, the

The ventilator is placed
on the window ledge on the interior of the
building, the only necessary change being

ELECTRIC RAIL GRINDER
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that a ventilator board is
placed in the window
frame with holes cut to
correspond with the inlet
and outlet holes in the
cabinet of the ventilator.

The device consists of a
neat enclosing case con-
taining an intake fan (1)
for pure air, an exhaust
fan ( for the removal
of impure air, both fans
being enclosed in alumi-
num cases and direct -con-
nected to the shaft of
the motor (M). The entering pure air
may be either heated or cooled by simply
placing ice or an electrical heating element
in the compartment (A), which consists of
ducts through which the entering air passes.
Moist warm air may also be obtained by
placing the "heater," which is provided for
that purpose in compartment (A), in a pan
filled with water. Different degrees of tem-
perature may be given the air by closing or
opening switches connected with the heat-
ing element and placed
the outside of the case.

The motor requires one ampere at 125

volts, so that it may be connected with
safety to the ordinary lamp socket, but if
the heater is used, a separate circuit is nec-
essary as a maximum current of 6/ am-
peres may be taken.

WINDOW VENTILATOR

Converting Waste Into Fuel

Sawdust, shavings and the fibrous waste
from cane -sugar manufacturing are con-
verted into firewood by the machine shown
in this photograph. The power is an elec-
tric motor. The fuel is in the shape of
stove -wood when it emerges from the ma-
chine, being cylindrical and three inches in
diameter. It is exceedingly hard, as it is
compressed with a force of from 3o to
8o tons, the pressure varying according to

the material used. No oil or sticky ma-
terial is used to hold the particles together,

FUEL BRIQUETTINO MACHINE AND SOME OF ITS PRODUCT
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although the ends are dipped in rosin when
finished to prevent flaking. The secret of
the cohesion, a cord of hemp which runs
through the center of the cylinder, is an
original idea. This machine has a capacity
of five tons a day, and the cost of opera-
tion is slight, while the profits are great, as
it makes a valuable by-product from the
refuse of saw mills, woodworking estab-
lishments and cane -sugar factories. It is
in successful operation in Los Angeles, Cal.

High Power Pump Runs on Four
Tumblers

An electrically operated pump, running
under a pressure of 4o pounds and with a
speed of 45 revolutions per minute of the
cam shaft, is in daily operation while sup-
ported by four tumblers, which in turn rest

PUMP RUNNING ON FOUR TUMBLERS

upon a wooden trestle. This is a practical
demonstration of the steadiness of a pump
which is perfectly balanced and non -pulsat-
ing. There is no movement perceptible in
the water in the drinking glasses, although
during the eight minute exposure of the
photographic plate, the pump was deliver-
ing water at the rate of 75 gallons per
minute.

Water Bottle Heated by an
Incandescent Lamp

The ordinary hot water bottle is a nui-
sance. When first applied it is too hot, five
minutes afterwards it is toocold. To be
able to apply heat to the water after the
bottle is in position and to regulate the tern -

WATER BOTTLE HEATED BY A LAMP

perature to any degree desired would be an
ideal condition. The Kunz electric self -
heating water bottle permits of just such
regulation.

The odd thing about this device is that the
heat is developed by an incandescent lamp
within a tube inserted in the bottle through
a water -tight collar. A lamp is popularly
supposed to give light only, but in reality
most of the energy put into a lamp gets
away as heat. An incandescent lamp may
not get very hot when exposed to the air,
but confine it so that the heat cannot be
radiated and it gets intensely hot. So in
the case of this bottle almost all of the
energy liberated in the lamp passes directly
into the water as heat and this heat may be
readily regulated by turning the lamp on
and off.
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Poster Display Machine

One of the new devices for advertising
is a machine which displays behind the
glass front of a cabinet, sheets or posters
upon which advertisements or pictures are
printed. The sheets are mounted upon a
revolving cylinder run by an electric motor.
From 20 to 120 sheets, according to the
size of the machine, may be attached to
the cylinder which slowly turns, releasing
one sheet after another while a fan blows
just enough air against each sheet to turn
it over to the front of the case.

The machine illustrated holds so sheets
to by 16 inches. The device is suitable
for windows and is lighted for night service
and can be used wherever electricity is

available.

Ventilating a Yacht

William G. Coxe, Wilmington, Del., owns
a splendidly equipped private yacht. The
quarters in any yacht, however, are neces-
sarily somewhat narrow and it is not al-
ways easy to ventilate them. Mr. Coxe
was able to overcome this difficulty by
using a portable electric fan blower as
shown in the cut.

The distinguishing feature of this par-
ticular electric fan resides in its blast wheel
or runner. This is of drum form, with a

PORTABLE
ECTR C TAN. USED

FO/; COOLING AND
VENTILATING.

VIEW OF POSTER DISPLAY MACHINE

large inlet chamber, enclosed by numerous
blades, which are very long, but narrow,
and are curved forward. It is a kinetic
fan and a characteristic feature is that the
air leaves the blades at a higher velocity
than the top speed of the fan wheel.

INTERIOR OF A YACHT WITH PORTABLE VENTILATING FAN



Electrical Men of the Times
WILLIAM H. MERRILL

William I L Merrill, the popular manager
of the Underwriters' Laboratories and pres-
ident of the National Fire Protection As-
sociation, has acquired international promi-
nence by reason of his valuable service in
behalf of up-to-date fire protection engi-
neering.

He was born in New
York in December,
1868, and graduated
from the Massachu-
setts Institute of Tech-
nology in 1889. At the
conclusion of his insti-
tute course he entered
the service of the Bos-
ton Board of Fire Un-
derwriters in the ca-
pacity of chief elec-
trical inspector, and
came to Chicago in
1893, joining the staff
of the Chicago Under-
writers' Association in
the capacity of elec-
trician and without
severing this connection,
service of The (Western
in 1894, organizing the

he entered. the
Insurance) Union
old Underwriting

Bureau of Fire Protection Engineering.
Mr. Merrill assisted in the organization

of the Electrical Committee of the Under-
writers' National Electric Association and
participated in the conference which cre-
ated the National Electrical Code.

His efficient service as secretary and
treasurer of the National Fire Protection
Association was an epoch making period in
the history of that organization.

His wonderful executive ability and
genius for organization began to display
itself immediately upon his arrival in Chi-
cago. The problems confronting him may
well be appreciated when it is known that
the standard for wiring, which prevailed in
the West at that time, permitted the use of
all sorts of defective material and devices
which were common in those days. Mr.
Merrill seemed to know intuitively what
to do and at once devoted his attention to

the bringing of the Municipal Department
of Chicago up to standard and eventually
secured the promise of its co-operation in
the work of establishing a reasonably safe
standard for electrical wiring and appa-
ratus. As might be expected, the new wir-

ing rules met with
considerable opposition
on the part of local
electricians, some of
the old time electrical
inspectors and a num-
ber of insurance
agents, especially those
having in charge the
insurance on buildings
defectively wire d,
which necessitated the
expenditure of consid-
erable money to make
the electrical equip-
ment safe. The owners
of these buildings
scouted the idea that
danger existed because
no trouble had devel-

oped from defective wiring in their inunedi-
ate property.

In order to meet this opposition squarely
and effectively Mr. Merrill conceived the
idea of gathering from all parts of the
country accounts of fires of electrical
origin. These he published at his own ex-
pense. Bureaus desiring copies for use in
the field outside of Chicago were charged
a nominal sum to cover cost of printing.
Later the cost of publication was defrayed
by The (Western Insurance) Union and
still later by the National Board of Fire
Underwriters. These reports proved to be
the most powerful of campaign documents
and greatly assisted the crusade against the
electrical hazard.

Among the early undertakings of im-
portance requiring Mr. Merrill's attention
upon his arrival in Chicago was the elec-
trical hazard in the buildings comprising
the World's Columbian Exposition and his
work in this connection probably saved
many lives and large property values.
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The phenomenal 'record Chicago has
made in the work of reducing its electrical
fire loss makes the origin of the work of

considerable interest. Mr. Merrill early
appreciated that one man could not expect
to make reasonably good progress in han-
dling the problems which confronted the
electrical department covering such a large
field as Chicago and Cook County and the
regular building inspectors of the Chicago
Underwriters' Association were detailed to
assist him and were instructed by him in

the art of electrical inspection insofar as
it related to the serious electrical hazards.
The training of these men consisted of lec-

tures with practical demonstrations cover-
ing the detection of dangerous wiring and
apparatus, together with the application of
the proper safeguards.

In 1894 while the work was at its height,
Mr. Merrill organized a laboratory under
the joint auspices of The (Western Insur-
ance) Union and the Chicago Underwrit-
ers' Association. Originally the work of
this laboratory was limited to the investiga-
tion of the hazards contained in electrical
material and fittings, and was a distinct
success from the first, being speedily recog-
nized by all departments in the United
States. While carrying on this work Mr.
Merrill prepared and circulated a number
of highly prized pamphlets covering im-
portant phases of the electrical hazards.

The laboratory equipment in these days
was of the most meager character, and con-
sisted largely of a work bench, two elec-
trical instruments, a comparatively small
amount of apparatus which was built by

laboratory employees, together with a

three -wire service composed of No. 6 B. &

S. gauge conductors bringing current from
the Chicago Edison Company's street main
to the test rack. It is almost impossible
to believe that the well equipped buildings
now occupied by the Laboratories could
possibly have sprung from such modest be-
ginnings within so short a period of time.
and it is especially remarkable that its work
should be extended to cover such a large
variety of subjects.

The laboratory had scarcely been organ-
ized when Mr. Merrill conceived the idea
of bringing to the attention of the munici-
palities in the central western district of the
United States the necessity for, and value
of, municipal control of the electrical haz -
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ards. We are all familiar with the tre-
mendous success of this movement, and
are surprised that this service did not from
the first appeal to the citizenship in gen-
eral as a natural municipal function in-
stead of being looked upon with suspicion
and reluctantly adopted.

Mr. Merrill's service in behalf of the re-
duction of the fire waste has always been
characterized by rare initiative, a great
capacity for hard work and a special genius
for organization. His management of the
laboratories has been exceedingly wise and
the work of enlarging its scope has been
carried on with wonderful foresight. The
prudence with which he has always used
the great power, which has from the lirst
been placed in his hands and which has
been constantly increased, distinguishes him
as one of the great leaders of men.

It will be at once apparent that this tre-
mendous work would be too much for one
man to attempt single handed, and as the
demands upon his time increased it be-
came necessary for him to delegate the de-
tailed execution of his plans to others, and
in the matter of selecting these men he has
displayed a wonderful sagacity and is sel-
dom deceived. A prominent engineer, fa-
miliar with these undertakings, once re-
marked, "Merrill has the faculty of sur-
rounding himself with good men." He
possesses the rare faculty of inspiring his
associates with his own enthusiasm for the
work he has entrusted to them and has
seldom been disappointed by results. The
wisdom with which he has handled men
both in his employ and those with whom
he has had business relations has charac-
terized him as a natural leader.

Mr. Merrill possesses an unusual sense
of proportion and avoids trifles. He is thor-
oughly impartial and he has the faculty of
promptly relinquishing views which are not
borne out by facts. He is extremely thor-
ough and exhaustive in the handling of
problems and strives to keep prominently
in view the practical features. In spite of
the engrossing character of his work he has

.a neverfailing sense of humor which has
served him well in many a crisis. The
early newspaper experience gained during
his college days has made him master of
the art of expression and his letters are
brilliant examples of the direct, lucid, com-
prehensive and graceful style he possesses.
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Mrs. Fitzgerrell Organizes the Elektron
By GRACE T. HADLEY

"I declare it is perfectly dreadful the
way the modern woman is being talked
about and written about," remarked Mrs.
Fitzgerrell, laying aside a copy of Any-
body's Magazine.

"What's the matter now ?" inquired Mr.
Fitzgerrell, looking from
golf magazine, which he
was perusing.

"Well, here's an article
criticising
an of today who drops
a plugged, non-negotia-
ble nickel into the slot
machine of life and draws
out an automobile and
many other good things
without working for
them."

"H -m -m -m," said Mr.
Fitzgerrell, his eyes upon
the golf book.

"Then there was Philip
Gilbert Hamerton who
criticised women for their
`total lack of accuracy in
their mental habits' and
who declared that this
was and is still proving
to the immense majority of women an
surmountable impediment to culture-arc
you listening, dart ?" Mr. Fitzgerrell laid
down his hook.

"I'm all attention, Marian," he said.
"Well," continued Mrs. Fitzgerrell,

"Hamerton said that it is the absence of
intellectual initiative which causes the great
ignorance of women. What they have been
well taught-that they know-hut they will
not increase their stores of knowledge."

the pages of a

"What else did he say asked Mr. Fitz-
gerrell, with interest.

"He said what they will not (lo is to hunt
up matter unaided and get an accurate
answer by dint of an independent investiga-
tion."

"Well, they don't," commented Mr. Fitz-
gerrell.

"There is Madame Cu-
rie who has made some
wonderful experiments
with radium," said Mrs.
Fitzgerrell, severely. "Be-
sides the help she gave
her husband, she is a fine
chemist herself."

"Oh, I beg your par-
don," said Mr. Fitzger-
rell, properly subdued.

"The worst thing Ham-
erton said about women
was this," continued Mrs.
Fitzgerrell. "They are
like perfect billiard halls
upon a perfect table,
which stop when no
longer impelled, wherever
they may he."

"Nov if he had only
said golf balls!" exclaimed Mr. Fitzgerrell.

"You are positively frivolous, Francis,
and I won't say anything more," declared
Mrs. Fitzgerrell.

"Please continue, Marian," urged Mr.
Fitzgerrell. "I assure you I am deeply in-
terested, only don't get beyond my depth."

"Well," remarked his wife somewhat
mollified. "I thought I would undertake
to disprove some of Mr. Hamerton's state-
ments."

"What's the matter now?"
inquired Mr. Fitzgerrell

un -
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"My goodness, Marian," exclaimed Mr.
Fitzgerrell, "don't do anything rash !"

"Hamerton said that the absence of in-
vestigating and discovering tendencies in
women confirmed by the extreme rarity of
inventions due to women, even in the things
which interest and concern them, was evi-
denced by the invention of the stocking
loom and sewing machine by men and
brought to practical efficiency by masculine
energy and perseverance."

"\Vhat do you propose to do about it ?"
"I propose to organize a club to be known

as the Elektron, which is the Greek word
for amber, and the word from which elec-
tricity is derived."

"Fine idea," commented Mr. Fitzgerrell.
"Electricity is a great subject. Now let me
see-what is electricity any way? Would
yon mind defining it ?" he asked with a
twinkle in his eye.

"Electricity is a disturbance of the
ether," responded Mrs. Fitzgerrell,
promptly.

"Why, yes, of course-I should have
known that. It is so simple. And ether is
-let me think-I read something very pro-
found in regard to ether, only the other
day. Oh, yes, I recall it now. It is this,
`Light travels i86,000 miles per second
through the ether, but gossip can give it a
handicap and then beat it."

"You may jest as much as you like, but
I am perfectly serious," announced Mrs.
Fitzgerrell, with dignity, "and I shall go
ahead and organize The Elektron, a club
for original research."

"My dear, you are at liberty to do what-
ever you wish," said Mr. Fitzgerrell, earn-
estly, "and I am sure it will prove to be
at least an interesting experiment."

The next day Mrs. Fitzgerrell sent out
cards to about 25 women of her acquaint-
ance inviting them to meet in her library
the following Thursday afternoon. The
cards stated that the object of the meeting
was the organization of The Elektron, a
club for original .and experimental research.

Among those who received cards were
Mesdames McGinnis, Flannerty and Wat-
son. Mrs. Fitzgerrell hesitated at first
about sending them cards, but upon reflec-
tion she wisely concluded that before they
made bridge a life calling, it might be well
to interest them in The Elektron. On
Thursday afternoon about 20 ladies gath-

ered about the table in Mrs. Fitzgerrell's
library. They were all interested to know
what their hostess had in store for them in
the way of a novel entertainment. The
table was littered with silk remnants,
threads and yarn ravellings, cotton batting,
leaf foil, a tumbler, a glass tube and rod.

Mrs. Fitzgerrell seated herself at the
head of the table and after calling the
meeting to order, remarked:

"You have been asked to gather here to
consider something of importance, namely,
the organization, of a club for original re -

"I have asked a question of Nature-it has
been answered by the law of gravity."

search. Ypu are well aware of a few
everyday happenings. You have doubtless
noticed when combing your hair on a cold
morning how it snaps and sparkles. You
have, I daresay, been much annoyed by lint
sticking persistently to one's dress, when
one has tried just as persistently to brush
it off. You will remember how, as children,
we slipped the cat into a Clark closet and
stroked her hack vigorously to see the tiny
flashes of fire. These are natural phenom-
ena. All objects behave in a certain way
under certain circumstances. This behavior
is the result of law. There are several
ways in which we can find out why .they
behave in this manner. For instance, I
drop this ball to the floor. It falls. I have
performed an experiment. I have asked a
question of Nature-and it has been an-
swered by the law of gravity.
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"How very interesting !" exclaimed the
ladies.

"Now," continued Mrs. Fitzgerrell, "on
this table I have a number of objects. They
lie here quietly. Nothing happens. We do
not notice any kind of phenomena, but I
rub this glass tube with this little silk pad.
On the reversed tumbler I place some

"Ob, may we pley?" she besought.

threads, leaving the ends dangling. Now I
rub the glass tube briskly again, then hold
it near the threads and now tell me what
happens!"

"The threads are attracted," cried the
ladies.

"Just so," said Mrs. Fitzgerrell, elated
with her success. "Similar experiments
were performed for ages without any defi-
nite result. It was noticed long ago that
if a substance like amber was rubbed, it
woud attract light bodies to it. But no one
could explain why. The phenomena is due
to what we call electricity. These experi-
ments were first performed with yellow am-
ber or electron, hence the origin of our
word electricity."

"Oh," exclaimed Mrs. McGinnis, "I have
a beautiful amber necklace. Mr. McGinnis
gave me for Christmas, but I never wear
it. You know I wanted pearls and I was
so disappointed when-"

"We have in our homes," ran on Mrs.
Fitzgerrell, "many conveniences which we
accept as a matter of fact, when in truth

we know little or nothing of their
operation. There is the telephone
for instance

"Oh," cried Mrs. Flannertv, "I
don't know as I thoroughly under-
stand the telephone, but I think I

can explain it. You see it is some-
thing like this. If T were to take
Spitfire and stretch her out until she
reached to Mrs. McGinnis' house
and then if I stepped on one end,
she would meow at the other
encl."

There was a sudden outburst of
laughter. Mrs. Flannerty looked
surprised and then puzzled, then
she flushed a rosy red. Mrs. Fitz-
gerrell tactfully touched a bell and
instantly several maids entered
with tea tables. The ladies arose
as if by magic and grouped them-
selves about the tables. They
were soon sipping fragrant tea and
nibbling Mosaic sandwiches and
every woman present was asking
for the recipe. Mrs. Fitzgerrell in
looking for a pencil and notebook
in which to jot down instructions,
opened a drawer of the library ta-
ble and accidentally disclosed to
view several decks of cards. In-

stantly Mrs. McGinnis pounced upon them.
"Oh, may we play?" she besought Mrs.

Fitzgerrell with appealing eyes. Mrs. Fitz-
gerrell glanced about at the other guests.
All the faces held a similar appeal. She
could not refuse. The scientific ground un-
der Mrs. Fitzgerrell's feet gave signs of
unsteadiness.

"But," she protested, "I. thought this was
to be a club for scientific research

"There's a lot of scientific work in
bridge," remarked Mrs. Norman Van Ess,
"if you play it right." There was a chorus
of approval on all sides. The different
decks were being rapidly passed from hand
to hand. Mrs. Fitzgerrell made a last des-
perate effort to save The Elektron.
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"At the next meeting of The Elektron,"
she said, lifting her voice above the swish
of the cards and the hum of other voices,
"the luminous efficiency of the incandescent
lamp will be considered." Mrs. Norman
Van Ess reached forth a jeweled hand and
pulled Mrs. Fitzgerrell into a chair beside
the table but the hostess still had a trump
card to play.

"The new illuminating engineer of the

Consolidated Light & Rower Co. will de-
liver the address. I understand he is hand-
some and eligible-"

"In that case I make it hearts," said Mrs.
Van Ess gathering up her cards with a
graceful sweep.

"Partner," enquired Liss Lindsey, the
heiress, "may I play to a heart?"

"Pray do !" said Mrs. Fitzgerrell.

Teaching Electric Cookery in Public Schools
By ALBERT SCHEIBLE

Those who have never had the good for-
tune to visit some of the thriving mining
towns of the West are apt to think of such
places as rather primitive in their civic and
educational development, as cities in which
the picturesque crudeness of frontier life
must be strongly in evidence. They forget
that the very progressiveness which has led
some of the best young Mood of the East
to pioneering in the mineral districts will
also show itself in the readiness with which
the' communities are led by these same men
to take up the most advanced ideas in the

various lines of civic activity. Indeed,
thanks to this freedom from the conven-
tional methods which are still handicapping
most of the older communities, many a
western city is able to show a standard of
progress for which the older towns may well
envy it.

For instance, among the gold mining cen-
ters of southwestern Colorado is Telluride,
a city barely 30 years old and yet one in
which the local superintendent of schools
publicly asserts that "while the district
would not be classed as rich, still funds

THE HIGH SCHOOL BUILDING AT TELLURIDE, COLO,
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DOMESTIC SCIENCE LABORATORY

for the spread and maintenance of the
schools are available at all times and ade-
quate for all needs." To have ample funds
available not only for the maintaining of
existing schools, but also for taking care of
their growth in a thriving city is a situation
of which too few American cities can boast.

But Telluride does even more. It not
only commands funds which are adequate
when carefully used by a businesslike school
board, but also has educational leaders who
are fully abreast of the times and ready to
undertake any forward step that promises
to bring good returns, even if precedents
for the same are not to be found among the
older cities.

Yet this progressiveness is not a rash one,
and when the Telluride Board of Education
voted 2/ years ago to equip its schools for
the teaching of domestic science, this was
done only after a careful study of its con-

stituency. There, as in many other cities
of both the East and the West. the pupils
are largely the children of immigrants.
who themselves are unfamiliar with the
American standards of living and house-
keeping. The records showed that a large
share of the girls are compelled to leave
school before completing the High School
or even the Grammar School. Unless their
previous school training included cooking.
sewing and the household arts, they would
be forced into active life without the most
important preparation needed for their
future welfare. To meet this lack, instruc-
tion in the needed branches was introduced
into both the elementary and the High
Schools, cooking being taught in the sixth
and eighth grades of the Grammar School
and in two grades of the High School.

When it came to equipping the domestic
science rooms, the choice lay between the
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familiar coal ranges and the comparatively
untried electric stoves, for no gas was avail-
able and gasoline was promptly barred as
too dangerous. In spite of misgivings on
the part of some, the electric equipment was
adopted, and during the past two years it
has pleasantly surprised even those who had
questioned the wisdom of introducing it.
Instead of obliging the pupils to crowd
around hot ranges in which the rate of heat-
ing depended to a large extent on the wind
and weather, the use of electric devices left
the girls plenty of room for their work, as

enhanced by the electric range at one end
of the room, which provides the ovens,
grids, broilers, double boilers, toasters, fry-
ing pans, coffee percolator, chafing dish,
waffle iron, flat iron and a ten-gallon water
heater. All of these are arranged so that
they can be instantly connected to the cir-
cuits when needed, and as none are heated
when not in service, their use has shown a
decided caving in cost over that of similar
cooking on coal ranges.

But aside from the saving in fuel, the
adoption of electricity has been most im-

ELECTRIC RANGE AT THE TELLURIDE HIGH SCHOOL

each one could attach her cooking utensils
separately and regulate the heat to suit her
particular need. Most of the practice in
cookery is gotten by the girls at long tables,
having drawers and cupboards for five on
each side. Switches and plugs on an ele-
vated shelf allow for attaching the eight -
inch electric disk stoves, each of which
serves for two girls working on opposite
sides of the table. A heat regulating switch
at each stove makes it easy to control the
heat to the exact amount needed for the
purpose in hand, and the general attractive-
ness of the whole outfit makes an appeal
which could never come from any coal or
gas -heated equipment. This charm is further

portant in making the cookery lessons so
pleasant and the kitchen practice so con-
genial as to dispel the common impression
that cooking means disagreeable drudgery.
The cool, cleanly and always attractive elec-
tric equipment has entirely changed the at-
titude of the girls towards kitchen work
and has led them to take a keen interest in
what they would otherwise have grown to
despise. Even if gas had been available,
there would have been vitiated and usually
overheated air, and the girls would have
been obliged to stoop before or over the
stoves for much of their practice work. Now
the school kitchens are cool even on warm
days, and the utensils can be used where
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no kneeling or stooping is needed for get-
ting at them. Besides, there is no scour-
ing of smoky or sooty dishes, no cleaning It is not necessary to
up of a mussy stove and no spoiling of food. machine by foot power

In wiring the High School building for not wired for
electricity, this was also introduced into the
manual training rooms, where the use of
motors does away with the unsightly over-
head belting and shafting. But the more
pronounced success was that scored in the
domestic science rooms regarding which
the superintendent of the Telluride public
schools, Mr. J. A. Sexton, recently wrote:
"Our installation here is a source of genuine
pride and satisfaction, and were the ques-
tion of installation up for consideration
now, there would not be a dissenting vote
ill the matter of the installation of electrical
cooking utensils."

Stop Treadling the Sewing Machine

Clothes Dried Indoors

It is not necessary any more to hang the
family washing out on the line to dry. A
dryer installed in the basement and heated
by electricity is one of the latest laundry
devices.

In cities where houses are built close to-
gether with a porch on the alley instead of
a yard, and with dust and dirt from
everywhere blowing on and
clothe s, an electrically
heated dryer is a most use-
ful thing.

The Chicago dryer is
built of galvanized iron and
fitted with racks, which are
drawn out while the clothes
are hung on the roils. When
one rack is full it is pushed
into the dryer and another
is pulled out and filled. Un-
derneath are electric heat-
ers which are turned on by
switches mounted on the
dryer.

Though made of galvan-
ized iron the equipment is
also built and finished in
polished brass or nickel
plate, making its appear-
ance such that it may be
placed in the most ele-
gantly furnished h o ni e
without looking at all out
of place.

specking the

house is

run your sewing
even though the
electricity. The

SEWING MACHINE DRIVEN BY BATTERY
MOTOR

Electra storage battery and motor here il-
lustrated can be readily 'attached to the
machine, thus doing away nvith. the labori-
ous foot work. The battetr will need
charging about every two or three weeks.
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ELECTRIC CLOTHES DRIER



A Home Made Searchlight
If, wishing some amusement and finding

himself with nothing to do a boy can easily
make a small searchlight providing he has
a few tools and some knowledge of me-
chanics.

The light shown in the drawing was
made as follows : The case was constructed
of 5-16 inch wood, eight sided, ten inches in
length and about the same in diameter with
one section slotted I% by 5 inches. A back

rights are securely fastened to one disk
and tripod legs to the other ; the uprights
also have pivots for swinging. the light.
In this way the lamp may be swung up,
down and from side to side.

The carbon feed is next and it might be
well to say that the more care taken in
making the better the operation. Three
strips of wood about 1 I/2 by 6 inches and
5-16 thick are tongued and grooved, one
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RHEOSTAT

SHOWING CONSTRUCTION OF

which is made of the same wood is hinged
to the case and in the center a hole is bored
large enough to admit the metal end of a
silvered glass lamp reflector.

The stand for the light is simply two
disks of wood slightly separated by wash-
ers and pivoted in the center. Two up -

A HOME MADE SEARCHLIGHT

piece having a tongue on both edges while
the others are grooved only on one edge.
The grooved pieces are fastened together at
both ends by cross strips and just far
enough apart to allow the middle strip to
slip easily between them. Plane off the
middle strip enough to eliminate any fric-
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tion between it and the cross pieces. A
rod of either iron or brass about seven
inches long and / inch in diameter is
threaded for about half its length and a
knob attached to the end. Between the
handle and the threaded portion it passes
through a hole in one of the cross pieces.

A 1/4 -inch nut is then fastened to the cen-
tral section and the rod screwed through.
When the handle is turned it will move
the strip either backward or forward. One
of the brass carbon holders is fastened to
one of the outside strips while the smaller
carbon is attached to the central piece.
Connecting wires can then be attached to
the holders.

The lamp is connected in the usual way
with a rheostat in series and if alternating
current is used the large front carbon
should be cored.

Small points in the construction I have
omitted as they are easily solved. The di-
mensions are approximate.

A searchlight of this kind may seem
rather crude to many but the one I con-
structed could easily be seen several miles

it was of the same size as the one des-
cribed.

Wireless Operated Airship

This wireless operated airship was a
)rominent feature of the Merchants and
Manufacturers' Industrial Exposition held
in Milwaukee, September 2 to 12. It is the

product of the students of the School of
Engineering of Milwaukee.

In its operation advantage is taken of
the transmission of energy waves through
the ether. An electrical discharge is pro-
duced as in ordinary wireless telegraphy.

coherer on the airship gathers these en-
ergy waves and records each oscillation as
received. The coherer through its attend-
ant local circuit and relays then brings
about the operation of the following fea-
tures installed on the ship: First, the
whistle sounds the signal for the com-
mencement of operations ; second, the pro-
peller is set in motion and when the ship
is under way the electric bell and electric
lights are operated; next the flag on the
flagstaff is unfurled, and lastly the cannon
discharged, after which any of the opera-
tions may be performed at will.

How Silk Equalizes Temperature

It is known to everybody that silk is
electrified by friction. Acting upon the sug-
gestion thus furnished, a French savant,
Monsieur Henry, has made experiments
that show that the electrification of the air
enclosed in a tissue of silk produces a cir-
culation of its particles which tends to
equalize the temperature. A similar effect
is observable in wool, and hence the superi-
ority of silk and wool for garments intended
to protect the body against vicissitudes of
climate.

WIRELESS OPERATED AIRSHIP



LEAD PENCIL ELECTRODES
By A. A. SOMERVILLE

Furnace electrodes frequently consist of

9 carbon rods, and if there is a short gap be-
tween them forming a break in the circuit
the current jumps across that gap, forming'
an "arc." The "arc" is so called on account
of the curved shape taken on by the lighted
area. There is a big resistance to the flow
of current right at the arc, so that a great
amount of heat is generated here at the

sharpened as if they were to be used for
the usual purpose of writing. Then a small
notch is cut in one side of each pencil, lay-
ing the lead bare at a position about two
inches from the sharpened end. A small
copper wire is wound around the pencil and
into this notch, thereby making contact with
the exposed lead or graphite. By means of
these small wires the pencils are connected

A LITTLE ELECTRIC WELDER MADE FROM LEAD PENCILS

expense of electrical energy, and as a result
of the large amount of heat liberated in a
small space, that area attains a very high
temperature.

As large electrodes arc needed for use in
furnaces where great masses of metal are
to be melted, so small electrodes are adapted
to finer or more delicate work. For in-
stance, if two very fine wires, smaller than
ordinary pins, or the size of a hair, are to
be fused together by means of an electric
arc, then very small terminals must be used
to lead the current to the place where it

jumps across the gap, or forms the heating
arc.

The lead or graphite in a lead pencil is a
form of carbon. In reality it is a sort of
composition matter consisting of graphite
and some kind of clay or binding agent used
to make the particles of graphite adhere
when moulded into a long stick or rod of
a suitable size to use in a lead pencil. This
composition material, however, does not
melt easily, and conducts electricity, so it
may be used the same as a stick of carbon
for an electrode.

Two ordinary lead pencils costing only a
cent apiece may be used. They are first

to larger wires, which in turn are connected
to a switchboard or source of electric cur-
rent supply. At some place in the circuit
there should be a resistance to prevent short
circuiting and also to control the strength of
the current. As the wooden sheath on the
pencils offers sufficient insulation they may
he picked up, one in either hand, and no
electrical effect will be felt by the person so
doing. If the pointed tips are touched to-
gether a fine little arc will be formed not
much larger than the tips of the pencils
themselves. The temperature of this arc,
however, is such that the fine wires or small
quantities of metal may be melted readily.

These little lead pencil arcs may be used
to fuse very small gold or silver wires or
platinum thermometers or wires for tung-
sten or tantalum lamps. The bead or glob-
ule of molten metal formed on the end of a
fine wire need be no larger than a small -
sized grain of sand.

As a result of the weighing frauds in the
customs house of New York last year the
government has just placed electrical weigh-
ing machines in the customs houses of New
York and Boston.
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Miniature Alternating Current Motor
By A. L. MUMFORD

Materials quite readily obtained by the
amateur are used in the construction of
this motor. Fig. i represents the' field
ring, the field magnets and bobbins in dif-
ferent stages of construction, and also the

armature. The field is made of an ordi-
nary flat soft steel or iron ring one -eighth
inch thick, one inch wide and three and
one-half inches in diameter. It must be
exactly round and is drilled with eight
equally spaced /-inch holes, into which are
put eight bolts with nuts. The bolts are
/ by % inch. The nuts are 3-16 by /
inch.

Eight magnet bobbins, Fig. 2, are
made by rolling a /-inch strip of paper to
a thickness of i -i6 inch, upon a bolt or
round piece of wood slightly larger than

inch. The paper should be glued every
other turn. For bobbin ends use photo
cardboard, as this is quite tough. Make
sixteen of these /-inch squares, punching
or cutting holes in them so they will slip
tightly on the bobbins. Put one on each
end of a bobbin and glue very firmly. Next
make a small hole near the inner and outer
edge of the bobbin ends to bring the wires
through. Now wind each bobbin evenly
and carefully with fourteen feet of No. 26
B. & S. gauge d. c. c. copper wire, leaving
about twelve inches of wire on the ends.

Fig. 3 represents a transformer core.
A transformer is used to make two phases
from one or to split a single phase. It is
built up of sheet iron strips or tinned iron

strips. Each strip is one inch wide and
5/ inches long. Enough strips are made
to make a pile / inch high, after being
tightly wrapped with tape. You can make
bobbin ends of cardboard as in the drawing
or build up ridges of tape / inch high and
31 inches apart to hold the wire in place.
Now wind one layer of No. 26 B. & S.

gauge d. c. c. copper wire between the bob-
bin ends. Wind very evenly and tight, leav-
ing about one foot of wire on the ends.
This winding will be the secondary coil.
Cover this coil with paper or tape, then
wind two layers of the same size wire over
the first layer, leaving about one foot of
wire on the ends. This will be the primary

coil. Fig. 4 shows the armature and method
of mounting, which is vertical. The arma-
ture is nothing more than an iron or steel
ring t/ inches in diameter from outside to
outside, and about 3-16 inch thick. It is

fastened to a heavy cardboard of the same
diameter with four pieces of wire. For a
shaft use a short piece (about i34 inches
long) of hat pin or steel needle with a
sharp point. Stick this through the exact
center of the cardboard, then take two short
pieces of rubber from the end of a pencil
and shove them on each end of the needle
up against the cardboard to hold it firmly.
Now make a yoke out of a strip of brass
with a hole in the middle for the top end
of the needle shaft, and provide a small
piece of glass and a strip of brass over the
glass with a small hole in it for the point
of shaft to go through and rest on the glass.

The resistance board, Fig. 5, is necessary
to cut down the voltage and current. With-
out it the coils would burn out. The re-
sistance wire consists of about 104 feet of
No. 30 B. & S. gauge iron wire, which is
about the size of that found in braided
picture hanging wire. It can be mounted
in any desirable way. One way is to wind
the wire on a hardwood board, 12 by 12 by
t inch, covered with asbestos. In winding
separate the adjacent wires about / inch.
Tack each wire down in the middle of the
board. Always keep the board on end when
using by providing a base or suspending the
board from a metal bracket. If asbestos
board can be obtained it is most suitable
to wind the resistance on.

The method of connecting up is shown
in Fig. 6. A test should be made with a
battery and compass to makd sure that
the polarity of the field magnets is as

shown.
After all connections are carefully made

as shown, place the field ring over the arm-
ature and slide the armature to the middle
of the pole pieces, and have equal clearance
all around between the pole pieces and
armature. Now close the switch and the
armature will fairly hum as the speed will
be considerable.
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Clever Magnetic Toys

Several years ago the novelties imported
from Japan included a little toy consisting
of a tinned tube around which a steel wire
was fastened near one end. With it were a
set of three cardboard disks in assorted
sizes, each having Japanese figures on one

side, and each bound with a slender metal
rim. The rims were of very thin sheet iron
and the wire on the tube was magnetized
so that if the rim of a disk was brought
into contact with it. the magnet would sup-

port the disk. Then by blowing through
the tube the disk could be made to spin in
the air. The game ( which (lid not prove
popular in this country, probably because
the instructions were printed only in Jap-
anese) consisted in picking up the disks
with the magnet, beginning with the small-
est of the three and counting the number

of times which each could be made to re-
volve by the blast of a single long breath
while still clinging to the tip of the wire.
Too sudden a puff would blow the disk right
off the supporting magnet, particularly with
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the larger disks, hence there was a chance
for some skill in tilting the tube with the
wire and in controlling the breath.

Recently another magnetic toy, somewhat
similar in principle, has been brought out
in Pennsylvania. Instead of the iron -

rimmed paper disks with numerals on them,
this toy has acrobatic figures punched out
of sheet iron and lithographed in colors.
These acrobats in connection with a horse-
shoe magnet can do a variety of evolutions,
either by themselves or in combination with
wire nails. Singly, they can also be spun
around by a light breath when supported
either direct from the magnet or by a

wire nail.

Ringing a Bell with Static Electricity

,An interesting home experiment with
static electricity may be performed with
the following apparatus readily obtainable
about the house. Place an ordinary pie tin
upon an inverted tumbler of thin glass. Cut
a piece of newspaper as wide as the pie tin
is in diameter and four or five inches longer.
Take the bell out of an old alarm clock

STATIC BELL RINGER

fit it on a sharpened stick thrust intd
a potato which has a flat slice cut off the
under side. A small shoe button suspended
from a stick by a silk thread should now
be arranged as shown by using another po-
tato. Now warm a smooth board and laying
the paper upon it, stroke the paper with
the hand, rubbing it quite hard and fast.
Taking the paper by the ends, place it on
the pie tin. Immediately the button will
begin to vibrate between the bell and tin
and will continue for some time. When it

stops lift the paper by the ends and the
button will again swing back and forth. If
the surface of the bell be made wet the
experiment works better.

and

Printing Box for Photographers

For the benefit of amateur photographers
permit me to describe an electrical printing
box which will take a plate 4 by 5 inches.

A box is constructed such that the inside
dimensions will be 6 by 7 by 7 inches. The
inside is lined with asbestos, a -inch thick,
which will resist the heat of the incandes-
cent globes used, and also he a reflecting
surface. The top is hinged on the narrow
side and has a hole
through the center.

334 by 434
A %-inch

inches cut.
margin is

PRINTING BOX FOR PHOTOGRAPHERS

countersunk all the way around, the thick-
ness of a glass plate.

The two sixteen candlepower lamps used
for printing are mounted on opposite ends
of the box (as per sketch) to insure even
illumination. The control may be a double
throw, single pole knife switch. A two can-
dlepower rto volt lamp is arranged in front
of a 2% by 3 -inch window in the develop-
ing room that has tin guides to hold a ruby
or orange glass during development. The
small lamp acts as a pilot lamp to show
when the sensitized paper is on straight.
It is connected to the circuit as shown in
the diagram. It is "off" during printing
and "on" during developing, and will be
found ample light, both for papers and
negatives. While developing negatives the
top should be covered with a piece of card-
board painted dead black.

I have used this arrangement for more
than a year and have found it superior in

every way to printing frames and it is much
more economical of current than anything
I ever tried.

WARREN C. THOMAS.



Construction of a 120 -Watt Transformer
By CHARLES F. FRAASA, JR.

Of the various devices for supplying a
small constant quantity of current for ex-
perimental ,work, none is as practical or
as efficient as the small alternating current
transformer. Dry batteries are expensive,
cannot be depended upon for a constant
continuous current, and frequent renewals
are necessary, and the storage battery re-
quires careful attention and frequent charg-
ing.

The comparative ease with which the or-
dinary i io-volt alternating current from
the lighting circuit may be handled and
transformed to various pressures makes it
especially adaptable to amateur use. It is
the purpose of the writer to give in this
article complete and definite directions for
the construction of a small transformer that
will be found a very useful substitute for
the forms of current source enumerated
above.

The principal parts of a transformer are
the core, and on it two coils, each form-
ing a separate circuit. The coil upon which
the current to be transformed is impressed
is known as the primary, and the coil which
delivers the transformed current is known
as the secondary.

There are two types of cores, one in
which the coils surround the iron, known
as the core type,and the other in which the
iron surrounds the coils, known as the
shell type.

A transformer which delivers a second-
ary voltage higher than the impressed pri-
mary voltage is known as a step-up trans-
former, while a transformer that delivers
a secondary voltage lower than the primary
impressed voltage is known as a step-down
transformer.

The transformer described and dimen-
sioned in this article is a core -type, step-
down transformer and transforms t to volts
6o cycle alternating current to 5, to or 20
volts.

The core is composed of thin strips of
sheet iron, cut to the dimensions shown in
Fig. i (a) and (h). Enough strips of each
dimension should be cut from No. 27 sheet
iron to make a stack three inches thick.
Then clip half of the sheets of each dimen-

fi,,,
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a
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I COPE SH££t oiM£NSioNS(R)(b) IFIG. l

sion in thin shellac or japan, giving each
sheet a thin insulating coat. The final ar-
rangement of the core sheets is illustrated
in Fig. 2, which shows how the alternate
layers of the core are laid. It would be
very difficult to build the whole core up at
once in this way. and then separate it for
winding the coils on the core legs (b), so
they will be assembled separately, and then
joined by the (a) pieces. The core legs
(b) cannot be assembled by stacking all
the sheets up and then squaring them, but
must be so arranged that alternate sheets
project i/ inches, leaving a space for the
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yoke strips (a) between them t% by 1/
inches square. To (lo this by hand is very
tedious, so a device for assemblying the
core. should be made by mounting two
parallel wooden strips 1% by t by 3 inches
and 7/ inches apart on a piece of wood
about 3 by 9,/, inches, with a 7;! -inch
strip along one side between the 3 -inch
strips. The sheets should then be as-
sembled between the 3 -inch strips, so that
the sheet iron strips touch first one side
and then the other, leaving a t/ by I/ -
inch space at the ends of alternate strips.
When assembling, alternate the insulated
strips with the others to insulate the core
and prevent heating. When enough strips
to make a thickness of i T» inches have been
assembled, remove and clamp them in a
vise and wrap a layer or two of friction
tape very tightly around the solid part of

a a
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b b b Ú
ok
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ARRANGHENT OF ALTERNATE LAYERS OF CORE'F/6.2

the core to hold the strips together.
core will then appear as in Fig. 3.

The core is now ready for the bobbin
on which the coils are to be wound. Wrap
a piece of 1 -16 -inch sheet fiber around the
core over the tape to form a bobbin tube.
The fiber should be about 6y inches long
and the joint may be secured where the fiber
laps by applying sonic thick shellac. Fig. 4
shows the bobbin tube (T) and the heads
(H). The bobbin heads are /-inch thick
fiber and are dimensioned in Fig. 5. The
central opening is cut large enough to go
on the fiber tube on the core, and should
he secured by shellac. We are now ready
to wind the coils.

The secondary consists of 76 turns of
No. 1 r d. c. c. magnet wire per core, or
a total of 152 turns on both cores. Since
the space between bobbin heads is 4Y8

inches, this will make two layers per core.

The

Each layer should be separate from the
other. The beginning of the first layer
should be tagged and marked No. t, and the
end No. 2. Cut the wire at No. 2, and let
the wire project through the bobbin head.

T L "
icoripLETEO CORE V 'e.3

Then start the second layer on the same
end of the core as the first layer, and wind
in the same direction. Label the beginning
of this layer No. 3 and the entl No. 4; thus
there will be four coils in the secondary,
enabling connections to be made for three
different voltages. A short piece of flexi-
ble lamp cord should be soldered to the
beginning and end of each coil and brought
out through a hole in the bobbin head, Fig.
6, as St, S2, S3 and S4. The beginning
of each coil will then be on the upper end,
and the end on the lower end of the bob-
bin, though both are shown on the same
end in the illustration merely for conven-
ience.

Now shellac the secondary well, and
wind on four layers of shellaced muslin or
other insulating material, and then wind
over this the primary of 380 turns of No.
18 B. & S. gauge d. c. c. magnet wire on
each coil, winding it in five layers. The
total number of primary turns is 760. The

I COMPL ETE CORE 1 F/G .4

beginning and end of each coil should have
a flexible lead of lamp cord soldered to it
for connections. Shellac each layer well.
and wind on it a layer of shellaced bond
paper. The whole coil should now have
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!BOBBIN HEAP l F/G. S

two or three layers of muslin or (luck
wrapped on it and should receive a good
application of: shellac.

Fig. 4 shows how the completed coil will
then appear. The coil should now be laid
aside to dry, or if possible should be placed
in a warm oven over night.

\Vhen the coils are dry the cores are
ready for the assembly of the (a) strips.
The process of assembling the core is
shown in Figs. 2, 6 and 7. Place the two
cores side by side, with a space of t1_
inches between them. Then insert strip
(a) Fig. 2, from the right hand side in
the space between the first and second core
sheets, and let it touch the other leg. Then
insert the next strip (a) from the left
hand side between the first two strips of
the left hand core. Continue alternating in
this way until the top is filled with the (a)
strips. Then turn the whole over and fill
in the bottom in the same way. The alter-
nate layers of the core will then be as in
Fig. 2, and since the sheets overlap, a me-
chanical and magnetic joint will be the re -
stilt. Fig. 7 shows the assembled core and
coils.

SHOW/N(/ PLAN OF CORE AND LEADS' FIG_ 6

By clamping the ends of the core together
the magnetic circuit can be improved, as
the sheets will be forced together, thus
shortening and getting rid of most of, the
air -gaps and preventing the natural ten-
dency of the core to vibrate. These clamps
are cut from some /-inch oak, and are
I/ inches wide by 62 inches long. A
hole should be drilled in each end of the
clamps for the clamping bolts which are

-inch in diameter. The clamping strips
should be placed on both short sides of the
core when the 3/8 -inch bolts may be in-
serted and the nuts drawn up tight.

The transformer is now complete, except
for connections. The simplest form of con-
nections is to bring the flexible leads of
the coils up to a connection hoard mounted

2

-L2l---)1
b a

4,

a b

42
TRANSFORMER ELEVATION! FIG. 7

on top of the transformer and secured to
it by screws turned into the clamps. Suit-
able connection screws and fuses can be
provided on this block.

The primary coils should be connected
in series and the connections should be such
that at any cycle the current will flow
in opposite directions around the two core
legs. Should the builder desire to arrange
the transformer so that the voltage and
amperage of the secondary may both be
varied, the device illustrated in Figs. 8 to
15 should he built. By means of this switch-
ing device the coils may be easily thrown
in series, parallel, or a combination of the
two.
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¡WOODEN C rL/ivDER FIG .8

As will be seen in the illustration, the
switch is composed of a rotating cylinder
with a number of clips arranged in rows
along its surface, which make contact with
a number of suitably arranged switch or
contact blades. The cylinder dimensioned
in Fig. 9 should be turned down from a
piece of hardwood, such as oak, and stained

wD00 scams.

-17L a '16 ü
D STRIP TAP g -,32 TWO.

CLIP DETAILS

i END Y,Ew-CONTACT ROTOR I F/6.,9

and polished. The central portion, which
is six inches in length and two inches in
diameter, should be marked off into six
equal arcs, and then planed clown, making
each face about one inch wide. The dotted
lines, Fíg. 9, show the section of the center
portion of the cylinder.

The clips (a) shown in Fig. 9 are made
from 1 -16 -inch sheet brass or copper, and
cut to the shape and dimensions shown. The
connection lug (b) of the clip is a piece
of / by / inch brass or copper and
should be cut from some /-inch sheet or
strip, and should have the two screw holes
for the screws (c) and (d) drilled and

tapped for a Y8 -inch ,32 -thread per inch
screw. Then cut six strips of oak i by / by
6 inches long, and mount the clips on them
as in Fig. to, by inserting the screws (d)
through holes drilled in the strips, screw-
ing them up very tightly. These strips are
then mounted on the faces of the cylinder,
Figs. 8 and 9, by means of small wood
screws.

r '4 *31'41

éA
r

WOOD SCREW

z

STRIP OF SIX MOUNTED CLIPS IF/G./0

The cylinder support and switch' blade
holder, Fig. i t, should next be constructed
from oak, and stained and polished. The
stock is /-inch oak, and should be put to.
gether with round -head screws. The
switch blades should be cut from i -s6 -inch
brass or copper, and are mounted by means
of two wood screws on the side strips of
the cylinder support, as shown in Figs. t t

and 12. The cylinder should be put in
place and the bearing block screwed down.
The clips may then be cross -connected as
in Figs. 13, 14 and 15, when the connec-
tions to the coils may be made on the switch
blades. It is well to mark the voltage and
amperage obtainable with the cylinder at
a certain position, by marking it on the two
end rings of the cylinder.

The cylinder may then be rotated, bring-
ing around first the parallel connections.
giving 5.5 volts, 24 amperes; then the series
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of 22 volts, six amperes, and finally the
series parallel of eleven volts, twelve am-
peres, making no allowance for drop in the
transformer coils.

/ 2J 3 4
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The switch may be mounted on the trans-
former, or on a switchboard, and is use-
ful for changing connections of batteries,
circuits of instruments, etc., as well as in
connection with the transformer. A two -
ampere fuse should be placed in the primary
on each side of the line, and also a snap
switch or better, a two -pole single throw
switch. The secondary current obtained at
the contacts (a) and (h) should also run
through a double pole single throw switch,
so that the circuit may be interrupted while

SECONDARY CO/LS
/ 2 3 4

A / 2 3 4
TO CiRC.

SECONDARY CO/LS
CnºF 3 y z( (4 CORE
LEG (k LEG -NOTE-NO.1 4 2 I 3 NO.2 THE CONNECTIONS
ILIUSTRAT/ON OF DIRECTION S/+OW/N FIGS /3/4. &
oG c/RCW rs AROUND IS ARE CORRECT ONLY
CG.RES WHEN THE SECONDARY

CO/LS ARE WOUND AS
/N THE ACCONPANY/N6

II L USTRAT/ON. i -e; WHEN WOUND IN OPPOSITE
DIRECT/ON AROUND CORES

B
TO C/RC.

ARRANGEMENTOIFSEP/ES.PARALLEL CONNECT/ONS1F/6./5

changing from one set of connections to
another.

While the above transformer design is
rated at 120 watts it is liberal enough in
design to allow for 150 watts, which some
designers would allow, but it will be found
to operate cooler at 120 watts and leave an
allowance for operating on small overloads.

Carrying Capacity of Brushes

When an engineer finds his generator or
motor sparking he is .often unable to im-
mediately locate the cause, and if the load
carried by the machine is heavy he some-
times wonders if the brush area is ample.
Under ordinary steady running the num-
ber of amperes per square inch of surface
contact brushes will carry is as follows:
Wóven wire or gauze brushes, 13o to 145
amperes ; leaf copper, 175 to 200 amperes ;

carbon, 35 to 42 amperes.
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Ground Wire Fastener

\\ ith the idea of making the grounding
of electrical conductors simple and easy
Milton H. Lawrence, Larned, Kansas, has
designed and patented the apparatus illus-

trated. The device consists of a rod driven

GROUND WIRE FASTENER

into the ground, a tapering thimble on the

rod to fit over a tapered portion, and a
groove in the thimble in which the wire
with the end bent up is placed. By driv-
ing the rod into the ground the wire is

tightened and the thimble grips the wire
more firmly.

Detecting Alternating Current

It is often desirable to determine whether
the current flowing in a wire is direct or
alternating; if an alternating circuit
whether the wire is "dead" or not. A very
handy testing device may be made by
using a telephone receiver, a length of No.

TESTING FOR DIRECT OR ALTERNATING
CURRENT

14 flexible lamp cord, a few pieces of iron
wire about ten inches long, and some No.
28 s. c. c. magnet wire.

Form the iron wires into a bundle, then
wind on the magnet wire providing three
layers, leaving three-quarters of an inch
of the iron wires exposed at each end.
Now solder the ends of the magnet wire
to the ends. of the lamp cord, the other ends
of which are attached to the receiver.

The whole testing end should then be
thoroughly taped as illustrated. By placing
the coil now made close to a wire of an
alternating current system in which current
is flowing, a decided humming sound will
be heard in the receiver. This sound is
more intense if the voltage of the circuit
is high. If current is not flowing, there
will be no sound. Direct current does not
affect the receiver. The coil and core may
be bent up as shown and hooked over the
wire tested if desired. The device operates
on voltages as low as 110 while on 44o volt
wires the noise in the receiver is very loud.

F. F. SENGSTOCK.

Insulating Gloves and How They
Are Tested

It is often necessary to work upon high -
voltage wires or cables while they are car-
rying current. The men who do this work
protect themselves by wearing rubber in-
sulating gloves. These rubber gloves are
sometimes badly worn or punctured by con-
tact with sharp projections. To guard
against this as much as possible an English
firm is placing on the market gloves having
leather facings on the rubber over the palm
of the hand and face of each finger.

Extreme care is used in sending such
gloves out to linemen, some light and power
companies testing each pair every time they
are used. In testing the glove it is filled
nearly full of water and then lowered into
an insulated tank of water with some of
the gauntlet still dry extending out of the
water. A wire from one terminal of a high
voltage transformer is then placed inside
the glove and a connection from the other
terminal is dipped in the tank. A voltage
much higher than that on which the gloves
are to be used is applied and any weak
point will be punctured.
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Equipping the Auto with Electric
Lights

Not infrequently the owner of an auto-
mobile which is lighted by gas or oil lamps
comes to the conclusion that he prefers
electric lights. The first thing to decide
is whether the oil or gas lamps shall be
retained and converted into electric, or
whether these lamps shall be replaced by
straight electric lights. If the original
lamps are retained the change may be made
by using a bracket constructed in two styles
to fit either an oil or a gas burner and hold-
ing an electric lamp socket that may be
adjusted if necessary so that the oil or
gas lamp may be used.

Fig. I shows the device made for an oil
lamp and Fig. 2 as adapted to the gas burn-
er. If the oil or gas lamps are entirely
discarded and new lamps put in place, these
may be connected by plugs and receptacles
to the permanent wire of the circuit, the
plug being pulled out in case it is neces-
sary to repair or detach a lamp. The wire,
lamps, plugs, switches, etc.. may be pur-
chased from manufacturers complete, with
directions and diagrams for installation.
The wiring from the battery through the
switches must be governed by the driver's
desired control of the lights.

Fig. 3 shows one plan of wiring in which
two side lights and a tail light are pro-
vided.
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By using a double -pole snap switch and
turning it to the "off" position, Fig. 4, two -
volt lamps may be used for side and tail
lights, the three lamps being thus placed in
series with the six -volt storage battery.

By turning the double -pole switch to the
"on" position the lamps are placed in par-
allel, Fig. 5, and six -volt lamps must be
provided. A single -pole snap switch con-
nected in near the battery enables the driver
to turn off all the lights at once.

Another plan in which five lights and
three single -pole snap switches are used,

is shown in Fig. 6. The two headlights are
controlled by one switch, the side lights by
another and the tail light by a third switch.
Where joints are made the wires should
be scraped clean and after soldering, should
be taped with a layer of rubber tape, then
covered with friction tape. All connections
should be firmly made and a diagram laid
out beforehand oftén prevents making
wrong connections.

Warns When Rope Frays Out

Grain elevators and flour mills use rope
drive very extensively instead of belting for
the transmission of power from the engine

A FRAYED ROPE GIVES ELECTRICAL
WARNING

room to the buildings and also in them.
Occasionally a rope breaks and results are
quite serious, doing considerable damage to
shafting and stopping that part of the ma-
chinery which was driven by the broken

rope.

The illustration shows a device designed
to give warning when a rope begins to
weaken by the breaking of a strand. A

steel wire is stretched across and near the
face of the pulley and securely fastened

at one end. The other end of the wire
goes to a contact making device which is
in turn connected by wires to an electric

signal bell. When a strand of the rope
frays out it strikes the wire pulling a lever

on a contact box. This lever closes a bell
circuit, ringing the bell until the lever is
reset.

Handy Tool for Electricians and
Mechanics

A piece of steel four inches long and less
than an eighth of an inch in thickness has
been cunningly devised into a tool serving
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HANDY TOOL

no less than ten uses. The manufacturer of
this tool is an electrical man himself and he
has remembered the electrician in design-
ing it. At the same time it serves such a
variety of purposes that any one can carry
it to advantage. At will it becomes: an
alligator wrench; adjustable nut wrench;
screw driver ; wire peeler ; tack or staple
puller ; Prest-o-lite key ; bottle opener ; rule ;

file; agate rule.

Changing 500 -Volt, Series -Wound
Fans for 110 Volts

We recently disposed of a lot of series -

wound, four -pole fans to users of no volt
direct current, by changing the connections

as shown.
Each field and the

armature was con-
nected in multiple to
the line, care being
taken, of course, to
give the fields alternate
poles as originally. it
is obvious that the
motor will reverse by
simply reversing the
brush connections.

CHANGING 500
VOLT FANS TO

110 VOLTS

C. K. THEOBALD.



Electricity the Silent Salesman
Some helpful hints on the use of electric current in getting up show window displays. Thefollowing schemes have all been used with remarkable success.

A Window Merry -Go -Round

Pew show window attractions make a
stronger appeal to the keen observer than
the ones which move and yet have no visi-
ble source of power applied to them. Down
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A WINDOW MERRY-GO-ROUND

on Clark Street, in Chicago, a hardware
dealer has taken an old bicycle wheel and
has stuck its projecting bearing into the
mouth of a large glass bottle. Then he
fastened common hand saws (or rather un-
common ones, for the live dealer always
has some particularly choice brand which
he wants to advertise; above the spokes of
the wheel, and lo, the saws seem to think
themselves patrons of a merry-go-round,
for the wheel turns slowly but steadily.

The transparent bottle supporting it
shows that there are no wires leading to
the wheel, and indeed, the small hub would
hardly admit even a small motor. Then
what makes it turn? Only the exceptionally
keen observer will notice a little fluttering
of a show -card pinned to the wall at the
side of the window, which wall reflects the
gentle breeze from an ordinary electric fan
motor concealed behind the bank of goods
at the back of the window. This breeze
strikes the flat sides of the saw blades,

making them serve as vanes of a little wind-
mill which practically costs nothing to op-
erate, as the fan is wanted anyhow for in-
creasing the circulation of air in the store.

The Mysterious Bottle

A New York wine company is drawing
attention by a most ingeniously contrived
advertising device to a new brand of grape
juice displayed in its windows.

In the window a wine bottle is suspended
from two cords over a large tin tank having
a spout placed half way down the side
about on a level with an observer's eye.
The tank can obviously never overflow and
the level of the liquid is kept below the top
of the tank and out of sight. The spout
acts as an overflow into a smaller tank
placed immediately underneath. The whole
outfit is mounted on an innocent looking
wooden box. A stream of grape juice
pours continuously out of the mouth of the
bottle into the tank below, from whence
it overflows by the spout into the smaller
vessel. As the bottle is suspended from
two small cords and there is no visible in-
flux of the liquid, a crowd stands and stares
whether it rains or shines.

It is almost impossible for the average
observer to believe his eyes and after vainly
trying to puzzle it out he usually departs

THE MYSTERIOUS BOTTLE
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with an expressed wish for a bottle like

-that.
The real principle of operation is very

simple. The accompanying illustration,
Fig. 2, showing the concealed part of the
apparatus makes everything clear. A small

STREAM OF GRAPE
JUICE

HOW IT IS OPERATED

electric motor in the box drives a gear pump
which pumps the grape juice from the small
reservoir up through a glass tube into the
neck of the bottle. The glass tube is curved
so that it is the same shape as the natural
form of the stream of grape juice flowing
from the bottle. The pump forces the grape
juice into the bottle faster than it tends to
flow out. It therefore backs up in the
bottle until the pressure of the air im-
prisoned in the top is sufficient to force it
out as fast as it comes in. The grape juice
flows down around the glass tube, com-
pletely concealing it from the observer.
The illusion is further increased because
the glass tube being full of the grape juice
itself is of the same color as the surround-
ing stream and cannot be distinguished
from it.

Dealers Imitate Coal Fire in Stoves

This being the season when coal stoves
are in demand dealers are making their
show windows worthy of notice. The
stoves having a goodly supply of isinglass
about their doors predominate in these
displays not only because they are attract-

ive, but also because they may be shown
up from within in a way quite similar t9
their appearance when in actual use. This
is done by placing a red glass incandescent
lamp globe connected to an extension cord
inside on the grate and laying over it some
thin crumpled white paper. The red light
shining through gives a strong resemblance
to red hot coals. One dealer heightened
the effect by using all red globes in the
regular window light sockets giving the
observer on a chilly evening an almost real
feeling of warmth.

A Mysterious Adding Machine

An agency for an adding machine de-
vised two clever departures from the usual
show window display methods. A large
board was arranged on which rows of
figures could be lit up, one row at a time
by concealed electric lights operated from
within. Then the keyboard of the electric
adding machine on the table in the win-
dow was connected with a similar one
inside the store. Every time the operator
depressed the keys of the machine
store, the same keys would be depressed
also on the machine in the window and the
corresponding figures would light up on the
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MYSTERIOUS ADDING MACHINE

board. When each row of figures had thus
been shown, both the machine and the
board would show the correct total. The
display was so mystifying as to attract
large crowds to the window.
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Radiation Indicator

All the ordinarily used devices to show
the relative current passing out from the
station by way of the aerial have the disad-
vantage that they should be short circuited
or taken from the aerial circuit when not
actually in use for tuning purposes. The
incandescent lamp, the Geissler tube and the

RADIATION INDICATOR

hot wire ammeter are all in the same class in
this respect. Of these three, the hot wire
ammeter is the superior, for actual values
of the current can be taken from the scale
and compared. In the case of the Geissler
tube and the incandescent lamp, there is no
standard to go by, for the matter of relative
intensities of the tube light or of the fila-
ment depend entirely upon the eye of the
operator and consequently accurate tuning
by this means is very difficult.

Each of the above mentioned devices pos-
sesses considerable electrical resistance,
which if allowed to remain in the aerial cir-
cuit at all times, would cause considerable
loss of the energy in the form of heat in the
device itself.

The radiation indicator, invented by A. S.
Hickley, is an instrument which may be left
in circuit at all times. Although this indi-
cator requires the use of an incandescent
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lamp, it is so arranged that a four or six
candlepower six volt carbon filament lamp
can be used through a wide range of trans-
mitting powers, and for this reason there is
not the danger of the lamp burning out
while testing that there is using simply a
lamp in series with the aerial and transmit-
ting instruments. Moreover, since the de-
vice is in circuit at all times, it shows in-
stantly any short circuit in the aerial or
any break in any of the transmitting cir-
cuits, for in either event the lamp immedi-
ately goes out.

It consists of about 16 turns of No. 8
bare copper wire wound on a core of well
seasoned wood 21/2 inches in diameter. The
turns of wire are spaced about ?e inch
apart. A sliding contact, connected elec-
trically to the miniature lamp, permits va-

CONNECTIONS OF RADIATION INDICATOR

riation of the number of turns of wire in
use. A wire connects the other terminal
of the lamp to one end of the coil of wire.

The diagram shows the method of con-
necting the indicator to the transmitting
circuits.

It will be observed that the coil of wire
is in parallel with about six feet of the
ground wire, and that it is not necessary
for the full quantity of the high frequency
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currents to pass through the coil. In sta-
tions of small power it may be necessary to
bridge the coil by more than six feet of the
ground wire to obtain better results.

Instead of increasing the resistance of the
ground wire, this instrument decreases it,
consequently improving the efficiency of the
station. We believe that the action of the
radiation indicator is due partly to reso-
nance between the common section of the
ground wire and the coil. The lamp will
light up each time the key is depressed.

In "tuning up" a station with this instru-
ment the following method may be used.
Leaving the slider of the indicatór so that
all the turns of wire are in circuit, the trans-
mitting circuits are adjusted until the lamp
is lighted to maximum brilliancy. The
slider is then moved to decrease the num-
ber of turns of wire in use, thereby de-
creasing the brilliancy of the light. Adjust-
ment of the transmitting circuits is again
made for full brilliancy of the lamp, and
this process is repeated until the lamp lights
full with the minimum number of turns of
wire in use.

A. B. COLE.

Line Protector

In using large coils or transformers in
wireless stations, connected to circuits of
ioo volts or above it will be found that some
device is desirable to prevent the high ten-
sion currents from backing into the primary
circuit and doing damage. If this happens,
the high tension currents will find their way
along the line wires until they reach a spot
where the insulation of the line wires is
weakest, and will break down the insulation
at this point. A spark will then pass be-
tween the line wires if they are close to-
gether, or between one line wire and a gas
pipe or other grounded conductor which it
touches. The line current will follow the
spark, and fuses on the circuit are liable to
blow out.

One of the best arrangements for line
protection is shown by the diagram. Such
a device should be used in all stations of

K. \V. capacity or over.
(T) represents the coil or transformer,

(K) the key, (Li) and (L2) the power
wires and (G) the ground connection.
(CC) are condensers, each consisting of ten
5 by 7 inch glass plates separated by tin foil

or metal sheets 3 by 7 inches. Alternate
sheets in each condenser are connected to-
gether as in a glass plate receiving con-
denser. (FF) are three ampere fuse plugs.
(SG) is a small spark gap with pointed
brass rods for terminals. These rods are
separated by a gap / inch long. Before
connecting the condensers, they should be
tested to make sun that they are not short
circuited by connecting them in series with
a battery of five or six dry cells and a bat-
tery lamp or a small battery motor. If the
condensers are in working order no current

LINE PROTECTOR

will flow through the testing instrument.
(MS) is a main line switch controlling the
transmitting instruments, and should always
be open when the station is not in operation
so that no current will flow through the con-
densers. As this protector is connected
across the power circuit it should be very
carefully made. Attention is called to the
fact that the spark gaps are directly across
the line, and if their terminals touch a di-
rect short circuit will be made.

In practice the line protector acts as fol-
lows: Suppose that high tension current
should in some way back into line (Li). If
the quantity of current were small it would
pass through the condenser to the earth.
If the quantity of current were too large to
pass through the condenser its voltage will
cause it to jump across the spark gap (SG),
and if it were so large in quantity as to
be dangerous, would pass across both gaps,
carrying the line current and blowing the
fuses of the protector. It is better that
these ftises should blow than to run the
risk of damaging some electric light fixture
or motor in the house.

If the high tension current should back
into line (L2), the same results would fol-
low in the reverse direction, so that, no
matter which line becomes charged, the
protector will take care of it in most cases.

A. B. COLE.



UNITED STATES LABORATORY AND WIRELESS STATION AT BEAUFORT, N. C.

GOVERNMENT STATION AT BEAUFORT

The illustratior.s accompanying this ar-
ticle represent scenes at the Beaufort, N. C.,
U. S. wireless station. The station is beau-
tifully situated on Piver's Island in the har-
bor, and is a relay, or half -way point be-
tween Washington and stations further

south. The power developed is síx kilo
watts, capable of transmitting messages

75o miles, under favorable conditions.
The operators are all enlisted men from

the navy. One view shows the front switch-
board, with four of the operators. Another

UNITED STATES WIRELESS O1ERATCRS IN THE BEAUFORT STATION
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BACK OF SWITCHBOARD, BEAUFORT STATION

shows the rear of the switchboard with
batteries, above which is seen the spark en-
circled by the wire cage. Still another shows
the exterior of the station and laboratory.

The distance from Beaufort to New Or-
leans is 727 miles, to Key West 666 miles,
to St. Augustine 372, to Charleston, S. C.,
199, to Portsmouth, Va., on the north, 129,
and to Washington, D. C., 249 miles.

Messages from far distant points are
often caught. Last spring the operator could
distinguish signals sent from the scout
cruiser "Birmingham" off the coast of Li-
beria, to the cruiser "Chester," in Hampton
Roads, but they were too faint to record the
actual message.

At night in the winter, messages are
sometimes heard from Panama and Colon.

On February 4, 191o, the "S. O. S."
(Send out Succor) distress message from
the steamer "Kentucky" sinking off Hat-
teras, was first caught at this station and
immediately transmitted to Washington,
from whence a message was sent broadcast
over the sea, and responded to by the Mal-
lory line steamer "Alamo," in time to rescue
the crew of 5o from a watery grave.

Handling Heavy Currents for Wireless

Owing to the heavy currents required for
wireless telegraphic transmission purposes,
the ordinary telegraph key will not suffice

as the small contacts soon corrode and wear
down.

In substituting larger contacts, such for
instance, as silver dimes, which is often
done, the key may be used to handle current
on as high as ten amperes. A good deal of
the snappy action of a regular Morse key

seems, however, to be lost by substituting
the larger contacts and, to those who have
an old telegraph sounder handy, is sug-
gested another simple means for handling
heavy currents without necessitating the use
of a clumsy key.

The wood base from a regular aluminum
lever sounder is removed and the magnet
terminals led to binding posts on a piece of
fibre fastened by machine screws to the

metal base. This is not absolutely neces-
sary, but it aids in securing compactness,
usually a prime consideration in wireless

installations.
The brass "sounding" standard (A) is

turned at right angles to its usual position

WIRELESS TELEGRAPH CONTACT MAKER

and a small fibre block (B) . surmounted by

a little brass cup containing a pellet of car-
bon (C), substituted. A stiff strip of brass
(D) about Y8 by i/ inches projects to one
side from beneath the brass cup and at its
outer end is fastened a binding post for con-
necting purposes. This completes the lower

contact.
The adjusting screw to the front of the

aluminum lever is replaced by a longer one
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of the same thread, at the lower end of
which is fastened a round brass plug (E).
Connection with this contact can be made
at any point on the metallic part of the
sounder.

In operation, an ordinary Morse key is
used. One or two dry cells furnish the
power to actuate the magnets and the con-
tact may be made and broken in circuits of
as high as 20 amperes without appreciable
arcing.

Only one precaution need he observed in
making the magnetic key described above ;

the lower contact must be of hard carbon.
Soft carbon, cored carbon or impregnated
carbon (for flaming arcs) will cause such
severe arcing that clean-cut sending is im-
possible.

An Extremely Sensitive Galena
Detector

There are not many people who employ
galena as a wireless detector, because most
of those who try it claim that it is of no
account. This is simply because they do
not know how to use it. I find that, if
mounted in a properly constructed detector
stand, galena is far more sensitive than
either silicon or perikon. It will not give
good results when spring pressure is em-
ployed for making the contact, which must
be sharp and should barely touch the crystal.
Therefore, I designed a balanced detector,
the making of which I will describe below.

The parts needed for this detector are
as follows : Rubber base, 2 by 4 by % inch ;
sounding plate from an old telegraph
sounder ; about two inches of /-inch round
brass rod; one /-inch round head brass
8-32 machine screw ; two %-inch round
head brass 3-48 machine screws : nickel -
plated wire connector ; two small 8-32 thumb
screws taken from the connector : two

-inch flat head brass 6-32 machine screws;
small piece of No. 3o phosphor -bronze wire:
nickel -plated mineral cup; round plate for
base for mineral cup.

First take the telegraph sounding plate
and cut it down to the shape shown by the
dotted lines in Fig. r. Five -eighths of an
inch from the top of this arch drill two
holes. as shown by clotted lines in Fig. 2.
yith a No. 29 drill, and tap them out for an
8-32 screw. Next, drill two smaller holes
from the face of the arch in until they meet

the two just drilled, and tap them out with
a 3-48 thread. Now fasten the two small
8-32 thumb screws in the holes just made
for them. File the ends of the 3-48 screws
to a point and fasten them in the holes
made for them. They act as set screws to
lock the adjustment of the larger ones.

Next, take the wire connector from which
the thumb screws have been removed and
fill up one of the holes where the screws
were by inserting a tight fitting screw and
filing it off flush with the surface of the
hole. Tap out one end of the hole running

t trough the connector with an 8-32 thread
and fasten a large thumb screw in same
Through the exact center of the connector
and at right angles to the hole running
through it, drill a 1 -16 -inch hole. Counter-
sink the extremities of this small hole, so
as to make a small conical cavity on each
side of the connector. Fasten the %-incb
8-32 round head brass screw in the remain-
ing hole in the connector (the original one
which was not filled up). It will now look
like Fig. 3.

Next, support the connector between the
two thumb screws in the arch by letting the
thumb screws project into the cone -shaped
openings. Make the screws just so tight
that the connector will swing easily on them
without wobbling.
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Take the piece of No. 3o wire and solder
it into a small hole in the end of the brass
rod. Cut off the free end about I/ inches
from the rod, sharpen the end to a point and
bend to the shape shown in Fig. 4. Cut off
the brass rod at the right length, which can
only be found by experiment. It should be
long enough to just balance the whole con-
nector when fastened in the hole opposite
the thumb screw when said screw is in half
way. I found about I/ inches to be a good
length. When you have the rod the proper
length to balance the connector rightly,
fasten it in the end of same by tightening
up on the /-inch set screw provided for
that purpose.

Next, mount the arch and the round plate
on the rubber base in the positions shown
in Figs. 5 and 6, which are two different
views of the finished detector. Mount your
galena in the mineral cup and place the
latter on the plate under the point of the
wire. Make connections from binding posts
to the arch and the plate. The appearance
of this detector can be greatly improved if
all of the metal parts are carefully nickel
plated and polished.

In operation, connect the arch to the
aerial and the base plate to the ground
sliders of the tuner. Screwing in or out on
the thumb screw at the rear of the con-
nector disturbs the balance and thus gives a
very minute change of pressure, which can
not he obtained with even the smallest
spring made.

EDWIN L. POWELL.

Noninductive Potentiometer

Detectors employing local battery cur-
rent need a very fine regulation of the
current to obtain satisfactory results.

Two ways of regulating the current may
be employed. One is by using a rheostat,
and the other is by providing a noninductive
potentiometer. A wire rheostat intro-
duces objectionable inductance due to the
closely wound coils of wire, while the non -
inductive potentiometer has no wire re-
sistance coils but causes a uniform increase
or reduction of the current.

The potentiometer type may be made as
follows: The base is of oak, and is twelve
inches long, two inches wide and one-half
inch thick. A piece of /-inch square
brass rod, ten inches long, is needed

667

for the slider rod. Drill two holes in each
end, large enough for an 8-32 bolt to pass
through. (A) and (B) are two pieces of
/-inch square brass tube, each one inch
long. Two brass machine screws (S, S)

S
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FIG. 1. POTENTIOMETER

hold all firmly to the base as shown. The
resistance rod is a piece of graphite such
as draftsmen use. It can be bought at
almost any large stationery store, 6H being
the mark denoting the degree of hardness.

Two spring clips are made of two pieces
of thin spring brass, each / by / inch.
They are fastened to the base by two small

FIG. 2. CONNECTIONS FOR POTENTIOMETER

brass bolts which go through holes that
are seven inches apart in the base. The
graphite rod fits in a smal' groove directly
under the slider rod. The ends of the re-
sistance rod slip under the clips, which
serve to hold them and make contact. The
two binding posts (C) and (D) are con-
nected to the spring clips. A binding post
is fastened on the slider rod to make the
slider connection.

The potentiometer connections are shown
in Fig. 2.

B. FRANCIS DASHIELL.

Message from Biplane to Eiffel
Tower

Captain Brenot and Lieutenant Menard,
both of the French Engineering Corps. suc-
ceeded in dispatching wireless messages
from a Farman biplane at a height of I.600
feet to Eiffel Tower, a distance of 35 miles.
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Fence Wire Aerial

On September 4th, at Asbury Park, N. J.,
we used for an aerial the iron wire which
was stretched along a wooden picket fence.
This odd aerial, in connection with a loose
coupled receptor, enabled us to copy time
sent out by the Brooklyn Navy Yard, some
5o miles away. This test was made by
George Ferguson, H. Warren and myself.

R. SMITII.

Wireless at the Panama Pacific
Exposition

A feature of the Panama Pacific Expo-
sition which will be held in San Francisco
in 1915 will he the wireless telegraph sta-
tion on Telegraph Hill. It is planned to
erect the largest station ever built on this
occasion, by means of which the passage
of the fleet of battleships through the canal
can be continually signaled. Its range
must therefore be about 4,000 miles.

Silent Aeroplane Will Aid Wireless

The whir of the motor of a flying ma-
chine is familiar to those who have wit-
nessed flights and it is this noise that
hinders the receiving of wireless mes-
sages from any appreciable distance by a
receiving set mounted upon an aeroplane.

To overcome this M. Henri Farman, the
well-known French aviator and designer of
flying machines, is reported to have recent-
ly perfected a silent aeroplane. The im-
provement is in the gasoline motor, which
has been successfully muffled without de-
tracting from its working qualities. With
this objectionable point overcome there
seems to be no obstacle in the way of re-
ceiving long distances while aloft.

To Make Z incite

By those who use perikon detectors zinc-
ite is needed. While it may be readily pur-
chased there is a certain satisfaction in
making it and one may proceed as follows :
Mix one part of zinc sulphate (white vit-
riol) with one part of sodium sulphate
(Glauber's salts). Place the mixture in a
small porcelain cup or in a crucible and heat

until melted to a thin liquid. Then bring
to a bright red. A gas (sulphur dioxide)
will be driven off and an opaque, white crust
will be formed at the edge of the crucible.
The crust is zincite in the shape of small
hexagonal crystals. The slower the mix-
ture cools the larger the crystals will be.

MAURICE RUBIN.

Cincinnati Wireless Signal Club

The recently organized Cincinnati (Ohio)
Wireless Club elected the following officers:
A. J. Lyons, president; E. D. Achor, vice
president; J. L. Anderson, secretary and
treasurer. Cincinnati boys wishing to join
address the secretary, TR3O Hopkins street.

Hannibal (Mo.) Amateur Wireless
Club

The Hannibal Wireless Club recently
organized with the following officers: Chas.
A. Cruickshank, president ; J. C. Rowland,
vice president ; William Nouse, treasurer ;
G. G. Owens, secretary, 1306 Hill street.
Address all correspondence to the secretary.

Tri-State Wireless Association

The Tri-State Wireless Association has
been organized at Memphis, Tenn., with
the following officers: C. B. De LaHunt,
president ; O. F. Lyons, vice president ; C.
J. Cowan, secretary ; T. J. Daly, treasurer ;
A. McKelvy, consulting engineer. The as-
sociation would like to get into communica-
tion with individuals and clubs in Tennes-
see, Arkansas and Mississippi.

Southern Wireless Association

The Southern Wireless Association was
organized July 3o at Nev Orleans. La.,
with the following officers : B. M. Oppen-
heim, president; J. Fishel, secretary and
treasurer. The purpose of the association
is to study the art of wireless telegraphy
and to prevent interference with commer-
cial stations.

All amateurs living in the southern states
are invited to join the association, by cor-
responding with the secretary, 1435 Henry
Clay avenue.
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In the 3o odd years which have passed
since the use of electric current was first

The Founders
seriously considered as a
commercial possibility men
have witnessed probably the
most wonderful and rapid
growth ever made by any in-

dustry. Yet with electricity in use on every
hand, and with the word as familiar as any
in the language it is surprising the number
of people who do not know of the two
mighty companies that today dominate the

of the
Electrical
Industry

GEORGE F. STRATTON AS HE ENJOYS LIFE
ON HIS WESTERN FRUIT RANCH

manufacturing side of the industry. With
immense factories in this country and con-
nections in foreign countries these two con-
cerns alone employ upwards of 8o,000 men
and do a business of approximately $200,-
000,00o a year.

It is a fascinating, not to say dramatic,
story, the history of these two companies,
and all through the narrative the great

The
Radiant
Heater

names of Edison, Brush, Westinghouse and
Thomson are ever in the foreground. At
first it was almost laughable, the squabbles
they had over patents. No one knew where
he was "at" in this young and extremely
rich field of endeavor. Yet all prospered
and slowly, from meager beginnings, the
two great fabrics were constructed.

"The Founders of the Electrical Indus-
try," which begins in this issue is very
largely a story of the great men mentioned
above. It was written by Mr. George F.
Stratton, not unknown to the readers of this
magazine and a frequent contributor of
business and semi -technical articles to pub-
lications of such class. He has grown up
with electrical things and knows their his-
tory well. He was born in England and
came to this country in 1872 and has al-
ways been engaged in manufacturing, prin-
cipally in electrical lines. For eight  years
he was on the staff of the General Electric
Company in its great Lynn plant.

He has now retired from active business
and purchased a fruit ranch in the Salt
Lake Valley. Far away though he may be
from the scenes of electrical manufacturing,
he loves to recount the many interesting
stories of its growth and the men who
"made" it. This series of articles is, there-
fore, written by one who knows and one
who can make you feel that there is some-
thing truly wonderful about it all.

When the bite of Fall is in the evening
air the house gets uncomfortably cool dur-

ing those hours. Still it is
hardly cold enough to start
the furnace or get up steam
without making the rooms

uncomfortably warm. It is time, then, for
the electric radiant heater to bring a pleas-
ant warmth and cheerful glow to the sitting
room. As depicted by this month's cover,
musing by the electric firelight is every bit
as soothing as by the old-time fireplace.



A man whose first name was Roy recently
had occasion to buy a pair of overalls in which
he found the name of the girl who had made
them. In a rash moment he wrote her a letter
suitable to the occasion. He received the fol-
lowing reply, which he showed to a friend who
"snitched" on him: "I am a working girl,
it is true, but I make a good living, and I don't
care to support a husband, as I would do if I
married some silly noodle who gets mashed on
a girl he never saw. Permit me to say that I
do not know how my card got in that pair of
overalls, and that when I do marry, if ever,
it will be some fellow who can afford some-
thing better than. a 47 -cent pair of breeches."
Oh, you Roy!

* * *

A young man took his sweetheart to a ball.
She wore her party dress. As they began a
dance he noticed what he thought was a ravel-
ing sticking out of her sleeve. He tugged at
it. It came easily, and during the remainder
of the Glance, having started to wind up that
raveling, he kept at it. It wasn't until the end
of the dance that he had finished winding.

Next morning the girl said to her mother:
"Maw, an awful funny thing happened last

night. You know I went to that dance. Well,
when I got home and got ready for bed I
found my union suit had disappeared."

* * *

A country clergyman, on his round of visits,
interviewed a youngster as to his acquaintance
with Bible stories. "My lad," he said, "you
have heard of the parables?"

"Yes, sir,:' shyly answered the boy, whose
mother had inducted him in sacred history.

"Good !" said the clergyman. "Now, which
of them do you like the best of all?"

The boy squirmed, but at last, heeding his
mother's frowns, he replied: "I guess I like
that one where somebody loafs and fishes."

* *

Willie (very sleepily saying his prayers)-
"Now I lay me down to sleep, I pray the Lord
my soul to keep-"

"If"-(prompted the mother)
"Willie-"If he hollers let him' go, Eenie,

meenie, miney, mo."

A spinning sat Priscilla fair;
John Alden came to woo her there.
So she put down the spinning wheel
While he put up the winning spiel.

-Kansas City Times.
Though near death's door, by all the signs,
A man got well who dealt in mines.
For death may love a shining mark,
And yet not love a mining shark.

-Chicago Tribune.
A dude went broke, and though it hurt,
He got a job at hauling dirt;
It's hard to be a son of toil
When you must haul a ton of soil.

-St. Louis Star.
A business man may be in debt
And seldom make a cent, and yet
A roll-top desk and telephone,
Et cet'ra, give the fellow tone.

-Buffalo Evening News.
A pastor scores the latest hats-
Likewise the use of puffs and rats;
He thinks the breadth of girlie pates
Might even clog the pearly gates.

-Cleveland Plain Dealer.
* * *

All the smart ducks aren't in the East. A
small tailor in Butte has a bright green barrel
in front of his store with the head knocked in,
and in glaring red ink is painted, "Stand in my
barrel while I press your suit for 50 cents."

* * *

A farmer who went to a large city to see
the sights engaged a room at a hotel, and be-
fore retiring asked the clerk about the hours
for dining.

"We have breakfast from six to eleven,
dinner from eleven to three, and supper from
three to eight," explained the clerk.

"Wa-al, say," inquired the farmer in sur-
prise, "what time air I goin' ter git ter see the
town ?"

* * *

Edgar (at dinner, whispering)-"Darling,
won't you have a little lobster?"

Florence (impatiently)-"Edgar haven't I
told you repeatedly that you could not propose
more than three times to -night?"
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Common Electrical Terms Defined
In this age of electricity everyone should be versed in its phraseology. By Studying this page from month

to month a working knowledge of the most commonly employed electrical terms may be obtained.

FIRE ALARM, ELECTRIC.-A system of build-
ing wiring on which thermostats are installed
at intervals. A. rise in temperature will cause
the low melting alloy in these thermostats to
melt and close an electric circuit which oper-
ates electromagnets and sends in an alarm.
Electric transmission is used also from out-
door fire alarm boxes.

FLAMING ARC LAMP.-An arc lamp in which
the carbons are at an angle to emit light from
their ends. These carbons are impregnated
with metallic salts or are rods of metal. The
lamps burn with a brilliant light, colored ac-
cording to the ingredients of the electrodes.

FLASHING OF INCANDESCENT LAMP CARBONS.
-The treatment given the filament of incan-
descent lamps to deposit carbon thereon. The
filament is placed in a chamber containing
hydro -carbon vapor. Current is then turned
on, the filament heating it to redness. The heat
decomposes the gas depositing carbon on the
filament in accordance with the heat at every
point, thus producing a filament of uniform re-
sistance.

FLATS IN A COMMUTATOR.-A burning or
wearing away of one or more segments of a
commutator to a lower level than the other
bars. Bad armature mounting or poor con-
nections to the commutator may cause "flats."

FLEMING'S HAND RULE.-A rule made by
Dr. Fleming to remember the
relation between the motion,
flux and electromotive force in
a dynamo or motor. Refer-
ring to the cut and using the
right hand, let the first finger
point in the direction of the
flux or lines of force, the Fleming's Handthumb in the direction of the Rule
motion, then the middle finger will indicate the
direction of the electromotive force in a
dynamo. The left hand is used when applying
the rule to motors.

FLEXIBLE CONDUIT.-A form
of protection for electric wires,
consisting of a spiral steel cov-
ering which makes the con- Flexible Conduit
duit flexible. (See cut.)

FLEXIBLE Conn.-The term applied to con-
ductors made of fine stranded wires, insulated
and twisted together. Frequently used to sus-
pend single incandescent lamps.

FLOOR INSULATOR.-A tube usually of porce-
lain protecting conductors which run through
a floor.

FLUSH SWITCH.-A snap switch so made
that its entire mechanism sets in the wall or
woodwork. The mechanical parts of the switch
are enclosed in porcelain and this in turn

==aa

is set into an iron wall box when installed.
FOCI, MAGNETIC.-The two places on the

earth surface where magnetic action is strong-
est. These two points are near the region of
the magnetic poles but do not quite coincide
with these poles.

FOLLOWING HORNS.-The projecting ends of
the pole pieces towards which the uncovered
part of the armature of a dynamo turns ill its
operation. Also called trailing horns.

FOOT -CANDLE. --See Candle -Foot.
Four-PouND.-The work necessary to raise

one pound a distance of one foot, or to lift ten
pounds one-tenthof a foot, etc.

FORCE OF POLARIZATION. --III decomposing a
liquid as water by passing a current through
it an c. m. f. opposed to the supply current
is created. This opposing e. m. f. is termed a
counter e. m. f. of polarization and in this par-
ticular instance is strongest when one electrode
is covered with bubbles of oxygen and the
other with bubbles of hydrogen.

FORMING.-The process by which both plates
of a lead storage battery are put in condition.
In the Planté process the plates are of pure
lead and are "formed" or rendered porous or
spongy by repeated charging and discharging
until they reach this condition, which is neces-
sary for efficient working of the type of stor-
age battery.

FOUCAULT CURRENT.-See Eddy Currents.
FRANKLIN'S PLATE.-tA simple form of con-

denser, consisting of á plate of glass coated on
each side with a sheet of tinfoil, a margin of
at least an inch being left between the edge
of the foil and the edge of the glass.

FREQUENCY.-On an alternating current cir-
cuit the electromotive force starting at zero
rises to a maximum value in the positive direc-
tion then falls to zero, takes a negative maxi-
mum value in and returns to zero. The com-
plete set of values including positive and nega-
tive values through which the current repeat-
edly passes is called a cycle (see Cycle) and
the number of cycles per second is called the
frequency, designated by f. Frequency f
equals p times n where p is the number of
pairs of magnet poles on the alternator and n
is the number of revolutions per second of the
armature.

FRICTIONAL EI.ECTRICITY.-If sealing wax.
resin or a glass rod be rubbed with a piece of
flannel, the rod, wax or resin will be found
to have acquired a property not previously
possessed, that of attracting bits of paper, dust,
etc. Thales, a Greek, mentioned this phe-
nomenon as to amber as early as 600 B. C., but
only since the time of Dr. Gilbert (1600) has it
been termed electricity.
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In the Bell Democracy
Membership in the telephone

democracy of the Bell System means
equal opportunity for every man,
no matter who he is or where he is.

Each member of this Bell democ-
racy has the same chance of com-
munication, limited only by the
distance the voice can be carried.

However remote, whether in the
adobe house on the Rio Grande, on
the Montana sheep ranch or in the
isolated New England farm house,
the Bell telephone is an open door-
way to the Universal Bell System.

From each Bell outpost run lines
that connect it with the central office
-that nerve center of the local
system.

Long distance and toll lines con-
nect these nerve centers and furnish
clear tracks for telephone talk
throughout the land.

12,000,000 miles of wire are the
highways over which 20,000,000
telephone talks are carried daily.

The Bell System binds together
the social and business activities of
a people in a shoulder -to -shoulder
march of progress.

AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
AND ASSOCIATED COMPANIES

One System Universal Service

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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Don't Let a Few Cents a Week
the Books You

Architecture, Carpentry, Building
Ten large volume, bound in half morocco. gold

stamped titles; 4,760 pages, 7x10 inches; 4,000 il-
lustrations. This practical work covers everything
in Carpentry and Building from Drawing to Steel
Construction. Roof Trusses, including practical
problems in Estimating. Contracts ,Specilications,
Building Laws, Sanitation. etc.

Special Price, $84.80-Regular Price $50.00
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Mechanical Engineering

Seven large volumes,bound in half morocco. gold
stamped titles; 3,992 pages, 7:10 inches; 2,327 il-
lustrations. This complete study course covers
everything in Modern Shop Practiceand Mechan-
ical Engineering.

Special Price, $19.80-Regular Price, $35.00.
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Pick out the cyclopedia you want, fill
in and mail the coupon. We'll send you
the complete set free of charge. You can
keep the books a week -and examine them
at your leisure.

What these Cyclopedias are: These
great cyclopedias are not collections of
theories, but complete reviews of the actual,
tried and tested experiences of the greatest
engineers of the world. The books are
not dictionaries of disjointed facts-not dry
technical works, but clear and simple ex-
planations of every phase and every branch
of practical engineering. They are books
you will need every day - books that will
raise your salary by increasing your knowl-
edge of your work.

Reference value guaranteed by the
fact that the books are compiled from the
text -books used in the 'correspondence
courses of the American School of Corre-
spondence. These practical lessons are
arranged for quick reference, and the new
cross index enables you to turn to any sub-
ject in an instant.

We prove their value to you by send-
ing the set you select on approval. If the
books are not all we claim them to be-
and more-do you think we could afford
to take this chance ?

No chance for you to lose-no deposit
required - no transportation to advance-
nothing to pay unless the books are just

Aovreá Ef stru=t" what you want. Isn't this a fair proposition ?Seven large volumes, bound in half morocco. gold P Pstamped titles; 3,200 pages, 7:10 inches; 2,600 il-
lustrations. A. reference work written especially
for student and electrical expert. covering every-
thing from elements to wireless transmission, In.cludi

ng a new volume on alternating current work
by William Esty, Head of Electrical Department,
Lehigh Universit

Special Price, 819.80-RegalarPrice. $35.00

AMERICAN SCHOOL
CHICAGO,

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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Stand Between
Need Every Day

Another great offer that goes
with every Cyclopedia

With each set we include a Consulting Cer-
tificate entitling you to the advice of our busi-
ness and engineering experts free. This will
give you practical help in handling working
problems which are too specific to be taken up
in detail in the cyclopedia. There will be no
limit to this service. A single problem solved
for you might be worth more than the first cost
of the books. Order the books you need now.

Remember-It costs you nothing to exam-
ine the books-you will save money by owning
them. Mail the coupon - make your final
decision with the books before you.

You and
t
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Other Cyclopedias
Cyclopedia of Motion Picture Work 2 vols. $ 9.80

Civil Engineering
Eight large volumes, bound in half morocco.

gold stumped titles; 3900 pages, 7210 inches; 3.000
Illustrations. Covers every branch of Civil Engi-
neering from Drawing to Reinforced Concrete and
Steel Construction.Special Price, $34.80-Regular Price. 840.00
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Cyclopedia of Drawing 4 vols. 9.80
Cyclopedia of Heating and Plumbing 4 vols. 12.80

Cyclopedia of Telephony and Telegraphy . 4 vols. 12.80

Cyclopedia of Automobile Engineering
Cyclopedia of Fire Insurance

4 vols.
4 vols.

12.80
15.80

Engineerinj
Seven large volumes bound in half

Cyclopedia of Textile Work
Cyclopedia of Business

7 vols.
10 vols.

19.80
24.80

gold stomped titles; 3.3110 pages.7z10 inches;
illustrations. Covers everythingon Steam
Steam. Oas and Oil Engines; Automobiles;
and Locomotive Work; Heating and

We mean just what we say. We will ship
the set you select, absolutely free of charge,
just to prove to you the superiority of our en-
gineering cyclopedias over all others. Keep the
books a week-examine them thoroughly, crit-
ically-subject every formula and problem to the
severest test you know. Then, if you are satisfied
the books are just what you want, send us the
first payment of $2.80 and $2.00 each month until
you have paid the special price.

When filling in coupon be sure and mention
cyclopedia wanted.

of CORRESPONDENCE
U. S. A.

morocco
2.500

Boilers;
Marine

Ventilation;
Refrigeration; Dynamos; Elevators. etc.

Special Price, $10.80-Regular Price, 835.00

4. 'K * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

FREE EXAMINATION COUPON

American School of Corre,poodeoce,Chicago, U. S. A

Please send me set of Cyclopedia of

* for 7 DAYS' FREE examination. I will examine the
* books thoroughly and if satisfied, will send 22.80

within 7 days and 22.00 each month until 1 have paid

4e the special price of 8
If I decide to not keep the books, 1 will notify you at
once and hold the books subject to your order. Title
not to pass to me until the books are fully paid for.

*
* NAME

* ADDRESS

* EMPLOYER

* REFERENCES Po.E1.11-11

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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Mazda

Electric

Light

Makes

Evenings

Pleasant

Electric Light Is Now Cheaper
Have you all the light you need? Have you the

kind of light to make your evenings pleasant and
profitable ?

The Mazda electric lamp is a wonderful new elec-
tric incandescent lamp which turns night into day with
a soft, white, restful, cheerful light. It is the light which
never fails to instill zest and comfort into work or play.

This lamp gives 24 times as much light for the same amount
of electric current as the old style electric lamp; because its light
giving wires are more efficient in the new lamp-they give more
light for the same amount of electricity. Mazda light is now the
most economical light; electric light is within the reach of everyone.

The Mazda Lamp is sold everywhere. See opposite page.

National EIrrtrir lamp AagurittttAtt

CLEVELAND

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writirg to Advertisers.
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The Mazda Lamp
Inexpensive

Electric Light

More Light for Your Money
The Mazda lamp is the lamp of modern

lighting.
It gives the better light and more light

for same amount of current than any other
electric incandescent lamp.

The Mazda Lamp
Beat Quality

of Light

Mazda Lamps are sold by the following member companies
of the National Electric Lamp Association and their dealers
everywhere.
Ask to see them demonstrated at any electrical shop.

THE BANNER ELECTRIC CO., THE FOSTORIA INC. LAMP CO.,
YOUNGSTOWN, O. FOSTORIA, O.

THE BRILLIANT ELECTRIC CO., THE GENERAL INCANDESCENT
CLEVELAND, O. LAMP CO., CLEVELAND, O.

THE BRYAN -MARSH COMPANY, THE MONARCH INCANDESCENT
CENTRAL FALLS, R. I. LAMP CO., CHICAGO, ILL.

THE BRYAN -MARSH COMPANY, NEW YORK & OHIO COMPANY,
CHICAGO, ILL. WARREN, O.

THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC CO., THE SHELBY ELECTRIC CO.,
CLEVELAND, O. SHELBY, O.

THE BUCKEYE ELEC. LAMP CO., THE STANDARD ELECTRICAL
MEXICO CITY, MEX. MFG. CO., WARREN, O.

THE COLONIAL ELECTRIC CO., SUNBEAM INCANDESCENT
WARREN, O. LAMP CO., CHICAGO, ILL.

THE COLUMBIA INC. LAMP CO., SUNBEAM INCANDESCENT
ST. LOUIS, MO. LAMP CO., NEW YORK CITY.

FEDERAL MIN. LAMP CO., THE STERLING ELECTRICAL
CLEVELAND, O. MFG. CO., WARREN, O.

THE WARREN ELECTRIC & SPECIALTY CO.,
WARREN, O.

National Elrrtric iCztm}i Association

CLEVELAND

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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Classified
Advertisements
The cost of advertising in this section is 5 cents per word
for one insertion, with

5% discount for 3 insertions
10% discount for 6 insertions
15% discount for 9 insertions
20% discount for 12 insertions

within one year.
Remittance must accompany order, or advertisement will not
be inserted. Forms for the December issue close on Nov. 1st

AERONAUTICS

AEROPLANE 10c. GUARANTEED FLYER.
Emo Co., S-Philipsburgh Bldg., Yonkers, N. Y.

BUILD YOUR OWN AEROPLANE. SEND
$2.00 and we will mail you complete blue prints
and specifications of the Delmaun Monoplane.
Maniton Motor Co., Manitowoc, Wis.

MODEL BALLOONS AND FLYING MA-
chines. How to Make Them, by J. H. Alexan-
der. Contains complete directions for construct-
ing models with five folding plates of working
drawings, also an account of the progress of avia-
tion. $1.50 postpaid. Popular Electricity Book
Department.

COMPLETE PLAN DRAWN TO SCALE
with full instructions for building the only
Wright 3 -ft. Bi-plane Model that positively flies.
25 cents postpaid. Drawing and directions for
thr a -font model Bleriot Monoplane, 13 cents.
Stamp brings most complete, interesting and in-
structive catalogue published. Ideal Aeroplane
& Supply Co., S6% W. Broadway, New York
City.

AGENTS WANTED
AGENTS MAKE $30.00 WEEKLY SELL-

ing our 500 Handy Household Articles; catalogue
free. Scheff Company, 1631 Wells St., Chicago.

SMALLEST ALARM CLOCK, BIBLE AND
Telescope, I0c each, prepaid. W. H. GARNER,
B-119 South Lafayette St., Evansville, Ind.

DISTRIBUTING SAMPLES SPARE TIME.
$25 weekly. Easy work. Investigate. E. Mystic
Company, Washington, D. C.

100 GOLDEN EYED NEEDLES. HAND -
some bargain wallet, something different. Sample
Sc. Barstow Company, 514 23rd St., Oakland. Cal.

AGENTS-INVESTIGATE OUR 5Oc
household necessity, enormous sales, fat profits.
Jersey Supply House, Washington, N. J.

"PERFECTION POCKET ADDING MA-
chine-lightning seller. Agents wanted. Cincin-
nati Specialty Mfg. Co., Dept. E, Cincinnati, Ohio.

AGENTS-NEW HOUSEHOLD NECES-
sity, every woman buys, 140% profit, sample 12
cents. II. Hamblet, 8 Ellingsburg St., Lowell.
Mass.

AMATEUR EDITORS WE PRINT
, books, magazines and newspapers for you. Send

10c for samples and prices. Amateur Press, 333
\Vest 22nd St., Chicago, Ill.

WANTED-TO SELL YOU AT WHOLE -
sale prices. postcards, consist. of mottoes. comics
and other different varieties. Write for our prices.
The Shamp Household Specialties, Decatur, Ind.

AGENTS WANTED
MINIATURE ALARM CLOCK, loc;

Cupid's Sachet Perfume, 10c, postpaid. W. H.
Garner, B-119 S. Lafayette St., Evansville, Ind.

I MADE $18,000 IN THREE YEARS IN
mail-order business. Free booklet tells how. No
"outfit" scheme. H. System, 108, Marion, Ky.

SALESMEN CALLING ON MERCHANTS
to sell our line of sales and order books as a side
line. Large demand. Liberal commission.
Samples free. The Oeder-Thomsen Company,
1926 Webster Avenue, Chicago, Ill.

MAKE $50 WEEKLY CONDUCTING
scientifically local specialty sales agency. Mar-
velous possibilities. Dandy instruction booklet
10c. Send today. "Health -Wealth" Pub. House,
85 Bennington St., Lawrence, Mass.

BOKARA DIAMONDS-AGENTS, EVERY
one wanted to wear and sell these Famous Gems.
Big profits. Samples, offer and catalogue free.
Northwestern Jewelry Co., 1123 Wilson Avenue,
Chicago.

"MONEY -MAKING SECRETS EXPOSED."
Shows the way to freedom from wage slavery;
points the way to fortune and prosperity. Write
for FREE circular. J. JANECEK, 1328 West
20th St.. Chicago.

EXCLUSIVE TERRITORY-PROFITABLE
Business to live Agents. Rapid Seller. Needed
everywhere; repeat orders. Free sample and
terms. Pittsburgh Mfrs. Sales Company, 501
Arrott Building, Pittsburgh, Pa.

ARE TIRED OF WORKING FOR
other people; if your income is too small, or if
you are looking for something to do during your
spare time, write me for my big MONEY MAK-
ING propositions. They will put you right.
C. PALMER. Box 155, Weyburn, Sask., Canada.

YOU CAN MAKE HANDSOME WAGES
selling our new invention. A detachable appliance
for holding the stove pipe, does away with dirt,
danger of fire and suffocation from gas. It
holds the pipe in perfect position. Reasonable in
price and sells at sight. Write for particulars.
National Stove Pipe Holder Co., Ottawa. Ohio.

OPPORTUNITY TO ESTABLISH PROF-
itable agency. Representatives wanted for mod-

-crate priced Office Specialty of great merit; ex-
tensively advertised. Exclusive territory and as-
sistance in making sales. Scofield Company,
Manufacturers, 1960-1965 American Tract So-
ciety Building, New York.

LIVE AGENTS WANTED-STEADY IN,
come assured selling subscriptions to Practical
Engineer. Most popular and instructive station-
ary engineers' magazine published. Good profits.
Easy to sell. Exclusive territory. Send for par-
ticulars and instruction book-"Getting Subscrip-
tions"-it shows you how. Write today. Prac-
tical Engineer, 537 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.

AGENTS-TO SELL THE NEWEST ELEC-
tric appliance on the market; sold everywhere
there is electricity, in the home and office; liberal
profit; sales driving sample, weighs a pound, no
experience or knowledge of electricity required;
it shows how to use one light instead of two
and get the same results ; sells for $3.50 and
saves the purchaser an investment of $25; write
for particulars. THE HANDY LIGHT CO.,
223 Opera Place, Cincinnati, Ohio.
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AGENTS WANTED

2-TICLE-U, 3c. STIX, STOCKTON, CAL.
SEE WHAT I SAY UNDER "TYPE -

writers." ATCHISON.
PORTRAIT AGENTS. CRAYON, PASTEL

and Sepia Portraits, Frames, Sheet Pictures, etc.
Wholesale only. Catalogue and Samples Free.
Hyde Art Co., G 4535 N. Ashland, Chicago.

$ DOLLAR $ ADDER-POCKET ADDING
Machine. Wonderful seller. Guaranteed. $1.00

postpaid. Globe Sales Co., W1711 Leavenworth,
Omaha, Neb.

SCIENTIFIC CANDY MAKING. THE
celebrated Twenty Dollar six -part course; sample
fifty cents. Agents wanted. Clifton Publishing
Co., East Lynn, Mass.

SPARK METAL IGNITERS. LIGHTS GAS,
Gasolene, Acetylene, Alcohol. The 25c kind. 10c
each, 75c dozen. Cleaner, cheaper and safer than
matches. "Jobber," 3525 Broadway, New York.

(CELLULOSIA) DOOR PLATES, NEW,
lettering pure gold. Send for sample case. Noth-
ing invested. 100% profit, sell to every house.
Public demand them. G. La Fontaine, Inventor
and Mfr., Sherburne, N. Y.

YOU CAN MAKE $$$$ AS OUR GEN -
eral or local agent. Household necessity;
saves 80 per cent. Permanent business; big
profits; exclusive territory; free sample. Pit -
kin & Company, 96 Pitkin Block, Newark,
N. Y.

DON'T ACCEPT AN AGENCY UNTIL
you get my samples and particulars. Money
makers. Address, SAYMAN, 706 Sayman Bldg.,
St. Louis, Mo.

MAKE $20.00 DAILY OPERATING OUR
Minute Picture Machines. Experience unneces-
sary. Small investment; large profits. Free
book, testimonials, etc. Write, American Minute
Photo Co., Dept. 37, Chicago, Ill.

BIG CHANCE FOR HUSTLERS-OUR
Salary Plan offers splendid opportunities for
making money. Send stamp for particulars.
Popular Electricity Magazine, Circulation
Department, Commercial. Bldg., Chicago.

AGENTS MAKE BIG MONEY SELLING
our new gold letters for office windows, store
fronts and glass signs. Any one can put them
on. Write today for a free sample and full par-
ticulars. Metallic Sign Letter Co., 400 N. Clark
St., Chicago, Ill.

AGENTS WANTED-NEW, INTEREST-
ing, profitable, easy work. Spare time or perma-
nent. Sell our useful specialties. Our original
selling plan will double your sales. Particulars
and $2.00 premium offer free. Fair Mfg. Co., 2
Wis. St., Racine, Wis.

MAN WANTED AS EXCLUSIVE AGENT.
Self -wringing mops. We manufacture six styles
for all purposes, including an absolutely new com-
bination scrubbing BRUSHMOP that is self -

wringing. Every woman wants this. Proven
success. Now, inexperienced men make $9 per
day; one man made $120 the second week. No
investment. Send for prices, free catalogue and
exclusive territory proposition that will make you
independent. EDWARD HILKER MOP CO.,
1197 Grand Ave., Chicago, Ill.

AGENTS WANTED
LIVE AGENTS TO SELL A PATENTED

Household Article wholesale to Dept. Stores, etc.
A Dandy. Otte Schaefer Mfg. Co., 922 24th St.,
Milwaukee, Wis.

WANTED-AGENTS, 7 CENTS PROFIT
each 10 -cent sale; best little article ever offered;
sample for 3 cents in stamps. Rawlings, Box 945,
St. Louis, Mo.

$ DOLLAR $ ADDER-POCKET ADDING
Machine. Wonderful seller. Guaranteed. $1.00

postpaid. H. Ellers, W1711 Leavenworth,
Omaha, Neb.

AGENTS WANTED - LATEST HIGH
grade sanitary specialty. Every home, hotel, fac-
tory and office buys on sight. THE WATROUS
CO., 1673 Fisher Bldg., Chicago.

"TRIP AROUND WORLD" "TOUR
American Continent," 50 water color postcards
in attractive boxes. Both sets 25c postpaid. Big
profits. Secor Company, 504 West 122d St., New
York.

AGENTS, PORTRAITS 35c,
Sheet Pictures 1c. Stereoscopes
30 days' credit. Samples and
Consolidated Portrait Co., Dept.
Adams St., Chicago.

FRAMES 15c,
25c. Views lc.
catalogue free.
1408, 1027 W.

PEERLESS AUTOMATIC DRAFT REGU-
lator puts on draft while you sleep insures warm
house when you arise. Price $5.00. Write for
circular D. Liberal Discount to agents. O. K.
Landis, 423 Charlotte St., Lancaster, Pa.

EARN $1,000 EASY -3 PEOPLE EARN IT
within 30 days. They tell you how. Devote all
or spare time. Get the whole proposition. Spread
it out in front of you; see for yourself. Send

postal. United Mfg. Co., 1711 United Bldg.,
Toledo, Ohio.

BE INDEPENDENT! START A MAIL
order business in your own home. We tell
you how and furnish everything needed
wholesale. An honorable and profitable busi-
ness for man or woman. Particulars free.
Many make $3,000 a year. Murphy Mfg. Co.,
South Norwalk, Conn.

WE MANUFACTURE GLASS PAPER.
Plain glass windows made to look like real
stained glass. Easily applied and beautifies the
home. Something new for agents. Two sheets
of this glass paper sent as a sample with cata-
logue in colors and complete instructions on
receipt of 10c. S. H. Parrish & Co., 202 S.
Clark St., Chicago

GENERAL AND LOCAL AGENTS, HERE
is your opportunity. Energetic men cán make
$2,500 yearly and up. THE IMPROVED CAN -
CHESTER KEROSENE MANTLE LAMP
revolutionizes old methods. Far superior to elec-
tricity, gas, acetylene or gasoline at 1/10 the cost.
BURNER FITS ALL LAMPS. Safe, clear.
odorless. BURNS WITH OR WITHOUT
MANTLE. Tested and pronounced by state of
Pennsylvania. "Most efficient light found."
Greatest seller known. WE WANT A FEW
MORE LIVE MEN IN OPEN TERRITORY.
Canchester Light Company, Dept. P. E., 204 N.
State St., Chicago.
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AGENTS WANTED
MY! HOW THEY FALL FOR OUR

"Lucky Eleven" toilet combination ($3.20 value).
You sell for $1.00. Other fellows making $6, $12,
$15, $20 and $25 daily. Great crew managers'
proposition-good for $100 profit weekly. This
.is only one pippin in our "27 varieties." Our
big Xmas Specials now ready. We manufacture
-you save middleman's profit. Our new colored
circular is like seeing the real goods. Free to
workers. Get aboard. Act today. Davis Soap
Works, 263 Davis Bldg., 1429 Carroll Ave., Chi
cago.

AUTOMOBILES
FORD 1910 5 -PASSENGER TOURING,

full equipment, good as new, must sell at once.
$385.00. King, 2230 Seventh Ave., N. Y. City.

REO 5 -PASSENGER TOURING; PER-
fect in every way; $200.00. Room 79, 219 West
125th St., New York City.

WANTED-AUTOMOBILES, ANY MAKE,
year or condition; what have you? Room 73, 211
West 125th St., New York City.

BUICK-S-PASSENGER TOURING; FINE-
ly equipped, $175. Picture. H. W. S., 17 Wash-
ington St., East Orange, N. J.

CADILLAC 5 -PASSENGER TOURING
car, perfect condition; first $110.00 takes it. Mc-
Donough, 147 Morningside Ave., New York City.
WO SINGLE CYLINDER RUNABOUTS-

Cadillacs, Oldsmobiles, Reos, etc.; $60.00 each.
King, 217 West 125th St., New York City.

FORD -4 -CYLINDER RUNABOUT, RUNS
and looks like new, $150; photo. Shonnard, 114
Fifth Ave., New York City.

BUICK 5 -PASSENGER TOURING CAR;
top, full equipment. Excellent condition, $200.00.
Spillane, 248 East 119th St., New York City.

FORD 1910 TOURING, FOUR -CYLINDER,
twenty-two horsepower. Completely and ele-
gantly equipped. Positively like new. Must sell,
$350. Photo supplied. The "Theresa," Suite 18,
117 West 129th St., New York City.

A. C. C. A. PRICES TALK!-GREAT OP-
portunity for dealers to stock up! Hundreds of
Runabouts, Roadsters, Touring Cars, Limousines
Sacrificed! Here's some Bargains Offered! (50)
Runabouts-Reos, Oldsmobiles, Fords, Cadillacs,
Northern Long Distance, $50. (10) Light five -
passenger touring cars-Buicks, Reos, Cadillacs,
Maxwells, Autocars, White Steamers, Ramblers,
Jacksons, $100 to $175. (26) Three and four -
passenger Roadsters and Speedsters-Buicks,
Fords, Stoddard-Daytons, Thomas, Pierce -Ar-
rows, $200 upward' (14) Five and seven -pas-
senger touring cars, most of them leading French
and German makes, $500 upward. (21) Limou-
sines, Laudaiilets and miscellaneous taxi -cabs at
your own price. We guarantee every car! We
prepay freight ! Write today for our latest illus-
trated catalog, the largest and most complete price
list of its kind ever published! THE AUTOMO-
BILE AND CYCLE COMPANY. OF AMER-
ICA, Dept. FF, 1769-1787 Broadway, New York
City.

AUTOMOBILES
FORD 4 -CYLINDER RUNABOUT, ELE-gant condition; fully equipped; $175.00. C.Kokesch, 2537 Belmont Ave., Bronx, New York

City.

AUTOMOBILES-SAVE DEALERS' PROF -its; buy direct from the owners. I have all makes
runabouts from $50.00 up. Touring cars from
$100.00. Don't purchase any car until you get my
prices; all guaranteed for one year. King, Auto-
mobile Broker, 213-217 West 125th St., N. Y. City.

AUTO CASES AND TUBES GUARAN-
teed 28x3, $9.50, tube $3.03. 30x3, $10.00, tube
$3.10. 30x3%, $14.25, tube, $3.75. 32x3%, $14.75,
tube, $4.25. Prices arc for tubes by mail. Send
for complete list. I ship allow examination on
receipt of 10 per cent of order. Try them. Many
have reordered. Vanderpool's, Springfield, Ohio.

TIRE BARGAINS! A. C. C. A. PRICES
Talk! Diamond-Goodrichs and other standard
makes; guaranteed. Every size for every rim-
28x3, $6.00; 32x3, $8.00; 28x3%1, $9.25; 30x3,
$7.00; 34x3, $9.00; 29x3'/1, $10.00. All other sizes
and tubes proportionately low. Shipped on ap-
proval; write today for price list. The Automo-
bile and Cycle Company of America, Dept. II,
1769 to 1787 Broadway, New York City.

BOOKS AND PERIODICALS
CLASSY BOOKS !-CATALOGUE FOR

stamp. Paul Duff, E., 2713 Mozart St., Chicago.
ANY BOOK IN PRINT. STATE SUBJECT

wanted. Antlers, 1707 Tremont St., Denver, Colo.
"THREE LITTLE BOOKS FOR LADIES,"

postpaid in plain cover, 25c. They tell what you
want to know. O. K. Pub. Co., Clerk 191, Decatur,
ill.

GET WISE. $1 BUYS SEVERANCE'S
System of Rapid Methods in Arithmetic, bound
in limp cloth, 192 pages, 7'/1x5/. D. N. Sever-
ance, 112 W. Oak St., Chicago, Ill.

TELEPHONE TROUBLES AND HOW TO
Find Them, and Construction Cost -Units, new
1911 .edition ; price, 25c. Hyde Pub. Co., Tele-
phone Bldg., 183 Fifth St., Milwaukee, Wis.

NINE DEGREE COURSE IN HYPNO-
tism-sold originally for $5-sent prepaid with
year's subscription to Wheel of Life, the great
"Cheer Up" monthly for 25c. Life Pub. Co.,
St. Louis.

SEND 25c FOR OUR LATEST BUNGA-
low book showing score of beautiful California
homes, with plans as we build them direct from
bungalow land. Homeseekers' Bldg. Corp., 703-
705 Higging Bldg., Los Angeles, California.

LEARN MODERN SHOW CARD LETTER-
ing, Designing, etc. New book of 400 illustra-
tions, 2000 advertising phrases, pages 6x9 giving
practical common sense instruction, $1.00 pre-
paid. Clarence E. Hardage, Syracuse, N. Y.

JUST OFF THE PRESS-"PRACTICAL
Applied Electricity," by David P. Moreton. A
book written for practical electrical workers and
presented in a practical manner in plain English.
Unusually complete, containing 450 pages and
a00 illustrations. Price, $2.00. Send for com-
plete description. Popular Electricity Book De-
partment.
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BOOKS AND PERIODICALS BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

BOOKS ON ALL ELECTRICAL SUBJECTS
-Send for our free illustrated catalogue. Popu-
lar Electricity Book Department.

BOOKS-I. C. S. and A. S. C. SETS, TECH-
nical books of all sorts-shopwork, electrical,
mechanical, wireless, encyclopedias, diction-
aries, medical, law, and standard fiction. New
and second-hand. Get my prices. Geo. F.
Williams, Box 408, New Orleans, La.

STUDY ELECTRICITY AT HOME-BIG
outfit: 30 -page detail -book, 220 -page text -book,
200 experiments, 105 pieces of apparatus. Com-
plete, only $5.60. Free bulletin "PES" explains
this and other remarkable offers. Thomas M. St.
John, 848 Ninth Ave., New York.

"WIRELESS TELEPHONES AND HOW
They Work," by J. E. Murray. Shows how wire-
less telephones work; also a number of interest-
ing experiments for the amateurs, 68 pages, fully
illustrated. Price, $1.00. ' Popular Electricity
Book Department.

PRACTICAL ELECTRICITY BOOK COV-
ering entire subject, 272 pages, 110 illustrations.
Set of practical drawings showing construction
of Burglar Alarms, Bells, House Wiring, Switch-
boards, Telephones, Telegraph, Storage Battery
Plant. Book of Drawings, Thirty Cents each.
A. Reed, 1416 Dearborn Ave., Chicago.

"WIRING A HOUSE," BY H. PRATT,
shows a house already built; tells you just how
to start about wiring it; where to begin; what
wire to use; how to run it according to insur-
ance rules; in fact, all the information necessary
for wiring a house and shop. Postpaid, 25c. Pop-
ular Electricity Book Department.

DON'T BUY THAT BOOK! WE LOAN
by mail the very best standard books on Success,
Business, Recreation, Health, Home, Social and
Political Problems, Religion, Occultism, New
Thought, etc. Prompt service. No security or
tiresome rules. Full lists and Bi-weekly Critic on
request. Oriental Esoteric, 220, Washington,
D. C.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
350 MONEY -\TAKING FORMULAS. 15c.

A. H. Smith, 413 Ft. Dearborn Building, Chicago.

SEE WHAT I SAY UNDER "TYPE -
writers." ATCHISON.

YOUR AD IN 40 MAGAZINES -2c per word.
500 money -making formulas, 15c. H. O. LATZ,
Atlantic City, N. J.

YOU CAN START TN BUSINESS FOR
yourself at home. Particulars free. E. Haynes
& Company. :17 Bible House, New York.

I MADE $1x,000 IN THREE YEARS IN
mail-order business. Free booklet tells how. No
"outfit" scheme. H. System, 108, Marion, Ky.

FREE-SEND FOR MY CIRCULARS
that will put you on the right road to success.
Free. Frank Cote, K., Saco, Maine.

DUSTLESS DUST CLOTH AND MAGIC
Polishing Cloth Formulas, both 10c. H. Arnold,
11 Charlton St., Princeton, N. J.

$100 MONTHLY AND EXPENSES TO
trustworthy men and women to travel and dis-
tribute samples; big manufacturer. Steady work.
S. Scheffer, Treas., M. V., Chicago.

DON'T SLAVE. Learn to re -silver mirrors,
new method. Metalize flowers, transfer photos
to watch dials, 10c each, three for 25c, no stamps.
The Mills Co., 1711 Carroll Ave., Dallas, Texas.

TRAIN A SALES FORCE, IN EXCLU-
sive territory, on a universal demand, money
back proposition. J. N. Webb, Arcade, Nor-
folk, Va.

WRITE IDEAS FOR MOVING PICTURE
Plays. Make $50 weekly spare time. Easy, fasci-
nating work. Literary excellence unnecessary.
We'll show you. National Institute, 213 Gaiety
Theatre Bldg., New York.

MAKE $2.50 TO $10.00 SPARE TIME
cleaning and glazing ladies' furs; all profit. Com-
plete instruct'ons, 50c. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Morehousevrier, 822 Fifth, Des Moines, Ia.

LEARN THE TRUTH ABOUT MAIL OR -
der business before buying "outfits." Important
information and particulars sent free. Mail Or-
der Library, D., Tompkinsville, New York.

"MONEY MAKING FACTS" OF INTER-
est to everyone. Mining and Oil Finance
analyzed and discussed. My booklet free upon
request. Mark E. Davis, 1004 Broadway, Oak-
land, Cal.

FORM A CORPORATION - CON-
GRESS LAW for D. C. and all Sates; cheap.
Raise money easily; advice free. U. S. Legal
Corporation, Washington, D. C. Represent-
ing $1,225,000,000.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY-THE RIGHT
man can secure an excellent opportunity in this
county. Granite and Marble cleaning business.
No capital. Particulars free. F. L. Stine, P. O.
1701, New York City.

EASY MONEY-LOTS OF IT. ALL OR
spare time. Send stamp for particulars of our
liberal Salary plan. Popular Electricity Maga-
zine, Circulation Department, Commercial Bldg.,

BE INDEPENDENT - START MONEY
Making. Mail Order Business at Home. New
Plans. Everything furnished. Only small capi-
tal required. Free Booklet and Particulars tell
how. W. E. Miller Co., Box 254, Muskegon,
Mich

START A NEW BUSINESS, THE "AMERI-
can" razor honing and safety razor blades sharp-
ening machines earns $5 to $10 a day. We furnish
the outfit and teach you how, no previous ex-
perience required, address Illinois Cutlery Co.,
Dept. 4, 184 Washington St., Chicago.

MAKE MORE MONEY! START A MAIL
business; operate a "Silent Salesman" system;
spare time; possibilities unlimited. Don't invest
any money in the mail business until you read
"BOOSTER" as we can show you some of the
BEST money making propositions-ones that
get -YOU to money. Send 10c for two months'
trial. BOOSTER MAGAZINE, 368 Northwest-
ern Bldg., Chicago.
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BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
MOTION PICTURE MACHINES, FILM

Views Magic Lanterns, Slides and similar Won-
ders for Sale. Catalogue free. We also buy
Magic Machines, Films, Slides, etc. Harbach
& Co., 809 Filbert St., Philadelphia, Pa.

EARN $10 A MONTH ON $10 INVEST-
ment. Use all your time or spare time. No lot-
tery. No gambling. Strictly legitimate prop-
osition. Nothing to sell but plan. Get booklet
and full particulars. Thos. A. Hill, 3302 Quivas,
Denver, Colo.

HOW TO START A BUSINESS ON $5.00
capital yielding $100 monthly profits should inter-
est everyone. Complete instructions for operating
25c. FREE-Sample of fastest selling dollar
article on market today for 30c to cover delivery
charges, etc. John Carter, Dunara, Manitoba,
Canada.

BE YOUR OWN BOSS - OUR LIBERAL
Salary Plan offers a splendid opportunity to
make money quickly and easily. E erience not
essential. Need not interfere witIrlresent em-
ployment. Full details on receipt of stamp. Ad-
dress, Popular Electricity Magazine, Circulation
Department, Commercial Bldg.,,Chicago.

START AN EASY AND LUCRATIVE
business. We teach you how to establish a
successful collection business and refer busi-
ness to you. No capital required. Little com-
petition. Rare opportunities. Write for Free
pointers today. Am. Collection Service, 428
State St., Detroit, Mich.

MAKE MIRRORS AT HOME. BIG PROF-
its with little outlay. One 18x36 in. mirror costs
$2.00 to $5.00. You can silver a glass this size for
20c. Send $1.00 in stamps or money order and
we will send you EXPLICIT DIRECTIONS
how to do it; also how to emboss, grind, foil,
gold leaf, frost chip, and make imitation stained
glass. How to transfer photos on glass, bore
holes in glass and cut skylights. George L. -Pat-
terson & Co., Dept. 4, Brooksville, Ky.

INCORPORATE YOUR PATENTS AND
business under Arizona Laws. No annual orfranchise tax. Members exempt from corpor-ate debts. No public statements required.Stock can be made non -assessable and fullpaid for anything of value. Charters cannothe repealed by subsequent laws. Hold meet-
ings and do business anywhere. Capitalizationdoes not effect cost. Cost very small. Par-ticulars, laws and forms free. SouthwesternSecurities & Investment Co., Box D488,
Phoenix, Arizona.

COINS AND STAMPS

STAMPS, 100 ALL DIFFERENT, FREE.
Postage 2c. Mention paper. Quaker Stamp
Co., Toledo, Ohio.

FREE GIFT -200 FOREIGN STAMPS, IN-
cluding various unused and good varieties. Send
4c postage. Lightbrown's Stamp Co., Palmers-
ton Road, Southsea, England.

MY NEW 5o -PAGE COIN SELLING CAT-
alog, just out, Free. Buying coin catalog sent
on receipt of 10c in stamps. William Hesslein,
Malley Bldg., New Haven, Conn.

ELECTRICAL MATERIAL

STORAGE BATTERIES, -BRAND NEW,
6-140 at $20.00. Smaller sizes, prices accordingly.
Particulars for one -cent stamp. Box 280, Quincy,
III.

MAGNET WINDERS, TAPPING MA -
chines, Water Motors and Fans. Inventions de-
veloped. Special articles to order. ClevelandSpecialty and Manufacturing Co., Cleveland,
Ohio.

MANY BOYS AND YOUNG MEN IN
every locality are making good money installing
our electric bells in the homes of friends and
neighbors. Why can't you? We furnish a com-
plete outfit for 85c. Get acquainted with us. Let
us know your electrical wants. United Electric
Co., Port Huron, Mich.

FOR SALE
TATTOOING MACHINES. F. BARBER,

1019 Vine St., Cincinnati, Ohio.

FOR SALE-MOVING PICTURE FILM, lc.
foot. H. Davies, Watertown, Wis.

FOR SALE-SET OF CASTINGS FOR
2 -hp. gasoline engine, suitable for experimental
work. R. H. Bowersox, Hanover, Pa.

INDIAN MADE BASKETS, PIPES AND
beads of a rare Indian stone, shells or turquoise.
Price, free. Gilham, Highland Springs, Cal.

FOR SALE-WIRELESS OUTFIT WITH2 -in. spark coil. Address L. Legner, 154 Albany
Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

VERTICAL STEAM ENGINES, 2 TO 25 HP.
Send for circular. E. T. Frank & Son, 642 W.
Pratt St., Baltimore, Md.

FIVE DIFFERENT SETS FRENCH COL-onials, 7 cents. Edward Lufbery, Wallingford,
Conn.

5150 FARMERS AND MAIL ORDER BUY-
ers. Northeast Missouri. Closing out $5.00. Mis-
souri Mailing Co., Bowling Green, Mo.

LATHES-SEND FOR FREE CIRCULAR
showing bargains on small Screw Cutting En-
gine Lathes. S. B. Tool Co., Dept. O, South
Bend, Ind.

LUBRICATORS AND CUPS FOR SHAFT-
ing and Loose Pulleys. No drip or dirt. Very
economical. Swain Lubricator Co., New No. 328
W. Lake St., Chicago.

$25 CROSS REAL ESTATE COURSE, like
new, only $1.00 if taken at once. Money back
if dissatisfied. Particulars for stamp. Wm.
F. Healy, Joplin, Mo.

100 MONEY MAKING FORMULAS, ETC.,
published monthly. Worth dollars; 6 months,
10c. Sample copy, 2c. Digest, Grand Rapids,
Mich,

FOR SALE, COMPLETE SET OF CAST-
ings for 34 h. p. gasoline stationary engine. also
3 h. p. motor cycle engine set and one and 2 -
cylinder marine engine sets. Comet Motor Wks.,
564 Jackson Blvd., Chicago.
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FOR SALE
HALF OFF ON WATCHES AND SILVER -

ware. Let us show you how to make the dealers
50 per cent discount either by buying for your-
self or selling to others. Write for watch book;
it's free. E. B. Bonnell & Co., Dept. H, Harrison
County, Tippecanoe, Ohio.

11Y LATEST WATCH FOB 25c. H.
Jacobus, 214 Avon Ave., Newark, N. J.

SHETLAND PONIES FOR SALE BY E. L.
Andrews' Sons, Bristol, Tenn.

UNITED STATES PATENT FOR SALE-
No. 1,001,021. Automatic Mail Carrier. For
further information address John Gronek, 1631
Buffner Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

INDIAN CURIOS, STONE AGE SPECI-
mens. Antique Guns, Pistols and Daggers from
all parts of the world. Illustrated list, 6c.
N. Carter, Elkhorn, Wis.

WE BUY, SELL AND EXCHANGE-BAR-
gains in Microscopes, Telescopes, Field Glasses,
Cameras, etc. Catalogue and Bargain List free.
Kahn & Co., Established 1850, 26 John St., New
York.

FOR SALE-ELECTRIC ARC LAMPS, 110
volts, A. C. or D. C. German and French im-
ported, new, at reduced .price, 500 candle power
or 1,000 c. p., $6.50. Satisfaction guaranteed or
money refunded. COSMOS ELECTRIC CO.,
136 Liberty St.; New York.

HAVING CHANGED OUR FACTORY TO
individual motor power we have some snaps in
second-hand equipments+ 1 20 -hp. Fairbanks -
Morse gas engine, run less than one year, $225.00;
1 11x16 slide valve Atlas steam engine, $80.00;
1 Williams, White & Co. bull dozer, cost $350.00,
will take $150.00; 1 planer, good condition, $50.00;
1 28 -in. diam., 211.16 -in. bore friction clutch,
never been uncrated, $15.00. Two large iron pul-
leys, one 60 -in. diam., 24 -in. face, 3 7 -16 -in. bore,
the other 84 -in. diam., 12 -in. face, 3 7-16 bore,
also 13 ft. of 3 7 -16 -in. shafting with 2 ring oiler
bearings; make a bid. Lot of wood split
pulleys ranging in size from 24 -in. diam., 8 -in.
face, to 44 -in. diam. 17 -in. face, will sell any or
all cheap. Several 10 -hp. air cooled automobile
engines good as new, $30.00 each. New steering
gears at $10.00 and used ones at $6.00. also 5 new
automobile seats at $5.00 each. All F. O. B.
here. M. M. Johnson Co., Clay Center. Neb.

FOR THE PHOTOGRAPHER
PHOTOISMS. A UNIQUE LITTLE MAGA-

zine, 3 mos., 25c. Special-Photoisms one year,
Exposure Scale and Handbook one dollar. Photo -
isms, 4th Floor, 26 John St., New York.

FORMULAS

FORMULAS FOR ANYTHING IN EXIST-
ence, 25c each. Mad Company, Grant Place,
Washington, D. C.

FORMULAS OF ANY KIND, 20 CENTS
per formula, or 4 for 50 cents. Address Formula,
Box 85, Newark; N. J.

TWENTY-FIVE HUNDRED FORMULAS
over three hundred pages, twenty-four cents in
stamps. Dept. P., Oak Formula Co., East Lynn,
Mass.

GAMES AND AMUSEMENTS

MAGIC GHOST-VERY MYSTIFYING, t0
cents. Klein, 1193 Broadway, N. Y.

250 MAGIC TRICKS, 10c. 578 JOKES, RID-
dles, etc., 10c. Queen Supply Co., Dept. 8, Chi-
cago.

CACHOO-THE GENUINE SNEEZE POW -
der. Sample, 10c. Dozen, 80c. Hundred, $5.00.
Catalogue of Theatrical Wigs, Make -ups, etc.,
free. Percy Ewing, Decatur, Ill.

PLAYS, VAUDEVILLE SKETCHES, MON-
ologues, Dialogues, Speakers' Minstrel Material,
Jokes Recitations, Tableaux, Drills, Musical
Pieces, Entertainments, Make Up Goods. Large
Catalog Free. T. S. Denison & Company, Dept.
26, Chicago.

IGNITION
GASOLINE IGNITION. DRY CELL BAT-

teries. Will demonstrate formula and process of
manufacture to intending manufacturers only. J.
Dougan, 23it Smith St., Winnipeg, Manitoba.
References.

SEND 25c, COIN OR STAMPS, FOR A
three months' trial subscription to IGNITION-
the big new monthly magazine specializing on
engine troubles. Carefully and practically edited;
profusely illustrated; handsomely printed. Help-
ful from cover to cover. IGNITION, 1459
Monadnock Bldg., Chicago.

INSTRUCTIONS
STOVE POLISH, FORMULA FOR MAK-

ing, 10 cents. A. Beers, Bradley Beach, N. J.
RENEW OLD DRY BATTERIES; SEND

15c for tested receipts. Reilly Mfg. Co., Reading,
Pa.

HOW TO GO Ole THE STAGE! Particu-
lars and large catalogue of wigs and make-up
free. Percy Ewing, Decatur, Ill.

VALUABLE INFORMATION FOR
Agents, Dealers and Beginners. Descriptive
literature FREE. Chelsea Company, 261 W. 19th
St., New York.

LEARN TO PAINT BEAUTIFUL ART
glass pictures. Inexpensive. Easily learned. Big
profits. Particulars for dime. L. A. Bowes,
Bluefield, West Va.

SHORTHAND IN SEVEN LESSONS, 35c.
Most rapid readable system. Quickly learned,
Send 10c now, and 25c later or return book. Uni-
graph Co., Omaha, Neb.

INCREASE YOUR KNOWLEDGE OF
electricity. Send for our illustrated catalogue of
electrical books. It's free. Popular Electricity
Book Department.

AMERICA'S FINEST PENMAN TEACHES
rapid, tireless business writing by mail; small
cost; illustrated journal free. Francis B. Court-
ney, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

WRITE ELECTRICAL ENGINEER FOR
Reliable Data : Any National Code Rule ex-
plained (4 years inspector), $1.00. What book
contains information you want, 50 cents. Send
information and plans and find how to wire your
house, $3.00. Address of manufacturer of any
electrical device on market, 15 cents. S' nd
stamp for estimate on other electrical questions.
Electrical Engineer, 3957 Fullerton Ave., Chicago.
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INSTRUCTIONS MISCELLANEOUS
FAMOUS STINK -BALL FOR1\IULA.

Makes you sit up and notice things, 25c. Jas.
Melrose, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

ATTRACT MONEY, SUCCESS, ETC. PAY
when you get results. Circulars, 2c. J. McMa-
hal, Boulogne, Florida.

500 MONEY -MAKING FORMULAS, BOOK
form, 25c, other circulars free. Tietjens Com-
pany, 125 Bloomfield Street, Hoboken, N. J.

"HOW TO BECOME A SUCCESSFUL
Electrician," by Prof. T. O'Conor Sloane. Every
young man who wishes to become a successful
electrician should read this book. It tells in sim-
ple language the easiest and surest way the
studies to be followed, methods of work and field
of employment. 202 pages. Postpaid, $1.00. Pop-
ular Electricity Book Department.

OPPORTUNITY, CORRESPONDENCE iN-
struction. Clerks, stenographers and persons in
every walk of life, increase your salaries by be-
coming quick and accurate in figures, and correct
in writing and speaking English, by easy evening
study at reasonable rates. EMPLOYERS PAY
BIG MONEY FOR BRAINS. Study with us
and increase your stock. Euclid School, Troy,
N. Y.

KENNEL
AIREDALE TERRIERS-THE BEST DOGS

on earth. High class puppies and grown stock
for sale. If I can't please you, nobody can. Sat-
isfaction guaranteed. O. J. BUTLER, 27 Pine
St.. New York.

MAGIC

MAGIC TRICK FREE-WITH BIG CAT-
alog Tricks, 10c. Bambergg1193 Broadway, N. Y.

BEAUTIFUL MAGiC FLOWERS FREE.
With big catalog, new tricks, puzzles, funny nov-
elties. Ten cents. CREST TRADING CO., 7
Witmark Building, New York.

MISCELLANEOUS

TATTOOING OUTFITS. H. MAY, BUF-
falo, N. Y.

SEE WHAT I SAY UNDER "TYPE -
writers." ATCHiSON.

$10.00 EACH FOR NAMES OF PERSONS
interested in patents. For conditions, address
P. O. Box 2343, Washington, D. C.

MUSIC LOVERS, BEAUTIFUL SONG,
Bend Thou My Will To Thine, 25c. Inspiring
music. Roberts, 5615 Hazel, Philadelphia.

3c A WORD GETS YOUR AD IN EN -
tire list 100 magazines including .Wheel of
Life. Life Pub. Co., St. Louis.

RESTORE ANY MAKE DRY BATTERY
in 5 minutes for 1c apiece, equal to new. Par-
ticulars 25c. H. Hueg, 2100 5th Ave., N. Y. City.

MAGAZINES AND PERIODICALS-AM-
erican or Foreign-I can save you money. Send
me list of publications you want and I will quote
you lowest prices. John Hanrey, 4652 Hazel Ave.

LIQUOR HABIT - GENUINE HOME
cure, 3 days. Absolutely reliable. Guaranteed.
Book mailed free. Edw. R. Woods, 534 6th Ave.,
New York.

BOTTLE CLOTHES SiRINKLER, FITS
any bottle; sample ten cents in stamps. Dept O.,
Mystic Co., East Lynn, Mass.

BROTHER-ACCIDENTALLY DICOVER-
ed Root will cure both tobacco habit and indi-
gestion. Gladly send particulars. F. F. STOKES,
Mohawk, Ha.

"MYSTERIA" NOVELTY WATCH CHARM.
An interesting little novelty to be carried on the
watch -chain. Postpaid 10c. Monarch Novelty
Co., West Duluth, Minn.

I WILL START YOU EARNING $4.00
daily at home in spare time, silvering mirrors;
no capital; send for free instructive Booklet,
giving plans of operation. G. F. Redmond,
Dept. H, Boston, Mass.

SAVE MONEY ON SUBSCRIPTIONS.
Send me a list of magazines or periodicals in
which you are interested and I will quote you
lowest subscription prices. John Hanrey, 465.9
Hazel Ave.

ENGINES, STEAM, GAS AND GASOLINE,
% H. P. up (finished or rough castings) ; elec-
trical and mechanical novelties, etc. See display
ad, page 34. AMATEUR MECHANICS SUP-
PLY CO.

ANYBODY CAN MAKE GOOD CUTS
with my simple zinc etching process; price, $1.00;
specimens and particulars for stamp. T. M.
Day, Box E., Windfall, Ind.

SAVE THE PIECES-BROKEN CYLIN-
ders, crank cases, shafts, gears, and housings
promptly repaired just like new, at one-third
the cost and guaranteed. Address Welding
Dept., Bertschy Motor Co.. Council Bluffs, Ia.

$2 PAYS FOR ANY INFORMATION CON-
cerning business, not requiring extended research.
Best map U. S., size 5x7 feet, muslin back, on
rollers, delivered free with first inquiry. Satis-
faction guaranteed or money back. Reference.
i-ferndon, 1215 Harvard, Washington City.

DON'T MAKE THE DIRT FLY. USE
the Wizard dustless dust cloth and absorb the
dirt. You can make money making them at home.
Big profits and no snecial machinery. Formula
and practical instructions, 25c. Wizard Mfg. Co.,
Norwalk, Conn.

IF YOU HAVE ANY SPARE TIME, NO
matter how little, and are honestly ambitious
to make the most of it, write for our Salary
Plan and learn how you can increase your in-
come quickly and easily. Full particulars on
receipt of stamp. Address, Popular Electricity
Magazine, Circulation Department, Commercial
Bldg., Chicago.

MODEL BUILDER
MODELS MADE FOR INVENTORS. LOW

prices. S. H. Merryman, Towson, Md.
INVENTORS: WE PERFECT AND BUILD

models, also tools, dies and light manufacturing
reasonable and quick. Palmer Machine Works,
408 West 27th Street, New York.

MOTORCYCLES

WANTED-USED MOTORCYCLES, ONE
or a carload! A. C. C. A., 1769 Broadway, New
York City.
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MOTORCYCLES PATENT ATTORNEYS

MOTORCYCLES WANTED-WILL TAKE
your motorcycle on consignment and sell it in the
World's Greatest Motorcycle Market, New York
City, for 5% commission. Write for full particu-
lars. King, Automobile Broker, 217 West 125th
St., New York City.

WANTED-MOTORCYCLE, ANY MAKE,
year or condition; must be cheap. Spillane, 211
West 125th St., New York City.

I WILL TAKE YOUR MOTORCYCLE ON
consignment and sell it in the World's Greatest
Motorcycle Market, New York City. Send for
particulars. King, Automobile Broker, 217 West
125th St., New York City.

MOTORCYCLES, NEW AND SECOND -
hand; motors, castings and accessories. Our
Attachable Motor Outfit converts any bicycle into
a motorcycle at small cost. Write for catalogue
and bargain list. Shaw Mfg. Co., Dept. 31,

Galesburg, Kan.
MOTORCYCLES-A. C. C. A. PRICES

Talk! Endless variety; latest models; every
make; Indians, M -Ms, $20. Freight prepaid!
Largest and only illustrated catalog published
sent free. THE AUTOMOBILE AND CYCLE
COMPANY OF AMERICA, Dept. HH, 1769 to
1787 Broadway, New York City.

MOTORCYCLES - LO WEST PRICES,
largest stock. Save dealers' profits, buy direct
from the owners. I have all makes. Indians,
$20.00 up; Marshes, $20.00 up. Don't purchase
any Motorcycle until you get my prices. All
guaranteed for one year. King, 213-217 West
125th St., New York City.

MOTORCYCLE TIRE BARGAINS !-A. C.
C. A. Prices Talk! Diamond, Goodrich,
G. & J. and other standard makes; guaranteed.
Gridiron, Basket and Bailey Treads, 28x2, $4.95;
28x731/4,' $5.70; 28x21/2, $6.20; 26x2/, $5.45,
26x2''/2, $6.20. Guaranteed tubes priced propor-
tionately low. Shipped on approval. Don't buy
until you receive our price list! THE AUTO-
MOBILE AND CYCLE COMPANY OF
AMERICA, Dept. GG, 1769 to 1787 Broadway,
New York City.

MOTORCYCLE CASES AND TUBES 28x2,
corrugated, $5.00. Bailey $5.50, tube $2.40. 28x
21/4, corrugated, $5.75, Bailey $6.25, tube $2.65.
28x2'/2, corrugated $6.25, Bailey $7.00, Nobby
$7.75, tube $2.66. Single or double clinch. Guar-
anteed cases and tubes, Bailey type single clinch
28x21/4, $7.75, tube $2.65. 28x2/ $8.30, tube $2.82.
Price of tubes is by mail including postage. Send
postoffice order for tubes and 25 per cent on
cases and I ship allow examination. Wm. Van-
derpool. Springfield, Ohio.

PATENT ATTORNEYS
PATENT-ADVICE AND BOOKS FREE.

Highest references. Best results. I procure
patents that protect. Watson E. Coleman,
Patent Lawyer, 622 F St., N. W., Washington,
D. C.

PATENTS-GAS ENGINE, MOTOR VE-
hicle and aeronautical work a specialty. John O.
Seifert, Solicitor of American and foreign pat-
ents, designs and trademarks, 500 Fifth Ave., New
York City.

SEE WHAT I SAY UNDER "TYPE -
writers." ATCHISON.

PATENTS-FOR FACTS ABOUT PRIZES,
Rewards, etc., and information of intense inter-
est to inventors, send Sc postage for our new 128
page book. R. S. & A. B. LACEY, Dept. 52,
Washington, D. C.

PATENTS SECURED OR FEE RE -
turned. Send sketch for Free Expert Search and
Report as to patentability. Books on inventions
and patents and reference book, sent free. John
S. Duffle & Co., Dept. 1, Washington, D. C.

C. L. PARKER, PATENT ATTORNEY,
ex -examiner U. S. Patent Office, 912 G St., Wash-
ington, D. C., Inventors' handbook, "Protecting,
Exploiting and Selling Inventions," sent free upon
request.

PROTECT YOUR IDEAS. OUR NEW
Inventor's Primer tells how and cost; sent free.
MILO B. STEVENS & CO., 640 F St., Wash-
ington; 351 Monadnock Blk., Chicago. Estab.
1864. Guaranteed by Bankers Register. High-
est rating by Martindalé s Law Directory.

PICTURES AND POSTCARDS

PHOTOS-PRETTY GIRLS IN "BE
witching poses." 12 for 25c; 4 for 10c. Curtis
Co., 146 W. 73rd St. (E), Chicago.

JUST GIRLS -20 POSTCARDS OF GIRLS,
25c. No trash or landscapes. O. K. Pub. Co.,

ONE DOZEN HIGH GRADE POSTCARDS
for dime. Eastern Sales Company, 1072 Hartford,
Conn.

SEND 20c FOR MY 25 NO TWO ALIKE
Assortment of High Class Postcards. Satisfac-
tion guaranteed. W. E. Gough, Chaptico, \ld.

YOU'LL GET CARDS FROM EVERY-
WHERE. Membership l0c. Idaho Card Ex-
change, Dept. O., Box 906, Boise, Idaho.

IF YOU REALLY WANT TO EXCHANGE
postcards try our splendid club. Lists circulate
in many countries. Membership 10c. Halcyon
Exchange, Box 133, Erie, Pa.

JOIN THE LARGEST AND BEST POST -
card club. Exchange postcards with members
everywhere. Membership, 10c. C. C. Club, Dept.
17, Kansas City, Mo.

DECORATE YOUR "DEN" WITH "ART
Gems." Three bewitching poses, 25c., six for
50c. One 6/x8/ photograph free with every
order for six. All real photographs. Money back
if not pleased. Art Photo Co., 1410 P. E., Grand
Rapids, Mich.

JOIN OUR POSTCARD CLUB !-GET
hundreds of fine postcards free. Exchange cards
and correspondence with any or all of our thou-
sands of members located almost everywhere.
We give away a collection of 40 elegant, assorted
souvenir postcards and splendid large album free.
You get 10 samples of very latest, most beautiful
gold and embossed floral, greetings and friend-
ship cards if you join at once. Send your name
for membership today, enclosing 10 cents stamps
or silver, to CAPITAL POSTCARD CLUB,
Desk P. E., Topeka, Kansas.
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PICTURES AND POST CARDS
HELIGOLAND ELECTRIC LIGHTHOUSE.

Most powerful lighthouse in the world. Post-
cards of this lighthouse on sale. We carry the
largest assortment of lighthouse postcards of any
firm in the world. We also sell Irish scenery, etc.,
etc. Complete list and two sample cards sent
anywhere for five cents. Lighthouse Mission,
Dept. P. E., Linenhall St., Belfast, Ireland.

PRINTING
loo ENGRAVED STYLE VISITING CARDS

25c. 100 Neat Business Cards or Envelopes 40c.
Retter, Box 142-C, Tippecanoe City, Ohio.

125 BOND LETTERHEADS AND 125 EN-
velopes, white, pink, blue or green, printed, $1.00,
prepaid. Samples. Kinnier, Box 206, Brooklyn,
N. Y.

REAL ESTATE
TO SELL YOUR PROPERTY WRITE

Northwestern Business Agency, Minneapolis.
FARMS BOUGHT AND SOLD. NO MAT -

ter where located. Write Chas. A. Phildius, 388
.Pleasant Ave., New York.

FREE FARMS -1,000,000 acres Government
Land in Arkansas; also forest reserve elimina-
tions. Booklet telling where, giving law and
description, postpaid, 25c. State maps, 10c extra.
Everton Land Co., Everton, Ark. '

RUBBER STAMPS, ETC.
RUBBER STAMPS AND SPECIALTIES-

best prices-prompt delivery-Most complete
line. Don't buy till you see my big catalogue.
Free. Theo. Helbling, 607 Marquette Bldg.,
Chicago.

SCHOOLS
SEE WHAT I SAY UNDER "TYPE-

writers." ATCHISON.
TELEPHONE PRACTICE-COMPLETE

instruction by mail, qualifies men for quick ad-
vancement to high positions; write for particu-
lars. The Sinclair School of Telephony, Cam-
bridgeport, Mass.

WE TRAIN DETECTIVES. YOU CAN BE
one. Splendid opportunities. Travel. Earn $100
to $300 monthly. This fascinating profession
taught practically and scientifically by mail at a
nominal cost. American School of Criminology,
Dept. G, Detroit, Mich.

$200 TO $600 MONTHLY EASILY MADE
fitting eye glasses. Short, easy mail course
Reduced tuition. Big demand for opticians.
Write today for free "Booklet O." National
Optical College. St. Louis.

GOVERNMENT POSITIONS OFFER
steady, pleasant employment, big pay. Influence
unnecessary. Get your preparation from former
U. S. Civil Service Examiner. Write for big,
free, descriptive booklet. PATTERSON CIVIL
SERVICE SCHOOL, Box 890, RocHester, N. Y.

FREE TUITION BY MAIL: CIVIL SER-
vice, drawing, engineering, electric wiring, agri-
cultural, poultry, normal, academic, bookkeeping,
shorthand courses. Matriculation $5. Tuition
free to first applicant. Apply to CARNEGIE
COLLEGE, ROGERS, OHIO.

SCHOOLS

AUTOMOBILE SCHOOL-LEARN THE
automobile business, repairing and driving, in
which you can earn good wages and have health-
ful and pleasant work. We give a thorough sandpractical course in road work and repairing.
For full particulars address Academy of Auto-
mobile Engineering, 1420 Michigan Ave., Dept.
"C," Chicago, Ill.

TELEGRAPHY
TELEGRAPHY-MORSE AND WIRE-

LESS; Railway Accounting (Station Agency)
taught quickly. R. R. Dispatchers and Western
Union Wires and complete Wireless Station in
school. Splendid opportunities. Graduates as-
sisted. Living expenses low-may be earned.
Largest and oldest school established 37 years.
Investment $25,000.00. Correspondence courses
also. Catalogue FREE. DODGE'S TELE-
GRAPH & RAILWAY INSTITUTE, 16th St.,
Valparaiso, Ind.

TRADE SCHOOLS
ELECTRICITY, PLUMBING, BRICKLAY-

ING, PAINTING and DECORATING and
MECHANICAL DRAFTING, taught quickly by
expert workmen. Actual work takes place of
books. Tools and materials furnished FREE.
Splendid positions always open. Oldest, largest
and best equipped trade school. Write for Cata-
logue. COYNE NATIONAL TRADE
SCHOOLS, 86 E. Illinois St., Chicago.

TYPEWRITERS
TYPEWRITERS $1.00 TO $20.00, EVERY

make. Rented, sold, time, cash. Get list. Knights,
201 12th. St. Louis, Mo.

STENOGRAPHER MUST SELL HER REM-
ington typewriter, $9.00. Miss King, 2230 7th
Ave., New York City.

GENUINE TYPEWRITER BARGAINS, NO
matter what make, will quote you lowest prices
and easiest terms, or rent, allowing rental on
price. Write for big bargain list and catalogue
14. L. J. Peabody, 278 Devonshire St., Boston,
Mass.

LARGEST STOCK OF TYPEWRITERS IN
America. All makes: Underwoods, L. C.
Smiths, Remingtons, etc.; one -quarter to one-
half manufacturers' prices (many less). Rented
anywhere, applying rent on price. Write for
catalogue 102. Typewriter Emporium (Est.
1892), 92-94 Lake St., Chicago.

I WANT TO CORRESPOND WITH PER-
sons who are about to buy a high-grade type-
writer, object to paying the high prices generally
asked by manufacturers and dealers. Any make
on approval. Catalogue, bargain list and valu-
able information sent free. A. E. Atchison,
4125 West 21st St., Chicago.

TYPE WRITER S: CALIGRAPH, $6.00;
Hammond, Yost, Densmore, Williams, $10.00;
Remington, $12.00; Smith Premier, $15.00; Oliver,
$24.00; Underwood, $30.00; all makes on hand;
fifteen days' trial allowed, and a year's guaran-
tee. Send for catalogue. Harlem Typewriter
Exchange, Dept. 89, 217 West 125th St., New
York City.
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WIRELESS WIRELESS

PROFESSIONAL WIRELESS TELE -
phone Receivers proven to be the best all the
world over. Spark Gaps up for 5 kw. Stamps
bring price list. 1iá H. P. Electric Motors for
Sewing and Wash Machines, etc. $7.70 while
they last. COSMOS ELECTRIC CO., 136 Lib-
erty St., New York.

8 KW. WIRELESS SET. RECEIVING SET,
225 ft. steel tower. All commercial. Maltman,
806 Wrightwood Ave., Chicago.

MAKE YOUR OWN SPARK COIL AND
Condenser, % to 14 -inch spark, complete instruc-
tions and drawings, 20c. Nonius Electric Co.
(Not Inc.), 1216 South 48th Ave., Cicero, Ill.

THE NEW PERY CARBON WIRELESS
Detector, the latest thing in a detect, only $2.50.
Send stamp for catalogue of the best line made.
Alden Wireless Co., Dept. D, Campello, Mass.

WE HAVE A COMPLETE LINE OF WIRE -
less Supplies. Send 2c stamp for catalogue and

lowest prices. The Merker-Flocker Electric Co.,

957 Liberty Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa.

? ? ? ? ? WIRELESS AND ELECTRICAL
questions accurately answered, 25c each, three for
50c. Write now! The Edelman Laboratory, 2432

Lyndale South, Minneapolis, Minn.
WIRELESS OPERATORS! - MY NEW

Speed Chart will teach you to receive from the
Fastest Operators. Morse, Continental and Navy
Codes on one chart, 50 cents (no stamps). Fred
Fulgora, Box 356, North Diamond Station, Pitts-
burgh, Pa.

WIRELESS INSTRUMENTS? YES. LOADS
of them. Extra discount to Popular Electricity's
readers. Send 2c stamp for large Wireless Cata-
logue. Independent Wireless Co., 263 W. 11th

Street, New York, N. Y.

MAKE YOUR OWN WIRELESS APPARA-
tus. We furnish working drawings. Silicon,
Vertical Perikon, Carborundum Detectors. Helix,
Single or Double Slide Tuners, 15c each. Re-
ceiving Transformer 30c. Rotary Spark Gap 23c.
Remit by Postal or Express money order. Stamps
not accepted. Junior Wireless Co., 1788 Brooklyn
Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

STOP-IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN
wireless yon need a good book on the subject.
"Wireless Telegraph Construction for Ama-
teurs," by Alfred P. Morgan, is the most complete
and up-to-date book published, containing de-
tailed directions for the construction of outfits
capable of sending 3 to 100 miles and of receiv-
ing 100 to 1,500 miles. also explaining clearly the
workings and purpose of each part. 200 pages
fully illustrated. Postpaid, $1.50. Popular Elec-
tricity Book Department.

1/y" SPARK COIL WITH 12 PCS. APPA-
ratus, $1.50. We will send prepaid our /f spark
coil with 12 pcs. of experimental apparatus and
full instructions for over 50 of the most inter-
esting experiments known for $1.50. Satisfaction
guaranteed or money back. Hours of pleasure in
this outfit. Coil sends wireless signals over 14
mile. Thomas M. St. John, 848B 9th Ave., New
York.

CHAMBERS WIRELESS INSTRUMENTS.
Guaranteed first-class. Parts sold separately.
Special, 7 -strand hard -drawn Copper Aerial Wire,
100 ft., 60c, F. O. B. Philadelphia. Good Amateur
Receiving Set, $10.50. Send 2c stamp for new
illustrated catalogue. F. B. Chambers & Co., 217
N. Ninth St., Philadelphia, Pa.

HALF MILE WIRELESS STATION
guaranteed to send % mile; receive 500; on
wood base, %-in. Spark coil, Spark gap, 2

leyden jars, DPDT switch, insulators, diagram,
500 mile receiving set, combination mineral and
electrolytic detector, 65 feet aerial wire, 90 ohm
receiver, receiver cord, enamel wound TUNER.
Price complete, $3.10. Sending set only $1.75.
Receiving set $1.65. Stamp for catalogue.
WARNING-This company is not connected
with any company in New York City. The
Hertzian Elec. Co., 876 E 35th St., Brooklyn,
N. Y.

HELP WANTED

EARN GOOD PAY COPYING AD-
dresses. Particulars, six stamps. Hinchey, 167,
Middleport, N. Y.

BIG MONEY WRITING SONGS. SEND
for free booklet. Tells how. Conway, 49 Tuscola
St., Detroit, Mich.
SEND FOR FREE BOOKLET, ALL
About Patents and Their Cost. Shepherd &
Campbell. 500 B, Victor Bldg., Washington, D. C.

I MADE $18,000 IN THREE YEARS IN
mail-order business. Free booklet tells how. No
"outfit" scheme. H. System, 108, Marion, Ky.

MAKE $25.00 DAILY. A RELIABLE FIRM
wants an exclusive agent. New invention; write
today; name your county. Aerio Co., Z. 175,

Cincinnati, O.
SALESMAN WRITE AND FIND OUT

why our lines and methods bring increased com-
missions over other lines. 35 salesmen wanted
in all parts of the U. S. and in the large cities.
Brice Williams Calendar Company, Kokomo, Ind.

WANTED-MEN TO LEARN WATCH -

making. Earn pay while you learn. Write for
our free book "How to be a Watchmaker."
Stone Watchmaking School, 908 Globe Bldg., St.
Paul, Minn.

BIG MONEY WRITING SONGS. THOU -
sands of dollars for anyone who can write suc-
cessful words or music. Past experience unnec-
essary. Send us your song poems, with or with-
out music, or write for free particulars. AC-

CEPTANCE GUARANTEED IF AVAIL-
ABLE. Washington only place to secure copy-
right. H. Kirkus Dugdale Co., Dept. 13, Wash-
ington, D. C.

ELECTRIC METERMEN WANTED IN
every state --$900-$1,S00 yearly. Rapid in-
troduction of electricity creating new positions
daily. We will fit you fora splendid position
and assist you to get it. Booklet giving full par-
ticulars sent FRE. Write for it TODAY. Fort
Wayne Correspondence School, Dept. 30, Fort
Wayne, Ind.
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HELP WANTED

$25 WEEKLY AND EXPENSES TO MEN
and women to collect names, distribute samplesand advertise. Steady work. C. H. Emery, M Q,
Chicago, Ill.

WANTED-A MAN OR WOMAN TO ACTas our information reporter. All or spare time.
No experience necessary. $50 to $300 permonth. Nothing to sell. Send stamp for par-
ticulars. Sales Association, .611 Association
Building, Indianapolis, Ind.

LEARN AUTOMOBILE ENGINEERINGat home, spare time. Easy to learn. Convenientpayments; Auto Model free. Big demand; sal-
aries increasing; we assist you to position. Freecatalog. U. S. Correspondence Institute, Dept.19, Elmira, N. Y.

CHALLENGE SAFETY SWING. BESTfun -maker for children inside the home. Prices$1.50 and $2.00. Exclusive field. Big records in
territory recanvassed-the proof of its sellingmerit. Write for terms. Chautauqua Mfg. Com-
pany. Valparaiso, Ind.

INCREASE YOUR INCOME - MAKE
your spare time pay dividends. Send stamp to-day for particulars of our Salary Plan. Bestchance you ever had to make money quicklyand easily. Popular Electricity Magazine, Cir-
culation Department, Commercial Bldg., Chicago.Chicago.

LIVE AGENTS: HAVE YOU EVER BUILT
a goad business for yourself ? Let us help youdo so on our Kodak and Postcard Albums. Noline like the "Chautauqua." Best variety, highest
quality and yet we undersell. Write at once for
terms and exclusive territory. Chautauqua Mfg.
Company. Valparaiso, Ind.

YOU ARE WANTED FOR GOVERNMENTpositions; $80.00 month to commence. Annualvacations. Short hours. No "layoffs." Com-mon education sufficient. Over 12,000 appoint-
ments coming. Influence unnecessary. Sendpostal immediately for free list and descriptionof positions open. Franklin Institute, Dept. 0 53,Rochester, N. Y.

EXPERIENCED TELEPHONE SWITCH -board inspectors and wiremen for installing com-
mon battery central offices wanted by a large con-
cern operating in and around New York. Perma-nent positions with good opportunities for ad-vancement. Write giving full particulars. 52 W.Popular Electricity, 290 Fifth Ave., New York,N. Y.

THE NEW STATE AUTOMOBILE LAWSmake it impossible for incompetent or untrained
persons to hold a chauffeur's license and at thesame time makes it possible for properly register-ed and licensed chauffeurs to demand higher
wages. Don't waste your time and money insmall, new, or poorly equipped schools, but come
direct to the largest in the business. WE GUAR-ANTEE A MAN HOLDING OUR DIPLOMAto pass state examination. GREER COLLEGE
OF MOTORING, 1459 -.Vabash Avenue, Chicago,Illinois. THE ONLY SCHOOL CARRYINGTHE ENDORSEMENT OF THE TRADE.

MAGIC POCKET.TRICK FREE
Catalog included. send ,'c stamp.Dept. 17 370 W. 39th St. ,New York

Every Reader of
Popular Electricity

SHOULD HAVE A COPY OF

Our New
Book Catalog

CONTAINING PRICE AND DESCRIP-
TION OF THE MOST UP-TO-DATE
AND PRACTICAL BOOKS OF ALL
PUBLISHERS, BEST SUITED TO THE
NEEDS OF BEGINNERS, STUDENTS
AND THE PRACTICAL WORKER

Every Electrical Subject
IS COVERED, INCLUDING

Elementary Electricity, Static Electricity, Electric
Toy Making, Magnetism., Wiring for Light
and Power, Contracting, Armature and Magnet
Winding, Dynamos and Motors, Design and
Construction of Alternating and Direct Current
Machinery, Power Stations, Transmission, Prac-
tical Applications, Switchboards, Storage Bat-
teries, Measuring Instruments, Transformers,
Railways, Electricians' Hand Books, Teleg-
raphy, Telephony, Wireless Telegraphy and
Telephony, Induction Coils, High Frequency
Apparatus, Electroplating, Ignition, Automo-
biles, Aeronautics, Practical 25c Handbooks on
all subjects, etc.

A complete description of each
book is given, showing the contents
and purpose of the work, to assist
you in selecting those best suited
to -your needs.

TEAR OFF AND MAIL COUPON TODAY

POPULAR ELECTRICITY BOOK DEPT.
54 West Lake Street, Chicago, III.

Enclosed find 2c stamp for which please ,end
me your New Catalog as advertised.

Name

Address
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A
Helping
Hand

The I. C. S.
actually takes

the workingman by
the hand and helps him

to prosperity.
You may be working un-

der such circumstances that
advancement seems impossible,

but the I. C. S. will show you how
to GO UP. You may now have a

fairly good position, but you can go still
higher. Just follow the example set by

thousands of I. C. S. men who have made good
and are making good.
Every month over 400 students of the Inter-

national Correspondence Schools voluntarily

report an increase in their earnings.

Think of a man who a short time ago was earning but $10 a week and is
now earning five times that amount. Think of a day laborer being qualified
as superintendent as the result of I. C. S. training.

These are not exceptional cases. There
are thousands of them. The I. C. S. will International Correspondence Schools

tell you who they are. Box 1102, Scranton, Pa.

Architects, Engineers, Electricians, De-
signers, Draftsmen, Inventors, have been
and are students of the I. C. S. Large
employers of labor regard I. C. S. training
as proof of ability.

Do you doubt its power to help you?
If you do, here is an offer to prove it.
Mark and mail the coupon at once, and
the I. C. S. will send you more evidence.
If you are not perfectly satisfied you are
under no obligation to proceed further.

Mark and Mail the Coupon Today

Please explain, without further obligation on my part, how I
 can qualify for a larger salary and advancement to the posi
 lion, trade, or profession before which I have marked X.

Name-_

 St. and No.

City

Present Occupation

Electrical Engineering
Electric Lighting
Electric Railways
Electrician
Electric Car Running
Dynamo Foreman
Wireman
Mining Engineer
Telephone Expert
Civil Engineer
Automobile Running
Agriculture

Mechanical Engineer
Mechanical Draftsman
R. R. Constructing
Concrete Construction
Architect
Contracting & Building
Architectural Draftsman
Plumbing & Heating
Chemist
Bookkeeper
Advertising Man
Civil Service Exams.

Slate

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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Build Your Own Wireless Outfit

WIRELESS TELEGRAPH
CONSTRUCTION

By ALFRED P. MORGAN

SHOWS you how to construct various outfits capable of receiving
from 100 to 1500 miles and of transmitting 3 to 100 miles, giv-
ing in minute detail full directions for the construction of eachpart. Its thoroughness is a feature not often shown in such books.

This together with its splendid treatise of wireless along constructive lines makeit the ideal manual for an amateur. History and all obsolete forms of apparatus
have been omitted, so that the information contained is thoroughly up-to-date.

200 Pages Price $i 1.50 Postpaid 153 Illustrations
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Numerous Hook -Ups are illustrated to enable you to obtain the best results
from the instruments described.

CONTENTS OF CHAPTERS
I-Introduction. II-The Apparatus. III-Aerials and Earth Connection..
IV-Induction Coils. V-Interrupters. VI-Transformers. VII-Oscillation
Condensers and Leyden Jars. VIII-Spark Gaps or Oscillators. IX-Transmit-ting Helixes. X-Keys. XI-Aerial Switches and Anchor Gaps. XII-HotWire Ammeter. XIII-Oscillation Detectors. XIV-Tuning Coils and Trans-
formers. XV-Receiving Condensers. XVI-Telephone Receivers and Head
Bands. XVII-Operation.

Popular Electricity Book Department, Chicago, Illinois

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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The Electric Cigar Lighter
Every consideration for safety, neatness and convenience suggests the use

of an Electric Cigar Lighter on the office desk. It is constantly ready for
instant use. Does away with the annoyance of hunting for
matches, eliminates the dangers attendant upon their use
and saves littering the floor with burnt ends.

For the Office or Cigar Stand
Besides its safety and economy, its attractive appearance
makes it a desirable adjunct to the office desk or the cigar
counter. It is 74 inches high, all metal parts of oxidized
copper finish, and fitted with 6 -foot connecting cord. The
cost of electricity for its operation is about 3 cents a day.
Price, $2.80.

A Handsome and Efficient Desk Lamp
There is a decided satisfaction to be had from a desk lamp such as this.
With a handsome appearance, it combines the utmost efficiency in con-
centrating the light upon the desk, affording appreciable relief to the eyes.
It is adapted for use on any flat top desk, whether in the home or office.
It combines a lamp, double inkwell and pen rack. Finished in old brass

or statuary bronze. $15.00.

ELECTRIC SHOP -CHICAGO
Michigan and Jackson Boulevards

Over two thousand things electrical

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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For President in 1912 --Who?
TAFT

WILSONLA FOLLETTE? CLARKROOSEVELT HARMONCUMMINS MARSHALL 

EVER in the history of American politics haveconditions been so uncertain, so puzzling, sobaffling of solution. Unrest, spreading into Canada, hasupset the settled administration of a decade, while, to the south inMexico, the long-established and deeply -rooted Diaz regime hasgiven way to a new order of things. Everywhere on our continentthe people are clamoring for a change. No wonder President Taft,worried by conditions the like of which the oldest politicians haveno recollection of, has hurridly undertaken a whirlwind tour of thenation in a brave effort to stem the tide of opposition. A half a dozen nationalleaders are fighting for the democratic presidential nomination. No one can morethan guess which of the half dozen, if indeed any of them, will land the covetedleadership. No one can say whether indeed President Taft will be renominated bythe republicans, or the honor fall to `Bob" La Follette, or Cummins, or some otherleader. All is uncertainty, guess -work, chaos.

by accept your special s
offer in Popular E leis-
tricity. and enclose 25e Isfor which it is understood

acre to mail me Chicago No good Americanill fail interestedinresult this poll, which
Magazine, containing f .11 ¡ w to be the of}
fresults

of presidential poll, . affords him the first advanced returns of the 1912 election. It comprisesor three months.
but one of the many up-to-the-minute features that in one year's time hasmade CHICAGO MAGAZINE the most influential publication of theName s Middle West and given it a circle of over 3011,900 readers.

SPECIAL OFFER To any reader of Popular Electricityfilling
in the attached coupon and mailing to usAddress

with twenty-five cents we will send CHICAGO MAGAZINE for threemonths, beginning with the November number and containing the corn-plete results of the presidential poll. This offer is null and void aft orPity and State December 1, 1911. Do not delay. Do it NOW !

In a period of this kind, with the national election only a year away and the probablecandidates for the greatest honor in the gift of the world's greatest nation as deftlyhidden as the plot in a Conan Doyle detective mystery. Mr. Barratt O'Hara, editorof CHICAGO MAGAZINE, has undertaken a poll of the presidential sentimentof the editors of the nation. It is the most extensive, most wide -sweeping, mostambitious national straw vote ever undertaken by any individual or any concern inthe United States. Every newspaper editor in the country, the small obscure countryjournalist as well as the famous metropolitan giant of the press, has been asked toname the democratic and the republican presidential choice of the readers of hispaper. And the editors are casting their votes-these molders of public opinionwho know the public's mind and control the public's reading matter are telling"right out in meeting" the men they are for and will fight for.
Chicago Illinois, Iowa, Ohio, the home state of Taft and Harmon; Wisconsin, theMagazine home of La Follette; Indiana, the home of Marshall; and Michigan, have1036 National Life \ already been canvassed. The vote in those six states, has been care-Bldg., Chicago, in. fully tabulated by Mr. O'Hara and the result announced in theGentlemen: I here- t. November

CHICAGO MAGAZINE

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers,
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Do You Love Your Wife ?
If, by one act, you could remove all the drudgery of house-
work, all the worry of hired help, would you do it?

Sure Thing !
Well, you can - It's easy and you can save money by

doing it too !

How ?-By giving her a Christmas Gift that will do the
hardest part, the nerve-racking, back-breaking part of the
work; doing it quickly, thoroughly, silently and always

satisfactorily. What?

"WHIRLPOOL"
TRADE MARK

ELECTRIC HOME
LAUNDRY MACHINE

The latest and best development of the greatest labor - saving
machine ever produced. It does

All the Washing and All the Wringing
and all you have to do is push the button. There is no compli-
cated 'machinery, no belts or wheels, no clanging levers, no
greasy bearings. All moving parts aré cased in so that the baby
can play around it as safely as around an ordinary table.

A Child Can Operate It!

Do you want to know more about this automatic ser-
vant? Send A PENNY postcard addressed to Dept. W.

DARCHE MANUFACTURING COMANY
ESTABLISHED 1880

13-15-17 North Jefferson Street, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

BRANCHES: NEW YORK - DETROIT

For our Mutual. Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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While They Last!

BOUND VOLUMES II AND III
POPULAR ELECTRICITY MAGAZINE

$1.20 Each, Postpaid

THINK OF IT! These handsome volumes at merely the
cost of the twelve magazines, and sent, all charges prepaid,
to any address. Each volume contains twelve issues, hand-

somely bound in blue silk with name stamped in gold on back.
All advertising matter is excluded, making it a handy size for
your library. Among the contents are :
Construction of an Electrical Laboratory, Operation of Bells from Light
Circuit, Construction of a High Power Wireless Equipment, Calculating
Illumination, Electricity in the Household, Wireless Telephones, Spark Coil
Dimensions, Wireless Detectors, Electric Soldering Iron, Making Telephone
Magnets, Transmission of Photos by Wireless, Electrical Agriculture, The
Electric Fan, Automatic Electric Clocks, Mail Box Alarms, Electricity and
the Submarine, Induction Coils in Vaudeville, Illumination of Workshops,
Electricity in the Practice of Medicine, Repeating Alarm Clocks, Electric
Flashers, Electric Fortune Teller, Toy Railway Car Reverser, Edison's New
Battery, Across the Atlantic by Airship, The Insides of Moving Pictures,
Motors for the Home, Making of Near Diamonds, Electric Block Signalling,
Testing Airship Propellers, Making and Testing Telephone Cables, Electro-
plating, Construction of a Small Rheostat, Tesla High Frequency Apparatus,
Edison and His Work, Electrical Threshing. Talking Between Chicago and
New York, The Smallest Motor in the World, The Modern Dentist, Electric
Tree Felling, Power from Ocean Waves, Construction of Small Dynamos and
Motors, Electricity in Book Making, Remedy for Party Line Telephone
Troubles, Electricity in Building the Panama Canal, Timing Bullet Speeds,
The Multiplex Telephone, Epoch Making Electric Inventions, Electric Cigar
Lighter, Electrical "Stunts," etc., etc., with hundreds of special articles, news
notes, descriptions, etc.

Don't Overlook This Exceptional Opportunity to Secure These
Valuable Books at a Price Less Than the Cost of Binding.

TEAR OFF AND MAIL COUPON TODAY

POPULAR ELECTRICITY BOOK DEPT.,
54 West Lake Street, Chicago, III.

GENTLEMEN:-Enclosed find $ for which please send me Bound Volumes

POPULAR ELECTRICITY MAGAZINE.

Name

Address

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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Money in Mississippi
I am offering here lands which are being developed
by a company which has behind it an unbroken
record of twenty years of continued success O O

Mississippi is a new wonderland-long neglected because misunderstood
-but now coming to its own. I have traveled the length and breadth of it
and know where the fortunes of the future are to be made. They will be
made in the choice garden spots, which need only the touch of the settler
to make them fairly leap into wealth producing. I have seen the actual
crops growing there. I know what I am talking about when I say that the

Lampton Lands of Mississippi
present a remarkable opportunity for safe and sure investment. I have spent my life in the land busi-
ness and have started hundreds on the road to prosperity and wealth. Their success has been my success.

I have sold other lands, but the Lampton Lands are a pet project. While these lands have been eagerly
sought after for years, until now they could not be bought in small parcels, as they were owned by an estate
which would sell only in bulk and for all cash. We paid all cash and own free and clear. The Lampton
Realty Company is a great company of energetic business men, residents of Mississippi, with ample capital. They
have their heart in this tract. But they need to divide it among the people in 10, 20, 40, 80 -acre tracts
to reap the harvest which development brings. Those earliest to join with them in this will share with them in

the larger profits. I have seen similar lands under similar conditions rise in value from $20 to $500
per acre. I have faith in the Lampton lands, and recommend them to you, because:

The Soil Is Right A rich, responsive loam underlaid with clay, fertile beyond the best of high-priced corn lands
of Illinois and Iowa. Easily worked, raises tremendous crops, and is adapted perfectly for

Figs. Pecans, Satsuma Oranges, Peaches and other fruits which produce fortunes from a few acres, as well as for Truck and
:eneral Farming, Staple Crops of Corn, Cotton, Highland Rice. Sweet Potatoes, Peanuts. etc.

The Climate Is Right No extremes of heat or cold. Sunstrokes are unknown. Average winter temperature,
52 degrees F., summer, 81 degrees F. Two and three crops of vegetables a year are the

rule; strawberries are grown at Christmas. Shirt -sleeve weather every month-invigorating and healthful always.

The Location Is Right First, we are on a high elevation, away from all swamps. The rainfall is abundant, the
drainage is perfect. 'New Orleans and other cities are within a few hours by rail and

furnish a greedy market at high prices for all the produce our lands will raise. Plenty of game, too, and good sport for
hunters and fishermen.

The Profits Are Big Fruit raising, truck farming. sheep raising and general farming flourish in a way wonder-
ful to those used to ti te stingy crops of the North.Lampton Lands are already weU

occupied by settlers who have made remarkable successes. Adjoining lands now sell for $50 to $100 per acre.

L S. WARD, a resident, writes: "Have lived here all my life and never been sick. Cattle fatten themselves
-haven't fed mine for five years. The natural country for Figs. Satsuma Oranges, Pecans, etc. Two -year -old fig
trees bear 40 pounds. Great for Rice, Oats, Soy Beans and CoverCrops. Got $750 from syrup alone on four acres."

I Want You to Read My Land Book
It tells how, with as little as ten acres, you can quickly acquire a

,, competence by settling on the land, or earn big interest on your
money if you hold for speculation. Terms are easy and intro-
ductory prices are low. My advice is that you look into the
Lampton Lands now, while this great section is young. All you
need to do now is to send for my book. It will open your eyes
about the way lands are sold, and give you the truth about how
to make money in the South, the richest section of the United
States. My experience of a life -time is in this book. Write for
it I will send it free by early mail.

S. THORPE LAMPTON REALTYFORCOMPANY
SALES MANAGER THE

1656 First National Bank Building, Chicago, Ill.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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A Wealth -Creating
Opportunity

Identify yourself with the times in
which you live. Be active. Establish a
business of your own by buying, selling
and trading through the medium of Pop-
ular Electricity "Classified Columns."

11 You will overlook many money -saving bar-
gains and wealth -creating opportunities if you
fail to read these busy little ads.

/11 These Classified Advertisements exploit
many things in which you are interested. Both
employer and employe obtain results. Don't
fail to profit thereby.

Classified rates will be found at the head of the
Classified Columns. Write today for our circular of
"EVIDENCE" which shows what others haveaccom-
plished through the use of our Classified columns.

POPULAR ELECTRICITY MAGAZINE
CLASSIFIED DEPARTMENT

FOR THE AMATEUR
OR PRACTICIAL ELECTRICIAN

Tills is one of the most
valuable works ever
published.
Written in simple, easilyunderstood language,
fully illustrated with cuts
and working drawings.

Presents a wonderfully interest-
ing and entertaining series of
electrical experiments, giving full
directions for constructing ap-
paratus required with inexpensive

l
materialsand toolseasily obtained.

Shows you how to make all- kinds of batteries, electric hell-.,
rheostats, condensers, large and

1 pl(HINSN small induction coils, an electro -
By L P an automatic circuit

closer; how to construct and use
telegraph and telephone instru-

men s, measure electrical resistance and pressure and make and
use galvanometers and voltmeters.

G'ves detailed directions for building a 1-20 horse power
motor, explaining exactly how to make each of the various
parts and assemble them correctly. Shows you how to do
electro -plating at home, design a small dynamo, build an
electric engine, an electric locomotive, a model fire alarm tele-
graph, make simple arc lamps, and light lamps by electricity.
Also how to make an electric bomb, electric gyroscope andother electrical toys, etc., etc.

204 pages. Handsomely stamped cloth covers.
Price-postpaid-151.00

FREE for two paid annual subscriptions to POPULAR
ELECTRICITY.

POPULAR ELECTRICITY BOOK DEPT.
CHICAGO, ILL.

TWO VALUABLE BOOKS
Motor Troubles

By E. B. Raymond
Electrical Contracting

By Louis J. Auerbacher
Alternating and Direct Current How to Get the Work and Do It

197 pages illustrated
Price $1.50 postpaid

For many years Mr.
Raymond was the Gen-
eral Electric. Company's
expert in the tracing of
motor troubles, so there
can be no one better equipped
than he to fortify you against
the many difficulties that arise
in this field. This book con-
tains the right solution of
every problem and is so ar-
ranged and indexed that you
can instantly put your finger
on the remedy.

Contents : - Starting Up.
Sparking. Brush Troubles.
Characteristics of the Induc-
tion Motor. Locating Faults
in Induction Motors. Wind-ing Faults. Balking of Induction Motors. MechanicalTroubles. Troubles with Synchronous Motors. TestingGenerators. Testing Direct -Current Motors. AlternatingCurrent Generators. Testing Induction Motors.

160 pages illustrated
Price $2.00 postpaid

This book starts at the
beginning of the average
contractor's troubles-his
shop systems and his es-
timates.

Mr. Auerbacher covers these
fully with plenty of good ideas
on the short cuts, suggestions
and economies which make for a
better business and better profit.

Most electrical contractors do
not realize that their money is lost
because they lack the right shop or-
ganization and methods of keeping
track of stock, and the contractor
who familiarizes himself with this
book will not only do better work,
but he will do it at a greater profit
and his customer will be better sat-
isfied. A large part of the book is
devoted to wiring systems of all kinds, forming the most useful
wiring handbook on the market. It shows the latest and best
methods, and, however experienced you may be, ysu will findplenty of new ideas in this book, as well as all of the everydaydata to which you want to refer.

POPULAR ELECTRICITY BOOK DEPT., CHICAGO, ILL.
(5)

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers:
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How to Buy a Vacuum Cleaner
When you have resolved to install a Vacuum Cleaner in your
home, you have a still more important matter to decide. The
amount of satisfaction you will get out of this sanitary cleaning
method depends upon which machine you select to do the work

Look for These Five Features
First. A Powerful Machine that will take

up all the dirt and dust, even that deeply imbedded in the
very texture of heavy floor coverings. The FEDERAL
VACUUM CLEANER has a Rotary Pump. Its pump
revolves steadily in one direction, similar to a powerful

turbine engine. It creates a positive and powerful suction
that is not possible in other types of vacuum cleaners.

Second.. A Simple Machine. The accom-
panying illustration shows at a glance the extreme simplicity
of the working parts of the " FEDERAL," all of which
are easy of access.

Third. A Durable Machine. The " FED-
ERAL" has no valves to work loose-no bellows to wear
out. Its motor and Rotary Pump revolve always in the
same direction-steadily, noiselessly, reducing wear to the
minimum.

Fourth. A Vibrationless Machine. The
Rotary Pump operates so smoothly, steadily and without
jarring and jerking that it transmits no vibration to the
floor. This makes it ideal for use in apartment buildings.

Fifth. A Noiseless Machine. The "FED-
ERAL" operates without noise. There are no gears to
rattle, no piston to pound up and down. You get all these

five features only in

The Silent Running

Yawl Varmint (flour
It is the Rotary Pump that makes the "FEDERAL"

excel other Vacuum Cleaners. It is the Rotary Pump that
gives it the powerful suction-that takes up all the dirt and

dust, no matter how deeply imbedded in heavy rugs, carpets, upholstery, hangings and clothing. It is

the Rotary Pump that makes the " FEDERAL a simple machine, a durable one, a vibrationless and

silent -running Vacuum Cleaner.

Weighs Only 60 Pounds
The " FEDERAL" is the lightest machine of

its type and capacity. This is because all metal
parts (excepting motor and light steel jacket) are
made of aluminum. Even the cleaning tools are
made of this light metal. The rug -cleaning tool
with its handle weighs only 36 ounces. You need
neither weight nor effort to clean with a " FED-
ERAL"-the air does all the work.

The Federal Guarantee
We will ship you a " FEDERAL" for 10 days'

trial. If not sailkfactory return it at our expense
and any payments made by you will be promptly
refunded. Price, $125, less 5% discount for
remittance within 10 days after receipt of machine.
Or $25 down and 10 monthly payments of $10

each. Write today for full particulars of this
offer, complete descriptive booklet, etc. Address

597 Home

Vacuum Cleaner Department

Federal Sign System (Electric)
Insurance Building

Chicago, Illinois
Branches in 15 Cities

New York, Baltimore. Cincinnati, Buffalo. Columbus, Detroit. Harrisburg. Kansas City.
Lexington, Louisville, New Orleans, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, St. Louis, Oklahoma City

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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CAPITAL AND RESOURCES-$1,750,000.

BEAUTIFY YOUR HOME
WITH THE ARTISTIC

REED & SONS
PIANO

Save $128 to $222
on Your Piano

You want the best piano in your home-and you wantto pay only the manufacturer's price for it. The Reed &Sons Piano has a world-wide name. It is the sweetest-toned piano, handsomely designed, and is constructed touphold a lud-earned reputation, gained duringsixty-nineyears. Thousands of owners praise it. At the World's
Columbian Exposition it won the highest award metal.

Send No Money
This piano was formerly sold through dealers, agents

and jobbers. Their profits have been wiped out. It is nowsold direct to the buyer and the customer receives the
savings that would otherwise go to the middleman. Yousave from $128 to $222. by baying a Reed & Sons Piano.
Better et ill, a purchase plan It n been arranged that makes
it easy for you to pay. No money down.

30 DAYS' FREE TRIAL IN YOUR HOME
and we will pay the freight on any piano you may select.This remarkable offer will allow your family andfriends to enjoy the exquisite tonal qualities and to notethe attractiveness of the design and finish-and inspectthe easy action. When you are absolutely satisfied, youcan pay by the month, three months, or twice a year.We want you to have the great enjoyment of owning sosplendid an instrument. If we cannot satisfy you with the
piano we will pay the freight for its return. This is the
fairest offer ever made. It means 365 days' Approval
Test. besides 30 days' Free Trial and three years' time to
pay if satisfied. We give a 25 year guarantee bond with
every Piano.

NO COLLECTORS-NO INTEREST TO PAY
Our direct to the home manufatet.nret'sw holeealepricea

are so low-that you can have a celebrated Reed & Sons
Piano for life-long use. ata price no higher thanthntofan
inferior. cheap piano, sold by some dealers and agents. and
still obtain the ltighestarti,ticquulity. The Reed & Sons
Piano will be a source of pride to you all your life. Just
compare the piano, illustrated above. with the Piano your
dealer or agent would charge you from $4§D to $500 for,
and we know that you will readily decide in favor of the
artistic Reed & Sons Piano.

BIC BOOK SENT YOU FREE
You can save money by clipping this coupon right

now. It will secure for you our special proposition
and prices. all in the handsomest color-illustrated
catalog, sent free. We guarantee that we can offer youa better proposition than any other piano concern inthe world. A two -cent stamp will save for you thedealer's profit. Fill out the coupon, now!

REED & SONS PIANO MFG. CO.
Dept. 27, Cor. Jackson Blvd. & Wabash Ave.Chicago, iii.

Send me your big illustrated book Free.

Name

Street. R. F. I)

Tmett ('o+ntly Vat,'
Largest Factory to Home Manufacturers in the World

BOYS MAGAZINE

tur. sco.w,Li P. é°::ily; cmrmo

raPhY,

The
Boys' Magazine

(EDITED by WALTER CAMP)

is unquestionably the finest
magazine in the world for boys.
Each issue is filled with clean,
fascinating stories and instructive
articles, all of intense interest to
every live boy. Also, each issue
contains departments devoted to
The Boy Scouts of America,
Electricity, Mechanics, Photog-

Athletics, Carpentry, Stamps and Coins.
A new handsome cover in colors each month. Beauti-

fully illustrated throughout.

Special Offer: For only $1.0MA0 Ae will send you
THE B OYS'MAGAZINE for awhole year and a copy of the most practical and useful

little book you ever read,
FIFTY WAYS FOR BOYS TO

MAKE MONEY," and this
handsome four -bladed knife.
The blades are made of selected
steel, carefully tempered and
hardened and highly polished.
The handle is of heavy pearl,
German silver bolsters and plate. (The knife is four
times size of illustration.)

Your money will he ,bronl¡tiy refunded if you are not more
than pleased with yaw' investment.

Address, THE SCOTT F. REDFIELD CO.,
640 Main St., Smethport, Pa.

(lily BOYS' MA GA7,INE is uu sate at till news-stands
at to cents a copy.)

2 H.P. Gasoline Engine $36.00
With Complete Equipment

4 H. P. Water Cooled 664.003 H. P. Air Cooled 78.50A full line of Portable and Marine Engines in all sizes, at the sameextremely low prices. Brand new and guaranteed strictly high grade.30 days free trial, or money back if not satisfactory.
Enormus stock of Electrical supplies, Shafting, Hangers, Pulleys,Belting, everything In the line of machinery at a saving to you from 30to 75 per cent. Write us your wants.

Chicago House Wrecking Co., Chicago

Increase Your Income
Make your spare time pay dividends. Write

today (with stamp) for particulars of our Salary Plan
for representatives. It's a money-maker.
Popular Electricity Magazine, CirculationDept.

Commercial Bldg., Chicago, Ill.

i FREE

FRONEE
WEEKS
TUITION

COUPON Inelaweeksbythe"Sweeney
AND System"-practical work on -

CATALOtrealautomobiles In our shops and onroads: individual instruction; no books
used; tools riven free. Sweeney Auto
School 1673,Woodland, Kansas City, al..

LEARN ALL ABOUT
AUTOMOBILES

i
$15 Files Your Idea
in the Patent Office, under my "No fee in
advance" Plan, and you make and sell tic
der "patent applied for." Send sketch anddescription for free report. Val un taebooks free,

O. C. BILLMAN Cleveland, Ohio
Washington, D. C.

Far our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers,
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HESS sse i LOCKER
The Only Modern,Sanitary

j STEEL Medicine Cabinet
orlocker ished in white,baked
everlasting enamel, inside and out.
Beautiful beveled mirror door. Nickel
plate brass trimmings. Steel or glass
shelves.
Costs Less Than Wood
Never warps, shrinks, nor swells.

Dust and vermin proof, easily cleaned.
Should Be In Every Bath Room

Four styles-four sizes. To recess in
wall or to hang outside. Send for illus-
trated circular.

The Recessed Steel HESS, 912 L Tacoma Bldg., Chicago
Medicine Cabinet Makers of Steel Furnaces. Fres Booklet

US MORRIS CHAIR 25
65c monthly-total price $5.45.

#1
CASH

Latest design. Kiln dried heavy
stock. Genuine Fabricord Leather. We
have 3000 such bargains for you. And all

Sold On Credit
You use and enjoy the goods now-pay

you can. 30 DAYS' GUARANTEED F1í1-1
TRIAL. Send at once for our big illustrate,1
catalogue. It's FREE to von.

SPIEGEL, MAY, STERN & CO.

1671 35th Street - Chicago, Ill.

You Gan Easily Own a Diamond or aten. i one -n to on, -livery,
ba lance in 8 equal monthly payments. talogg free. Write today.

Loftsr.1!!
Old Eellahle.Orielaal 0lamoad S Watch I red!, Ilouse

inua tr bO. Dept. 1.871, 82 State street, Chicago, 111.

Hotel Cumberland
Broadway, at 54th Street NEW YORK
Near 50th St. Subway Station and 53d St. Elevated

" Broadway " Cars
from Grand Central
Depot pass thedoor

New and Fireproof

Best Hotel Accom-
modations in New
York at Reasonable

Rates

$2.50 with Bath
and up

European plan

All Hardwood
Floors and Oriental

Rugs

Ten minutes' walk
to 20 Theaters

Ecellent
Restaurant

Prices moderate
Send for Booklet

HARRY P. STIMSON, Manager. Formerly with Hotel
Imperi

Only New York Hotel Window -screened Throughout

The World Famous

MEISTER
PIANO

Sent to any home in America on

30 Days Free Trial
THE FREIGHT PREPAID

Eight Artistic Styles to Choose from
Ranging in Price from

$175 to $350
Sold direct from the factory to you, and

not sold to dealers or commission men
under any circumstances.

If you like the instrument and desire to
keep it after the month's free trial, these
are the terms of sale:

SMALL WEEKLY OR MONTHLY PAYMENTS
NO CASH PAYMENT DOWN
NO INTEREST ON PAYMENTS
NO EXTRAS OF ANY KIND
PIANO STOOL AND SCARF FREE

Sold under . Rothschild & Company's
Guarantee Bond which is as good as a
Government Bond.

Rothschild & Company's resources are
in excess of $4,000,000, and every promise
they make is absolute. Ask any banker in
America for Rothschild & Company's com-
mercial rating.

Send for our beautifully illustrated catalog showing
Meister pianos in the natural wood colors. The book
also contains hundreds of testimonial letters from
delighted customers. A post card will bring it.

The Meister Piano Co.
(Rothschild & Company, Sole Owners)

DEPT. 20 K, CHICAGO, ILL.

For ouyMutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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Bad
Habits
Conquered
IF you are a slave to

any bad habit that
is ruining your health,
character and ability to
get ahead, write me

confidentially for information. I refer to
craving for Alcoholic Drinks of any
kind, for Cigarettes or any other form
of Tobacco using, for Drugs, including
Cocaine, Morphine, Paregoric, Opium,
Cholera Mixtures, Peppermint, Jamaica
Ginger, Acetanilid, Etc.

Most bad habits can be permanently conquered
in 72 hours without loss of time or discomfort.
Wonderful success, perfectly safe, guaranteed,
indorsed by physicians, legions of testimonials.
Mention what habit you desire to overcome and
whether it is in yourself or another. Address

EDWARD J. WOODS
534 Sixth Ave. 731 C New York, N. Y.

12'Art Panels 50c
Beautiful Duo Tint Reproductions of
Famous Paintings-Panel Size 7x10

These pictures are real gems-the
most exquisite portrayals of

"WOMAN BEAUTIFUL"
ever show in one collection. We send a
full set of 12 in handsome Art portfolio,
packed flat and safe delivery guaran-
teed, together with lifelike miniatures
of 70 other beautiful and catchy den
pictures, for only Soc coin, money
order or U. S. stamps. Send at once.
Money back if not satisfied. Or
send $1.25 for same set hand -colored.
FLORENTINE ART COMPANY
Dept. F.11, 2209 Prairie Ave., Chicago, 111.
FreeOHyrepanels at o ed and

wcu

wreill in lode
in coima.

4

I
h: p :,.wi.mmoul

N- s
ERLIWG4bTROPPER

AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE
'lb sell our new Automatic Stropper. Puts a perfect edgeon any razor, or any safety razor. Absolutely guaranteed.A boon to every man who shaves. Every call a sale ; everysale a good profit Write today for territory. Become ageneral or a local agent. No experience necessary. Canvass-ers, Salesmen, Clerks, Artisans, Students, are making bigmoney,and so can you. Clean-cut hustlers are doing wonders.A golden opportunity. Wrdetoday and reserve y ur terria,rr.S. H. KANNER, 566 Broadway, New York

150 KINDS WIREBSTEELPUZZLES
Sample with Catalog. 10 centsor 3 leaders for 25 cents.

WESTERN PUZZLE WORKS -E
St. Paul, Minn.

You Can Make Money Printing
for others or save mosey by doing your own printing.Our presses though low in price will print anything
letterheads. cards. menus. etc., and do work t hat willsatisfy the most exacting. Just the Press for Hotels,

Groceries, Restaurants, Churches. Lodges,
Printshops, or for the man or boy who a nuts to
start in the printing business. The presses use
standard metal type, half tones, wood cuts, etc..
and can be operated by any man or boy without
any previous experience. The most 'tract ice
presses and outfits on t Ile market at prices w itlt-
tn the reach of all. $3.50 and up; all guaran-teed. Send for Free Catalog.

168 W. Washington St.L. M. CARROLL & CO., CHICAGO, ILL.

Special Wholesale Prices
SHIPPED ON APPROVAL
anywhere. Five days' trial.
Factory rebuilt typewriters.
Visible or Otherwise
Rentingtnns,( )li-
vers, L. C. Smith
Premiers. Royals,
Monarchs.

Your Choice of 300 Typewriters
from $15.00 to $20.00

Send for Catalog No. 81 and Wholesale Prices

Gaerte Typewriter Exchange
333 S. DEARBORN ST. CHICAGO, ILL

o
G

Cah1Foinnia
o Three Magnificent The China and Japan Mail

Daily
Leaves Chicago p. m.Trains The Best of Everything

All three run over the smooth well -ballasted roadbed These three splendid trains leave from the
of the Chicago, Union Pacific and North Western Line- new (Chicago) Passenger Terminal, Chi -
the famous double -track line to the Missouri River. cago and North Western Rail -
Safeguarded way-the most modern railwaybyautomatic safetysignals all the wa ......01'1'........0g Y' terminal in the world.The San Francisco Overland Limited For fall part icnlars, address NOATI

Leaves Chicago 8:30 p. m. Chicago and
PACIFICMON

IINn+The Los Angeles Limited North Western Ry. ,1 tit,Leaves Chicago 10:16p.m.
A. c>ogArgos-,G 1: rat. '01 _0,4 Excellent a la carte dining service on all trains. Chi, a.eo. Iii.

2525252S2S25252525252525 El
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If Your Dealer Doesn't Carry

Signal Coat Shirts
Send for a Couple at Our Risk
We want you to know the comfort, wear and good looks of

Signal Coat Shirts-we want you to realize the advantage of the
open front which enables you to slip the shirt on or off like a
coat. No tugging over the head.

Ask your dealer to show you this shirt. Note the many
points and advantages to be had on no other shirt.

Extra button at bottom of breast plait, to keep the frcnt smooth, sleeve slit in the
side not in seam and reinforced with rip proof band. Two double band collars, hand
turned, two pockets. Made from fast indigo percales. Seams double sewed.

If not obtainable in your town, send size and we will express you a couple,

charges prepaid. If satisfactory, pay expressman $1.00 each. (West of Missouri
River $1.25.) If not what you want, return at our expense. Write for folder show-
ing extra styles in neat colored designs for semi -dress at $1.50, collars to match.

Hilker-Wiechers Mfg. Company
1248 Mound Avenue Kacine, Wisconsin

Makers of Signal Overalls Union Made

e

The American Boy
is a moral dynamo-a magazine

devoted exclusively to the whole
boy-a magazine that imbues the boy
with high morals, honor and manliness.

500,000 boys are now enthusiastic read-
ers every month.

The American Boy
Contains stories of the things boys like to read about
-alventure, travel, history, photography, stamps,
electricity, carpentry, sports, current events, etc.,
all beautifully illustrated.
And a department devoted to the Boy Scouts of

t America, to which Ernest Thompson Seton, Chief s

1 Scout, contributes an illustrated page each month.
It is the best magazine for boys in alLthe world.

Give it to your boy !
$1 for a whole year.

OIc for one copy atnews-stands. i
'`. The Sprague Publishing Co.

143 American Bldg. iiDETROIT, MICH.

We will send you by mail,
postage paid, 10 collars for
30 cents, or a sample for 6
cents in U.S. stamps. Cost at
the stores 25 cents for box
of 10.

STATE Si2E AND STYLE

These collars look just like
linen and are more comfort-
able, but cost so little that
they may be thrown away
when soiled. They may be
reversed and worn both sides.

REVERSIBLE COLLAR CO.

Dept. U, Boston, Mass.

ANGELO
Sizes

12I to 2e
Inches

hont2I Inches
Back I Inch.

RU BENS

Saes au, 20 Inches ,

h°nt 2 Inches Back l Inch

I
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The Edison
Storage Battery
Whatever your battery re-
quirements are, in justice
to yourself, you should give
the Edison Storage Battery

 full consideration before
y o u purchase a battery.
The fact that the Edison
costs about twice as much
as other batteries should not
scare you off, but should in-
terest you-for its numer-
ous definite advantages over
the others make it worth
many times as much. For
instance, take this one ad-
vantage: The ampere hour
capacity of the Edison is
about double that of any
other battery o f equal
weight. All the other ad-
vantages, just as important
as this, are covered in the
complete information
which we have ready to
send you. Write for it.

The following manufacturers
now equip with Edison Storage
Battery:
Anderson Electric Car Co., Detroit, Mich.
S. R. Bailey & Co., Amesbury, Mass.
Baker Motor Vehicle Co., Cleveland, O.
Bronx Motor Vehicle Co., New York City.
Gen. Vehicle Co., Long Island City, N.Y.
The Lansden Company, Newark, N. J.
Ohio Electric Car Co., Toledo, Ohio.
Rauch & Lang CarriageCo., Cleveland, O.
Walker Vehicle Company, Chicago, Ill.
Ward Motor Vehicle Co., New York City.
The Waverley Co., Indianapolis, Ind.
Electric Omnibus Corp., New York City.

U'rite today for booklet and complete
information.

Edison Storage Battery Co.
117 Lakeside Ave.. Orange. N. J.

The Electric Journal
PUBLISHED MONTHLY

Brimfull of practical up-to-
date information for the young
electrical man.
ig The Journal has the largest staff of
expert electrical and mechanical men as
contributors of any engineering publi-
cation.

C Its articles are written in such style
that the average electrician can under-
stand and yet are technically correct.

It is worth your while to investigate
this proposition. If interested in elec-
trical subjects we will be glad to send
you a sample copy of the Journal for
inspection. Subscription price $1.50 in
U. S. and Canada.

The Electric Journal
107 Murdock -Kerr Bldg. Pittsburg, Pa.

lENAMEL fpót" -> MAGNET
INSULATED - WIRE

ENAMEL. WIRE is supplanting silk and cotton covered because
The Insulation is better, because It requires lees space, because
It Is cheaper.

FEVAL WIRE has a dielectric strength in excess of 75 volts
per .0001 i Itch of i nsulation. The evenly distributed enamel
covering adheres tenaciously yeti s resistant and elastic. never
cracking. No change at 400 to 500. I,. Al l sizes. Nos. 16 to 40.

MANUFACTURERS: We have an attractive contract proposal
to offer covering your requirements for 12 months.

INDIVIDUALS: we will furnish small quantities for spark
coils and magnets.

FEVAL ENAMEL INSULATED WIRE CO.
129 N. Curtis Street CHICAGO

RICHARDSON SLIDE RULE
Engineers, Electricians, Draftsmen, Superintendents:

Managers, Estimators and Business Men

Jet n ,.av,
Electricians are frequently called upon to calculate the size of a motor to,

run a pump, change gears, and pulley problems, testing recording watt-
meters, plotting curves, etc.

The slide rule will do all this mechanically. The Richardson Direct Read-
thing Slide Rule is especially adapted for these who wish to learn the use ofis valuable instrument. In addition to being direct reading for 44 electrica i
and mechanical problems it will multiply, divide. extract the square or cube
coots of numbers. calculate interest and percentage. solve proportion. and Oct
making up ear roll accounts the rule has no equal. For a Christmas presentthere is nothing better. 32.50. including pocket case and inatrvction book.

GEO. W. RICHARDSON, M. E., E. E.
Late Artificer U. S. Navy 4214 24th Place, Chicago

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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The Gregory Bargain List i

of Electrical Machinery
We have the largest stock of second hand electric motors and generators in America
and buy and sell, rent, exchange and repair electrical machinery of all kinds. Send
for our "MONTHLY BARGAIN SHEET," showing complete stock with net prices.

FOR SALE 220 VOLT D. C. MOTORS
H. P. Speed.

2 7 Gen. Mee., MI', type
C. E. 1000

I 9 Gen. Elec., MP, type
C. E. 400

2 10 National. MP. new 1650
I 10 Itroe,ning, SI l' 1250

10 Fairbanks -Morse, MP 1100
10 Allis-Chnhneo- MI', comp 1:100
10 Richmond. MI', comp 1200
10 Sprague -Lundell 1200
10 .lenney. MP 950
10 Browning. MP 800
10 Northern, MP, comp '100

2 10 Westinghouse, MP. type 0 1200
1 10 Northern, MP 775
4 10 Crocker-Wheeler.MP, form

I 880
1 10 Northern, MP, comp 650
2 10 Gen. Elec., MP, type

C. Q. 800
r 10 Gen. Elee.. type C. E 000

I 10 I I. Wayne. ]I I'

1 15
L 15
1 15
1 15
I 20
I -

II. 1'. Speed.
Ill Gen. llec., 511', type C.

E.. comp. 800
12 Amer. Eng. Co., MP 1200
12 Triumph. MI', comp., with

extra armature 950
15 Roth. MP 1300

15 Commercial. MP 1200
Extra armature for above

15 Paragon, MP 1200
15 Triumph. MP 1100
15 Gen. Elee., MP, type

C. E. 1200
15 Gibbs, MP, type A 725
15 Peerless, MP 600
15 Gen. Elec.. DIP, type

C. Q. 1200
Westinghouse. MP. type M.1150
Westinghouse, MP. type .0.1150
Gen. Elec.. MP. type CQ. 900
Gen. Elec.. MP. form H 800
Cc nunerciah YIP I000
I':.i rr hank,- nu,. NI I'

It P. Speed.
2 20 Gen. Elee., MP, type

C. E. 1125
1 20 Westinghouse. MP, type 0 104.
1 20 Gen. Elec., MP. form H. 700
1 20 Westinghouse. 111'. type M. 600
125 Commercial. MP 725
1 25 Colonial, MP 785
r 25 Northern, MP, comp 700

30 Gen. Elec., MP. form A 625
1 :30 Gen. Elec., MP, form A,

comp. 625
130 Westinghouse. MP. type Dl. 975
130 Westinghouse, MP, type 0. 900
125 Western Elee., MP, type

GM 875
I :1.' Northern. MP 725
13 (len. Mee., MP. form H 975
125 Crocker -Wheeler, MP, form

I 750
1 25 Gen. Elee.. 6 -pole, type CI,. 650
1 In Willey. MP Run
I 15 1101 tier-1'abot. SIP .,S :.

All machines fully guaranteed. Machines sent on approval to responsible parties.

©Irr
THE PIONEER BARGAIN HovsE eJ

WAREHOUSE AND WORKS: 16th AND LINCOLN ST., CHICAGO, ILL.

Type
M

1-15
H.P.

This High Class Motor
Unassembled

$3.50
Puns on a.c and d.e

current,a 10 roll x. Includes
complete set of blueprints
shorting how to assemble.
llas laminated field and
armature, mica insulated
commutator 3-16 carbons
brushes, bronze bearings,
brasa grease cups,putley
and terminals.

Asseltbled complete
ready to run

$5.50
,Set of blue prints .show-

ing motor in detail a -c.
Catalogue 4c.

JOSEPH WEIDENHOFF
1215 S. Ashland Ave. CHICAGO, ILL.

Ask
About

"Comet"
Electric Frying
Pan

"COMET ELECTRIC
COOK STOVE"

Combines an Elec-
tric Cook Stove, a
Fireless Cooker and
a Refrigerator in One

Food prepared as for
any stove. Place in oven
-turn on electric cur-
rent. A ter current has

been on a few
minutes, then
turn off - bal-
ance of cooking
Is done on the
Fireless Cook ing
rinc'ple, mak-

tng the cost of
preliminary cur-
rent the only ex-
pense.

Write Today for Catalog, Prices and Full Details.
COMET ELECTRIC STOVE COMPANY

280-284 18th Street, Detroit, Mich.

A PERFECT,
110 VOLT
FAN FOR

$6.50
Electrically,

Mechanically and
Aesthetically Perfect
Finish black enamel and nickel. Anyadjust-

ment. For home and office, telephone booth,picture show, or where a ceir.
ing fan is not needed. You ran buy a larger or a higher priced fan but
you positively can not get a better one. Noiseless and sparkless. Say
whether for alternating or direct current, and give dealer's name. We

rilt -

prepay looms and guarantee
satin actuon.

Six alt battery fan at
Sallie VI.
178 Summer St., Boston,Mass.ompnn

Will Not Burn Out
An important feature of these motors is that they will not

heat under any circumstances.
li_ and . H.P. for A.C. and D.C.

Finished in Black Enamel.

THE

BARNES
VARIABLE SPEED AND REVERSIBLE

Are especially adapted for
Washing Machines, Printing tresses, Cot -

tee Mills, Dental Apparatus, Vacuum
Cleaners. Wireless Apparatus, etc.

Let us figure on your requirements

BARNES MFG. CO., 107 Belmont
Susquehanna. Pa. t
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Here's Something New
SEE THAT

CONE?

Pr ice
75c e;,1; le

.n, uy

A Telephone
Mouthpiece
with a parabolic
vibrator which
distributes the
sound waves
perfectly a n tl
thus enables
one to converse

in a whisperer a very low tone as preferred.

THINK OF IT!
Telephone privacy without resorting to

a booth. A distinct benefit to the Bus-
iness Man, the Factory Man, the House-
wife, the Merchant.

Cuss -no -more
THE S. & M. ELECTRIC CO.

DISTRIBUTORS
402 Monadnock Block Chicago

Before designing your

Send two cent stamp for our circular of
Castings. Armature Discs, Commutators,
Brusholders, etc., for Motors and Dynomos,
1-20 to 2 kw. Electrical sheet steel forTrans-
formers, Armatures.delds etc.. cut to shape.

GAS ENGINES finished or castings only
X to2h.p. We design and build small motors
formachine drive and special requirements

F. E. AVERILL,
351 -7th St. BUFFALO, N.Y.

ELECTRICAL APPARATUS

We Carry a Complete Stock of

Electrical Novelties and Toys
Including the Late Imported Inventions

Complete Wireless Equipments
Attractive Prices on EverythingElectrical

THE ILLUMINATING SUPPLY CO.
2155 East Ninth Street CLEVELAND, OHIO

1.6
Volts

THE1900
DRY

BATTERY

...,: ~'
UER MElM P.Us'

25
Amperes

Figures That Count
In purchasing a dry battery, everyone wants a

battery which will not have to be replaced every
week or so. This can he avoided by the selecting of

THE 1900 DRY BATTERY
which by actual test has proven its efficiency for all
kinds of work.

Sendfor Booklet which contains full 15artieuloes.

The Nungesser Carbon & Battery Co.
CLEVELAND, OHIO

General Sales Office: 627 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago
("_)

WAYNE BELL TRANSFORMERS
Displace unreliable, troublesome batteries and usepractically no current. Operate door bells, buzzers, toys,etc. Made in three sizes for different classes of workand can be connected to any A. C. lamp socket. Sendfor leaflet 4511.

FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC WORKS
of General Electric Company

1808 Broadway FORT WAYNE, IND.

MAKE EASY MONEY INSTALLING

Schwarze Electric Bells
They cure all Bell troubles and save

their cost. For any current.
Send $1,50 today for sample

Silver -Toned House Bell, all
charges prepaid anywhere in
the United States.

Schwarze Electric Co.
5 Main Street Adrian, Mich

TESTED APPARATUS
MEANS THE ELIMINATION OF FAULTS IN YOUR PRODUCT

Electrical and photometrical tests of every description. Checking electrical instruments of allkinds and classes. Inspecting and testing new electrical machinery, apparatus and material atfactories and after installation. Tests on any electrical machinery and apparatus made any-where. Arc and incandescent lamp tests, either electric, gas, acetylene or oil. Illuminationtests made anywhere. Secondary standards of candle -power furnished. Facilities furnishedto experimenters and investigators.
We have recently added to the above, Coal Testing, and are now prepared to make prox-
imate analyses and calorific determinations on samples of coal, promptly and accurately.

ELECTRICAL TESTING LABORATORIES
80TH STREET AND EAST END AVENUE NEW YORK, N. Y.
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The Use of a Storage Battery for
Electric Lighting
The chief purpose of a storage battery for Electric
Lighting is to furnish steady, continuous, twenty-four
hour service without the necessity of running an
engine and dynamo all of the time.

With the small low voltage electric lighting
plants furnished by this company, it is only
necessary to run a small gas engine with a dynamo
a few hours occasionally, at which time the stor-
age battery is charged, so that at all other times
current is taken from the battery.
A storage battery is a very important part of an
electric lighting plant as it furnishes current the
greater part of the time.

The " 1r ` a-s.,*i a4 ."w4 " furnished with the small electric lighting plants of
e1'L4 %'t%tv 4cLA +4 4.44N4Y. this company ie the same type of battery ae used by

the large electric lighting companies, electric railways, telephone and telegraph companies. This is the beat assurance of
dependable lighting service. The storage battery is simple to install and very easy to care forland operate es it requires
very little attention.

If your home or factory is not near a public electric lighting station, you can now have electricity at very small expense.
Write our nearest office for our book "How to Have Your Own Electric Lighting Plant"

THE ELECTRIC STORAGE iWITERYCO.
1888 PHILADELPHIA, PA. 1911

New York Boston Chicago St. Louis Cleveland Atlanta Denver
Detroit San Francisco Portland, Ore. Seattle Los Angeles Toronto

The "]EXtbC rr Sparking Battery gives the most reliable ignition service for gas engines.

ALL -METAL SELF -CLEANSING

Electric Washer
And WRINGER Complete for

Positive Drive-No Springs to
break. Will wash any wash-
able fabric clean, quickly at
trifling cost. Will save its
cost in 8 months in wear and
tear of clothes alone, to say

o thing of time, money and
hard work. We will ship to
you direct anywhere in the
United States. A year's guar-
antee goes with every Washer sold. Send for folder
Domestic Equipment Co., Dept. P, 30W. Lake St., Chicago

110 oe ¢2 Vo-rAC. CuReurr- GREAT t t
That'd what they all say when
they receive one of our "Aphlti'
Transformers, for bell ringing
and experimental purposes.
Here They Are -
Typ A-110v.primary to 6v.Sec'ry $3.00
Type 13-110v. primary to 2,4.6.8. or

Takes the et lacewith ofan
"

batteAphleries.. you can no

K -B Electric & Mfg.Co.,Matufield,O.
Send stamp for elrenlur

PELOUZE ELECTRIC IRON

The most econ-
omical iron. Heats
quickest. The only
iron with control of
heat at your finger
tip. "Look for the
Switch."
All leading dealers

THE ONLY IRON WITH HEAT CONTROL
Al' YOUR FINGER TIP

PELOUZE ELECTRIC HEATER CO.
232-242 E. Ohio Street - Chicago

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER
DAY AND NIGHT SERVICE
The Junior No. 1 Equipment

i,Dlreet Connected Dynamo, Gasoline

;ZÓ5Engine Set. Complete Switchboard, LU
16 -Call "American" Storage Battery
The most complete, reliable equipment
ever offered at this price. We want a

presentative In every county. -

MERICAN BATTERY COMPANY
Est. 1889 1149 Fulton St., CHICAGO

Do You Want Electric Light or Power for
Your Country Home or Farm?

If you are out of reach of central station current and wish to install a
gas engine electric outfit, either with or without storage battery, write
for our Handbook, here illustrated. Alamo Electric outfits are stand-
ard, Our prices are as low as consistent with high-grade machines
suitable for permanent installations. Investigate our proposition, it
places you under no obligation.

The ALAMO MANUFACTURING CO., 73 South St., Hillsdale, Mich.

Alamo- Westinghouse
Low Voltage Storage
Battery Outfit
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The Opinion of 30,000 Housewives is that the

Thor Electric Home
Laundry Machine

is the world's greatest device for doing the weekly wash-
ing and wringing in the home. Human 'hands cannot
equal the work of this machine.

An Invitation
is extended to you to try the THOR in your own home
for 15 days without expense or obligation to purchase.
If you don't want to keep the machine after using it
ship it back to us AT OUR EXPENSE.

We are responsible and stand back of every state-
ment we make. Look us up then write for free copy
of Catalog E and name of dealer in your city.

Remember the name " T HO R , " representing the highest
development in the art of doing the weekly laundry work

HURLEY MACHINE COMPANY
1011 Flatiron Building, NEW YORK 27 South Clinton Street, CHICAGO

Wringing from
rinsing water
while machine
is washing
another load

Electric Washer
For the home

" Makes Good."
Let us tell you why.
Write today.

Judd Laundry
Machine Co.,

129 N. Wabash
CHICAGO

QUICK IRONING By Electricity
Your bed and table linen, all plain clothes and flat pieces ironed
in afew minutes-better finish than Hat iron-with no labor

at all, at one tenth the expense of hand work
by the

Simple. Child operates.
Just feed clothes through.
Costs but 3c an hour to
heat and run by any small
electric motor. by gas or
gasoline-or can be run
by hand. Catalog and
"Ironing Hints" free.

Write today for 30 day
Free Trial Offer.

AMERICAN IRONING MACHINE CO., 55 E. Lake Street, Chicago, Ill.

NO MORE WASHDAY DRUDGERY

HAVE YOUR OWN LAUNDRY

ESTABLISHED 1902

You Electricians, Mechanics, Engineers
who have Electric Motors or other power. can equip your homes with
a GENUINE LAUNDRY POWER WASHER of the same Revolvine
Cylinder Type, as successfully used in all Steam Laundries, Hotels and
Large Institutions. washes everything perfectly clean.

Built to Last-Metal Throughout-No Wood
Can you think of a more welcome and more practical X :Sias gift for
Mother, Wife or Sister? Write at once for Catalog No. 2.

Paragon Mfg. Co.
2403.05 W. 14th Street, CHICAGO, ILL.
Manufrs of Cylinder Washing Machines,
Power Wringers and Ironing Machines
for domestic use. Z 3.75

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers,
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Let Electricity Make Pure Air for You
Sufferers from many ailments travel thousands of miles to breathe the OZONE of the

mountains and pine forests. Yet a recent scientific invention enables everyone to have-
RIGHT IN THEIR OWN BEDROOM-air constantly as pure, refreshing and ex-
hilarating as the purest oxygen -filled atmosphere of the piny woods and mountain peaks.
This little apparatus is operated by electricity and "ozonizes" the air of the closest room

just as an electric storm purifies the out -door air. The

OZONE PURE AIRIFIER
is of greatest benefit in the treatment of Asthma, flay Fever, Catarrh, Insomnia, Nervous.

ness, Pneumonia, Typhoid and Scarlet F Diphtheria, Bronchitis, Tubereulouta,ete.
Endorsed by highest medical and scientific autho ritiesa thoroughly tested and demon-

strated success.
Central Station. Electric Jobber and Dealer, this is the latest Electrical Appliance

on the market. Write now for illustrated catalogue, p.fce list and descriptive matter

and plan of placing for liberal trial.
distribution throughout the United States in Every PlaceWhere Electrical

W'e
Appliances are Sold.

OZONE PURE AIR
307-314 Rand McNally Bldg.

R COMPANY
HICACO, ILL.

SOMETHING NEW I

The Simplex Electric Table Range
Useful in any home and a luxurious necessity in

many.
The Table Range, operating from a single lamp

socket, provides for all cooking requirements for a
breakfast, lunch or other light meal for two or three

persons.
Let us send you our illustrated
circular which tells all about it.

Simplex Electric Heating Co.
CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

Monadnock Block 612 Howard Street
Chicago San Francisco

CI

Tr

Convenience alone is sufficient reason
for owning a

CADILLAC
COMBINATION ELECTRIC
STOVE AND TOASTER

and when price, efficiency and appearance are
considered, there is no excuse for being with-
out one. Sent prepaid upon receipt of $7.60.

CADILLAC ELECTRIC MFG. CO.

216 Mitchell St. Cadillac, Mich.,,,.....r
I

TO BE CLEAN
YOU NLEE)

The "BEE" Suction Cleaner

I
costs only $65.00 with complete equipment.

weighs only 20 lbs. No Jar or Vibration.

equals the highest priced machines in efficiency.

does the best work with the least effort.

has NEW and EXCLUSIVE FEATURES.

SOLD ONLY BY RELIABLE AGENTS.

BIRTMAN ELECTRIC CO., CHICAGO, II. S. A.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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THE "BLITZEN"
TRANSFORMER
Closed Core
High Efficiency
Magnetic Leakage Type

Self Controlling
High Power Factor
A Year's Guarantee

Usual Clapp-Eastham Quality
An instrument of the "Better" kindmounted in a mahogany cabinet with

nickel plated binding posts for primary
and secondary connections.

An unusual transformer at an unusual
price, built by a company with an unusual
reputation.

F4 K. W. $15.00 / K. W. $22.00
Complete catalogue of apparatus for

commercial and private installation sent for4c stamps. We are desirous of establish-
ing several additional sales agencies.

Clapp-Eastham Co.
141 Main St. Cambridge, Mass.Aylsworth Agencies Co., 543 Second St., San Francisco, Cal.

Western Sales Agents

WIRELESS TRANSFORMERS
1-2 K. W.

$30.00

Send for
Catalogue

E. S. RITCHIE & SON. 117 Cypress Street, BROOKLINE,'MASS.

THE "ELECTRO" STATIC
(WIMSHURST) MACHINE

Advertising Section

Guaranteed to generate in
any kind of weather, no mat-
ter how foggy or rainy. First
machine ever constructed
which can truthfully claim

this. We absolutely guarantee
fat, powerful 3 -inch spark.
Used successfully to operate
Geissler and X-ray tubes,
charging the biggest Leyden
jars, firing powder, working
wireless sets, raising a per-
son's hair, etc. Anybody in-
terested in electricity owes it
to himself to possess one of
these wonderful machines.
Can be used to perform thou-
sands of interesting experi-
ments. Cut shows machine
plainly. We furnish solid
cast iron base, cast iron
wheels, two fine Leyden
jars and there are two elec-
trite plates revolving in oppo-
site directions. All metal
parts are nickel plated or
highly polished. Not a par-ticle of wood used. Sizes all over S by 5 by sr inches. The weight is 3

btanerse.s ,
nToh et romubehi nsee

nisp y
atned

ef core aonnk tyheea

r,n. Nothindg to
writeea rr eosutt.,Price complete boxed,$3.75.

no

This pries will be raised later. Ifyou are interested in this machine send at once for our new booklet giving alot of experiments to be performed with same.Send today 4c postage for our famous roe page Electrical Cyclopedia No.containing over 40o illustrations, lots of information on electrical and wire-Ijects, etc. POSTAL CARDS NOT ANSWERED.
THE ELECTRO IMPORTING CO 2335

NEW YORK CITY"EVERYTHING FOR THE EXPERIMENTER"
"W -M"
Transformer

Fixed Receiving Condenser

The above cut illustrates ournew fixed receiving condenser.
Enclosed in polished brass case.
Has sufficient capacity for anystation and a greater capacity
than any other at the same price
or less.

Price 75 Cents
Our Manual of wireless Telegraphy and
Catalog No. lE will be sent on request.

Manhattan Electrical Supply Co.
New York, Chicago,17 Park Place 112-114 S. Fifth Ave.

WIRELESS OPERATORS
As a Fall inducement we offer the following specials:

Black enameled wire sizes from 18 to 22 per poundBlack enameled wire sizes from 24 to 28 0cper pound 60cDo not fail to send for our new catalogue, which is just offthe press. Send two (2) centstomp for catalogue.
(No postalo answered.)

THE I. W. T. WIRELESS CO.
1038 Broadway Brooklyn, N. Y.

"W - M" HIGH POWER
WIRELESS APPARATUS

Listed in New Catalog "D"
An entirely different type of transmitting

condense: for high power sets (rz and 1 K. W.),
guaranteed against breakdown. Hard rubber
insulators for lead outs. Absolutely uniform conductor.Low corona loss. Variable capacity. Also glassplatecondensers for X K. W. and spark coils.
g Closed core transformers with the latest approvedfeatures of superior insulation and "solid secondary"construction. Self cooled, marble base zinc spark gaps.

Q Solid mahogany
helices. Q Lead in
insulators. S An-
chor gaps. q Hot
wire ammeters.
9 I mpedences to be
used in operating
spark coils from
A. C. 9 " Long
distance" receivers
and tuners.
Send slam" for eat-
alor. No ¡Systole.

Worts-McKissson MRfg. Co.
Toledo, Ohio

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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MURDOCK MOULDED
TRANSMITTING CONDENSERS

$2.00 PER SECTION

A radical departure from former condenser con-
struction. Conducting foil imbedded in solid die-
lectric under pressure. Moulded in sections of
.0015 mf. capacity, approximately.

Suited for hard, continuous, satisfactory
service in any wireless station, experi-
mental or commercial.

WM. J. MURDOCK CO.
50 Carter Street

CHELSEA, MASS.
162 Minna St. 221 S. Clinton St.

SAN FRANCISCO CHICAGO

53

Wireless Transformers

Open
Core
Type

-K. W. $12.50 - INCLUDING IMPEDANCE $16.00
1/4-K.K. W. 18.00 - 22.00%z - K. W. 24.00 -''28.50
1 -K. W. 35.00 - 40.00

non in quarter -sawed oak, beautifully finished and substantial in every
re.pect.

SECONDARY UNITS
For Open Clore Transformers. These units will reach you

all ready to assemble on your primary, and are so conetreeted
that a mistake in the assembling is impossible.

Their ineul ation cannot be excelled.
SUFFICIENT UNITS FOR -K. W. OPEN CORE TYPE $ 6.75

..
9.90

12.00
.. .. .. .. 20.00

Complete specifications for balance of Transformer, such as length, diam-

eter aecompamnyCeach order for
of

darry nits. and ofabove prof ices require
that you pay the express charges yourself.

SPECIAL SECONDARY UNITS
For the benefit of the experimentalist, we are manufacturing secondary

unit.
ameter. in all nizees and styles of insulation ofmagnet wiresf . and externalThe number

of turns per section should be left to our judgment and care should be taken
to give us full information as to required secondary voltage, size of primary
airc, kind of current and voltage used. etc. These specials can be adapted

your requirements, whether for wireless or extremely high frequency
we. Prices will be submitted on request.

Dawson & Winger Electric Co.
727 S. DEARBORN ST. CHICAGO, ILL

T.W.C. TRANSFORMERS
'/4 K. W..$12
h " . 18
1 " . 35
2 " . 60

Owing to the in-
crease in demand
for our % and ll
kw. transformers,
we are able to
make a reduction
of the price on

these sizes. They are in no way cheapened, and. as it has
always been in the past, only the best materials and designs
are used. Send stamp for new leaflet listing transmitting
sets.

TOLEDO WIRELESS COMPANY
Dept. B Toledo, Ohio

BRANDES
Long Distance

Receivers
Why ecerr body prefers
Brendes Wireless Receivers-
Because-Lightest re.
oei vent made. No more
bead or earache from
constant wear. Olear
long distance reading.
Made of beet material
obtainable.
Guaranteed. Sent on
trial. Money refunded
if not satisfied. Send
for pamphlet giving
full description of all
Receivers from $1.111
each up to $13 per set.

Pneumatic Rubber Ear Cushions to fit all types, 60c each.
C. BRANDES, Wireless Receiver Specialist

111-115 Broadway New York

THE "BLITZEN 77

TRANSFORMER
An Unusual Transformer

at an Unusual Price
1-4 K. W. $15.00 1-2 K. W. $22.00

Closed Core Self -Controlling
High Efficiency High Power Factor

GUARANTEED FOR ONE YEAR
The "Blitzes" Transformer is unques-
tionably the most efficient low priced
transformer made. It is of our usual
high quality, and is sold at a price that
is truly revolutionary. for an instrument
of dependability and worth. his mount-
ed in a beautiful mahogany cabinet.

Big 250 Page Catalog Just Out
WIRELESS AND ELECTRICAL GOODS

Mailed for 6c (Stamps or Coin) Which May be
Deducted From First Order of $1.00

The largest and most elaborate catalog of wireless and
electrical goods in existence. Our catalog will save you
money. Highest quality combined with lowest prices.

WRITE FOR IT NOW

428 St. Clair J. J. DUCK TOLEDOStreetOHIO
For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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A MANLY TOY FOR MANLY BOYS
Every boy wants to own a Thordarson Toy Trans-
former. It is a small edition of the large, powerful
electric transformers, identical with them in every
respect save size. Connects with any lamp socket
and rings bells and buzzers, and operates one or

more electrical toys at the same
time. The

THORDARSON TOY
TRANSFORMER

is moisture -proof and practically
indestructible. Not only amuses,
but teaches fundamental work-
ing principles of electricity.

$ 8.00
5.00

10.00
7.00

In addition to long connecting cord, Style No. 1 is equipped with
three, and Style No.2 with five flexible plug contact cords. No. 1 Aand No. 2A are each equipped with long connecting cord, andhave binding posts only.

Thordarson Electric Mfg. Company
So. Jefferson St. Chicago, Ill.

Style No. 1, 60 Watts, Price
Style No. 1A, 60 Watts, Price
Style No. 2, 120 Watts, Price
Style No. 2A, 120 Watts, Price

ANYONE CAN OWN A WIRELESS STATION
We are offering our a mile sending and

500 mile receiving set consisting of Elec
trolytic and mineral detector, 90 ohm
receiver, receiver cord, aerial switch and
100 ft. wire insulators, special sparkcoil,
spark gap, leyden jar, key, instructions,
etc.. for$2.75. Receivingset per cut $1.40.
Sending set $1.75. Send 3c for catalog.

THOMAS M. ST. JOHN
848b Ninth Are.. New York

LEVY ELECTRIC CO., San Francisco, Cal., Western Agts.

IDEAL CHRISTMAS GIFTS

The most wonderful and fascinating study of the age. Everybodyshould have a copy ofthe new "Voltamp Electrical Products
our uz-page Catalog now ready. The most complete and interesting
took ever issued. Full ofillustrations and descriptions of Voltamp
Novelties. Motors, Dynamos, Telegraph and ' wireless" Instruments.
Spark Coils, Lamps, Flashlights, Transformers, etc. Even -thin; h:Iec
bical for the experimenter. The greatest line of Miniature Electric
Railways ever shown. Catalog with valuable coupon sent only for ' e
n stamps or coin. (No nose,'s answered.)

MP ELECTRIC MINI. CO., Park Bldg., Baltimore, Md.

WIRELESS BARGAINS
No. 8-14, Aluminum Aerial or Helix Wire. lb., 45e. No. 14-22, Bare CopperWire, lb. 25e. No. 24-28, Enameled Copper Wire. lb. 450. No. 18-22,Enameleo( Copper Wire lb. 35e. No. 36. S.nRlo Cotton Covered Wire lb.,
$1.50.1 BWAENCO" dpprk Gap, Improved, 26c. No. 100. Mile Transformere th Fine Vibrator. $8; without Vibrator. $6. Spark Coil., 2 -inch $8; 11-2inch, $6.$0;1 -inch $4.26: 1-4 inch, 2.20. BWAENCO" Mineralbeteetor6ac. Geissler Tubes 3 -inch with Liyyuu'd, 20c. 'GALENA ' IROÑPYRITES," "FERROí4 " "Ft2ANKLINITE."p lOe SILICON "CARBOftWNDUM," ' 'BORNITE," MOLYBDENITE." "PEROXIDEOF LEAD." a oz.. 20c. 11-2 inch O. D. Round or Scuare Braes Seamless'Dubin per foot. 50c. 1-4 io Al Prase Round or Square Tubingor Sucre
Slider B.O. per foot, 10e. 3-10 inch Brass Round Rol, rice foot o. FusibleCut Outs, complete, 6c. ' r VAENCO" Variable Condenser rl'ubular Tyre
(Seamless Brass Sliding). $1 50. VVAENCO" Fixed Condenser, Some,or Round Seamless Items, "R'7AENC0" Tunin Coil. Double Slide.51 26. Braes Slider S irine,. 2 inches 5c PORCELAIN BASk SWITCHES,D P. D. T.. 28c; D. P. S. T., 22c; S. P. b. T., 1ác; S. P. S. T.. 14s.

Send Stamp for Big Bargain Sheet
BROOKLYN W1R2.LESS CO. - - 766 Broadway, Brooklyn, N. Y.

HAVE YOU SEEN Our No. 21 Spark Gap
and No. 51 Variable

Condenser? They are examples of the advanced scientific
design in RELIABLE

WIRELESS APPARATUS
that is found throughout our line. Send stamp for catalogue.

ALDEN WIRELESS CO.. DEPT. D
CAMPELLO, MASS.

EVERY WIRELESS STATION
Needs Our Remarkable New

ROTARY TYPE VARIABEL
CONDENSER

Brings greatest distance within bear -
i tug, You get linerselectivity than ever
before possible. Price 15 plates $5.011.
Proven only type for accurate work.
Send 3c for catalog wireless goods.

ETHERIC ELECTRIC CO., 278 Lenox Ave., New York, N. Y.

ATTENTION I Special Prices for the Month
of November and December

ORDER NOW BIG BARGAINS IN WIRELESS
Fixed condenser No. 920 in our catalogue $1.00
Amature wireless key No. 308 in our catalogue 1.00
Complete learners' telegraph outfit 1.40
Complete cohero No. 305 in our catalogue .70
Complete receiving set consisting of eight -inch

tuning coil, double slide, one 100 ohm receiver
with cord, fixed condenser, adjustable detector
mounted on mahogany base 5.50

Our famous high resistance potentiometer 1.00
We have on hand a large stock of Christmas outfits, motors,

miniature lamps, and saekrtx, fruit and flower lamps and
novelties. Order now to avoid rash; Ire ship goods same date
order is received. Send a two -cent stamp for our wireless
catalogue. No attention paid to po.otals.

THE BROADWAY WIRELESS & ELEC. NOV. CO.
782 Broadway, Brooklyn, N. Y.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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ONE SCREW -DRIVER
instead of four

"Yankee"
RATCHET NO. 65

Four slip blades,
carried in the
handle, change it
instantly to fit
most any
screw.

STRONG.
and com-
pact.

A
very

handy
driver for

any me-
chanic.

Saves the price
of several tools.

But we can't tell
all here.

SEND FOR OUR
BOOK OF LABOR

SAVERS.

A postal brings it.
YOUR DEALER SELLS THE

'.YANKEE"

NORTH BROS. MFG. CO.
Dept. C. Philadelphia. Pa.

6 MONTHS

FREE
TRIAL

The
Wheels
are
Genuine
Carborundum

Luther
Diamond Tool
Grinder
in your own way, at your own
work, try this Carborundum

hand and foot power grinder for
six months with the privilege of
sending It back. 25 times aster
than the grindstone -6 times more
efficient than emery-equipped with

genuine Carborundum wheels - big
time and labor saver for every user of
tools. Write today for 6 months' free
trial offer - also McClure's story of
carborundum.

LUTHER GRINDER
MFG. CO.

62G Madison St..
Milwaukee,wig.

CABLEMEN'S
PLIERS

No. 319-S, 6 inch
No. 1319-S, 7 inch

KLEIN
TOOLS
For all practical electrical work
are daily proving their efficiency
and superior quality.

Made by mechanics skilled in the art,
Send Se in stamps for postage for catalog.

MATHIAS KLEIN &
Canal Station 3.

SONS
Chicago. Ill.

Guaranteed
Tools for
Electricians

e S. & W. Tools
f o r Electricians
are sold by hard-

ware and tool dealers
all over the world, and
are backed by nearly a
century of tool-making
experience, ability and
progress.

A Handy Book that
Should be in Every
Electrician's Kit.
Our 170 page Mechanics'
Handy List, shown above.
contains a complete catalog
of over 200 hand -tools for
Electricians. Machinists.
Carpenters and Tinsmiths.
It also contains 35 pages of
compact, useful informa-
tion and handy reference
tables. Sent free at your
request.

Every single tool we send out has been
made by us.
Every one of our guaranteed tools hears

The MARK of the MAKER
That is important, for when you know who
made the tool, you can be sure of the quality.
P. S. & W. GUARANTEED BOX -JOINT PLIERS
No. 30 Side Cutting, Black
No. 130 Side Cutting, Nickel
No. 300 Side Cutting. Insu-

latedHandle
No. 50 Side Cutting with

Mining Device
No. 9 Sides Cutting, Extra

Heavy. 9 inch
No. 20 Flat Nose. Black
No. 120 Flat Nose. Nickel
No. 25 Round Nose, Black
No. 125 Round Nose, Nickel
No. 27 Diag'l Cutting, Black
No. 127 Diag'l Cutting, Nickel

Also a full line of Lap joint

No. 37
No. 137

No. 43
No. 143
No. 31
No. 131

No. 33
No. 133

Diag'l Cutting. Raised
Cutters, Black
Diag'l Cutting, Raised
Cutters. Nickel
Chain Nose, Black
Chain Nose. Nickel
Opticians' Round and
Flat Jaws, Black
Optician's Round and
Flat Jaws, Nickel
Opticians' Co native
and Convex Jaws. 131'k
Opticians' Co new ye
and Convex Jaws, Nkl

Pliers and Splicing Clamps

The Peck, Stow & Wilcox Company
MANUF'RS Of the Largest Line of Mechanics'

Hand Tools Offered by Any Maker
Address Correspondence to 30 Murray St., New York City

Established z519 Five Large Factories

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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Sebco Expansion Bolt
simple in construction, easily
attached, assures great strength,
is rigid and suitable for fasten-
ing any kind of a fixture to a
wall of stone, brick, cement,
tile, etc.

There are many ways of using
these bolts that you should
know about and that are shown
in our catalog No. 10.

Send for it and also free
working samples.

Star Expansion Bolt Company
147-149 Cedar Street - New York City

7100 Asá about our
3,000 R. D. Tool,

"Red DeVil"
Glass Cutters

U.t.v.a.CG,ov.th urcG
For 3 2c. stamps we will send any glazier 1

No. 024 Glass Cutter.
SMITH & HEMENWAY CO.

150-152 Chambers Street, New York, N. Y., U. S, A.

r I°. i,1 f
ó"'

r

r,

Vaj

MAGNET.
(ALLIGATOR WRENCH

t:;11pttllRití

COMBINATION
POCKET TOOL

Carry the Tool
to the Work
Don't lug heavy casting,

to drill or riveter, emery or
buffer.

Electric power tools can
now be carried to
the work as easily
as hand tools.

SPORTABLE
ELECTRIC
TOOLS

The tool shown above is a U. S. electric drill-
helps out the drill press on a rush order. It
is light, strong; does accurate work easily.

We also supply electric buffers, grinders
and riveters, all of durable Aluminum
construction with light, air-cooled motors.

They can be used anywhere
there is a socket or outlet-a few
feet of flexible cord being all
that is necessary to connect them for
instant use.

Write today for free catalogue

THE U.S. ELECTRICAL TOOL COMPANY
6th and Belmont Streets Cincinnati, Ohio

MILLERS FALLS

Auto Pocket Borer
This Star Pocket Borer No. 8 is a

mighty convenient, compact tool. You
can so compress it that it carries in your
pocket with no inconvenience. But set
it to work and you'll find it has all the
good characteristics of any regularborer.

The cells in the handlehold eight drill
points, ranging in size from 1.16 inch to
11-64 inch. and numbered from 1 to 8.
Cell No. 9 contains a small screw driver
to be used when the tool is compressed,
with the plunger forced back into the
handle and secured there.

A. pocket companion that will be of
constant use to you-but when you do go
nfpn it. look for the name, MILLERS
FALLS.

A Millers Falls Efficiency Tool
CO., 28 Warren St., New York

TEN -IN -ONE
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Actual Size

A WHOLE KIT
OF TOOLS IN
ONE PIECE

Handiest and most use-
ful combination tool
ever made.

Ten tools all in one piece and each of them of everyday use to most every-
body. Made of the finest case hardened steel, copper plated then nickel
plated and polished. Price 15 cents (stamps) postpaid to any address.

ANY NAME STAMPED IN THE METAL 10 CENTS EXTRA

Swedish -American Telephone Co., 5235-5249 Ravenswood Ave., Chicago, Ill.
For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers,
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This Kerosene Engine.
Cuts Your Expenses 75%

THE rapidly rising price of gasoline, now 6 to 16 cents
higher than kerosene, absolutely makes operation on
gasoline too expensive. The Perfection Kerosene Eng-

ine operates on any engine fuel. You can always run this
engine at a great fuel saving and get the greatest amount of
work done. The Perfection vaporizes its own kerosene and
so makes it as efficient as gasoline-something other engines
cannot do.

The Perfection is very light, portable, has only three mov-
ing parts, runs everything about the place, is lower in price
than any other engine of its capacity on the market.

"PERFECTION" Kerosene Engine

Sent You on 15 Days Free Trial
Quick Shipment Guaranteed

The day we get your order we will ship your
engine. No delays at this time of the year-a
man wants his engine and wants it quick. We

have ready right now the very engine
you require. Get your order in quick.
See your dealer at once and ask him to
let you have a copy of our Free
ENGINE BOOK. which shows the
.ües and styles of the "Perfection"and
explains this very attractive offer.
Your dealer will send any "perfection"
engine to your farm for .5 days and
let you return it if you are not satisfied.
Ask him about it. If he does not carry
the "Perfection" write to us and we
.. ill send you our Free Engine Book
direct.

CAILLE PERFECTION MOTOR CO.
202 Second Ave., Detroit, Mich.

FOOT AND ELECTRICAL DRIVEN

Power and Turret Lathes, Planers,
Sharpeners and Drill Presses

ti'rite today for our Complete Catalog

SHEPARD LATHE CO.
B. 131 W. 2nd St., Cincinnati, Ohio

TILL DECEMBER let

Gasoline Engine Complete $14.60
A thoroughly reliable and efficient machine, designed especially for

driving a dynamo, washing machine or lathe.
r-1611. P. Steam Engine with governor, for smaller dynamos and
diCplay

aCastings for steam engine, with all material
oses

s 1.00
Working blueprints and instructions for building .25

Send for our catalogue.
The Elgin Wheel & Engine Co., lizEyDouglas .i Ve

HORSE POWER COMPLETEI

. --
Commies/ by s

Absolutely

L? ea Cylisdtrs,31o36&P. RESPONSIBLE concern.
Write for complete catalog-tellº all about how those high grade motor. aro
built in the largest plant in the world devoted exclusively to tho man-
ufactureof2-eyclo ne.tors. Gray Motor Co 1151U. S. Motors Bldg.. Detroit

EASY MONEYLOTS OF IT
for our representatives. S, ad stamp today for particulars
of our Salary Plan. Very Liberal. Won't interfere withyour present employment
Popular Electricity Magazine, Circulation Dept.

Commercial Bldg., Chicago, III.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity

,ELECTRIC LIGHT
For Everybody-with this

FAIRBANKS - MORSE OUTFIT

Complete with50 Light Tungsten Lamps $500and fixtures
A Brilliant, Sanitary, Safe Light at Small Cost

Outfit may also be used to run fans, sewing machines.
flat -irons, etc. Engine can be used for water -supply, saw,
churn, separator. etc.

Battery supplies current for lighting -system when
engine is shut down.

Write Today for Catalog No. CE 1163

Fairbanks, Morse & Co.
Wabash Ave. and Eldredge Place, Chicago

If your heating plant is not satisfactory
or if your coal bill la too large, you probably have poor
circulation in your pipes and radiators.

Att "Economy" Automatic Coed Ion Pump and Re-
ceiver atimuhttee the circulation of steam and reduces the
coal bill by drawing the condensed steam or water that set-
tles in the radiators and pipes, through the system, venting
the air and returning the water to the boiler at nearly the
boiling point. This eliminates inn and cracking in
the radiators and pipes.

Requires no attention other than an occasional oiling.
Operates equally well on high or low pressure systems.
Tell us your troubles and we will advise you how to over-

come them.

THOMAS & SMITH, Inc.
116-118 N. Carpenter St.

CHICAGO, ILL.
Phone: Monroe 5941

Manufacturers 416 Broadway
NEW YORK

Phone: Franklin 576

when writing to Advertisers.
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This Tungsten
Flash Light85c

POSTPAID

Foreign Electrical Exchange
10$ N. Wabash Ave., Dept. 1, Chicago

can be used fora dozen different
purposes about the houae,earage.
auto or launch without any dan-
ger whatever; and gives a veer
powerful light. Just the thing to

° eusem;teimmeditdng night.
Send for It Today, cis*

Agent's Proposition.

LIGHTING PERFECTION BY

The Eye -Comfort System of
Indirect Illumination

PARTICULARS WILL INTER-
EST YOU. ASK 1U THEM

NATIONAL X-RAY REFLECTOR CO.
235 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, Ill.

ROTH Electric
Motors,

Polishing Lathes, Forge
Blowers, Special Machinery
ROTH BROS. & CO.
1358 W. Adorns St. , Chicago 136 Liberty St., N. Y.

&GASOLINE 1-8 H. P. uENGINES
Small Steam Boilers, Grinders, Ikono4 apls, Stere,-
Pumps, I)ymunos, tropes, Postcard Projector.,
Fans,Saws,Lathes, Miniature Railway Equip.

went. Wireless and
Electrical Novel-
ties. Large catatog
mailed for 15 cts.,
(coin preferred).

Refunded on first
order. No postal..

AMATEUR MECHANICS SUPPLY CO.
61SA. 219 S. Dearborn St. Chicago, U. S. A.

Send for free sample copy of the
Agents Magazine, an exponent of

better opportunities, progress and prosperity. 3 months'
trial subscription 10c-Six months 25c-One year 50c.
SPECIAL OFFER-Send $1 for two years' subscription, and
we will send you free Hammond's cloth bound Atlas and
1910 Census. Money refunded if not entirely satisfactory.

AGENTS MAGAZINE CORPORATION
1133 Broadway NEW YORK

AGENTS

Mount Animals and Birds
Game heads, fish, tan skin and make rugs.
Learn the wonderful art of taxidermy by mail. Only
a few know this great profession. You are sure to
make a big Income as professional taxidermist.
More work than you can do and all at a handsome
Sgure. We g tee to make you a guesses.
fui taxidermist by mail or no tuition. Thou -
gands have been successful. Write today for our
reat FREE book "How to Learn to Mount

Birds and Animals." Writs at once-now.
N.W. School of Talxderm,14086lwood Bdg.Omaha.Aeb, .

WE WANT YOU for our representa-
tive. Big money

to right parties. All or spare time. Experience
not necessary. Send 2c stamp today for particulars.

POPULAR ELECTRICITY MAGAZINE
Circulation Dept. Commercial Bldg., Chicago, Ill.

WE SELL YOU
AT WHOLESALE

Agents' Price One
AMERICAN

Motorcycle or Bicycle
We give 30 Days' Free Trial and Prepay the Freight. Write
for our introducing offer and catalog and say whether you

want Motorcycle or Bicycle. Do it now.
AMERICAN MOTOR CYCLE CO., 1111 American Bldg., CHICAGO

PRINT YOUR OWN
Cards, circulars, books, newspaper.
Press $5. Larger $18. Rotary $60.
Save Money. Big profit printing for

others. All easy, rules sent. Write factory for
press catalogue, TYPE, cards, paper, &c.
THE PRESS CO., Meriden, Connecticut

sue`
P w"'T= GEMS IMPORTEDIl / VALLEY from FRANCE

These Gems are chemical hite sapphires.
+4 _\ SEE THEM BEFORE PAYINGI

Can't be told from diamonds except by an
expert. Stand acid and fire diamond tests.

So hard they scratch a file, will Cut glass. Bril-
liancy guaranteed 25 years. All mounted i n; 4K solid

gold diamond mountings. Will send you any style ring, pin
or stud on approval-all charges prepaid-no money in advance.

Write for Free Illustrated booklet, special prices and ring measure
WHITE VALLEY GEM CO.. M742$aks Bldg., Indianapolis, lad,

$1500 to $25,00 WEEKLY AT E
DURING SPARE TIME

We are manufacturers of patented specialties and with our
many years experience and free coaching are in a position to
start you in the Mail Order Business on a sound basis. Every-

profits: small capital: experience
unnecessary: no canvassing. Why work for others? Build
up a profitable and permanent business of your own. Others
have) Why not you? Send today for plans and FREE
booklet, tells how.

PEASE MFG. COMPANY
144 Broadway Dept. AS Buffalo, N. Y.

ELECTRIC
GOODS FOR EVERYBODY
World's Headquarters,
House Lighting Plants.

Lamps, Telephones, Xmas Tree and Flash Lights, Toys,
Railways, Engines, Dynamos, Motors, Belts, Bells.
Batteries, Books. If it's electric, we have it. Fortr,o
for agents. Big Catalog cents.

OHIO ELECTRIC WORKS, CLEVELAND, OHIO

Glass TN the field of glasswork for elec-
trical apparatus we are one of the

You very few factories able to give your
ideas and needs practical results.
NeedWe will tell you frankly whether your

idea will work.
If it will-we will make it for you.

THE ECLIPSE INCANDESCENT LAMP CO.
Toledo, Ohio

WHEN desirous of information in-
quire at the information Dept.

of Popular Electricity Pub. Co.

Monthly; $1.00 a Year. Single Copy 10c.

P. O. Box 1174

Aviation, Aeronautics, Wireless Telegraphy

>am

Brunswick, Georgia.

Aeronautic
Wireless
Department
alone worth
$1.00 a year
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PATENTS
C. L. PARKER

Ex -Examiner U. S. Patent t e

PATENT LAWYER
12 McGill Bldg., WASHINGTON, D. C.

Patents, Trade
Marks, Copy-
rights, Patent
Litigation
Handbook for Inventors,
"Protecting, Exploiting
and Selling Inventions"
sent FREE upon request.

PATENTS
THAT PROTECT AND PAY

Books, Advice, Search and FREE
List of Inventions Wanted l

Send sketch or model for search. Highest References.
Best Results. Promptness Assured.

WATSON E. COLEMAN, Patent Lawyer
622 FStreet, N. W. Washington, D. C.

WANTED-I DEAS
THE demand for good patentable ideas is

greater than ever before. Am constantly in receipt of
letters from parties desiring to buy patents procured
through me. Electrical devices, tools of all kinds, adver-
tising novelties, agents' supplies, mail order articles, and
many other inventions are sought after. Protect your ideal
Write for "Stepping Stones" (containing over 200 inventions
wanted) and new guide book "Successful Patents." Clients
patents sold free. My personal services. Highest references.

RICHARD B. OWEN, Dept. 6, Washington, D. C.

(APITALILE YOUR BRAINS

Wireless Supplies
WE are Western Representa-

tives for The Electro Import-
ing Co., carrying a complete stock.

Same catalog. Same prices.
Anderson Light and Specialty Co.

70 La Salle St. (Opposite New City Hall,)
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

PTRADE MARKSANDCOPYRIGHTSItr

Secured or Fee Returned
Send model or sketch and description of your inven-
tion for free search of the U. S. Patent Office Records.

Our FOUR BOOKS mailed free to any address.
Send for these books; the finest publications
ever issued for free distribution.

HOW TO OBTAIN A PATENT. Our Illustrated 8o page
Guide Book is an invaluable book of reference for inventors and
too mechanical movements illustrated and described.
FORTUNES IN PATENTS. Tells how to invent for profit
and gives history of successful inventions.
WHAT TO INVENT. Contains a valuable list of inventions
wanted and suggestions concerning profitable fields of inven-
tion. Also information regarding prizes offered for inventions,
among which is a Prize of One Million Dollars offered for
one invention and gro,000 for others.
PATENTS THAT PAY. Contains fac-similes of unsolicited
letters from our clients who have built up profitable enter-
prises founded upon patents procured by us. Also endorse-
ments from prominent inventors, manufacturers, senators,
congressmen, governors, etc.
We advertise our clients' inventions free in a list of Sun-
day newspapers with two million circulation and in the
World's Progress. Sample copy free.

Electrical Cases a Specialty. We have
secured many important electrical patents.

ATENT

VICTOR J. EVANS & CO.
(Formerly Evans, Wilkins & Co.)

Victor Bldg., 724 9th St. N. W. WASHINGTON, D. C.

"HI -LIFE 99

Storage Batteries
Guaranteed

The "old and tried" with
new and improved features.
Oar special three post battery
a i 11 give 2 volts, 4 volts, or 6
volts as desired.

Efficient and powerful for
automobile sparking n n d
lighting and all other pur-
poses where storage batter-
ies can be used.
Special Sizes to Order. Christmas

Tree Lighting Outfits Furnished
Correspondence Solicited

PRICES REMARKABLY LOW
NORTHWEST MFG. CO.

362 E. 33d St., - Chicago, Ill.
Responsible Dealers

Wanted

ELECTRICAL TOYS F0" BOYS
SOME CHRISTMAS t SCIENTIFIC ELECTRICAL NOVELTIES

SUGGESTIONS S Practical, Complete, Durable, Harmless

For our Mutual Advantage mention

EVERY boy in the country can easily own a railroad.
Costs little and pays big dividends in fun. Our

Models of Locomotives, Trains, Trolley Cars,
Dynamos, Lamps, etc., are practical and durable
inventions. Equipped with dry batteries, no acids
or liquids used, perfectly safe and harmless. Elec-
trical toys instruct as well as amuse.
Catalog B, fully illustrated, quoting low prices-SENT FREE

THE CARLISLE & FINCH CO.
264 E. Clifton Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio

Largest Manufacturers Electrical Novelties in the World

Popular L'lectrlcity when writing to Advertisers.
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DIVISION SUPT
$ 3000 AYEAR

CIVIL ENGINEER
$2000 A YEAR

ASST. SUPERINTENDENT

$2500 A YEAR.

YOU can do
what others do!

You can-if you really want to. You can fit
yourself to earn more than the other fellows. For
they are not naturally any smarter than you. They
haven't any more brains or ambition than you.
They don't work any harder than you. They are
simply trained men-that's the difference. They
have special knowledge that you don't possess -

special knowledge and training that makes them worth more to
their employer than you can possibly be until you equip yourself
with special knowledge and training.

The American School is training hundreds of men to become draftsmen,
engineers and architects. It is training hundreds to fill executive positions, to
earn good salaries, to play a man's part in the business game. And what the

American School of Correspondence is
doing for others it can do for you.

Mark the Coupon
and send it back to us on the next mail. That's
the first step towards getting your name higher up
on the payroll - the first step towards getting the
kind of position you'd like to have, the kind of a
salary you ought to have.

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF CORRESPONDENCE
CHICAGO, U. S. A.

Opportunity Coupon
American School of Correspondence, Chicago, U. S. A.

Please send me your Bulletin and advise um how lean qualify
for the position niarked "N." P. E. 11-1i

Aviator
prnftsnmo
Seen iteet
Building Contractor
1:trnetnrai Engineer
Civil Engineer
Electrical Engineer

. Flee. Light& Power SopL
Muster Mechanic
Sanitary Engineer
Steam Engineer
Ileelametiou Engineer

FireerÍmnrnnee F.ns r
Telephone Expert
Moving Picture Op'r
Book-keeper
Stenographer
Aeroontant
Cost Accountant
Certified Public Aee'tant
Auditor
Ba niaeas Manager
College Preparatory

NAME

ADDRESS

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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Do It Now - For Your Family
gerSubscribe to -day, and get The Companion until Jan. 1, 1913, for $1.75.
On Jan. 1, 1912, the price will be advanced to $2.00. See offer below.

THE YOUTHS COMPANION
Do you realize that the contents of The Companion for a year, published in book
form, would make 30 volumes of the best and most varied reading? The 52 issues
for 1912, for instance, will be equal to

7 Vols

2 Vols

3 Vols

3 Vols

SERIAL STORIES, the
kind you wish never would
end, each one selling for
$1.50 in book form. -

ARTICLES by Famous
Men and Women. Travel,
Science, Invention, Biogra-
phy.

CURRENT EVENTS,
The Doctor's Weekly Coun-
sel, Science, Wit a n d
Humor, Editorials, etc.

JINGLES AND STO-
RIES for the Little Folks
in the Family, Puzzles and
Beautiful Pictures.

2 Vols

8 Vols

2 Vols

3 Vols

FOR BOYS on Expert
Training for Athletic Sports :
Football, Sprinting, Swim-
ming, etc.

EACH CONTAINING
some thirty complete stories
-Adventure, Heroism,
Humor.

FOR GIRLS and the
Household, Ideas in Dress,
the Family Table, Profit-
able Occupations.

ANECDOTES, SELEC-
TIONS, SKETCHES. One -
Minute Stories. Talks on
Social Topics.

ALL FOR $1.75-AND EVERY LINE WORTH WHILE
Send For The P!ustrated Announcement For 1912, Which Tells About It All.

THE

FREE

ISSUES

EVERY NEW SUBSCRIBER who at once cuts out and sends
this slip (or mentions the name of this publication) with $1.75
for the fifty-two issues of The Companion for 1912 will receive

ALL THE ISSUES FOR the remaining weeks of 1911, free,
including the beautiful Holiday Numbers; also

THE COMPANION'S PICTURE CALENDAR FOR 1912, litho-
graphed in ten colors and gold.

THEN THE COMPANION FOR THE FIFTY-TWO WEEKS
OF 1912. Your last chance to get the Paper for $1.75. On
January 1,1912, the price will be advanced to $2.00.

AM 63

HOW

TO GET

THEM

THE YOUTH'S COMPANION, BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS j
//



IN THE GLOW OF THE WESTINGHOUSE LUMINOUS RADIATOR

The Glowt
of the old-fashioned wood - fire was its greatest
charm. What place was so bright and attractive
as the fire -side? The modern wood -fire is the

Westinghouse
Electric urinous RadiatorL

It gives a glowing, lively, health -giving heat on the touch of a button.No flame, no smoke, no dirt, no danger. It Toes not vitiate the air norgive off poisonous fumes. Children can play around it in perfect safety.Being portable and light in weight, it can be used first in one room andthen in another.
The Luminous Radiator is but one of many Westinghouse electric devices for
home comfort and convenience. Write for an interesting booklet on household
helps to Dept. F, Westinghouse Department of Publicity.

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company
SALES OFFICES IN

REPRESENTATIVES ALL40 AMERICAN CITIES East Pittsburgh, Pa. OVER THE WORLD


